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Abstract

Magellan images show that small volcanoes (< 20 km in diameter) are ubiquitous in 

the plains of Venus. Three categories are identified: shields, cones and domes. Shields and 

cones are thought to have been formed by lavas with basaltic rheology. The domes indicate 

magmas with higher viscosities at the time of emplacement. Small volcanoes often occur in 

fields similar to those on Earth such as Springerville, in Arizona and fields associated with 

mid-oceanic ridges.

Edifices with scalloped margins are noted to be similar to volcanic domes and fall 

within a spectrum ranging from unmodified to remnant forms. An extensive database has 

been compiled from a global survey of volcanic domes on Venus. Over 320 domes have 

been located of which more than 80% have modified morphologies. Broadly, the modified 

domes can be described by five sub-categories which are related to three unmodified dome 

sub-categories. Many modified domes have deposits associated with them that possess 

characteristics indicative of their having been formed from mass movements. Four 

morphological sub-categories of debris deposit have been recognised. Data on the debris 

aprons is compared with mass movements on the Earth, the Moon and Mars. Debris 

masses on Venus show a tendency to travel further for a given vertical drop and cover 

greater areas for a given travel distance than mass movements on the Earth, the Moon and 

Mars.

Slope failures on venusian domes appear to have been triggered by explosive and 

non-explosive events. The deposits in group three are analogous to terrestrial pyroclastic 

flows and the deposits in groups one and two are analogous to volcanic debris avalanche 

deposits on Earth. The characteristics of the fourth group of deposits are similar to those 

resulting from deep-seated slides on Earth. Two models of debris transport provide the 

most reasonable explanation for the characteristics of large debris masses on Venus.
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Chapter 1 

Introduction

“Cynthia figuras aemulatur Mater Amorum” (The Mother of Love emulates 

the phases of Cynthia): Coded message sent by Galileo to Kepler

confirming that Venus revolves around the Sun.

1.1 Background

The planet Venus has been a point of interest in the heavens since the earliest time. 

It is one of the brightest features in the sky and owing to its angular distance from the sun 

is visible only at dawn and dusk. The earliest known recorded observations of Venus were 

made by the Babylonians around 1900 B.C. Later, Galileo observed the phases on Venus 

using a test proposed by Copernicus, which demonstrated that Venus revolved around the 

Sun. Since the seventeenth century astronomers have used telescopes to observe the 

planet’s phases in an attempt to determine its rotation period and atmospheric composition. 

In the early 1960’s radar was used to observe Venus. A doppler shift in the radar echo 

indicated that the rotation of Venus was retrograde; a fact confirmed during the conjunction 

of 1962. Throughout the 1960’s radar images began to provide information about the 

planet’s surface. The resolution of these Earth-based images has improved over the decades 

and the highest resolution images made at Arecibo are of 3 km (Campbell & Bums 1980, 

Head & Campbell 1982). These have a better resolution than Pioneer Venus radar images 

but are restricted to the hemisphere that faces Earth during opposition (Saunders & Carr 

1984).

Major discoveries about Venus began in earnest when spacecraft design improved 

sufficiently to allow fly-by, then orbiter and finally, lander missions. Since 1962 twenty 

spacecraft have been launched to Venus (table 1.1), the first being Mariner 2. The Soviet 

Union soft landed Venera 8 on Venus in 1972; the first spacecrafts to orbit Venus were 

Veneras 9 and 10, placed in orbit in the same year. Veneras 9 and 10 also released soft 

landers which returned excellent pictures of the surface. The U.S. Pioneer 12 Venus 

Orbiter (PV) which arrived at Venus in 1978 was the first spacecraft to carry a radar 

sensor. At the close of the mission ninety-two per cent of the surface had been mapped at a
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resolution of 50-140 km. The Soviet Venera 15 and 16 spacecraft arrived at Venus in 1983. 

They also carried radar instruments and mapped approximately twenty-five per cent of the 

northern hemisphere at an improved resolution of 1.2-2.4 km.

1.2 Revealing Venus

The ten spacecraft that had visited Venus by 1975 (table 1.1) had answered many 

questions but returned little reliable quantitative data. Some of the most important and 

fundamental scientific questions remained unanswered. Little insight had been gained into 

why Venus was apparently so different to Earth despite its similarity in size and mass. A 

number of questions were proposed that should be addressed by any subsequent missions 

to the planet. These included determining the global chemical composition, thermal and 

differential history of the planet’s surface; whether evidence of tectonic activity, plate 

tectonics and volcanism exists; and to determine the composition, thermal structure, cloud 

structure and circulation of the atmosphere.

The data from the Pioneer Venus and Venera 15/16 missions revealed a range of 

geological features on the surface of Venus including impact craters, volcanoes, mountain 

belts, complex tectonics and large volcano-tectonic features. However, the restricted 

resolution of the data meant detailed geological mapping and interpretation was limited. A 

follow-on mission Venus Orbiter Imaging Radar (VOIR) was subsequently conceived to 

return to the planet, but this was cancelled in 1982. The mission was renamed in the 

following year as the Venus Radar Mapper (VRM) and was officially renamed Magellan in 

1986. It was launched aboard the space shuttle Atlantis on May 4, 1989 and went into 

Venus orbit insertion (VOI) on August 10 1990. The first images were returned in early 

September 1990.

1.3 Aims and Objectives of this Study

This study is designed to investigate the role of volcanism in the formation of the 

Venusian surface. The surface geology and geomorphology determined from PV, the 

Venera missions and Magellan have been examined, summarised and integrated into this 

thesis to serve as a framework from which a study into plains volcanism can proceed.

The data returned from the Pioneer Venus, Vega and Venera missions are reviewed 

to provide a background to the Magellan data (chapter 2). Geological mapping has been
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Mission Launch M ission D escrip tion

Mariner 2 1962 Encountered Venus from 34,745 km; discovered 468° C surface 
temperature and absence of a magnetic field.

Venera 4 1967 Relayed information on Venusian atmosphere for 93 minutes.

Mariner 5 1967 Flew within 4,023 km of Venus; recorded data on surface temperatures 
and atmospheric composition.

Venera 5 1969 Transmitted atmospheric measurements during aerodynamic and 
parachute descent; confirmed high carbon dioxide content and lack of 
water vapour.

Venera 6 1969 Transmitted atmospheric measurements during aerodynamic and 
parachute descent; confirmed high carbon dioxide content and lack of 
water vapour.

Venera 7 1970 First probe to soft land on Venus; transmitted data for 23 minutes.

Venera 8 1972 Radioed surface temperature and pressure readings after landing on 
sunlit side of Venus.

Mariner 10 1973 Encountered Venus en route to Mercury; tracked global atmospheric 
circulation with visible and ultraviolet imagery.

Venera 9 1975 An orbiter-lander mission similar to Venera 8; lander returned first 
panoramic view of surface.

Venera 10 1975 An orbiter-lander mission similar to Venera 9; lander returned 
panoramic view of landing area. Transmitted data for 65 minutes.

Pioneer 12 1978 Braked into Venus orbit; performed detailed radar mapping of the 
planet’s surface; discovered rift valley and 11 km high Maxwell Montes

Pioneer 13 1978 Four instrumented probes entered Venus’s atmosphere; obtained 
pressure and temperature reading and data on wind patterns.

Venera 11 1978 A fly-by lander, descent vehicle soft-landed; detected electrical and 
acoustic events in the atmosphere.

Venera 12 1978 A fly-by lander similar to Venera 11. Imaging system failed.

Venera 13 1981 An orbiter-lander, lander returned colour imagery.

Venera 14 1983 An orbiter-lander, lander returned colour imagery, drilled soil samples 
and conducted seismic experiment.

Venera 15 1983 An orbiter; performed detailed radar mapping.

Venera 16 1983 Similar to Venera 15; radar mapping and atmospheric analyses.

Vega 1 1984 Venus-Comet Hailey mission; carried Venus descent vehicle and 
atmospheric balloon probe.

Vega 2 1984 Similar to Vega 1; both spacecraft carried multinational experiments.



conducted in two localities of interest to examine their geological history (chapter 3). The 

morphological characteristics of different types of small volcanic edifices (< 30 km in 

diameter) in the plains are examined to determine their modes of emplacement (chapter 4). 

The morphological and morphometric characteristics of modified volcanic domes and 

associated deposits are studied in detail. Data on the debris aprons were compared with 

mass movements on the Earth, Moon and Mars and influences on the transport of material 

examined (chapter 5). The morphologies of venusian domes are compared with dome 

shapes derived from a variety of mathematical models. This provides insight into factors 

that influenced the emplacement of the domes (chapter 6). The possibility that the scalloped 

margins characteristic of modified domes are the result of dike emplacement along flank rift 

zones is discussed by comparing domes on Venus with similar shaped volcanoes on the 

seafloor on Earth. The emplacement of domes and processes responsible for their 

modification are examined. The debris aprons associated with domes suggest that slope 

failure is a primary mechanism of modification. The triggers that may initiate mass 

movements on Venus and factors that may influence a moving mass are assessed. Finally, 

different transport mechanisms are proposed to explain the characteristics of debris masses 

on Venus (chapter 7). A summary of the findings from this study is presented in the last 

chapter (chapter 8).



Chapter 2 

Review of Imaging Radar and Results from Radar Missions to 

Venus

“We never see her surface; she presents but a dazzling disc, with never a 

marking that we can be certain is not the result of eyes tired with too much 

brightness. Whether her atmosphere is clear or cloudy, or what lies behind 

that dazzling light, we do not know”: E.W. Maunder, Royal Observatory 

Greenwich, 1908.

2.1 Radar Imaging

Seasat SAR and Shuttle Imaging Radar have demonstrated the ability of spacebome 

radar systems to obtain high-resolution image coverage of a wide range of landforms on 

Earth (Born et ah, 1979, Elachi et al., 1982, Settle & Taranick 1982, Ford et al., 1989). 

From these images geological interpretation has proved possible (Daily et al., 1983, 

Schaber et al., 1980), using standard photogeological principles. However radar images of 

Earth have proved more difficult to interpret than photographs and images acquired in the 

visible wavelength. This is because of problems understanding the complex interactions 

between wavelength, polarisation, incidence angle, large and small scale surface roughness 

as well as electrical and other properties of the surface (Tanaka et al., 1993). To interpret 

radar imagery the observer needs to be familiar with the design, functioning, data 

acquisition and processing of the radar system if correct analyses are to be made. Radar 

data can be hard to interpret, and changes in radar backscatter intensity may be related to 

radar properties such as incidence angle and look direction, or to geological factors such as 

weathering, or deposition of superficial material (Arvidson et al., 1992, Greeley et al., 

1992, Tanaka et al., 1993).

2.1.1 Active Microwave Sensors

Active microwave sensors are radar instruments that transmit a microwave signal 

and then receive its reflection as the basis for forming digital images. “Radar” is an 

acronym that stands for “radio detection and ranging”. Ranging is achieved by measuring
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the delay from the time a signal is transmitted towards the terrain until the echo is received. 

An active radar system is also able to detect frequency and polarisation shift. Because the 

transmitted signal has known properties, it is possible to compare the received signal with 

the transmitted signal (Campbell 1987).

2.1.2 Radar Imaging Geometry

The geometry of a radar image is depicted in figure 2.1. The radar beam is shown 

in vertical cross section extending to the terrain. The upper edge of the beam forms the 

depression angle with a horizontal line extended from the radar platform. The upper and 

lower edges of the beam, as they intersect the ground surface, define the edges of the radar 

image. The smallest depression angle forms the far range and the greatest depression angle 

forms the near range. Look angle is that angle between the sensor nadir and the antenna 

boresight. Incidence angle is that angle between the surface normal and the radar beam. 

Look angle and incidence angle are never the same in spacebome radar images because of 

planetary curvature which increases the incidence angle (Ford et al., 1989). Steep terrain 

may hide areas of the imaged region from illumination by the radar beam, causing radar 

shadow. Radar shadow depends upon topographic relief, the orientation of the terrain 

relative to the flight direction of the platform, and upon the depression angle. Radar 

shadow will be most severe where depression angles are the smallest.

Information on the distance of the surface from the radar is obtained by measuring 

the time delay for a transmitted pulse to be returned to the antenna. The speed of 

electromagnetic energy is a known constant; therefore, the measure of time translates 

directly to a measure of distance from the antenna. Microwave energy travels in a straight 

line. The slant range defines the distance from the radar to the ground as measured by the 

time delay from transmission of the signal to reception of its echo. The ground range is the 

correction applied to images to give the distances portrayed in the images in their true 

relative positions (figure 2.2). As a result of all information being collected in the slant 

range, radar images contain geometric artifacts.

Radar layover is an artifact that occurs because in the near range, the top of a tall 

object is closer to the antenna than the base. Radar layover is depicted in figure 2.3. The 

echo from the top of the object reaches the antenna before the echo from the base is 

received. Because radar measures all distance with respect to time elapsed between
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Figure 2.1 Geometry of imaging radar. The radar beam illuminates an area of terrain 

parallel to the flight path of the platform. The reflection of the microwave 

echoes from the ground forms the basis for an image. From Ford ct al. 

1989

Figure 2.2 Slant range and ground range. Slant range is the direct distance from the 

antenna to an object on the ground, as measured by the time delay from 

transmission of the signal to reception of its echoes. Modified from Farr 

1993
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Figure 2.3 Radar layover. Because the radar can only measure slant range distances, 

A,B,C in the ground range are projected on the slant range domain 

B’,A’,C’. Point B is closer to the radar antenna than is A, so it is depicted 

on the image as closer to the edge of the image. From Farr 1993

Figure 2.4 Radar image foreshortening. The foreslope AB is compressed in the slant 

range to A’l - B’l, and appears shorter, steeper and brighter in the 

imagc.The backslope BC is extended in the slant range to B’l - C’l, and 

appears darker in the image. From Farr 1993
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transmission of a signal and the reception of its echo, the top of the object appears in the 

slant range domain to be closer to the antenna than its base. In the ground range domain, 

both the top and the base of the object occupy the same geographical position.

Another form of geometric error is radar foreshortening. This occurs in terrain that 

has modest to high relief in the mid to far range portion of an image (figure 2.4). Radar 

foreshortening tends to cause images of a given terrain feature to appear to have steeper 

slopes than they really possess on the near range side of the feature, and have shallower 

slopes on the far range side of the feature. As a result, a feature with equal fore and back 

slopes may be imaged to have a shorter, steeper, and brighter foreslope than it would in a 

correct representation. The image of the backslope of the same feature would appear to be 

longer, shallower and darker than it would in a correct representation. The amount of 

foreshortening is a function of the steepness of a slope and also upon its position on the 

radar image. As a result, the apparent slope angles of terrain and the shape of features in a 

radar image are not necessarily accurate representations of their actual character (Campbell 

1987).

2.1.3 Wavelength, Penetration and Polarisation

The microwave region of the electromagnetic spectrum extends from wavelengths 

of about 1 mm to about 1 m. Imaging radar normally operates within a small range of 

wavelengths and systems are generally designed to use a single wavelength band. The 

majority of imaging radars have used C, K and X bands (table 2.1).

The penetration depth of radar pulses is assessed by specifying the depth to which 

the strength of a signal is reduced to about 37 % of its surface strength. Greater ground 

penetration occurs at increased wavelengths and in the absence of moisture. It is also 

related to surface roughness and to incidence angle; penetration is greatest at high incidence 

angles.

Polarisation of a radar signal denotes the orientation of the field of electromagnetic 

energy emitted and received by the antenna. Radar systems can transmit either horizontally 

or vertically polarised energy and can receive either horizontally or vertically polarised 

energy as it is scattered from the ground. Most imaging radars usually transmit horizontally 

polarised energy and receive the horizontally polarised echo from the terrain. Images 

derived in this way are referred to as HH images.
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2.1.4 Response to Terrain

The factors that control brightness in a radar image are the surface slope, surface 

roughness and the dieletric constant of the imaged material. The dielectric constant is a 

measure of how well electromagnetic waves couple with a material. The effect of variations 

in dielectric constant are mostly of secondary importance to surface roughness variations 

since most natural rocks and soils have dielectric constants that occupy a narrow range of 

values (Farr 1993). The relationship between surface slope and the incident radar beam is 

of great significance in the interpretation of radar images. A slope oriented nearly 

perpendicular to the radar beam will reflect the greatest amount of energy back to the radar. 

This strong echo will produce a very bright area on the radar image. A surface that slopes 

away from the radar will produce a weak radar echo and consequently a dark area on the 

radar image.

Changes in brightness in a radar image give clues to surface roughness at a smaller 

scale than the spatial resolution of the radar image. Radar waves hitting a surface scatter 

from the surface and near-surface volume. A very smooth surface at the scale of the radar 

wavelength (x) scatters the incident radiation in the specular direction (figure 2.5). A 

smooth surface often has no return echo to the antenna, so the resulting image is dark. 

More energy is scattered back to the antenna by a rough surface (figure 2.5). This results in 

lighter image tones in the radar image (Farr 1992).

The surface-roughness relationship is wavelength dependent. Long wavelengths are 

not backscattered by relatively fine-textured surfaces. The longer the wavelength, the 

coarser the surface must be for backscattering to occur (Ford et al., 1989). Surface 

roughness is also influenced by changes in the local incidence angle (figure 2.6). A smooth 

surface produces a sharp peak when the radar illumination is perpendicular to it. The curves 

in figure 2.6 show that smooth surfaces can be brighter than rough surfaces at incidence 

angles typically less than 20 to 25 degrees. For a given wavelength, surfaces will act as 

smooth scatterers as incidence angle becomes greater.

The relationship between surface roughness and radar backscatter are expressed 

using different scattering models (Schaber et al., 1976, Ulaby et al., 1982, Kim et al., 

1992, Rodriguez et al., 1992, Tyler et al., 1992). Schaber et al. (1976) noted a good 

agreement between surface roughness measurements made in the field and the Rayleigh 

criterion for the transition from slightly rough to smooth behaviour. According to this
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Table 2.1 Radar frequency designations. Modified from Campbell 1989



Band W avelengths

P-band 1070 mm - 770 mm

UHF 1000 mm - 300 mm

L-band 300 mm -150 mm

S-band 150 mm - 75 mm

C-band 75 mm - 37.5 mm

X-band 37.5 mm - 24 mm

Ku-band 24 mm -16.7 mm

K-band 16.7 mm - 11.8 mm

Ka-band 11.8 mm - 7.5 mm



Figure 2.5 The effects of surface roughness on radar backscatter. Surfaces which are 

less than the radar wavelength scatter in the specular direction. Rougher 

surfaces scatter more energy in all directions and more of the echo is 

received by the SAR. From Farr 1993

Figure 2.6 Graph showing backscatter as a function of incidence angle for different 

surfaces. For angles less than 25o, smoother surfaces have greater 

backscatter than rougher surfaces. From Farr 1993
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criterion, a surface is considered to be smooth if the root-mean-square (rms) height of the 

microrelief is less than one-eighth of the radar wavelength divided by the cosine of the 

incidence angle. Other scattering models have been devised to examine such factors as an 

intermediate category of surface between definitely smooth and definitely rough (Peake & 

Oliver 1971).

2.1.5 Synthetic Aperture Radar Systems

Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) transmits pulses of electromagnetic energy 

perpendicular to the line of flight of a moving platform and measures and records the 

intensity, time delay, and frequency shift of the echoes. Each pulse spreads across the 

terrain as a section of a cone, and echoes are generated as the pulse is reflected. The range 

(cross-track) resolution is obtained by measuring and dividing the echo by time. The 

earliest echoes come from the closest part of the illuminated terrain, and later echoes from 

progressively greater distances. A position-dependent frequency shift on the pulse echoes 

is induced by relative motion between the platform and the terrain in the azimuth (along- 

track) direction. Echoes from terrain ahead of the SAR platform have a higher frequency 

than the transmitted signal. Echoes from terrain behind the SAR have a lower frequency. 

Doppler measurements of the reflected signal provide terrain location information in the 

along-track direction as a function of the frequency shift (Ford et al., 1989).

The term “synthetic aperture” denotes the artificial length of the antenna, in contrast 

to the “real” aperture based upon the actual physical length of the antenna used with real 

aperture systems. If a free-flying platform with a SAR images the terrain depicted in figure 

2.7, then in location 1 the target object on the terrain is on the very edge of the area 

illuminated by the SAR. At location 2 the object is within the area of SAR illumination, and 

at location 3 it is at the edge of the illuminated area. At location 4 the continued movement 

of the platform results in the object in the terrain no longer being illuminated. The principle 

of the SAR depends on the fact that objects within a scene are illuminated by the radar over 

an interval of time as the platform proceeds along its flight path. The SAR system receives 

the scattered signal from the terrain below during this interval and saves the complete 

history of reflections from each object. Knowledge of this history allows the reflected 

signals to be reconstructed as though they were received by a single antenna occupying 

physical space A, B, C, when in reality they were received by a much shorter antenna that
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Figure 2.7 Synthetic aperture imaging radar. Modified from Campbell 1986
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Table 2.2 Details of the Pioneer Venus, Venera 15/16 and Magellan radar systems. 

Adapted from Curlander 1992



Mission P ioneer Venus V en era  15/16 M agellan

Launch Date 1 9 7 8 1983 1989

Frequency Band (GHz) 8 (1.75) S (3.75) S (2.38)

Polarization Linear Linear HH

Incidence Angle (deg) 0 .5 7 - 1 7 15 - 45

Antenna (m) 0.38 (dish) 6 X 1.4 (parabolic) 3.7 (dish)

Swath Width (km) v a ria b le -  120 20-25

Az/Rad Resolution (m) 2 3 / 7 0 1.0/1.0 0.12/0.12

Planet Coverage 9 2 25 95



was moved in a path along distance 1-2-3-4 (Campbell 1987).

2.2 Im aging R ad ar M issions to Venus

2.2.1 Pioneer Venus (PV)

The PV programme consisted of two related missions, an orbiter and a multiprobe. 

The radar instrument on board the orbiter (table 2.2), was designed to compile the first 

global map of the surface of Venus. Radar images with a resolution between 50-140 km 

were returned from about 40o N to 10^ S (figure 2.8). Altimetry data with a footprint of 

100 km and an accuracy of about 100 m were returned from 78° N to 63o S. The mission 

was designed to answer questions grouped into six areas: (i) composition and structure, (ii) 

clouds, (iii) thermal balance, (iv) dynamics, (v) ionosphere and solar wind and (vi) surface 

and interiors.

2.2.2. Venera 15/16

Venera 15 and 16 surveyed the surface of Venus alternately, using a side looking 

radar of 8 cm wavelength. The objective was to map the northern quarter of Venus at a

resolution of 1-2 km using alQo radar incidence angle (table 2.2). Mapping began at 80o N

and continued through the polar area to 30-350 N (figure 2.8). Other experiments included 

a radiometer to measure surface brightness temperature, an infrared spectrometer to obtain 

data on atmospheric conditions and an altimeter to map surface topography. The altimetry 

footprint was 40-50 km giving a precision of +/- 50 m.

2.2.3 Magellan

The prime objective of Magellan was to map at least 70% of the surface of Venus at 

a resolution better than 300 m (figure 2.8). It was achieved using a single radar sensor that 

collected synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images, radar altimetry and radiometry data at 2.4 

GHz during cycle 1 (table 2.2), during the “prime mission” phase of 243 days: the time it 

took Venus to revolve on its axis beneath the spacecraft. Magellan was placed into a near- 

polar elliptical orbit with a period of 3.25 hours (table 2.3). Periapsis (the closest point to 

the surface) was at 10° N, at an altitude of 250 km. The look angle at periapsis was 

approximately 50o. The incidence angle was continually altered from about 16o at the start
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Figure 2.8 Map showing the radar coverage of Venus achieved by the Pioneer-Venus, 

Venera 15/16 and Magellan missions
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Table 2.3 Magellan orbit and radar systems. Modified from Farr 1992



P aram eters Value

O rb it characteristics

Periapsis altitude (km) 289

Periapsis latitude (o N) 9.5

Altitude at pole (km) 2000

Inclination (deg) 85.5

Period (hr) 3.259

Repeat cycle (days) 243

R ad a r system  characteristics

Wavelength (mm) 126

Operating frequency (GHz) 2.38

Effective slant-range resolution (m) 88

Along-track resolution (m) 120

SAR A ntenna

Gain (dB) 36.0

Angular beamwidth (deg) 2.1 x2 .5

A ltim eter A ntenna

Gain (dB) 19.0

Angular beamwidth (deg) 10x30



Table 2.4 Characteristics of Venus topography observed in data from Pioneer-Venus, 

Venera 15/16 and Magellan missions.



PIONEER VENUS

Terrain Type Characteristics

mpr rms Characteristics

H ig h lan d s
IshZjr Terra:

6053-6062 -

Lakshmi Planum 6054-6055 1- 2 Western part of Ishtar; smooth surface covered with a fine grained material.
Vesta Rupes 4.5-10 Bounds Lakshmi to the south forming a narrow radar bright scarp. Surface covered 

in blocky material similar to talus slopes.
Maxwell Montes 6062 4.5-10 Eastern boundary of Lakshmi Planum, forms an east-west trending mountainous 

ridge. Steep faulted slopes mantled with blocky material.
Eastern Ishtar Terra 6053-6055 4.5- 10 The terrain is made up of a complex of troughs and ridges. Troughs appear in 

altimetry data to be deep, with one at 72° N, 70° E having a depth 1.8 km below mpr.

Aphrodite Terra :
Western région 6056.5 - Several radar bright fractures run to the central region.
Central région 6055 -

Eastern region 

B eta  Regio

6056.7 Dominant lineament trend is north-south. The lowest region connecting the central 
and eastern part of Aphrodite, lies 1-2.5 km below mpr. This terrain has alternating 
radar bright ridges with radar dark troughs between them, such as Diana (15° S, 1550 
E) and Dali (17o S, 17Qo E) chasma). Artemis chasma (35o S, 135o E), a large circular 
feature has a diameter of 2600 km and lies to the west of Diana and Dali chasma.

Theia and Rhea Mons 6055 Volcanic origin supported by Venera 9 and 10 landers (Surkov et al., 1977); form 
part of elevated elongated structure trending north-south with complex ridges and 
troughs. Devana chasma forms part of complex terrain south of Beta.

Phoebe and Themis Regio - - Region to the west of Beta has low relief with radar bright lineaments.

U pland  Rolling p lains 6051-6053 1 .5 -3 A gently rolling terrain.



VENERA 15/16

T erra in  Type C h arac te ris tic s

m pr Characteristics

L o w lan d s 6049-6051 Atalanta Planitia forms most extensive lowland basin; average elevation of 1.4 km below mpr. 
Smooth surface textures.

R idge & band plains 6051-6053 Complex systems of ridges and radar bright bands; occur mainly in the northern polar region, 
the central part of Atalanta Planitia and some parts of Mnemosyne Regio.

B and  & ring  plains 6050.5-6051 Concentrations of radial and concentric fractures and ridges form highly complex structures. 
Plains with complex radial and concentric structures identified to the northwest of Bell Regio.

P atchy  ro lling  plains 6051-6051.5 Surround the large shield volcanoes and some intermountain depressions in Ishtar Terra.

Dome and butte  te rra in 6051.5-6052 Terrain is characterised by numerous dome-like structures many of which have summit 
craters. Occur within Niobe Planitia, Sedna Planitia and Guinevere Planitia.

Sm ooth plains 6050.5-6051 Guinevere Planitia, Sedna Planitia and Atalanta Planitia composed of smooth plains. The 
plateau area of Lakshmi Planum has similar radar characteristics to the smooth plains.



MAGELLAN

Terrain Type C h arac te ris tic s

mpr Characteristics

C on tinen t-sized  H igh lands
Ishtar Terra :
Lakshmi Planum 6054-6055 The elevation of Lakshmi confirmed to be 4 km above mpr.

Maxwell Montes - The relief of the southwest face of Maxwell near the eastern boarder of Lakshmi rises by 7 
km across footprints over a horizontal distance of 10 km. The maximum slope angle is 
calculated to be 45° (Ford & Pettengill, 1992).

Fortuna Tessera - Highly deformed region.

Lada Terra: - Extensive highland area. Deep rifts with elevated rims run from Lada Terra to Alpha Regio.

Aphrodite Terra: - Profiles across the eastern part of Artemis chasma (14° S, 140° E) show the chasma to be split 
into a pair of 2 km deep concentric troughs. The northern trough of Diana chasma has a depth 
of 2.3 km below mpr and a rim that rises 4.7 km above mpr.

B eta Regio 
P hoebe Regio 
T hem is Regio

Evidence of collapse observed in the topography data for Rhea Mons and Theia Mons. The 
summit of Rhea drops 7 km at an average slope angle of 35° into a chasma that connects Theia 
Mons. Theia Mons has a 3 km deep, 5(X) km wide summit crater. Devana chasma has a width 
of 90 km and a depth of 2.5 km.

S m alle r H ighlands - The two volcanic peaks of Sif Mons and Gula Mons dominate the highlands of Eistla Regio. 
A pattern of chasmata trending southeast run either side of Sif and Gula. Previously 
undetected structures seen on Alpha Regio which range in elevation up to 2.2 km above mpr.

L o w lan d s - Large near circular volcano-tectonic structures recognised. These have ridges one kilometer 
high with concentric moats either side. Radar bright lineaments extending hundreds of 
kilometers rise several hundred meters above the surroundings.



of mapping at the north pole, to about 45 o at periapsis, then decreased again to about 2Qo at 

700 S (Magellan Mission Plan, JPL 1988).

The mission’s scientific objectives were (1) to provide a global characterisation of 

landforms and tectonic features; (2) to distinguish and understand impact processes; (3) to 

define surface and atmospheric weathering; and (4) to model the interior density 

distribution of Venus (Saunders et al., 1992). The Magellan mission at the time of writing 

has completed three mapping cycles and has been circularised in its orbit and lowered in 

altitude from 290 km to 180 km above mpr to collect doppler gravity data. In the first cycle, 

84% of the surface was imaged in left-looking radar. In the second cycle, 50% of the 

surface was imaged in right-looking radar, with two major gap filling sequences, resulting 

in a total coverage of 97% of the surface. In cycle 3, priority was given to mapping the 

surface in left-looking radar at a different incidence angle to that used in previous cycles. 

Data from cycle 3 when combined with cycle 1 images gives the optimum for stereo 

viewing. Owing to problems with the spacecraft transmitter during cycle 3, data was sent 

back at less than half (43%) the initial rate. As a result, less than half the latitude coverage 

of cycle 1 was obtained and only approximately 35% of the surface was imaged in cycle 3 

stereo mode.

2.3 Results from the Pioneer Venus, Venera and Magellan Radar Missions 

to Venus

2.3.1 Topography

Analysis of the altimetry data from the Pioneer Venus spacecraft shows a distinctly 

unimodal distribution of relief (Pettengill et al., 1980, Davis et al., 1986). A maximum 

relief of 13 km is measured on the surface of the planet (Masursky et al., 1980, Ford & 

Pettengill 1992). The majority of the surface lies close to the mean planetary radius (mpr) 

of 6051.5 km (figure 2.9). Over 80% of the surface lies within 1 km of the mean planetary 

radius. The average planetary radius derived from Magellan is consistent with Pioneer 

Venus data (Pettengill et al., 1980,1992).

The hypsometry (surface heights) observed in the Pioneer Venus data was used to 

define three topographic provinces (table 2.4): upland rolling plains, highlands and 

lowlands (Masursky et al., 1980). The dominant terrain type identified in Venera data was
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Figure 2.9 H ypsom ciric curves for EariJi and Venus. Venus has a unimodal

disiribuiion and Earth a bimodal distribution. M odified from Greeley 1987
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Table 2.5 Characteristics of classification units of surface properties on Venus based 

on Pioneer-Venus data, (a) Classification scheme devised by Davis et al. 

1986. (b) Subdivisions of roughness-reflectivity devised by Head et al. 

1985



Unit Number rms slope, deg Reflectivity Elevation % area

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 
11 
12
13
14
15

1.47
1.23
1.75
0.88
1.52
1.02
2.37
2.07
2.67
3.06
3.80
4.31
5.50
7.74
5.42

0.24
0.17
0.17
0.18
0.12
0.12
0.14
0.10
0.21
0.11
0.09
0.17
0.09
0.17
0.29

6051.2
6051.4
6051.5
6051.5
6051.6
6051.6
6051.6
6051.7 
6051.9 
6052.0 
6052.5
6052.8
6053.2 
6054.4
6055.2

0.22
2.97
7.71
1.35

14.54
3.99

26.27
14.11
1.32

13.69
6.05
2.64
2.64 
1.27 
1.23

Sub division rms slope, deg Reflectivity Type Region % area

A 1-2.5 0.02-0.1 Lavinia Planitia 11.5
B 2.5-5 0.02-0.1 Alpha Regio 13.5
C 5-10 0.02-0.1 Tellus Regio 2.2
D 1-2.5 0.1-0.2 NW Aphrodite 36.5
E 2.5-5 0.1-0.2 Beta Regio 28.6
F 5-10 0.1-0.2 Rhea Mons 2.3
G 1-2.5 0.2-0.5 W Atalanta Planita 2.1
H 2.5-5 0.2-0.5 SW Atalanta Planita 2.3
I 5-10 0.2-0.5 Maxwell Montes 1.0

/



plains (Barsukov et al., 1986). The diversity of terrain types within the plains was 

subdivided into five morphological types (table 2.4). Other terrains identified in the Venera 

data are made up of ridges and grooves, with a linear-parallel pattern in Akna, Freyja and 

Maxwell (figure 2.10), an orthogonal and diagonal or chevron-like pattern in Ishtar Terra, 

and isolated areas of chaotic terrain centred at 50° N, 130° E and 50o N, SOo E (Barsukov 

et al., 1986). Four continent-sized highlands are recognised in the Magellan images (figure 

2.10, table 2.4), separated by extensive plains: (i) Ishtar Terra (ii) Lada Terra, (iii) 

Aphrodite Terra, and (iv) a group comprising Beta Regio, Phoebe Regio and Themis Regio 

(Ford and Pettengill 1992).

2.3.2 Surface Properties

Using the four hypsometric provinces proposed by Masursky et al. (1980), the 

analysis of PV reflectivity and rms-slope data shows distinct differences in radar units 

between the highlands and the lowlands (Davis et al., 1986). However the lowland and 

rolling plains have similar radar properties, making hypsometry alone an unreliable 

criterion for quantitative examination of the surface geology. A classification scheme of 

fifteen radar units was developed (table 2.5), which shows three distinct trends, two 

towards elevations greater than mean planetary radius, and the third towards elevations 

below the mean. Seven radar units occur within the two higher elevation units. These 

coincide with sites whose geology is shown, from Venera (Surkov 1983) and Aricebo 

(Campbell & Burns 1980) data, to be mainly basaltic. The remaining five units are 

associated with the lower elevation units. The surface material of each unit is composed of 

regolith and bedrock in varying proportions.

The surface characteristics of roughness and reflectivity were also examined from 

PV data by Head et al. (1985). They subdivided the data into nine categories (table 2.5), 

and concluded that bedrock surfaces were exposed over the bulk of the planet’s surface. 

The smooth surfaces (table 2.6), were interpreted to be volcanic in origin, which is 

supported by Garvin et al. (1984), who proposed that the rocks were either layered tephra 

or thin basalt flows. The rougher surfaces were interpreted to be related to tectonically 

induced surface deformation. Porous and unconsolidated fine grained materials were found 

to cover only 27% of the surface. The distribution of areas with such material was also 

found to be widespread and not preferentially associated with the lowlands. This suggested
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Figure 2.10 Topographie map compiled from Magellan daia showing place names
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Tabic 2.6 Categories used by Head ci al. 1985, to examine the surface characteristics 

of terrain from Pioneer-Venus data



(i) roughness (rm s) relatively smooth (%o- 2.5o),

smooth to rough (2.5o - 5o)

rough (> 50);

(ii) F resnel reflectivity surfaces with mainly mantling deposits or porous
material < 0.1,

surfaces dominated by rocky material 0.1 - 0.2;

(iii) surfaces w ith anom alously high dielectric m ateria l > 0.2



that the main regolith forming process was local weathering not impact regolith or 

pyroclastic deposits (Head et al., 1985).

2.3.3 Surface Characteristics Imaged by Venera Landers

Analysis of Venera lander image data by Garvin et al. (1982) attempted to identify 

the surface materials. Venera landers 9, 10, 13 and 14 landed in the Beta-Phoebe region 

(figure 2.9), all between 0 km to 2 km above mpr (Basilevsky et al., 1982). Bedrock at the 

Venera 10,13 and 14 sites is characterised by semicontinuous flat polygonal to subrounded 

patches. The bedrock surface shows subhorizontal to horizontal layered plates with 

thicknesses of tens of millimetres. Some layers truncate others, but systematic, well- 

developed cross-lamination was not noted. Linear and polygonal vertical fractures are also 

well-defined. No evidence of distinct clasts or grains was found. Fragments (>10 mm) are 

most common at the Venera 9 site. Most of the larger fragments (50-700 mm) are angular 

to subangular, show no evidence of discrete grains or clasts, and are textured and 

sometimes layered. The blocks at the Venera 9 site share many of the characteristics with 

the exposed bedrock at the Venera 10,13 and 14 sites and are thought to be derived from 

the underlying bedrock (Garvin et al., 1984). Fines (< 10 mm) are abundant at Venera 9, 

10 and 13 sites, but are absent at the Venera 14 site. Garvin et al. (1984) found no evidence 

of aeolian bedforms, though some structures in Venera 13 and 14 panoramas could be 

ripples (Florensky et al., 1983a, b, Basilevsky et al., 1984). Experimental work has 

shown that dunes can form under Venusian conditions (Greeley et al., 1984).

From the lander data and observations at Venera 9 and 10 sites, Florensky et al. 

(1977) proposed six possible origins for the surface materials (table 2.7). In a later 

analysis of the Venera 13 and 14 panoramas, Florensky et al. (1983c) concluded that most 

of the bedrock is sedimentary in origin, and has been deposited as clastic sediments which 

later lithified into layers. Garvin et al. (1984) interpreted the outcrops at Venera 10,13 and 

14 sites as comparable to terrestrial pahoehoe lava flows based on the fact that near 

horizontal sheets are formed below an upper thermal boundary layer in lava flows on Earth. 

The horizontal sheets are formed due to cooling and shearing during flow emplacement, 

resulting in layers parallel to the top of the flow. If the rock imaged by the landers is 

basaltic lava, it can account for the extreme similarity in surface conditions between lander 

sites despite the great distances separating them. The existence of basaltic flows is also
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Table 2.7 Possible origins for surface material imaged by Venera landers proposed by 

Florensky et al. 1977



(i) surface lava extrusion,

(ii) igneous intrusion later exposed by erosion,

(iii) pyroclastic fall,

(iv) impact lithification,

(v) sedimentary rock lithified at depth and later exposed by erosion,

(vi) lithification of loose material by atmospheric action at the surface.



supported by theoretical work which suggests that the high Venusian upper crustal and 

surface temperatures (650-750 K) will favour reduced cooling rates for Venusian lava 

flows compared to Earth (Wood 1979, Garvin et al., 1982, Wilson and Head 1983): 

conditions which will promote the emplacement of extensive lava flows.

2.3.4 Surface Age

Barsukov et al. (1986) determined that the ridge and band plains with their high 

crater densities are the oldest terrains and that the smooth plains are the youngest surfaces. 

Using impact crater densities, an average age for the plains of Venus o f 0.5 to 1.0 x 109 

years was calculated. The observation that many of the craters are still pristine indicates a 

very low rate of surface reworking over the last 0.5 to 1.0 x 109 years. Examination of the 

distribution of impact craters identified in Magellan images reveals a spatially random 

population of these features (Phillips et al., 1992). The size density distribution of large 

impact craters (> 35 km in diameter) is similar to, but lower in density than, young crater 

populations on other terrestrial planets. Schaber et al. (1992) suggest that the planet’s 

cratering record has been erased by a global resurfacing event or events, the most recent 

ending 300 +/- 200 Ma ago after which volcanic activity declined (Schaber et al., 1994, 

Strom et al., 1994). Since then only 10% of the planet has been resurfaced. However, 

based on geophysical modelling, Phillips et al. (1992) concluded that there are several 

distinct surface ages, and that resurfacing has occurred on a local or regional scale and not 

in a single major resurfacing episode. A volcanic flux of 0.5 kmVyr has been calculated 

(Phillips et al., 1992), which is similar to the present rate of intraplate volcanism on Earth 

(Head et a l, 1992).

2.3.5 Volcanism

From an analysis of the Venera radar images Barsukov et al. (1984, 1986) 

observed that volcanic edifices are abundant on Venus. Volcanoes occur primarily in the 

plains units but also occur on ridge belts and complex terrain, termed tessera (Basilevsky et 

a l ,  1986). Within these disrupted zones, edifices are associated mainly with patches of 

plains-forming material. On the basis of size, three groups of edifices were distinguished: 

small (< 20 km), intermediate (20-100 km) and large (100-600 km). Image data from 

Magellan confirms volcanism to be the most widespread geological process on Venus. A
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preliminary analysis from a global survey covering 90% of the surface revealed 1660 

volcanic landforms and associated deposits (Head et al., 1992). The volcanic forms were 

divided using the same criteria devised for the analysis of Venera 15/16 data; small 

volcanoes (< 20 km), intermediate volcanoes between 20-100 km in diameter (Slyuta & 

Kreslavsky, 1990), and large volcanoes in excess of 100 km in diameter. Also recorded are 

caldera structures (60-80 km in diameter), and volcano-tectonic features termed coronae, 

arachnoids and novae. A range of lava morphologies were noted, including flood-type 

sheet flows, complex flow fields and sinuous lava channels.

2,3.5.1 Small Volcanoes

Small volcanoes include edifices with diameters ranging from 1 km to 20 km (table 

2.8). Aubele & Slyuta (1990) noted three general characteristics of individual edifices: (i) 

they are circular to subcircular in plan view ranging in diameter from the limit of resolution 

(> 2km) to 20 km, (ii) slope angles are generally ^lOo and flank surfaces have a diffuse 

radar backscatter, and (iii) some have summit pits, radar-bright terrain and low topography. 

Using radar clinometry the average slope angle of edifices is determined to be 5 ° , and the 

average height to be 200 m (Sinilo & Slyuta, 1989). Analysis of Magellan images showed 

a range of small volcanic edifices morphologies could be identified that encompass shields, 

cones and domes (Guest et al. 1992). The range of morphologies indicate that different 

styles of eruption and possibly composition are represented. The majority of small 

volcanoes are shields up to a few tens of kilometres but generally 10 km or less in 

diameter. Volcanic cones are often smaller than shields and domes have diameters up to 

several tens of kilometres and volumes of the order of 100 km3 (Pavri et al., 1992, Guest et 

al., 1992). In a few areas within the plains there is possible evidence of pyroclastic 

deposits surrounding small volcanoes. Based on these deposits it is suggested that volatile 

contents in some of the Venusian magmas might be higher than comparable magmas on 

Earth (Lancaster & Guest 1991).

An examination of the distribution of small volcanoes using Venera 15/16 images 

revealed 22,000 of them (Slyuta et al., 1988), mostly occurring in groups or clusters. 

Clusters of small volcanoes observed in Magellan images were described as shield fields 

(Head et al., 1992). A shield field describes a concentration of small (< 20 km diameter) 

shield volcanoes consisting of topographically low shield-like structures and dome-like
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Table 2.8 Summary of the categories of volcanoes examined in Venera 15/16 and 

Magellan radar data



VENERA 15/16

Group P r o f ile Diameter, km Height, m Slope angle, deg C rater Radar C haracteristics Number counted

Small Circular/subcircular 1-20 200 < 10 Single Radar dark and bright 2 2 0 0 0

Intermediate Subcircular 20-100 ? ? Caldera Radar dark and bright, shallow margins 800

Large Subcircular 100-600 ? ? Caldera Radar dark and bright, shallow margins 35

M AGELLAN

Group P r o f ile Diameter, km Height, m Slope angle, deg C rater Radar C haracteristics Number counted

Small Circular/subcircular < 20 S 5 0 0 < 20 Single Radar dark and bright ?

Intermediate Subcircular/irreg 20-100 ? ? Caldera Radar bight and dark, low inclination 274

Large Subcircular/irreg > 100 ? ? Caldera Radar bight and dark, shallow margins 156



edifices frequently having a pit or crater. The largest clusters are in Tethus Regio (65o N, 

1100 E), Atalanta Planitia (6Qo N, 155o E), Ananke Tessera (55o N, 138o E) and Akkruva 

Colies (450 N, 12Qo E), (figure 2.10). The clusters commonly range from 50-200 km 

(Slyuta & Nikolaeva, 1988, Head et al., 1992). They tend to be associated with volcano- 

tectonic structures, intermediate volcanoes, large volcanic centres and caldera structures. It 

is suggested that shield fields might be the surface manifestation of hot spots or plumes 

(Head et a l, 1992). The majority of small volcanoes are interpreted to be effusive shield 

volcanoes similar to Icelandic shields (Garvin & Williams, 1990). The number, size range 

and distribution of small volcanoes on Venus led Aubele et al. (1988) and Aubele & Slyuta 

(1990) to suggest they were more analogous to terrestrial oceanic seamounts.

2.3.5.2 Intermediate Volcanoes

Intermediate volcanoes (table 2.8), tend to be constructional features and have a 

range of characteristics, including radial lava flows, fracture patterns, and a summit crater 

or caldera (Slyuta et a l, 1988). A total of 274 intermediate volcanoes were recorded in a 

global survey of Magellan data (Head et a l, 1992). They occur as isolated features within 

the plains or within fields of smaller volcanoes. Most are found in Bereghinya Planitia, 

Ganiki Planitia, Guinevere Planitia, Atalanta Planitia and Akkruva Colles (figure 2.10). A 

small number of intermediate volcanoes occur in tessera and ridge belt terrain (Slyuta & 

Nikolaeva, 1992).

Intermediate volcanoes are divided into three types: anemone, steep-sided domes, 

and “ ticks” (Head et a l ,  1992). Volcanoes with “anemone” morphologies were 

characterised by radiating radar-bright digitate lava flows emanating from a central crater or 

fissure. These larger edifices are interpreted to be analogous to large terrestrial shield 

volcanoes such as those in Iceland. Twenty-five are recorded, most with diameters between 

30-40 km. Steep-sided domes have symmetrical plan forms, often with a flat top, and 

range in diameter between 10 km and 70 km (Pavri et a l, 1992, McKenzie et al., 1992). A 

total of 152 steep-sided domes are recorded in the global survey. “Ticks” are interpreted as 

modified domes (Guest et a l, 1992, Bulmer et a l, 1992). A total of 50 were recorded by 

Head et a l, (1992) and have diameters commonly between 20-30 km .
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2.3.5.3 Large Volcanoes

Large volcanoes (table 2.8) are characterised by radial flows and positive 

topography. A total of 156 large volcanoes were recorded, most of them with diameters 

between 100 km and 600 km. Clusters occur in Atla Regio, Beta/Phoebe/Themis regions 

and along Eistla Regio (figure 2.10). Large volcanoes tend to occur at high elevations on 

the equatorial Highlands. Large topographic highs with associated volcanoes and radial 

flows are termed “rises” by Head et al. (1992), because some of the topographic 

expression may have originated through processes other than volcanic accumulation. The 

large, low relief features of Collete Patera (66o N, 323o E) and Sacajawea Patera (64o N, 

3360 E) are interpreted to be caldera structures (Barsukov et al., 1984). Other large 

structures with central ring depressions and greater relief were thought to be calderas filled 

with lava (Slyuta & Nikolaeva, 1992). In the analysis of Magellan images, large calderas 

(60-80 km in diameter) were placed in a category of their own (Head et al., 1992), since 

they were not associated with a well-defined edifice. Large calderas are characterised by 

circular to elongate depressions bounded by concentric fractures and lava flows. The floor 

of the depression often has a uniform radar backscatter indicative of a smooth surface. This 

is interpreted as the product of late stage lava infilling (Head et al., 1992).

The greatest concentrations of calderas occur in the Atla-Beta area, in Lakshmi 

Planum, and in Aphrodite Terra (figure 2.10). The concentration in Atla-Beta includes 

calderas (with diameters commonly less than 20 km) associated with large shield 

volcanoes. In general, large calderas are absent in the lowlands. The distribution of 

calderas at higher elevations may be related to an altitude dependence of magma reservoir 

depth (Head & Wilson, 1992).

Other large edifices appear to be tectonic and volcanic in origin and have been 

termed coronae (Barsukov et al., 1986), novae and arachnoids (Head et al., 1992). 

“Coronae” have a concentric or circular structure composed of ridges and fractures, a 

peripheral moat or trough and a topographically positive or negative interior (Barsukov et 

al., 1986, Stofan & Head 1990, Pronin & Stofan 1990, Stofan et al., 1992, Squyers et 

al., 1992). The interior of a corona often displays a range of volcanic and tectonic 

landforms. A total of 175 coronae have been mapped; the majority have diameters ranging 

from 200-250 km. A few have diameters over 800 km. Coronae are widely dispersed, with 

few occurring in the plains of Guinevere, Sedna, Aino, Atalanta, Helen and Lavinia
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Planitia. The largest concentrations occur in the Atla-Beta region and, within and adjacent 

to Eistla Regio (Head et ah, 1992). Stofan et al. (1992) and Squyers et al. (1992) suggest 

that coronae represent the surface manifestation of mantle plumes derived from deep mantle 

convection or core-mantle boundary instabilities. If this is correct, then no altitudinal 

preference should be observed. The observed deficiency of coronae in lowlands may have 

been due to thermal decay and subsequent burying under younger plains material. 

However, the concentration of coronae in the Beta-Atla-Themis area and association with 

the broad linear rise of the Equatorial Highlands indicate that coronae may be influenced by 

heterogeneities in mantle convection (Head et al., 1992).

“Arachnoids” are characterised by concentric or circular patterns of fractures or 

ridges, and radial fracture patterns or ridges extending outwards for several radii (Head et 

ah, 1992). A total of 259 were recorded, most of them with diameters ranging between 50- 

175 km interval. Several have diameters greater than 200 km. Arachnoids are associated 

with radial fracture patterns and occur in chains along rift-like patterns of parallel fractures 

and ridges. Concentrations of arachnoids occur between Ishtar Terra and Bereghinya 

Planitia, near Atla Regio and in the Beta-Themis region (figure 2.10).

Head et ah (1992) observed the similarity between arachnoids and coronae and 

suggested that they may be related in origin, resulting from similar volcanic and tectonic 

processes operating at different scales. Since extrusive volcanic features are less commonly 

associated with arachnoids, one suggested origin is that the magmatism was intrusive and 

that the radial fractures are manifestations of dyke emplacement. The compressional ridges 

are possibly the result of subsidence-induced deformation of the updomed area linked to the 

presence of the intrusion.

Novae have well-defined fractures, many of which are graben. A total of 50 novae 

were observed, ranging from 50 km to 300 km in diameter. The majority are between 150 

km and 200 km in diameter. Novae have characteristics similar to coronae and arachnoids 

and may be better described as dyke swarms. Concentrations of novae occur around the 

flanks of Atla and western Aphrodite. They also occur in chains, such as in Themis Regio. 

Few are found in the low plains. This suggests that the concentration at intermediate 

elevations is possibly related to an altitude dependence of magma reservoir depth (Head & 

Wilson 1992). Owing to the association of novae with large volcanoes, coronae and 

arachnoids. Head et al. (1992) suggest novae may be partly volcanic in origin. Various
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workers suggest novae represent an intermediate or arrested stage in coronae formation 

(Stofan et al., 1992, Squyers et al., 1992, Janes et al., 1992). Superposition and 

embayment relationships show that some novae postdate and others predate the formation 

of large volcanoes. The presence of lava flows at the distal end of many radial fractures 

indicates that these fractures acted as conduits along which magma escaped to the surface 

from a magma chamber under the updomed area.

2.3.5.4 Lava Flows

Most of the plains appear to be made up of extensive flood lava sheets and large 

lava flows which have varying radar characteristics. Some flows show a progressive 

change from the proximal to the distal regions, or from the middle part of the flow to the 

margins (Guest et al., 1992). Extensive flood sheets were termed major lava flood-type 

flow fields and 53 such flow fields were identified during the initial survey of Magellan 

images (Head et al., 1992). Most of these flow fields have lengths between 300 km and 

500 km. A survey of flow fields with areas greater than 50,000 km 2 revealed that sheet 

flows can be distinguished by their relatively uniform radar backscatter, lack of internal 

flow structure, absence of flow lobes and irregular boundaries (Lancaster et al., 1993). 

Other flow fields, such as Mylitta Fluctus, have more digitate morphologies which are 

made up of individual flow lobes (Guest et al., 1992). These lava flows have features 

common to smaller flows on Earth such as channels, breakouts, multiple flow lobes and 

superimposed units (Lancaster et al., 1992). Three subtypes of lava flows were described 

by Head et al. (1992): (i) “amoeboid” flows that often have a radar-dark backscatter and 

appear to have emanated from radar bright fractures, (ii) “fluctus” flows that exceed 200 

km in length flowing in one direction from a source area and have a radar-dark or radar- 

bright backscatter and, (iii) “festoon” flows that have a radar-bright backscatter and 

distinctive surface patterns that are interpreted as flow bands.

The distribution of flow fields shows concentrations in the eastern Lavinia Planitia - 

Alpha Regio area, on the flanks surrounding and sometimes within Aphrodite Terra and 

Atla Regio, in Beta-Phoebe Regiones and in Sedna Planitia south of Lakshmi Planum 

(Head et al., 1992). Examination of the topographic data for these areas shows that many 

flows are at the edge of depressions and flowed down slope to fill the topographic lows. 

Many extensive flows are associated with rift zones, and volcano-tectonic features
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(Lancaster et a l, 1992). The total area of flow fields varies greatly, but in a study of five 

fields, the average total area was calculated to be 380,000 km 2 (Lancaster et al., 1993). A 

total volume for the flow field Mylitta Fluctus, based on an estimated flow thickness of 

200-400 m in the proximal portion of the flow, was calculated to be of the order of 2 x 10^ 

km3 (Roberts et al., 1992). This is similar in area to the Columbia River Basalts, the 

Keweenawan and the west Greenland flood basalt provinces on Earth (Basaltic Volcanism 

Study Project, 1981). The existence of these major flood lavas on Venus supports ideas for 

the rapid emplacement of high volume, low viscosity, low yield strength magmas similar to 

terrestrial flood basalts, lunar mare basalts, carbonatites or komatiites (Head & Wilson, 

1986, Wilson et a l ,  1990, Hess & Head, 1990, Roberts et a l ,  1991, 1992, Lancaster et 

a l ,  1992, Guest et a l ,  1992, Head et a l ,  1992). The morphology of the flood lavas is 

consistent with those of terrestrial basalts that were of low viscosity at the time of 

emplacement. This interpretation is supported by the results from the analysis of rock by 

the Venera landers (Barsukov et a l, 1992).

Festoon flows have large volumes and the flow in Aino Planitia (figure 2.9), shows 

evidence of a sequence of flow units. The existence of festoon lava flows indicates the 

emplacement of more evolved high viscosity lavas (Head et a l ,  1992, Pavri et al., 1992, 

McKenzie et a l, 1992, Moore et a l, 1992).

Extensive generally sinuous channels that maintain a constant width over thousands 

of kilometres indicate lavas of more extreme compositions such as ultramafic lavas, sulphur 

and carbonate lavas (Baker et a l , 1992) may occur on Venus. The origin of the channels 

remains uncertain but some have been attributed to erosion (Baker et a l ,  1992, Bussey & 

Guest, 1992, Bussey et a l, 1993).

2.5.3.5 Conclusion

The image data from the Venera 15/16 missions revealed the important role of 

volcanism in the formation of the surface of Venus. The number and morphology of 

volcanoes supported the contention that, given the influence of the Venusian environment 

on volcanic style, effusive volcanism would produce long flows, and the resultant edifices 

would be broad with low relief (Wood 1979). It also suggested that the surface 

temperatures and pressures were similar at the time of emplacement to conditions on Venus 

measured by Pioneer Venus and the Venera missions (Head & Wilson 1986, Slyuta &
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Nikolaeva, 1992). The significance and extent of volcanism on Venus was confirmed in the 

Magellan SAR data. Volcanic units make up over 80% of the surface. The majority of 

volcanic landforms are consistent with basaltic compositions (Head et al., 1992), though 

the different volcanic forms may reflect a wide range of lava compositions resulting from a 

range of petrogenic environments (Hess & Head 1990). A wide range of intrusive and 

extrusive processes may have operated, and the existence of large calderas indicates that 

extensive magma chambers may occur (Head et al., 1992). Volcanism has also been 

related to different scales of mantle upwelling, from hotspot-like plumes (200 km in 

diameter), to those much larger broad rises such as Beta and Atla Regions.
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Chapter 3 

Geological Evolution and Stratigraphy

“On first examining a new district [planet] nothing can appear more 

hopeless than the chaos of rocks [landforms]; but by recording the 

stratification and nature of the rocks and fossils [morphological patterns] at 

many points, always reasoning and predicting what will be found 

elsewhere, light soon begins to dawn on the district [planet], and the 

structure of the whole becomes more or less intelligible.” from C. Darwin, 

paraphrased by J.F. McCauley (1967).

3.1 Geological Mapping using Magellan Data

The resolution of the Magellan SAR data permits stratigraphie and structural 

interpretation of the surface of Venus. Geological units are defined on the basis of 

morphological, textural, and structural characteristics visible in the radar images. The radar 

backscatter coefficients plus observations of the emissivity, reflectivity, rms slope and 

topography data sets augmented the unit descriptions. The application of photogeological 

mapping techniques provided a framework for developing different mapping strategies that 

helped to resolve problems encountered using radar images. The boundary regions or 

contacts are of particular importance in constructing stratigraphy. Boundaries are often 

indistinct and hard to determine in the SAR data requiring the use of image processing 

techniques. Where problems persisted, a combination of geological, morphological and 

structural symbols was adopted.

Based on the construction of maps, the major volcanic, tectonic and impact events 

that have shaped each area, have been interpreted. A description of each map unit has 

allowed stratigraphie columns to be compiled. These in turn have been used to interpret the 

geological history of each of the two map areas. Where the origin of a unit was uncertain, 

and could not be determined absolutely, alternative interpretations are given that are 

consistent with the observations made.
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3.2 Selection of M ap Areas

Initial mapping studies were conducted on ten Cl-MIDR products (Appendix I), as 

part of a preliminary Magellan global mapping project. The maps emphasised the 

geomorphological and structural relations of the major units within each area. Two areas 

were subsequently chosen for detailed study to examine the geological evolution and 

stratigraphy of the areas. Of particular interest were the settings, relative ages and origins of 

volcanic domes. The first area contains the highland region of Alpha Regio (figure 3.1), 

and ranges between latitudes 7.34o S and 37.580 s  and longitudes 342.86° E and 17.59° E. 

This area was chosen because clusters of volcanic domes are situated on the western and 

eastern flanks of Alpha Regio. The second area in Navka Planitia ranges between latitudes 

22.61° N and 7.63° S and longitudes 291.43° E and 326.18° E (figure 3.1). Volcanic 

domes are situated in extensive plains occurring either in isolation or associated with large 

volcanic centres.

3.3 M apping  Techniques

Conventional planetary photogeological techniques (Wilhelms 1972) coupled with 

reference to planetary maps (Greeley & Guest 1987, Greeley et al., 1988, Sukhanov et al., 

1989), provided a framework from which to develop mapping strategies to resolve 

problems encountered using Magellan radar images (Tanaka et al., 1993). Geological units 

are defined on the basis of morphological, textural, and structural characteristics perceptible 

in the radar images. Radar backscatter coefficients plus observations of the emissivity, 

reflectivity, rms slope and topography data sets augmented the unit descriptions. The maps 

portray rock units, stratigraphie relations and other morphological and structural features. 

A summary description of the map units can be found in table 3.1 and the map legend in 

table 3.2.

The difficulty in interpreting radar backscatter and lack of resolution of the 

topography data hampered interpretation, especially in defining superposition relations and 

flow directions. The boundary regions or contacts are often indistinct and hard to determine 

in the SAR data requiring the use of image processing techniques. Image data were 

reprojected from sinusoidal to mercator projection to correct for problems mosaicing the 

images together. Similar to volcanic terrains on Earth, mapping was also complicated by 

flows from adjacent vents which have coalesced and are interfingered. These factors made
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Figure 3.1 Map to show the location of the two mapping areas
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Figure 3.2 Mosaic of Cl-MIDRS showing Alpha Regio and the surrounding plains.

Radar illumination is from the left 

Figure 3.3 Mosaic of Cl-MIDRS showing Navka Planitia. Radar illumination is

from the left

Table 3.1 (a) Description of map units in the Alpha Regio map area and (b) in the

Navka Plantitia map area





n



A lpha R egio  m ap area

Map Unit Characteristics Interpretation

Tessera Terrain: t 

Ridged Terrain: tr 

Plains material: p

Volcanic centre H:
Unit vcH4

Unit vcHa

Unit vcHz

Unit vcHi

Volcanic centre A:
Unit vcAs 
Unit vcAz

Radar-bright backscatter intensity; complex ridged terrain. 
Sharp boundaries with adjacent plains.

Radar-bright backscatter intensity; linear ridges and 
troughs; often extending for hundreds of kilometres.

Full range of backscatter intensities; composed of 
extensive flows; relatively smooth surface textures.

Intermediate radar backscatter intensity; formed the 
summit area o f the volcanic centre; several small 
volcanic edifices and a north-south trending fissure 
superimposed the flows.

Radar-bright backscatter intensity; extensive flow 
unit on the southern flank ; flows extends over 
600 km to the southwest

Intermediate radar backscatter intensity; 
flows extended over 450 km to the west; 
embayed tessera terrain to the north and east.

Radar-dark backscatter intensity; lobate deposits around 
northern flank; flows embayed the margins of Alpha Regio.

Radar-dark backscatter intensity; irregular boundary. 
Intermediate radar backscatter intensity; flows extend to 
the east, and over 300 km to the south; multiple flows.

Product of extensive crustal deformation (Solomon et 
al., 1992, Bindschadler et al., 1992)

Result of compressional stresses (Solomon et al.,
1992).

Most appear to be made up of extensive flood sheets 
and large flow fields. (Surkov 1983, Florensky et al., 
1983, Garvin et al., 1982,1984, Campbell & Bums 
1980).

Youngest lava flows on volcanic centre, possibly 
erupted from the fissure vent.

Volcanic flows.

Consists of multiple flows.

Oldest flows on volcanic centre.

Youngest flows on volcanic centre. 
Volcanic flows.



Unit VC A IB? 

Unit v c A ia ?

Volcanic centre J :
Unit vcJs

Unit vcJz?

Unit vcJi

Volcanic centre B: 
Unit vcBi

Unit vcBz

Volcanic centre K:
Unit vcKs

Unit vcKz

Intermediate radar backscatter intensity; smooth material 
west of Alpha Regio.

Intermediate radar backscatter intensity; smooth 
material west of Alpha Regio.

Mottled radar backscatter, flows surrounded the centre; 
radial fractures cross-cut the unit. Multiple flows.

Sheet flow possibly emplaced in association with 
v c A ia ? .

Sheet flows that form the basal layer of the 
volcanic centre.

Youngest flows on volcanic centre.

Radar-dark backscatter intensity; flows extended along the Volcanic flows, partly mantled by dark halo materials 
southern flank of the volcanic centre. associated with an impact crater. Uncertain as to

whether the unit erupted from the volcanic centre.

Mottled radar backscatter; lobate boundaries, flows 
extend over 200 km to the north and over 500 km 
to the south-east.

Intermediate radar backscatter intensity; lobate deposits; 
smooth surface. A fracture belt trending SW-NE 
cross-cuts the unit.

Sheet-like volcanic flows, that form the basal layer of 
the volcanic centre. The unit is partly mantled by dark 
halo materials associated with an impact crater.

Sheet-like volcanic flow(s) that form(s) the basal layer 
of the volcanic centre.

Intermediate radar backscatter intensity; lobate deposits on Youngest flows of volcanic centre, 
north-eastern side of volcanic centre extend 50 km.
Multiple flows.

Mottled radar backscatter, unit forms floor of the centre 
and is bounded by concentric fractures. Two volcanic 
domes are situated at the southern end of the flow.

Intermediate radar backscatter intensity; flows surround 
an annulus of concentric fractures.

Youngest flows on volcanic centre.

Volcanic flows, that are younger than the majority 
of radial fractures.



Unit vcKi

Unit vcKi?

V olcanic cen tre  L:
Unit vcLz

Unit vcLi

V olcanic cen tre  C:
Unit vcC2

Unit vcCi

V olcanic cen tre  D:
Unit vcDi

Mottled radar backscatter; massive flows extend over 
300 km to the northeast. Flows are cross-cut by 
fractures radiating away from the volcanic centre.

Intermediate radar backscatter intensity; flows 
extend to south-east; they are cross-cut by 
fractures and superimposed by small volcanoes.

Intermediate radar backscatter intensity; flows have 
smooth surface texture and several different volcanic 
edifices form the interior.

Mottled radar backscatter, flows suiround the concentric 
fractures. Fractures cross-cut the southern flank. Multiple 
flows.

Mottled radar backscatter; flows surround the summit; 
the longest flow extends over 200 km to the west. 
Multiple flows occur.

Mottled radar backscatter, flows extend to the north-east 
and south-east Multiple flows occur. Small volcanic 
edifices form a volcanic field superposed on the 
north-east flow(s).

Mottled radar backscatter, flows are cross-cut by radial 
and concentric fractures; multiple narrow flows to 
the west.

Volcanic flows form the oldest visible layer of the 
volcanic centre.

Uncertain whether flows form the base of the volcanic 
centre. The main evidence was that fractures cross
cutting the unit trend with those radiating away from the 
volcanic centre.

Youngest flows on volcanic centre.

Lava flows form the oldest visible layer of the 
volcanic centre.

Youngest flows on volcanic centre.

Lava flows.

Lava flows. The plateau area to the west of the 
caldera structure is superposed by an impact crater.

Volcanic centre E:
Unit vcEi Mottled radar backscatter; floor of caldera has a smooth 

surface. Multiple narrow flows surround the concentric 
fractures.

Youngest lava flows on volcanic centre. Smooth flows 
on the caldera floor may be a congealed lava lake.



Unit vcEi

Volcanic centre F:
Unit vcF2

Unit vcFi

Volcanic centre G;
Unit vcGs

Unit vcGz

Unit vcGi

Volcanic centre I:
Unit VCI3

Mottled radar backscatter, lobate flows surround the 
volcanic centre.

Mottled radar backscatter, flows extend away from 
the tessera margin. Multiple flows.

Mottled radar backscatter, flows extend either side of 
the modified dome; multiple flows; contain channels. 
Cross-cut by fractures.

Intermediate radar backscatter intensity; lobate flows 
and several shields and cones.

Mottled radar backscatter, flows extend to the 
south-east; embay islands of tessera; multiple flows, 
some contained channels.

Radar-dark backscatter intensity; extensive lobate flows, 
some contained channels.

Intermediate radar backscatter intensity; flow cross-cut 
by NW-SE trending fractures.

Lava flows form the oldest visible layer of the volcanic 
centre. Flows to the south are superimposed by small 
volcanic shields and cones, and cross-cut by fractures 
trending NW-SE.

Youngest lava flows on volcanic centre; cross-cut by 
fractures trending NW-SE and east-west.

Lava flows form the oldest visible layer of the volcanic 
centre. Some flows fed by channels. Flows are 
possibly related to a vent area covered by the volcanic 
dome.

Youngest lava flows visible on volcanic centre; some 
embay the graben, and others are related to the fissure 
vent.

Lava flows, some channel fed. The northern margin of 
the unit may be mantled by dark halo materials 
associated with an impact crater to the north.

Oldest visible lava flows that form the basal layer of the 
volcanic centre. Flows to the north-west are channel fed 
and embay a large volcanic dome. Flows to the north 
are superimposW on NE-SW trending fractures, and 
superimposed by several shield volcanoes. The unit 
may be mantled by dark halo materials associated 
with an impact crater to the north-east.

Ponded lava flows.

Unit vclz Radar-dark backscatter intensity; smooth surface texture, Ponded volcanic flows, possibly related to the channel.



channel on northern margin.

Unit veil? Intermediate radar backscatter, multiple narrow flows to Oldest visible lava flows of the volcanic centre.
the north. Uncertain as to location of the source vent



Navka Planitia map area

M ap Unit C h arac te ris tic s In te rp re ta tio n

T essera: t 

R idged T erra in : tr

P lains m aterial: p

V olcanic cen tre  A:
Unit vcAs

Unit vcAz

Unit vcAi

Volcanic cen tre  B:
Unit vcB]

Unit vcBz 

Unit vcBi

Radar-bright backscatter intensity; complex ridged 
terrain; sharp boundaries with adjacent plains.

Radar-bright backscatter intensity; linear ridges 
and troughs; often extended over hundreds of 
kilometres.

Full range of backscatter intensives; composed of 
extensive flows.

Intermediate radar backscatter intensity material 
surrounds the vent area; flows embay the tessera 
terrain.

Mottled radar backscatter; multiple flows, some 
contained channels. Flows extend over 300 km 
to the east onto neighbouring plains and are 
cross-cut by north-south trending fractures.

Intermediate radar backscatter intensity; flows 
extend to the north and south. Small volcanoes 
are superimposed on flows to the north.

Radar-dark backscatter intensity; plateau-like 
summit area.

Mottled radar backscatter; multiple flows. 

Mottled radar backscatter, flow(s) extend (s)

Product of extensive crustal deformation (Solomon 
et al., 1992, Bindschadler et al., 1992).

Product of compressional stresses (Solomon et al., 
1992).

Most appear to be made up of extensive flood sheets 
and large flow fields (Surkov 1983, Florensky et al., 
1983, Garvin et al., 1982, 1984, Campbell & Bums 
1980).

Youngest lava flows, with varying surface textures.

Lava flows, some channel-fed.

Lava flows form the oldest visible layer of the 
volcanic centre.

Lava flows form the summit region of the volcanic 
centre.

Lava flows.

Lava volcanic flow(s).



over 150 km to the north-west.

V olcanic cen tre  C:
Unit vcCi

V olcanic cen tre  D:
U nit vcE>2

Unit vcDi

Volcanic cen tre  E:
Unit vcE2

Unit vcEi?

V olcanic cen tre  F:
Unit vcF2

Unit vcPiA 

Unit vcPiB?

Mottled radar backscatter, lobate flows extend 
in all directions. Plows are superimposed by 
cones and domes.

Mottled radar backscatter; multiple narrow 
lobate flows surrounding a central vent extend 
50 km; fractures trending NW-SE cross-cut the unit.

Intermediate radar backscatter intensity; flows 
surround the volcanic centre. Fractures trending 
NW-SE cross-cut the unit.

Mottled radar backscatter; flows extend 30 km away 
from a crescentic ridge.

Intermediate radar backscatter intensity; lobate flows 
extend 150 km to the north. Rows are cross-cut by 
fractures trending NW-SE.

Mottled radar backscatter, multiple narrow flows; 
those to the southwest extend over 350 km. Rows to 
the north embay the north-south trending fracture belt.

Intermediate radar backscatter intensity; multiple flows, 
lobate boundaries.

Mottled radar backscatter, lobate boundaries.

Lava flows.

Shield forming lava flows.

Oldest visible lava flows on the volcanic centre.

Rank forming lava flows.

Sheet-like lava flows. Uncertain of the source vent.

Shield forming lava flows.

Sheet-like lava flows that form the basal layer of the 
volcanic centre.

Sheet-like lava flows. Uncertain if  associated with the 
volcanic centre P.



Volcanic cen tre  H;
Unit VCH4

Unit vcHs? 

Unit vcHzB

Unit vcH2a 

Unit vcHi

Volcanic cen tre  G: 
Unit vcGi

V olcanic cen tre  I:
Unit vch

Unit veil

Volcanic centre J:
Unit vcJz

Mottled radar backscatter, multiple narrow flows 
extend over 75 km, surrounding a central cone.

Youngest visible lava flows on volcanic centre.

Intermediate radar backscatter intensity; lobate boundary. Lava flow; uncertain flow direction or source vent.

Radar-bright backscatter intensity; multiple flows 
extend to the east; some contain channels.

Mottled radar backscatter; multiple flows extend 
over 350 km to the northwest; some contain channels.

Mottled radar backscatter, multiple narrow flows extend 
over 400 km to the southwest; some contain channels. 
Unit on southern flank is superimposed by mottled radar 
-dark halo materials associated with a 75 km diameter 
impact crater on the southern flank.

Mottled radar backscatter, mantled by mottled radar- 
dark halo materials obscuring any associated flows 
except those to the northwest

Mottled radar backscatter, multiple flows, some 
contain channels. Small volcanoes superimposed on 
flows.

Radar-bright backscatter intensity; lobate flows extend 
north and south.

Intermediate radar backscatter intensity; multiple flows 
surround the summit area, extending over 250 km to

Shield forming lava flows, some fed by channels. The 
unit might have been emplaced contemporaneously with 
unit vcHzA.

Lava flows, some fed by channels.

Shield building lava flows that form the oldest visible 
layer of the volcanic centre.

Lava flows, possibly contemporaneous with unit vcHi.

Youngest lava flows on volcanic centre, some fed by 
channels, others associated with small shields.

Lava flows with rough surface texture.

Lava flows. Indistinct flow boundary to the west.



Unit vcJi?

V olcanic cen tre  K:
Unit vcKi

Unit vcKi

V olcanic cen tre  L:
Unit vcLz

Unit vcLi

Volcanic cen tre  M:
Unit vcMi

V olcanic cen tre  O: 
Unit vcOz

the southeast.

Radar-bright backscatter intensity; lobate boundary.

Mottled radar backscatter, multiple flows; some 
contain channels. Flows superimposed by small 
shields and cones, and also cross-cut by north-south 
trending fractures.

Radar-bright backscatter intensity; flows contain 
channels, and are cross-cut by north-south trending 
fractures.

Lava flows; uncertain of the flow direction. Flow 
possibly unrelated to the volcanic centre.

Lava flows, some fed by channels. The southern 
boundary and flow direction are unclear. The unit may 
be contemporaneous with unit vcLz.

Lava flows, some channel fed; form the basal layer of 
the volcanic centre.

Mottled radar backscatter, multiple naixow flows radiate Lava flows. May be contemporaneous with unit vcK:. 
away from volcanic centre.

Mottled radar backscatter, multiple flows extended to 
the northwest and east.

Intermediate radar backscatter intensity; flows extend 
400 km to the northwest; lobate boundaries. Rows 
are cross-cut by concentric fractures that form the 
boundary of the volcano-tectonic structure.

Mottled radar backscatter, flows surround the 
volcano-tectonic structure. Concentric fractures 
cross-cut some flows. Small volcanoes superimposed 
on the flows.

Lava flows form the basal layer of the volcanic centre. 
Uncertain as to the location of the source vent.

Sheet-like lava flows, may have erupted from the 
concentric fractures.

Youngest lava flows. Some may have erupted from 
concentric fractures.

Unit vcOi? Mottled radar backscatter, flow(s) extend(s) 450 km Sheet-like lava flow(s). Uncertain of the source vent



Volcanic cen tre  N; 
Unit vcN2b

Unit vcN2a

Unit vcNi

Volcanic cen tre  P: 
Unit vcPi

Volcanic cen tre  T:
Unit vcTi

Volcanic centre Q: 
Unit vcQi

Volcanic centre R:
Unit vcRa

to the north and 350 km to the southwest. Flow(s) 
are cross-cut by concentric and radial fractures 
associated with the volcano-tectonic structure. 
Flows embay small shields.

Intermediate radar backscatter intensity; multiple 
flows surround the dome.

Intermediate radar backscatter intensity; multiple 
flows surround the caldera and are cross-cut by 
concentric fractures and grabens.

Intermediate radar backscatter intensity; flows 
surround both edifices.

Mottled radar backscatter, multiple narrow flows 
radiate from the summit region extending 150 km 
to the northeast. Flows were cross-cut by fractures 
radiating from the summit and by east-west trending 
wrinkle ridges.

Mottled radar backscatter; flows to the west embay 
tessera and are superimposed by numerous small 
shields and cones. Fractures and grabens cross-cut 
the flows.

Mottled radar backscatter; flows extend north and 
south. Wrinkle ridges cross-cut the flows to the 
south.

Mottled radar backscatter; multiple narrow flows

but the flow(s) may have erupted from the concentric 
fractures.

Youngest volcanic flows, possibly emplaced before the 
dome and contemporaneous with unit v c N 2a .

Youngest lava flows, possibly emplaced 
contemporaneously with unit vcN2b.

Lava flows that form the oldest visible layer of the 
volcanic centre.

Lava flows.

Lava flows. The southern boundary of the flows are 
difficult to determine due to the concentration of 
fractures.

Lava flows. Those to the south are sheet-like and 
possibly erupted from concentric fractures.

Shield building lava flows.



Unit vcR2

Unit vcRi?

Volcanic cen tre  S: 
Unit vcSi

Volcanic centre U: 
Unit vcUi

surround the summit region. Rows are cross-cut 
by fractures and grabens. Summit lavas were 
superimposed by two volcanic domes.

Mottled radar backscatter, multiple flows extend 
to the north and south. Rows partly embay ejecta 
from an impact crater to the north.

Intermediate radar backscatter intensity; lobate 
boundary.

Mottled radar backscatter; multiple flows are 
superimposed by fractures and small shields and cones.

Mottled radar backscatter; multiple flows extend 
over 250 km to the southeast and embay the margins 
of an area of tessera. Short fractures trending NW-SE 
cross-cut the flows.

Shield building lava flows. The southern boundary and 
flow direction are indistinct.

Sheet-like lava flow. Uncertain if the flow is related to 
the summit region of the volcanic centre.

Lava flows. The northern boundary and flow direction 
are uncertain. The flows might have been emplaced 
contemporaneously with unit vcRz.

Lava flows. The boundary and direction of flows to the 
southwest are uncertain. Flows to the east may be 
mantled by radar-dark halo materials associated with an 
impact crater to the ease



Table 3.2 Legend of map symbols used in the mapping studies



o
o

@ 3

vs

X

vd

*
vdm
vf

vcDi

definite boundaries;

approximate boundary;

indefinite, gradational or inferred boundary;

doubtful boundary. Such boundaries are highly subjective ;

concealed boundary;

fracture;

ridge crest ;

channel;

graben;

flow direction;

depression;

crater rim crest;

impact crater and associated materials;

shield volcano > 20 km in diameter;

shield volcano < 20 km in diameter;

volcanic dome > 20 km in diameter;

modified dome;

volcanic field;

volcanic centre;

radar-dark halo materials;

radar-dark halo mottled materials

tessera;

ridged terrain;

plains.



it difficult to distinguish flow sequences and relative ages of volcanic centres. Many flows 

also appeared to have no identifiable source area. Where problems persisted, a combination 

of geological, morphological and structural symbols was adopted.

Mapping was conducted from standard C l-M ID R’s at a scale of 225 m /  pixel. 

Each study area was made up of four Cl-M IDR’s mosaiced together (figure 3.2, 3.3). The 

topographic data were taken from the global topographic data record (GTDR) colour coded 

and overlain on top of individual grey scale M IDR’s. This allowed for more accurate 

correlation between topography and image data (figure 3.4a,b, 3.5a,b, 3.6a,b, 3.7a,b), 

and (figure 3.8a,b, 3.9a,b, 3.10a,b, 3.11a,b). The height data from volcanic centres in the 

two map areas was compiled into table 3.3a, b.

3.4 Material Units

Six different material units were recognised in the two mapping areas, (i) Tessera 

materials, which occur as inliers of rough terrain surrounded by plains, (ii) Ridged terrain 

materials, which form collections of linear ridges and troughs that have a dominant trend, 

(iii) Impact craters and their eject blankets, (iv) Radar-dark and mottled radar-dark materials 

associated with impact craters, (v) Materials associated with volcanic centres, which form 

flow complexes that surround vent regions, (vi) Plains materials, which often display flow 

patterns.

3.4.1 Tectonic Structures

Tectonic structures identified in the maps include ridges, troughs; fractures and 

lineaments. Highly deformed terrain is mapped as a single unit and only dominant or 

representative tectonic structures are included on the maps. Ridges extend for hundreds of 

kilometres to the west of Alpha Regio. They have considerable relief and in some instances 

have the characteristics of wrinkle ridges. Concentric and radial fractures are often 

associated with large volcanic centres as well as some smaller caldera structures. Complex 

structures termed coronae (see section 2.3.5.3), are considered to result from tectonic 

deformation associated with magmatism (Stofan et al., 1992, Squyers et al., 1992, Janes et 

al., 1992). Some radial fractures associated with volcano-tectonic structures may have 

formed through dyke emplacement (Parfitt & Head 1992). Other fractures may be fissure- 

type vents. Lineaments often extend over hundreds of kilometres cross-cutting a range of
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Figure 3.4 (a)Magellan radar image Cl 15S352;1 showing ihe northwest section of the

Alpha Regio map area. Radar illumination is from the left.

(b)Magcllan altimetry data for the area centred on 15oS, 352°E. The 

highest areas are shown in red and the lowest in blue 

Figure 3.5 (a)Magellan radar image Cl 30S351;1 showing the southwest section of

the Alpha Regio map area. Radar illuminadon is from the lefL 

(b)Magellan altimetry data for the area centred on 3Q0S, 351o£. The highest 

areas are shown in red and the lowest in blue 

Figure 3.6 (a)Magellan radar image Cl 15S009;1 showing the northeast section of the

Alpha Regio map area. Radar illumination is from the left.

(b)Magcllan altimetry data for the area centred on 150S, 009oE. The highest 

areas are shown in red and the lowest in blue 

Figure 3.7 (a)Magellan radar image Cl 30S009;1 showing the southeast section of the

Alpha Regio map area. Radar illumination is from the left.

(b)Magellan altimetry data for the area centred on 3QoS, 0090E. The highest 

areas arc shown in red and the lowest in blue 

Figure 3.8 (a)Magellan radar image Cl 15N300;1 showing the northwest section of the

Guinevere Planitia map area. Radar illumination is from the left.

(b)Magellan altimetry data for the area centred on 15oN, 300° E. The 

highest areas arc shown in red and the lowest in blue 

Figure 3.9 (a)MagcUan radar image Cl 00N300;1 showing the southwest section of the

Guinevere Planitia map area. Radar illumination is from the left.

(b)Magellan altimetry data for the area centred on OO^N, 3000E. The 

highest areas are shown in red and the lowest in blue 

Figure 3.10 (a)Magellan radar image Cl 15N317;1 showing the northeast section of the 

Guinevere Planitia map area. Radar illumination is from the left. 

(b)Magellan altimetry data for the area centred on 150N, 317° E. The 

highest areas are shown in red and the lowest in blue

Figure 3.11 (a)Magcllan radar image C l 00N317; 1 showing the southeast section of the

Guinevere Planitia map area. Radar illumination is from the left. 

(b)Magellan altimetry data for the area centred on OOo N, 317° E. The 

highest areas are shown in red and the lowest in blue 

N.B. The altimetry overlays are located in the back sleeve
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a ALPHA REGIO MAP AREA

Volcanic Area Height Height
centre (mpr) (km)

H Summit area 6052.39 .

A 21.50 S. 352.90 E 6051.32 -
J I6.70 S, 351.40 E 6052.32 -
B 34.40 s, 345.50 E 6051.46 -
K Summit Rim (17.00 S, 342.60 E) 6052.10 -

Summit Hoor (17.Qo S, 343.20 E) 6050.6 -
L Summit Rim (20.60 S, 343.20 E) 6051.17 -

Summit Floor (20.50 S, 343.70 E) 6051.17
C Summit Summit (19.6o S, 345.00 E) 6052.10 -

Summit Caldera 6052.02 -
D Summit Summit (16.20 S, 347.60 E) 6051.67 -

Summit Caldera (16.20 S, 347.90 E) 6049.88 -
B Summit Rim (26.40 S, 348.30 E) 6051.89 -

Summit Caldera (26.6o S, 348.50 E) 6050.46 -
0 35.00 s, 14.00 E 6051.96 -
F Summit (18.060 S. 5.50E) 6049.81 -
I 32.60 s, 10.20 E 6051.96 -

Domes

Summit (23.70 S, 353.50 E) 6052.74
Base (23.70 S, 353.60 E) 6051.03 1.71
Summit of vcF (18.180 S, 5.70 E) 6052.10
Base (18.060 S, 5.50E) 6049.81 2.29
Summit (32.030 S, 10.340 E) 6052.82
Base (32.00 S, IO.60E) 6051.82 1.0
Summit (30.10 S, lO.OoE) 6050.96
Base 6051.32 0.36
Summit (29.60 S, 11.20E) 6052.10
Base 6051.74 0.36
Summit (29.60 S. I I .60E) 6051.89
Base 6051.74 0.15
Summit (29.60 S, 12.20 E) 6052.32
Base 6051.74 0.58

Teserra

Alpha Regio Highest (27.80 S, 6.2o E) 6054.75
Average 6052.89 -

Table 3.3 (a) Heights of volcanic centres and domes in the Alpha Regio map area, and

(b) in the Navka Planitia map area. Height data taken from the GTDR 

dataset



b NAVKA PLANITIA MAP AREA

Volcanic Area Height Height
centre (mpr) (km)

U Summit (1.20 S, 293.80 E) 6053.24
Depression (1.5o S, 294.0^ E) 6052.4 -

A Summit (6.1o S, 299.40 E) 6054.54 -

Base of tessera below vcA 6052.55 -

B Highest point (O.io S, 305.60 E) 6051.66 -

C Highest point (1.6o S, 306.90 E) 6052.14 -
D Not able to identify edifice - -
E Rim (5.30 S, 310.90 E) 6051.8 -

Floor (?) of vcE (5.5o S, 310.80 E) 6050.91 -

F Summit (1.20 N. 316.10 E) 6053.61 -

Base of vcF ((1.2o N, 312.60 E) 6051.55 2.06
G Rim (4.80 N, 310.40 E) 6051.92 -

Floor of vcG (4.6o N, 311.20 E) 6051.43 -

H Summit (9.5?o N, 308.80 E) 6053.49 -

J Summit (15.90 N, 311.50 E) 6052.09 -

Base (15.80 N, 311.50 E) 6051.49 -

K Highest point (17.9o N, 313.30 E) 6051.6 -

L Highest point (12.30 N, 315.50 E) 6052.34 -

M Floor of vcM (9.4o N, 315.40 E) 6050.5 -

N Summit (18.60 N, 302.70 E) 6052.4 -

Caldera rim (17.9o N, 303.50 e ) 6052.58 -

0 Floor of vcO (16.70 N. 299.80 E) 6050.88 -

Surrounding plains (16.80 N, 300.20 E) 6051.43 -

P Summit (13.70 N, 291.30 E) 6053.25 -

Base of vcP (14.6o N, 291.80 E) 6051.6 1.65
Q Floor of vcQ (6.7o N, 301.00 E) 6051.0 -

R Summit (2.3o N, 301.50 E) 6053.86 -

S Highest point (1.8o S, 303.60 e ) 6052.41 -

T Summit (1.60 N, 296.00 E) 6053.1 -



geological units.

3.4.2 Impact Structures

Impact structures have a range of sizes and morphologies, though the majority 

appear to be pristine. Radar-dark materials that mantle thousands of square kilometres are 

associated with some craters. The radar-dark materials have parabolic forms and are 

interpreted as late time fallout deposits created as a downrange fireball evolved aloft 

(Schultz 1992, Campbell et al., 1992). Some impact basins also show associated flows, 

such as the crater Carson in the middle left of the Alpha Regio mapping area. Some of these 

flows have been described as debris flows (Schultz 1992).

3.4.3 Volcanoes and Volcanic Features

Volcanic forms and products are ubiquitous across the map area. Volcanic centres 

(> 50 km in diameter), often have radial or concentric fractures, and define areas from 

which many different lava flows emanate. Some centres have positive relief, while others 

have little or no apparent relief with lavas originating from fissures. Often, on volcanic 

centres from which the narrow flows, tube-fed flows, channel flows and sheet flows 

originated no vent can be determined. Rows composed of many individual flows that have 

anastomised are mapped as flow complexes. Some lava flows cannot be associated with 

any particular source vent. These may be related to dykes that have no surface expression, 

or fissures that have been buried under subsequent lavas. Some volcanic centres that are as 

large as 150 km in diameter are termed coronae and volcano-tectonic structures (see section 

2.3.5.3). They are characterised by concentric fractures and often have large flows 

associated with them. Large shield volcanoes consist of narrow flows distributed radially 

or sub-radially around a central vent region some of which have calderas.

Small shields, cones and domes occur in isolation or in fields (see chapter 4). The 

majority of volcanic fields are superimposed on large flow structures, although others are 

embayed by lavas. Shields range in size from 5 km to > 30 km and have low slope angles 

with large diameter to height ratios. Cones tend to have smaller diameters (5 km to 15 km) 

and steeper slope angles. Volcanic domes have symmetric plan views, steep margins and 

relatively flat upper surfaces (see chapter 5). Modified domes show a range of 

morphologies, characterised by scalloped or fluted margins.
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Figure 3.12 Stratigraphie columns for the volcanic centres in the Alpha Regio map

area. The thickness of each unit is unknown as is the age of emplacement 

The units decrease in age vertically. A line connecting particular units 

indicates that the units are joined; the direction of the arrow shows which 

unit is thought to younger 

Figure 3.13 Stratigraphie columns for the volcanic centres in the Guinevere Planitia map 

area. The thickness of each unit is unknown as is the age of emplacement. 

The units decrease in age vertically. A line connecting particular units 

indicates that the units are joined; the direction of the arrow shows which 

unit is thought to younger
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3.5 Stratigraphy

Stratigraphie columns were constructed for each volcanic centre in the two map 

areas (figure 3.12, 3.13). It is difficult to relate volcanic centres that do not share a 

boundary, but a number of stratigraphie markers are recognisable that can be used to 

construct a stratigraphy for the two map areas (figure 3.14).

The isolated areas of complex ridged terrain and of tessera are [probably the only 

remnants of a previous venusian surface and as such are the oldest discernible units on 

Venus. Tesserae is thought to have formed as a result of crustal deformation (Solomon et 

al., 1992, Bindschadler et al., 1992). Based on the low numbers of impact craters (934) 

and the small percentage that are modified, Schaber et al. (1992), suggested that the 

exposed geological record covers a relatively short timespan. The last global resurfacing 

event is thought to have ended about 3(X) +/- 200 Ma (Schaber et al., 1994; Strom et al., 

1994), after which time volcanic activity declined. During the global resurfacing, extreme 

tectonic and volcanic activity prior to about 3(X) Ma acted to obliterate the pre-existing 

impact crater record. Phillips et al. (1994), have suggested that the crater population and 

associated halo deposits cannot be distinguished from a spatially random population 

(Phillips et al. 1992). The processes that modify craters are also spatially random indicating 

that resurfacing probably occurred on a local or regional scale and not in one major 

resurfacing event. The extensive plains which are volcanic in origin are likely to have 

formed during the resurfacing of the planet. The plains are composed of a range of 

volcanic, tectonic, and impact structures that postdate the plains materials (Tanaka & 

Schaber 1992).

Volcanic features include lava flows, volcanic centres and small volcanic shields, 

cones and domes (< 30 km in diameter). The large volcanic centres in the map areas that are 

built of overlapping and radial flows, likely formed first on the plains. They are 

superimposed by small volcanoes and impact craters and are cross-cut by younger 

fractures. Small volcanoes often occur in close proximity, forming volcanic fields (see 

section 4.6). Many small volcanoes are superimposed on lava flows and on the flanks of 

volcanic centres indicating that they are some of the youngest features in the plains. Large 

semi-circular coronae structures composed of concentric and radial fractures are thought to 

be related to sites of magmatism (Stofan et al., 1992, Squyers et al., 1992, Janes et al., 

1992). Coronae often have large lava flows associated with them. These lava flows mantle
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Figure 3.14 A schematic representation of the different geological events that have 

formed the stratigraphy of the two map areas
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the plains and some are superimposed by volcanic fields, fractures and impact craters. It is 

proposed that coronae have a range of ages (Hamilton & Christensen 1994), and sites of 

magmatism may currently exist (Smrekar 1994).

Tectonic features in the plains include tesserae,ridged terrain, fractures and grabens. 

Ridge belts may have formed contemporaneously with the plains, though most are 

superimposed on the plains, extending over great distances. Complex networks of ridges 

and troughs crisscross the plains and appear to be some of the youngest features in the 

plains.

Impact craters have a range of sizes and morphologies. Many are pristine while 

others are embayed by lavas or cross-cut by fractures. Some impacts such as Carson have 

halos of material associated with them that mantle the surrounding terrain for hundreds of 

square kilometres.

3.6 Interpretation of Mapping Areas

3.6.1 History of the Alpha Regio Map Area (figure 3.15 located in back).

Alpha Regio and isolated patches of tessera terrain form highland areas within the 

plains. These regions are the oldest units within the map area (figure 3.13). The area was 

embayed by extensive lavas which covered most of the region except for the areas of 

highest topography. These volcanic plains have subsequently been modified by (i) tectonic 

forces producing ridge belts and complex fracture patterns, (ii) continued volcanism, and 

(iii) impact craters. Many fractures are related to large semi-circular coronae structures such 

as Eve (vcH, 32o S, O.Qo E).

Extensive lava flows that are superimposed on the plains have been emplaced from 

large volcanic centres. Some volcano-tectonic structures and coronae have extensive lava 

flows associated with them. Flows from two coronae structures (vcK 17.50 S, 343.50 E, 

and vcL 20.5o S, 343.50 E) are superimposed by lavas from volcanic centre C (19.80 S, 

3450 E). This indicates that the lavas from the volcanic vcC are younger in age than flows 

from vcK and vcL. Flows from Eve (vcH) situated to the south of Alpha Regio embay the 

margins of the tessera and are superimposed on a fracture belt to the west. For many of the 

lava flows no vent is evident, suggesting that the flows may be related to fissure vents that 

have subsequently been buried. In the case of volcanic centre F (IS.Qo S, 5 .50 E), situated 

on the northern boundary of Alpha Regio, a volcanic dome may have formed over the main
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vent. The dome has been modified by slope failure which may have been related to stress, 

associated with the north-south trending fracture belt that surrounds the dome.

Volcanic fields composed of shields, cones and domes are located all over the map 

area. Most volcanic fields are predominantly comprised p f shields and cones. The majority 

of volcanic fields are located on the plains, but they are also situated on lavas that embay 

the surface of Alpha Regio. The stratigraphie relationship of many volcanic fields to other 

units indicates they are among the youngest features in the map area. However, the small 

volcanoes near to the crater Carson (24.00 S, 344.00 E) are mantled by dark-halo material 

associated with a parabolic shaped deposit. The volcanoes are therefore older than the 

impact crater.

The cluster of volcanic domes (figure 3.16a, b), on the southeast margin of Alpha 

Regio (30.00 s, 12.00 E) is superimposed on a lava flow which may have originated from a 

vent to the west of the unmodified domes. The former vent may be defined by concentric 

fractures that surround a 20 km diameter dome (30.00 s, lO.Oo E). Digitate flows extend to 

the southwest of the suggested vent area. The remnants of an associated volcanic structure 

occurs to the northeast of the dome (29.70 S, 10.20 E) and five remnant domes exist to the 

east of the concentric fractures. These domes are cross-cut by fractures trending NE-SW, 

which also cut the flanks of the more pristine domes to the east. A similar trending graben 

related to a 500 km diameter volcano-tectonic structure to the north (16.5o S, 18.00 E), 

cross-cuts the lava unit on which the domes are superimposed, but is superimposed by 

lavas further south originating from volcanic centre G. The graben is younger than the 

lavas that the domes are superimposed upon but is older than the lava unit vcGi. The 

domes may be related to a single magma reservoir that underlies the cluster.

The largest dome (32.00 S, 10.50 E) on the southeast margin of Alpha Regio is 

partly embayed by the younger lava unit vcGi. The flow-like structure to the north that is 

apparently associated with the dome is cross-cut by fractures that follow a similar trend to 

fractures in plains to the north of the margins of the lava unit vcG i. The flow-like structure

appears therefore to be a remnant of the underlying plains and not a flow related to the 

dome.

A cluster of domes to the west of Alpha Regio (23.6° S, 353.5° E) is superimposed 

on volcanic unit vcAi. These lavas may be contemporaneous with the oldest lava unit from
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Figure 3.16 (a)Sketch map of the cluster of volcanic domes on the southeastern margi 

of Alpha Regio (300 S, OOQo E)
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volcanic centre J. The dome (23.4° S, 352.70 E), furthest west in the cluster is cross-cut by 

a north-south trending fracture that is mantled by lavas from unit vcAi. Lava flows erupted 

from a similar north-south trending fracture to the east of two coalesced domes (23.5o S, 

353.80  E). The dome cluster does not appear to be associated with any volcanic centre or 

topographic rise and may have originated from an underlying magma reservoir whose aerial 

extent is defined by the dome cluster. The domes are not the youngest features in the 

immediate area.

A total of fourteen impact craters occur in the map area. Five craters have dark halo 

materials associated with them. Impact craters have resulted in localised surface 

modification. Dark halo materials associated with the impact Stuart (30.50 s , 2Qo E), 

situated to the east of Alpha, mantle the underlying geology. The halo materials are cross

cut by NE-SW trending fractures associated with a volcano-tectonic structure to the north, 

and superimposed by lavas from volcanic centre G. The impact crater and halo materials are 

therefore older than the fractures associated with the volcano-tectonic structure and the 

lavas associated with volcanic centre G. It is difficult to determine the western extent of the 

halo deposits and whether they mantle the dome cluster on the margin of Alpha. The crater 

Xantippe (ll.Qo S, 11.70 E), has a flow to the southwest that is superimposed on the plains 

and also on a NW-SE trending fracture set. The crater is therefore one of the youngest 

features in the area.

3.6.2 History of the Navka Planitia Map Area (figure 3.17 located in back).

The oldest unit within the map area is tessera which forms a discontinuous highland 

on the western side of the map area. Isolated inliers of tessera also occur throughout the 

map area. Similar to the Alpha map area, extensive volcanic lava flows appear to have 

covered much of the tessera. The plains are not fractured as extensively as those around 

Alpha Regio.

Extensive lava flows that are superimposed on the plains have been emplaced from 

large volcanic centres. Five large semi-circular volcano-tectonic structures occur within the 

plains. The largest is over 600 km across, and is defined by concentric fractures. A corona 

structure (12.0^ N, 308.5° E), to the north of volcanic centre H has a well-defined annulus 

of concentric fractures which is embayed by the lava unit vcHi. The flows associated with
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volcanic centre H all appear to be younger than the corona. Another corona structure (9.2° 

N, 315.50 E) termed volcanic centre M, has a sheet-like flow that is superimposed on the 

plains and extends over 350 km to the northeast. This flow represents a significant source 

of plains-forming lavas. However, not all coronae and volcano-tectonic structures have 

large lava flows associated with them.

Large volcanic centres such as the two shield volcanoes vcH (9.5o N, 309° E) and 

vcF ( I .50 N, 316.Qo E), are composed of digitate lava flows that are superimposed on the 

underlying plains materials. The stratigraphie relation between vcH and vcF is hidden by 

dark halo materials associated with an impact crater Potter (7.2o N, 309.40 £) and by lava 

flows associated with vcG on the southern flank of volcanic centre H. No central vent can 

be distinguished on either volcano, but both have conical or domical structures on the 

summit area. These edifices may have formed over the main vents. At least four main lava 

flow complexes can be determined to make up volcanic centre H. Flow directions and 

boundaries are difficult to determine on some flows associated with volcanic centre F. A 

fracture belt trending north-south occurs on the northern flank of volcanic centre F. This is 

embayed by lavas near to the summit and cross-cuts lavas further downslope indicating that 

the fracture belt may have formed contemporaneously with the volcano. Volcanic centre A 

(6.30 S, 299.40 E) is the only large centre situated on an area of tessera. It is surrounded 

by radiating digitate flows that embay the tessera and also extend over plains to the east.

Volcanic fields are located in the plains and on the summit of volcanic centres such 

as vcF. Many small shields have flows associated with them and represent some of the 

youngest features. Some small volcanoes are embayed by lavas suggesting that small 

volcanic edifices have been constructed at different times. Volcanic domes also occur in the 

plains and on the summit region of volcanic centres. A cluster of volcanic domes in the 

plains (10.20 N, 301.00 E) occurs to the west of volcanic centre H (figure 3.18a, b). The 

domes are bounded to the west by a volcanic field situated within concentric fractures , and 

to the east by volcanic centre I. One symmetrical dome (ll.Oo N, 301.40E), over 30 km in 

diameter is embayed by younger lavas which may have erupted from an east-west trending
I

fissure or dyke situated to the south of the dome. The existence of a fissure or dyke is 

supported by three domes and a caldera structure which are aligned east-west. However, 

the edifices could be the product of a migrating magma body. The cluster contains a 

spectrum of dome morphologies that includes an unmodified dome (ll.OoN, 3 0 1 . 4 0 a
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Figure 3.18 (a) S ketch map of the cluster of volcanic domes centred on IQo S, 301.59°

in Guinevere Planitia
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partially modified dome with well defined scalloped margins (10.3o N, 302.00 E), a more 

heavily modified dome with less well defined scallops (10.30 N, 301.00 E), and the 

scalloped remnants of a dome (10.30 N, 301.20 E). The dome (10.30 N, 302.00 E) closest 

to volcanic centre I may have breached during emplacement allowing molten material to be 

exposed and a part of the carapace to be rafted to the southeast. The relative age of the 

domes is uncertain but they are younger than the plains material and may be older than 

wrinkle ridges which trend NW-SE since the ridges extend across the region.

Five domes occur on volcanic centre F. Two of them are situated to the northwest 

(2.70 N, 314.10 E; 2.40 N, 314.80 E) of the summit, one on the margin of the north flank 

(4.30 N, 315.70 E), and two on the summit (1.6o N, 316.20 E; 1.3o N, 316.30 E). The 

domes to the northwest of the summit are modified and superimposed on lava unit vcFz. 

The domes are younger than the youngest lava flows from vcF. The dome on the northern 

flank has a relatively flat upper surface and scalloped margins. It is superimposed on 

fractures associated with a belt that trends north-south from the summit. These fractures 

cross-cut lava unit v c F i a  indicating they are younger than the lava unit. However, the 

fractures are embayed closer to the summit by lavas from unit vcFz. The dome is younger 

than the fracture belt but is cross-cut but several north-south trending fractures and is not 

therefore the youngest feature in the region. The domes on the summit region of vcF are 

surrounded by flows. One of the domes is crescentic in plan and the other has diffuse 

margins. These domes appear to be the youngest volcanic features, possibly representing 

the final episode of volcanic activity from the summit region of the volcanic centre. More 

than one episode of dome growth may have occurred since there are the remnants of a 

dome adjoining one of the domes (1.6° N, 316.2° E) on the summit area.

A total of ten impact craters occur in the map area. Seven have dark halo materials 

associated with them. The impact crater Potter (7.2° N, 309.4° E), situated on the southern 

flank of volcanic centre H has mottled dark halo materials that mantle the lava unit vcHi. It 

is difficult to determine the extent of the halo material. The most obvious deposits are 

situated to the southeast and mantle volcanic centre G. There is some evidence of the halo 

material also being present to the northwest of the crater. Lava units vcHzA, vcHzB, vcHs? 

and vcH4 appear to be younger than the halo materials. This indicates the impact occurred 

while the volcano was being constructed. Impact craters with dark halo materials such as
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Shih Mai-Yu (18.50 N, 319.00 E) and Seymore (18.20 N, 326.30 E) appear to be some of 

the youngest features in the area. Pristine impact morphologies often have associated halo 

materials. Over time the impact craters are modified and the halo materials removed or 

buried. The different impact morphologies and presence or absence of halo materials 

support the idea that impact craters have formed throughout the history of the map area.

3.7 C onclusion

suggested here that the geological histories of the two map areas appear to have been similar. The 

oldest terrain in both areas is tesserae,which was buried by flood lavas that have formed 

extensive plains. It is suggested that plains formation occurred during the last major 

resurfacing event, which ended approximately 300 Ma ago.The lownesss of the number of 

craters in the two regions supports a young surface age. Postdating the plains are tectonic, 

volcanic and impact structures. Ridge belts and large volcanic centres are likely to have 

formed first after the formation of the plains and were followed by continued fracturing, 

plus the emplacement of small volcanic shields, cones and domes. Throughout the period 

since the resurfacing event, impact craters have continued to form. Small volcanoes, impact 

craters with dark halo materials and fractures appear to be some of the youngest features in 

the two areas. The lower intensity of fractures within the plains in the Navka Planitia map 

area compared to the Alpha Region map area indicates that resurfacing is likely to have 

occurred on a local or regional scale and not in one major resurfacing event. However the 

lower intensity of fractures may be due to an absence of, or reduced intensity of, stress 

regimes within an area, and not necessarily because of a younger surface.

Volcanic domes occur individually and in clusters within the plains and on volcanic 

centres. No evidence was found to support a preferential emplacement of domes on the 

margins of tessera. Domes have a range of morphologies, from those that are pristine and 

nearly symmetrical, to those that have been modified and little of the original edifice 

remains. The association of debris aprons with some domes such as one in Navka Planitia 

(140 N, 299.00 E) indicates that modification was primarily through slope failure (see 

chapter 5). The absence of collapsed material around some modified domes may be 

explained by the material having been buried by younger lavas. Domes in the plains may be 

relatively old and largely unmodified since emplacement, whereas domes associated with 

volcanic centres may have a range of ages and have been modified by volcanism associated
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with the volcanic centre.
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Chapter 4

Small Volcanoes in the Plains of Venus.

“It is no longer possible or desirable to consider Earth entirely aside from  

the other planets. Planetary science has grown to contain many aspects of 

the earth sciences and for some geophysicists the aim of enquiry has now  

become the nature of the entire inner Solar System ” : R. Goody, Royal 

Society London, on the occasion of the 500th anniversary of the birth of 

C opernicus, 1973.

4.1 Introduction

Examination of the Magellan global dataset shows that small volcanic edifices are 

distributed globally. Detailed study of Venera 15/16 data (Barsukov et al., 1984, 1986, 

Slyuta et al., 1988), showed that small volcanoes are the most abundant features on the 

surface of Venus (Aubele and Slyuta 1990). However, due to the limited surface coverage 

of Venera 15/16 data, the global numbers, locations and size frequency distributions of the 

small volcanoes were unknown. It was hoped that the resolution of the Magellan data 

would allow for the planform outlines of small volcanic edifices to be determined, as well 

as the diameter of the smallest feature, the number and distribution of summit pits, and any 

evidence of regional structural control. From such information, it was hoped to be able to 

distinguish morphologic types or classes of volcanoes possibly related to different eruption 

styles or regional volcanic processes (Aubele and Slyuta 1990). Many of the questions 

raised about small volcanoes have been addressed during a global examination of Magellan 

data (Guest et al., 1992, Head et al., 1992). Three broad morphological types of 

volcanoes, shields, cones and domes can be identified in the images. Small volcanoes are 

found predominantly in the plains occurring in isolation or in fields, and are often 

associated with large (> 50 km diameter) volcanic centres. Some highland areas contain 

small volcanoes.

Small volcanic edifices identified in the Magellan data are defined as having 

diameters that range from the limit of resolution to 20 km. Some shields and domes with 

diameters greater than 20 km are included since they form part of a continuum from the
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smaller to intermediate features. Morphological differences between small volcanoes have 

been examined and quantitative measurements made of diameters, heights and slope angles. 

From these observations and measurements, a number of sub-categories of shields, cones 

and domes are identified on Venus. The different subcategories are compared to terrestrial 

volcanoes. The morphological similarities between volcanoes on Earth and on Venus 

suggest that eruptive styles may be comparable. Fields of small volcanoes on Venus have 

characteristics similar to those observed in subaerial and submarine volcanic fields on 

Earth. For this reason terrestrial volcanoes and volcanic fields are examined since their 

mode of formation may offer insight into the development of volcanic fields on Venus.

4.2 Morphological and Morphometric Characteristics of Small Volcanoes

4.2.1 Small Lava Shields (figure 4.1)

Shield structures are identified by differences in radar backscatter to the 

surrounding material and also by the local fracture pattern being hidden (Guest et al., 

1992). The majority of shield volcanoes are radar-dark or have a diffuse radar backscatter, 

and a radar-bright summit crater. The radar-dark flanks indicate that the slopes have a low 

inclination. The margins of shields are often hard to define, making measurements of 

height using radar clinometry difficult. Based on morphology, six sub-categories of shields 

are recognised in the image data (figures 4.2).

The majority of shields on Venus are circular to elongate in planimetric view, have 

diameters that range from < 5 km to > 30 km, and shallow slopes that rise to a summit pit 

or crater (table 4.1). The subcategory Si has the smallest diameter (5-10 km) and Se the 

largest (60 km - 80 km). The near-circular planforms are indicative of lavas erupted over a 

near-horizontal surface. Individual flow units are not identifiable on many of the shields 

either because they are absent or below the limit of resolution (see section 2.2.3). Shields 

in subcategory Si are the most abundant. Their similarity in radar backscatter to the 

surrounding plains can make it difficult to determine their size. On many shields in this 

subcategory summit pits tend to have diameters less than a kilometre. The apparent absence 

of a pit on some Si shields may be attributable to restrictions in image resolution. Shields in 

Sz have broad shallow flanks that rise near the vent to form a symmetrical flat-topped 

summit region bounded by steep slopes. The summit usually has a central crater. Shields in
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Figure 4.1 Magellan images illustrating examples of volcanic shields shown in figure

4.2. See text and table 4.1 for descriptions. Radar illumination is from the 

left. From Guest et al. 1992 

Figure 4.2 Schematic classification of different types of small shield volcanoes found 

in the plains areas. Planimetric forms and profiles are given in schematic 

form and are not to scale. Modified from Guest et al. 1992
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Tabic 4.1 Morphological and morphometric characteristics of small volcanoes

identified on the surface of Venus. Heights were obtained using the relation 

h=0.5(x-y) tan a  (see appendix 1.3). For some types of edifice, height 

measurements were not possible. Modified from Guest el al., 1992



Type Plan
view

Profile Diameter
(km)

Height
(m)

Slope
(0)

Q ater Radar characteristics

S i Circular Shallow convex 
slope;

5-10 490 7 .6 Single; Uniform radar dark backscatter, 
often diffuse boundary;

S2 Circular Low inclination apron, 
steep margins-flat top;

10 250 8 .8 Single often 
central;

Radar dark backscatter, 
"bright" (steep) margins;

S3 Irregular Low inclination shield; < 30 ? ? Multiple or 
single;

Uniform radar dark backscatter.

S4 Irregular Low inclination shield; < 30 ? ? Concentric
collapses;

Uniform radar dark backscatter.

S5 Nr. circular Low inclination shield; < 30 ? ? Multiple concentric 
collapses;

Uniform radar backscatter, 
diffuse boundary;

S6 Irregular,
elongated

Low inclination shield; 60-80 ? ? Summit caldera 
often elongated;

Radar bright flow lobes;

Cl Circular Steep sided cone; < 5 665 23 Single, central; Radar bright backscatter, 
often layed-over;

Circular Steep sided cone; 15 1707 23 Single, central; Radar bright backscatter, steep 
margins, often layed-over.

Cs Circular Steep sided cone; 2 200 12 Single, central; Radar bright backscatter, 
Steen margins;

D i Circular Steep convex margins, 
relatively flat top;

2-5 ? ? ? Radar bright backscatter on 
foreslope;

D2 Circular Steep convex slopes, 
raised rim;

10 311 15 Single, central; Radar bright backscatter, 
steep margins, steep rampart;

Ds Circular Steep convex margins, 
rounded top;

20-30 618 20 Single, often central; Radar bright backscatter, 
steep margins;

Ü 4 Nr. circular Steep perimeter, concave 
inner surface;

20 ? 7 Surface downsagged; Radar bright backscatter, steep 
margins, constant backscatter, 
inner surface.



subcategory S3 are larger in diameter that Si and S2 and have more irregular margins. Lavas 

on the margins of these shields appear to have followed local topography. Where several 

shields of this type occur together it is difficult to determine their margins since they appear 

to overlap. Shields in subcategory S< tend to occur in isolation and are characterised by

summit calderas. The margins of the shields are often irregular. Shields in S5 also have 

calderas on their summits which are often characterised by multiple concentric collapses. 

The margins of some shields in this subcategory are difficult to determine due to their 

similarity in radar backscatter to the surrounding plains. Shields in Se tend to have an 

elongated planform and summit caldera complex that parallels an underlying linear feature. 

The shields appear to be composed of multiple narrow flows that radiate away from the 

summit caldera. The individual flows often have increased radar backscatter intensities 

towards the distal zone indicating that the surface texture is rougher.

4.2.2 Small Cones (figure 4.3)

Foreslopes which have high radar backscatter intensities and backslopes with low 

intensities indicate that many small volcanoes have steep flanks. Many small volcanoes (0- 

15 km in diameter) have steep slopes (~ 23°) which are indicative of cones. Cones tend to 

be circular in plan form, with steep slopes that rise to a central crater. Based on 

morphology and quantitative measurements three subcategories are recognised (figure 4.4).

Cones in subcategory C3 have the smallest diameters (r 2 km), lowest heights and 

slope angles (table 4.1). They tend to be aligned with linear features. Cones in subcategory 

Cl tend to have diameters < 5 km and average slope angles of 23°. These are the most 

common subcategory of cones, often occurring in fields that contain a range of shields and 

domes. Cones in S 2 have diameter > 10 km and are less common. They have the steepest 

slope angles and summit elevations greater than 1 km above the surrounding plains. The 

flanks of these cones are often faintly fluted. One cone in this subcategory in Helen Planitia 

(21.80 S, 2020 E) is superimposed on a flat-topped dome. Another cone to the south of 

Hecate Chasma (8.I0 N, 233.50 E) has two smaller parasitic cones around its base.

4.2.3 Domes (figure 4.5)

Large symmetrical domes were first seen on the eastern margins of Alpha Regio.
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Figure 4.3 Magellan images illustrating examples of volcanic cones shown in figure

4.4 and table 4.1. The cone labelled as C2 shows an example of foreslope 

shortening. Radar illumination is from the left. From Guest et al., 1992 

Figure 4.4 Schematic classification of different types of small cones found in the plains

areas. Planimetric forms and profiles are given in schematic form and are 

not to scale. Modified from Guest et al. 1992
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Figure 4.5 Magellan images illustrating examples of volcanic domes shown in figure

4.6. See text and table 4.1 for description. Radar illumination is from the 

left. From Guest et al., 1992 

Figure 4.6 Schematic classification of different types of small domes found in the

plains areas. Planimetric forms and profiles arc given in schematic form and 

are not to scale. Modified from Guest et al. (1992)
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Based on their plan form, these were referred to as pancake domes (Head et al., 1991). 

They have a short radar-bright margin that transitions into more gentle convex slopes 

towards the summit. Some show foreshortening on the steep outer margins facing the 

illumination direction. The upper slopes on many domes have radar bright radial and 

concentric fractures and radar bright material often surrounds the dome margins. Based on 

morphology four subcategories of domes are recognised (figure 4.6).

The smallest domes (subcategory Di) have diameters ranging from the limit of 

resolution to 5 km (table 4.1). Few have been identified, though they may be more 

common below the limit of resolution. The domes are characterised by uniform radar-bright 

foreslopes that rise to a flat upper surface. No summit pits are identified on them. Domes 

with larger diameters (-10 km) that form subcategory Dz have steeper slope angles (-  W ) 

and are characterised by gently convex summit areas with a central pit that is surrounded by 

a raised rim. The large pancake-like domes (subcategory Ds and D4) have slope angles -  

200 and average diameters of 20-30 km. Many domes in subcategory Ds have a central pit 

surrounded by radial and concentric fractures and one dome in Sedna Planitia (29.7° S, 

11.90 E) has a caldera formed from coalesced pits. Other pit craters on the domes may have 

formed from minor explosive activity. Domes in subcategory D 4 are moiphometrically 

similar to those in Ds but have concave central surfaces.

4.3 C om parison of Small Volcanoes with T e rres tria l Volcanoes

4.2.1 Small Shields

Shallow slopes, relatively smooth surface texture and low height to diameter ratios 

are all characteristics possessed by terrestrial basaltic shield volcanoes. Shield categories 

S i, S 3 , S4 and S5 are similar to Icelandic shield volcanoes such as Skjaldbreidur (figure 

4.7), which has a diameter of 10 km and a height of 1060 m, and Ok (figure 4.8), which 

has a diameter of 15 km and a height of 1141 m. Larger diameter shields on Venus are 

analogous to the Hawaiian shields such as Mauna Loa. The central part of the shield 

category S2 composed of a circular plateau may have formed from a summit caldera that 

was surrounded by spatter (which formed a rampart or levee) which then filled with a lava 

lake (Guest et al., 1992). This is similar to a lava lake that existed in Halemaumau crater at 

Kilauea (McDonald 1972). The spatter rampart was likely to have been constructed during
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Figure 4.7 View to the southeast showing the profile of the shield volcano 

Skjaldbreidur in Iceland

Figure 4.8 View to the west showing the profile of the shield volcano Ok in Iceland
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a phase of strombolian activity. The shield volcanoes S3 and 84 have irregular margins 

formed by lavas channelled along narrow surface fractures. This suggests that the lavas 

were relatively fluid at the time of emplacement. The evidence of low viscosity lavas is also 

supported by the observation that this category of shield has a radar-dark backscatter, likely 

to have been caused by a relatively smooth surface. The smooth surface may be similar to 

terrestrial glassy-surfaced pahoehoe. The elongated planforms, characteristic of ISe, 

indicate these were fissure eruptions analogous to the Lakigigar eruption, Iceland (1783) 

where a fissure 25 km long opened and basaltic lava covered an area of 565 km2. The 

increasing backscatter intensities towards the distal end of individual flows indicate that 

there are different surface textures along the flow. The disintegration of a relatively smooth 

crust as it moves further from the source will result in increasingly slabby or rubbly flow 

textures.

4.3.2 Small Cones

The characteristics of a circular plan form and steep slopes rising to a central pit or 

crater are similar to terrestrial cones. Head and Wilson (1986) determined from theoretical 

studies that cones could form on Venus as a result of effusive activity, explosive activity or 

a combination of the two. Predominantly effusive activity will create small shield volcanoes 

similar to those in the Snake River Plains, Idaho (Greeley & King 1977), and in the lunar 

Maria (Head and Gifford 1980). Strombolian activity on Venus could result from localised 

volatile enhancement (Head and Wilson 1986), forming pyroclastic cones similar in 

diameter to cinder cones on Earth. If high volatile content magmas (> 4 wt. %) can occur 

on Venus, then pyroclastic deposits and cones should be expected (Garvin et al., 1982, 

Head and Wilson 1986). It was thought that cones would have diameters of less than 

5 kilometres.

Cones on Earth are predominantly composed of pyroclastic deposits though some 

have interbedded lavas such as Vesuvius. Scoria cones such as Sunset crater, California 

(figure 4.9) and pumice cones such as Ash Mountain, Canada, tend to be under 5 km in 

diameter. Terrestrial scoria cones with a basic composition occur more frequently than 

more silicic pumice cones, although both have similar morphologies. Cones in 

subcategories Ci and C3 are similar to terrestrial monogenetic scoria cones and may have
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Figure 4.9 View lo the north of the 300 m high scoria cone Sunset Crater in Arizona!

Figure 4.10 View to the southwest showing basaltic cones and lava flows formed by the 

Lakigigar eruption in Iceland





formed by strombolian fire fountaining. Many of the smaller cones in the C3 category have 

no summit pits. This may be due to the pits being below the limit of resolution, or some 

cones may have had their summits filled in during the late stages of the eruption as a result 

of a reduction in the eruption rate. Cones in the category C 3 have morphologies similar to 

plug domes such as Lassen Peak (Guest et al., 1992) and are often associated with a linear 

feature similar to terrestrial linear fissure vents such as those on Lakigigar, Iceland (figure 

4.10) and in the Mesa Chivato volcanic field. New Mexico (Wood and Kienle 1992).

The diameter of cones in subcategory C2 is greater than that of terrestrial cones. 

These larger edifices could have resulted from longer duration eruptions or from the 

products of several eruptive episodes. Some may be constructed of thin lavas that 

originated from a central vent, or of alternating lava and tephra sheets similar to composite 

cones such as Ruapehu and Ngauruhoe (Nairn and Self 1978). Cones built of lava and 

tephra sheets tend to be the product of polygenetic activity and can support steeper slopes 

compared to those only composed of loose material. The largest cone in subcategory C2 

situated in Helen Planitia (21.8^ S, 202o E) has a slope angle (37°), close to the angle of 

repose for loose gravels (Jaeger 1979), and shows some evidence of slope failure on the 

flanks.

A number of cones in Helen Planitia (9.4o S, 247.5° E; 3.0° S, 241.6° E) and in 

Guinevere Planitia (22° N, 322° E) have radar-bright deposits that mantle the surrounding 

plains material. The mantling material appears to thin away from the edifice and has a 

preferred dispersal direction (figure 4.11). These characteristics are similar to pyroclastic 

airfall deposits associated with cones such as Cinder Cone in California. If the 

interpretation of airfall deposits is correct, then an explosive eruption produced a convective 

plume that dispersed material 10 km from the vent. For explosive eruptions to occur, 

magmas must contain higher concentrations of volatiles than would be expected on Earth, 

depending on gas species (Guest et al., 1992). However, fragmental material can also be 

moved by aeolian processes (Greeley et al., 1992). The double-tailed appearance of the 

deposits around one cone in Helen Planitia (9.4° S, 247.5° E) may have been formed by 

wind-blown material being deflected around either side of the cone. This interpretation is 

supported by the presence of radar-dark material near to the cone that is interpreted to be 

fall-out from a bolide that was destroyed before reaching the ground (Phillips et al., 1991).
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Figure 4.11 Magellan image of possible pyroclastic material surrounding a cone 5 km

diameter), in Guinevere Planitia (22o N, 322o E). To the south and west are 

a number of other edifices with similar deposits. Radar illumination is from 

the left

Figure 4.12 Magellan image of a lava flow surrounding a possible (8 km diameter)

truncated cone in Sedna Planitia (23.8° N, 351.10 E) near to the margin of 

Eislia Regio. Radar illumination is from the left
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The force and direction of the shock wave accompanying such an event are unknown but 

strong winds are likely to have been generated.

Lava flow units are not often seen around cones, but one cone on the edge of 

Lavinia Planitia (59o S, 351.20 E) has a flow at its base similar to the Kana-a basalt flow 

associated with Sunset crater (Holm 1987). Another cone (figure 4.12) in Sedna Planitia 

(23.80 N, 351.10 E) has a number of flows, the largest being to the east. The radar 

backscatter of the flows indicates the surface is more akin to a lava flow than to smoother 

pyroclastic deposits. The flow may have originated from the base of the cone, or from a 

breach in the flank that was rebuilt later in the eruption.

4.3.3 Domes

The characteristics of a symmetrical plan form with steep outer margins and convex 

slopes that rise to a central pit, are similar to volcanic domes produced by the effusion of 

lavas with effective viscosities similar to those of rhyolites, dacites and andésites on Earth 

(Head et al., 1991). Several domes are situated within the estimated Venera 8 and 13 

landing circles (Basilevsky et al., 1992). Nikolayeva (1990) proposed that data from 

Venera 8 represented an evolved intermediate composition lava and may have been sampled 

from a dome.

Domes in the subcategory D i are probably the product of a single point source 

eruption. They have morphologies similar to terrestrial plug domes such as Lassen Peak 

and to small scoria cones such as one near Hoftun, Iceland (figure 4.13). The raised rim 

surrounding the central crater of domes in subcategory Dz may have formed from final or 

late stage spatter-producing strombolian activity. One example of this subcategory in Navka 

Planitia (5.9° S, 333.40 E) has a crescentic planform (figure 4.5) which may have resulted 

from a breach causing molten lava to be exposed or from a pyroclastic flow. Concentric 

and radial fractures on the upper surface of domes in Ds may be the result of cracking of a 

chilled carapace (Guest et al., 1992). Similar fracturing on many terrestrial domes produces 

large slabs on their upper surface. Radar-bright material around the base o f domes is 

possibly related to slope failure of a crumble breccia (Guest et al., 1991) similar to the talus 

slopes around Lassen Peak.

The higher surface pressure on Venus to Earth affects the expansion and exsolution
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Figure 4.13 View lo the west of a small 200 m scoria cone near Hoftun in Iceland
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of bubbles and the stresses in the bubble wall (Head and Wilson 1986). These stresses are 

smaller than on Earth (McKenzie et al., 1992) making failure of the bubble wall less likely. 

This inhibition of bubble disruption and consequent explosive activity may explain the 

formation of high volume lava domes on Venus since a dome is able to grow, rather than 

be destroyed by explosive episodes. The concave central surfaces of domes in subcategory 

D 4, may have resulted from magma withdrwal or deflation as a result o f degassing. Many 

volcanic domes on Venus are an order of magnitude larger than terrestrial domes, which 

tend to be less than a kilometre in diameter and several hundred metres high (see section 

5.3). Pavri et al., (1992) calculated that the volumes of large domes ranges from 25-3400 

km3. On Earth eruptions of silicic magmas of these volumes include Taupo -155 km3 (Self 

1983), Toba - 2800 km3 (Rose and Chesner 1987) and Yellowstone 25(X) km 3,1000 km3, 

280 km3 (Hildreth et al., 1984). These were all large pyroclastic eruptions producing airfall 

and extensive ignimbrite sheets. The possibility of ignimbrite sheets on Venus has been 

suggested from examination of a complex domical structure in Aino Planitia (3?o S, 164o 

E), which has broad flow lobes, with radar bright surfaces (Moore et al., 1992).

The symmetry of domes on Venus suggests that the majority were emplaced over a 

near horizontal surface formed by the effusion of relatively viscous magmas from a central 

vent. McKenzie et al., (1992) calculated that magmas with an SiOz content less than 60% 

have viscosities which are too low at their solidus temperatures to produce the shape of 

large venusian domes. Theoretical models based on the shape of domes (see section 6.2) 

suggest emplacement may have been relatively rapid. A high effusion rate coupled with the 

large volume of magma involved, may account for the long distances that the lavas travelled 

from the conduit. Head and Wilson (1992) suggested that domes may be formed by gas- 

rich basaltic effusions that increase in viscosity once extruded, or by more evolved gas rich 

magmatic compositions that do not undergo disruption upon effusion.

4.4 Examination of Small Volcanoes in Niobe Planitia

Analysis of Venera 15/16 data revealed concentrations of small volcanoes in part of

Niobe Planitia (Aubele and Slyuta 1990). An area of Niobe Planitia centred on 450 N, 119o

E (figure 4.14 a,b,c) was examined using Magellan data. The morphologies, distributions 

and associations of small volcanic features within this area were studied using the
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Figure 4.14 (a) Magellan full resolution mosaic (F-MIDR 45° N, 119® E) and sketch

map showing the study area selected within Niobe Planitia. Radar 

illumination is from the left

(b) Sketch map of the study area. Box inset is shown in figure 4.20a,b.

(c) Colour coded altimetry overlain on top of the S AR image of the study 

area
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Figure 4.15 Histogram showing the basal diameter of small volcanic edifices in the 

Niobe Planitia study area (45° N, 119° E). From Guest et al., 1992

Figure 4.16 Histogram showing the basal diameter of 665 small volcanic edifices chosen 

at random globally. From Guest et al., 1992
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categories and subcategories of shields, cones and domes described in section 4.2. This 

classification of volcanoes allowed comparisons with results obtained from a random 

global study of 650 small volcanoes (Aubele pers. comm.) and also of a separate global 

study of small volcanoes on Venus (Grumpier et al., 1992).

A total of 616 edifices were counted in the Niobe Planitia area. The majority of 

these have diameters between 1.5 km and 0.5 km (figure 4.15). In the random global study 

(figure 4.16) the majority of volcanoes range between 2 km and 4 km and only a small 

number have diameters of less than 1 km. A greater number of volcanoes, less than 0.5 km 

in diameter may exist but are below the limit of resolution of Magellan data. The average 

diameter of volcanoes in the Niobe Planitia area is 3 km, while for the 650 randomly 

selected volcanoes, the basal diameter most commonly ranges from 2 km to 12 km with a 

mode of 3 km to 3.9 km. A total of 393 summit pits were counted in the Niobe study area, 

but their diameters were not measured. Globally, summit pit measurements have a range in 

diameter from < 200 m to 1.8 km (Aubele pers. comm.). Small volcanoes observed in the 

Magellan images show an exponential size-ffequency distribution similar to that measured 

from Venera 15/16 images (Aubele and Slyuta, 1990). A similar exponential size-finequency 

distribution is also observed for terrestrial seamounts measured from GLORIA sonar 

images (Aubele and Slyuta, 1990, Aubele 1993). Shields form the most common category 

of volcano in the Niobe study area (figure 4.17), with 234 of the subcategory SI out of a 

total of 248 (figure 4.18). Cones are the next most frequent category, with 195 of the 

subcategory C l out of a total of 219. A total of 140 domes are found, the most common 

subcategory being D l. The predominance of shield volcanoes supports the global study by 

Grumpier et al., (1992). The average density of volcanoes within the study area is one 

every 468 km 2 and compares with the global average density of 4-10 edifices per 1000 

km2.

Graben and normal faults run NE-SW and NNW-SSW across the Niobe Planitia 

study area (figure 4.14). A cluster analysis (figure 4.19) performed to examine the 

association between fractures and small volcanoes, shows that the majority of volcanoes 

occur in the areas of highest fracture concentration, and many edifices are aligned along 

fractures. There is a tendency for categories of edifice Si, Di and Gi to cluster together. 

The association of volcanoes with the development of fracture belts is also supported by the 

observation that some shields are cut by fractures and are therefore older, whereas others
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Figure 4.17 Histogram showing the number of each subcategory of edifice identified 

within the Niobe Planitia study area 45° N, 119° E. The total number of 

edifices identified was 616. From Guest et al., 1992

Figure 4.18 Histogram showing the numbers of shields, cones and domes identified 

within the Niobe Planitia study area 45° N, 119° E. From Guest et al., 

1992
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Figure 4.19 Map showing the number density of small volcanic edifices within the 

Niobe Planitia study area 45° N, 119° E. From Guest et al., 1992 

Figure 4.20 (a) Enlargement of pan of the Niobe Planitia study area centred on 44.5o

N, 120.10 E. Illumination is from the left.

(b) Sketch map of the enlarged area
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are superimposed on fractures (figure 4.20a,b). The elevation within the study area (figure 

4.14c) ranges between 6051.2 km mpr and 6052.2 km mpr and fractures and small 

volcanoes occur throughout the range. The absence of major altitudinal variation coupled 

with the similarity in edifice size and category indicates that the volcanoes may be 

associated with localised shallow magma bodies with planimetric sizes roughly equivalent 

to that of the cluster (Guest et al., 1992, Aubele et al., 1992).

4.5 Fields of Small Volcanoes on Venus

Small volcanoes on Venus often occur in close proximity forming fields. These 

concentrations confirm the distribution of small volcanoes seen in Venera 15/16 data 

(Aubele and Slyuta 1990). Volcanic fields are widely distributed on Venus but are 

preferentially located within the plains at intermediate elevations. Concentrations of small 

volcanoes occur in the Beta-Phoebe-Atla Regions, in the western part of Helen Planitia, 

and in Akkruva Colles (Head et al., 1992). Fields also occur in lavas that embay areas of 

tessera. Often fields are superimposed on large volcanic centres (see section 3.5), 

indicating that they are younger than the centres. Some small volcanoes are embayed and 

partly buried by lava flows. A study of Vellamo Planitia indicates that the small volcanoes 

within the region are uniquely associated with a distinctive plains unit that postdates tessera 

and predates the more extensive ridged plains terrain (Aubele 1994). There is embayment 

and stratigraphie evidence for variations in age of local fields of small volcanoes across the 

globe.

Aubele et al., (1992) interpreted small volcanic edifices to be composed 

predominantly of shield volcanoes and referred to them as shield fields. Large fields that 

cover areas > 10^ km^ (Aubele et al., 1992) often have a high percentage o f shield 

volcanoes (figure 4.21). However, many fields contain shields, cones and domes (figure 

4.22). Typical fields have approximately 100 edifices and may be built up of successive 

volcanoes. If this is correct, then fields represent an important part in the formation of the 

plains. Terrestrial volcanic fields have shields, cones and domes and cover a similar range 

of areas to volcanic fields on Venus. Many cinder cones in terrestrial fields range in 

diameter between 0.1 km to 1 km and the shields range from 1 km to 9 km (Wood 1980), 

making them comparable to the diameters of the majority of small volcanoes on Venus (see 

section 4.4). Large terrestrial volcanic fields have characteristics common to both flood
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Figure 4.21 A volcanic field containing a variety of shield morphologies, situated in

Ulfrun Regio (45o N, 216.8° E). Radar illumination is from the left. From 

Guest et al., 1992

Figure 4.22 Volcanic field (64° N, 106° E) near Tethus Regio containing shields, cones 

and domes. Radar illumination is from the left
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basalts and to plains volcanism including high volume flows, vents aligned along rift zones 

and planar surfaces (figure 4.23). This range of volcanic styles is similar to that seen in 

some volcanic fields on Venus (figure 4.24). The fields may have evolved in a similar 

manner and therefore examination of the formation of a volcanic field such as the Snake 

River Plains provides insight into how volcanic fields on Venus may have formed.

4.5.1 Comparison of Venusian Volcanic Fields with Terrestrial Subaerial Volcanic Fields

Volcanic fields on Earth are accumulations of volcanic products that are often 

derived from different eruption styles, and more than one eruptive episode. Many subaerial 

volcanic fields have been identified on Earth and are described as being monogenetic or 

polygenetic. Monogenetic volcanic fields are collections of cinder cones and/or maar vents 

and associated lava flows and pyroclastic deposits. They tend to have systematic growth 

patterns, are the product of a single magmatic systems and grew laterally rather than 

vertically (Wood and Shoan 1981). The number of edifices in subaerial volcanic fields 

varies from large fields such as the San Francisco volcanic field, Arizona, which has over 

600 vents (Tanaka et al., 1986), and the Springerville volcanic field, Arizona, which has 

over 380 vents (Condit et al., 1989), to more common numbers such as the 

Ingaksulugawar Hills volcanic field, Alaska, which has 30 vents (Hoare and Condon 

1971). The San Francisco field covers 5,0(X) km^, the Springerville field 2,600 km^and the 

Ingaksulugawar Hills volcanic field 500 kmz. Large volcanic fields such as the 

monogenetic field within the Chilcotin Group, Canada covers 25,(XX) kmz (Bevier 1983), 

and the Snake River Plains volcanic field, Idaho, covers 49,200 km^ (Greeley 1982).

Shields in the Snake River Plains have diameters around 15 km and a total relief of 

only 100 m. They are constructed mainly from compound lava flows (Walker 1971). 

Shields such as Wapi and Hell’s Half Acre have broad low angle slopes (0.5°) that rise 

near the summit to 5°. The rise near the vent is the result of shorter, low volume aa flows 

and accumulations around the vent of small amounts of spatter or pyroclastic deposits 

(Walker 1971). The summits of many shields have irregular craters, many of which have 

collapsed. A number of shields are aligned along rift zones (LaPoint 1977) and represent 

fissure eruptions where effusion was localised at a number of points. Lava-tube fed flows 

such as Bear Trap Lava Tube often exceed 20 km in length but have small volumes in 

comparison to shield and fissure flows. The source areas of tubes is often unknown since
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Figure 4.23 Block diagram showing a range of volcanic styles in the Snake River Plains 

in Idaho. Modified from Greeley 1983

Figure 4.24 Schematic representation of the different categories of small volcanoes 

within the plains of Venus
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they are buried by subsequent lavas. Likely source areas include shields, pit craters and 

fissure eruptions. Tubes tend to fill in the topographic lows between adjacent shield 

volcanoes enhancing the planar nature of the terrain. Fissure flows are commonly 

composed of multiple flow units which include compound pahoehoe and aa flows (Jones 

1970, Greeley 1982).

4.5.2 Comparison of Venusian Volcanic Fields with Terrestrial Submarine Volcanic Fields

Another terrestrial analogue to the volcanic fields on Venus are volcanic edifices on 

the sea floor (Fryer et al., 1984, Mouginis-Mark et al., 1984, Aubele et al., 1989, Aubele 

and Slyuta 1990, Ouest et al., 1992, Aubele 1993). The most abundant volcanic features 

are seamounts (Abers 1988, Batiza 1982, Smith and Jordan 1987, 1988). Clusters of 

volcanoes built up on the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (Smith and Cann 1990, 1993), have 

diameters that range from 2-30 km, irregularly circular plan forms and low slope angles 

(Angevine et al., 1984) making them comparable to venusian shields. Many seamounts 

also have summit depressions that range from small craters to larger calderas (Taylor et al., 

1980, Fornari et al., 1984).

The distribution of edifices on the sea floor varies considerably with less than one 

volcano per 10  ̂ km^ around the East Pacific Rise Crest, a peak density of over 60 

volcanoes per 10  ̂km2 in a field north of the Mendana Fracture (Searle 1983) and a field 

on the median valley floor of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge which has on average 80 volcanoes 

per 103 km 2 (Smith & Cann 1990). An overall density of 0.1 to 0.4 edifices per 1(X) kmz 

has been calculated for the Pacific (Jordan et al., 1983, Batiza 1982, Smith and Jordan 

1987). This compares with the average density of one volcano per 468 kmz found in the 

Niobe Planitia study area (see section 4.4). The numbers, distributions, size range and 

densities of seamounts are similar to those observed for small volcanic edifices on Venus.

The properties of lavas erupted on the ocean floor at depths between 500 m and 

1000 m may be good analogues to lavas on Venus since the ambient pressures are similar 

in both cases (Wood 1979). From an examination of radiative heat loss, natural convection 

and total thermal flux. Head and Wilson (1986) determined that conditions of eruption on 

the seafloor are comparable to those on the surface of Venus. Using Head and Wilson’s 

equations, Aubele and Slyuta (1990) suggested that based on the behaviour of lava flows 

as a function of heat loss, the process of formation of dominantly effusive lavas could
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result in similar morphological features on Earth’s seafloor and on the surface of Venus. 

Most seamounts have formed on or near ridge axis in the Mid-atlantic Ridge, contrasting 

with the East Pacific Rise where fissure-fed volcanism is dominant. Smith and Cann 

(1990,1993) suggested that Mid-Atlantic Ridge seamounts might represent the products of 

localised magma chambers or intermediate-sized magma chambers which were not large 

enough to sustain fissure eruptions. The distribution of volcanic fields over the globe of 

Venus may be explained if they have resulted from localised magma chambers.

4.6 Conclusion

Small volcanoes are abundant on the surface of Venus. Three categories of edifice 

are recognisable in the images: shields, cones, and domes. These different categories 

indicate that both point source and fissure eruptions can occur. A range of low profile, 

shield edifice morphologies have been identified which are likely to be the product of 

predominantly effusive eruptions with differing rheologies. Six subcategories of shield 

volcanoes have been identified, which are likely to form a continuum. Shields with the 

darkest radar backscatter had the most fluid lava at the time of emplacement. Guest et al., 

(1992) suggested that these lavas might be similar to terrestrial komatiites. Attempts to 

determine lava compositions based on morphology are unreliable, since depending on the 

style of eruption different landforms can result from the same composition (Guest et al., 

1988, Hughes et al., 1990). However, the morphology and surface characteristics of the 

shield volcanoes indicate they were produced by effusive lavas which may have had 

rheological characteristics similar to those of basalts.

The existence of small volcanic cones suggests that localised volatile enrichment 

has occurred in the plains of Venus. Steep sided cones are similar to terrestrial basaltic 

cinder cones and may be the result of strombolian eruptions. Some larger size cones may 

be similar to composite cones on Earth which are the result of several eruptive episodes. If 

this is correct then large cones with slopes steeper than 37 o can be supported on Venus. 

Eruptions on some cones on Venus may have progressed through a number of phases 

similar to cones on Earth, producing ash, lavas and scoria. Possible mantling material 

around some cones indicates that the production of convective plumes may be possible on 

Venus. Atmospheric pressures on Venus will tend to inhibit explosive activity unless 

magma volatile contents are high.
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Morphologically volcanic domes on Venus are similar to terrestrial domes that are 

the product of effusions of magmas with high effective viscosities. Such magmas may have 

occurred from bubble growth or crystallization of lavas that under terrestrial eruptive 

conditions would have a basaltic rheology. Alternatively domes may have a different 

composition, giving a different rheology. A number of theoretical models (see section 6.2), 

have been proposed to explain the shapes of dome on Venus (Head and Wilson 1992, 

McKenzie et al., 1992, Pavri et al., 1992). Assuming low volatile magma contents, 

atmospheric conditions on Venus should favour the formation of lava flows rather than 

dome growth, since reduced volatile exsolution will lead to lower viscosities. However, 

some domes show features characteristic of strombolian and pyroclastic activity indicating 

that magmas with relatively high volatile contents can exist. Volatile enrichment can occur if 

magma reservoirs on Venus are large, favouring large-scale differentiation (Head and 

Wilson 1992).

The distributions, morphologies, numbers and densities of small volcanic edifices 

on Venus are similar to terrestrial subaerial and submarine volcanic fields. The resolution of 

Magellan data however, precludes a detailed comparison between venusian and terrestrial 

volcanic fields. The wide variety of volcanic forms within fields indicates that eruptions 

have occurred over different temporal and spatial scales. Some volcanic fields may be 

nodes, where repeated batches of magma replenished an underlying magma chamber. 

Consequently volcanism may have continued in the same region allowing the evolution of 

different lava compositions to occur. Volcanic fields composed predominantly of shields 

may have erupted from source regions that were rapidly exhausted. As a result fi*actional 

crystallisation of magmas did not occur (Guest et al., 1992). Volcanic fields on Venus are 

likely to have resulted from localised magma reservoirs with planimetric sizes equivalent to 

the aerial extent of the field.
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Chapter 5

Modified Volcanic Domes and Associated Deposits.

“To paraphrase Rudyard Kipling, they little know of Earth who only Earth 

know... it isn’t that in going out we ignore the Earth, it’s in going out that 

we can get the proper attitude required to save the Earth”. I Asimov 1977.

5.1 Modified Volcanic Domes

During the early stages of the first cycle of the Magellan mission a volcanic edifice 

with scalloped margins whose origin was enigmatic was seen situated to the north of Alpha 

Regio (18.10 8 , 5.50E). At first it was thought to have no terrestrial analogue. As more 

data were examined, other edifices with scalloped margins were identified. The radar 

characteristics and morphologies of many of these edifices were noted to be similar to 

volcanic domes and fall within a spectrum ranging from unmodified to remnant forms. 

Based on the characteristic margins, the edifices were termed scalloped margin domes 

(Guest et al., 1992).

This chapter presents the findings from a global survey of domes identified in 

Magellan images. A database was compiled of the morphological and morphometric 

characteristics of each dome. A strictly descriptive classification scheme using the form of 

the upper surface, the planimetric form and the presence or absence of associated deposits 

was devised (Table 5.1, Appendix II). This allowed for domes to be placed into one of five 

categories, labelled M Dl to MD5. A range of morphological characteristics of modified 

domes was recognised from the survey (Appendix III), but they can broadly be divided 

into five groups. It is proposed that modified domes are derived from the different dome 

subcategories, Di to D4. discussed in section 4.2.3. A greater number of modified domes 

were identified than unmodified domes.

Many modified domes have deposits associated with them that possess a range of 

radar and morphological characteristics indicative of mass movement deposits. Details of 

mass movement deposits associated with domes were compiled into a database which was 

designed to build upon work conducted by Shaller (1991) on large landslides on Mars, 

the Moon and Earth. The database includes information on morphological and morphometric 

aspects of mass movement deposits (Appendix IB). A descriptive classification (table 5.2,
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Table 5.1 Morphological classification scheme for volcanic domes. Domes were

classified using one upper surface form and one planimetric form plus the 

presence or absence of associated landslide or lava flow deposits. Based on 

these characteristics, domes were placed into subcategories of modified 

dome labelled MDl to MD5 

Table 5.2 Morphological classification scheme for mass movement deposits. Deposits

were classified using one code number that described their form, one code 

letter that described the debris/headscaip relationship, one code letter that 

described the surface texture and one code letter that decribed the plan form. 

Based on these characteristics deposits were placed into subcategories 

labelled G 1 to 0 4



U pper surfaces of domes

i Concave - a slope in which the gradient became progressively more gentle as it

traced downwards towards the foot of the slope;

ii Flat - a near horizontal surface;

iii Convex - a slope in which the gradient became progressively steeper as it

traces towards the top of the slope;

iv Irregular - no dominant orientation to the surface.

Plan views

a Synunelrical near circular;

b Irregular - no symmetry.

Landslide deposits

1 - landslide deposit or a lava flow

2 - no deposits



Form of landslide deposits |

i scmi-cohcrcnt rock masses al Ihc base of broad sleep scarps;

ii scmi-coherenl rock masses lhai extended away from ihe base of a shallow

backscarp;

iii hummocky surfaces, large blocks, aerially extensive, with long run-out 

distances and often had well defined arcuate baekscarps;

iv occurred at the base of steep slopes or cliffs, no backscarp;

V range of surface textures, irregular boundaries, and tended to have long

run-out distances in relation to their width;

vi lavas that extended aw ay from horseshoe-shaped edifices.

The headscarp/debris apron relationship

a deposits that were not thought to be products of slope failure, such as lava

flows;

b the proximal zone of a deposit was attached to a headscarp or the base of a

dome;

c the proximal portion of a deposit was detached from a headscarp or base

of a dome.

Surface texture of the debris apron

1 very rough surfaces that had high radar backscatter coefficients as a result 

of no consistent orientation or angle;

2 rough textures, had a lower radar backscatter coefficient;

3 smooth textures, had low radar backscatter coefficients produced by 

smooth near horizontal surface.

Plan forms

A fan-shaped - narrow proximal regions spreading laterally outwards towards

digitate distal margins;

B lobate - convex lateral and distal margins;

C blunt - near parallel lateral and distal margins;

D irregular - no well defined fonn.



Appendix II), using the headscarp-debris apron relationship, the surface texture and the 

plan view, was devised that allowed the deposits to be placed into one of four categories, 

labelled G1 to G4. Broadly, four different morphological groups can be identified as 

exhibiting distinctive radar characteristics and morphometric trends. The use of 

morphometric data provides a means to determine the mechanics of large slope failures. 

The morphometric data collated includes length, fall heights, widths and coefficients of 

friction. Morphometric comparisons between mass movements on Venus and those on the 

Earth, Moon and Mars examine the relationship between the vertical fall heights and the 

distances that debris was able to travel. Debris masses on Venus show a tendency to travel 

further for a given vertical drop than masses on the Earth, Moon and Mars. Influences on 

the transport of material, such as how slope failures are triggered, the nature of the 

material, the depositional characteristics and environmental conditions on Venus are 

examined to determine what was responsible for the apparent mobility of mass movements.

5.2 Morphological Characteristics of Modified Domes

When domes that have undergone only limited modification on the flanks are 

compared to the four dome categories discussed in section 4.2.3, morphometric similarities 

are evident (table 5.3). Using the image data, a sequence of progressively modified domes 

can be constructed that encompasses the different morphologies seen in the images. Domes 

have a range of planimetric forms, from those that have not been modified, to those that are 

nearly circular with small scallops, through to those that have irregular forms with little of 

the original edifice remaining. The majority of domes that are modified are greater than 10 

km in diameter. No modified forms of the dome category Di were identified. The five 

subcategories o f modified domes represent only three categories of unmodified domes 

(figure 5.1).

The first group of modified domes (MDl) have steep flanks that rise to large central 

craters five kilometres in diameter (figure 5.1). Some crater walls show evidence of slope 

failure and several of the edifices have distinct baekscarps with associated mass movement 

deposits. Diffuse radar backscatter materials around the base of the majority of domes in 

this group are interpreted to be talus. Examples of domes in this group include a dome in 

Helen Planitia (31.7° S, 260.2o E), that has steep flanks rising to a near-circular central 

crater. The northern flank of the dome has radial protuberances producing a stellate plan
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Table 5.3 Morphological and morphometric characteristics of unmodified (D) and 

modified domes (MD)



T yp e Plan view Profile Diameter
(km )

Height
Cm)

Slope
(0)

Crater Radar characteristics

D, Circular Steep  co n v ex  margins, 
relatively flat top;

2 -5 7 7 7 Radar bright backscatter on forcslope;

D2 Circular S teep  co n v ex  slopes, 
raised rim

10 311 15 Single, central; Radar bright backscatter, steep m argins, 
steep rampart;

Cb Circular Steep  co n v ex  margins, 
rounded top

2 0 -3 0 6 1 8 20 Single, often central; Radar bright backscatter, steep margins;

D4 Nr. circular Steep  perimeter, concave 
inner surface

2 0 7 7 Surface d ow nsagged; Radar bright backscatter, steep m argins, 
constant backscatter, inner surface;

M D l Circular Steep  slop es, conical 15-28 1500 2 7 .4 Single, central; Radar bright backscatter, steep slop es, 
often sh ow  lay-over;

M D 2 Circular Steep  sided w ith  breaks o f  
slope, co n v ex  sum m it area;

17-32 1700 27.1 S ingle, central; Radar bright backscatter, steep s lop es, 
often sh ow  lay-over;

M D 3 Nr circular Flat upper surface, steep  
flanks;

13-48 1200 2 8 .2 Small pits; Radar bright backscatter, steep slop es, 
often  sh ow  lay-over on  forcslopcs;

M D 4 Circular Steep  sided, flat upper 
surface;

2 3 -5 0 1500 2 2 .4 N o  pit craters 
identified;

Radar bright backscatter, steep s lop es, 
often  sh ow  lay-over;

M D 5 Circular S teep  s lop es, concave  
inner surface

1 3-57 8 0 0 2 6 .2 Large central 
dow nsag;

Radar bright backscatter, steep m argins;



Figure 5.1 Diagram showing a schematic representation of the modification of volcanic 

domes. In group 1 no modified forms related to Di were identified. In 

group 2, modified dome MDl and MD2 are related to the unmodified dome 

subcategory Dz. In the third group of modified domes, MD3 and MD4 are 

related to unmodified domes in subcategory D3. The modified dome MD5 is 

related to the unmodified subcategoiy D4
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Figure 5.2 Dome (md244) situated in Helen Planitia (31° S, 260.20 E). The dome

morphology is coded i,a,l, has a diameter of ~15 km and the characteristics 

of subcategory MDl. The upper surface of the dome is cross-cut by north to 

south trending fractures that do not extend into the surrounding plains. This 

indicates that the fractures were buried by younger lavas which may also 

have buried any debris aprons. The dome is situated in the floor of a 

volcano-tectonic structure. Magellan image Cl MIDR 30S261;1. Radar 

illumination is from the left

Figure 5.3 Dome (mdl4) situated in Ut Rupes (64.4o N, 306.50 £). The dome is ~15 

km in diameter, is coded as i,a,2 and has the characteristics of subcategory 

M Dl. The central crater has several terraces which may have formed from 

slope failure. The dome is superimposed on lavas that embay a northwest to 

southeast trending fracture set. Fractures trending north to south cross-cut 

the dome indicating they are younger than the dome. Magellan image Cl 

MIDR 60N319;1. Radar illumination is from the left
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form (figure 5.2). The central crater of another dome with the characteristics of this group 

situated in Ut Rupes (64.40N, 306.60 E), is cross-cut by fractures which may have formed 

by slope failure forming several small terraces (figure 5.3).

Modified domes in group two (MD2) are near-circular in plan-form, have gently 

convex upper surfaces and steep flanks with multiple breaks of slope (figure 5.1). The 

breaks in slope may have resulted from different eruptive pulses or phases. Several domes 

in this group have small summit craters a few kilometres in diameter. Diffuse radar 

backscatter material interpreted to be talus is also observed around the base of the domes. 

Examples of domes in this group include a dome to the south of Atla Regio (16.20S, 

211.80 E) which has several breaks in slope (figure 5.4). The southern flank of the dome 

has several distinct baekscarps that extend from the lower slopes to the summit

The third group of modified domes (MD3), have slope angles of approximately 30o 

that rise to a flat upper surface (figure 5.1). Small central depressions and pits are common 

on the upper surfaces. The central depressions are likely to be the result of magma 

withdrawal at the end of the eruptive episode. The pits may have formed as a result of 

minor explosive events. Examples of the range of morphologies possessed by domes in 

this group include a dome situated in Tinatin Planitia (12.10N, 8.9° E). Numerous small pit 

craters are present on the upper surface of the dome but the margins have undergone little 

modification (figure 5.5). A more degraded dome to the north of Mokosha Mons (61.5° N, 

2480 E) has radial protuberances on the flanks and numerous small pit craters as well as 

fractures on the upper surface (figure 5.6). An example of a remnant dome occurs to the 

west of Phoebe Regio (7.6o S, 256o E). Little of the original dome remains and debris 

aprons occur at the base of individual scallops (figure 5.7).

Modified domes in group four (MD4) typically have near-circular or elongated plan- 

forms and have large diameter to height ratios with steep flanks (> 20 km) that rise to 

extensive flat upper surfaces (figure 5.1). Several of these large volume domes have 

downsags. An example of one such downsagged dome (figure 5.8), is situated on the 

summit region of a shield volcano in Navka Planitia (8.80S, 305.30E). Domes with the 

characteristics of this group that are situated on ridge-belts, are often heavily modified, 

such as one in Bereghinya Planitia (48.90 N, 16o E). The dome is heavily modified by 

younger cross-cutting fractures (figure 5.9). A number of domes in group MD4 occur in 

clusters superimposed on one another. For example, one dome in Aino Planitia (43.30 S,
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Figure 5.4 A dome (mdl76), situated in plains to the south of Atla Regio (16.20 S, 

211.70 E). The gently convex upper surface and steep slopes are 

characteristic of dome subcategory MD2. The dome morphology is coded 

as iii,a. The dome has a diameter of 26 km, and an average slope angle of 

24.30 and a calculated height of 2.8 km. The south flank has undergone a 

number of mass movements. The debris aprons are younger than the plains 

since the fractures do not cross-cut them. Magellan image C l MIDR 

15S215;1. Radar illumination is from the left

Figure 5.5 A dome (m d lll)  situated in Tinatin Planitia (12.10 N, 8.90 E). The dome is
I

~20 km in diameter, is coded as ii,a,l and has the characteristics of 

subcategory MD3. The dome has undergone little modification but 

numerous small pits occur on the upper surface. The dome is situated on the

margin of concentric fractures that define a volcano-tectonic structure. 
Magellan image Cl MIDR 15N009;1. Radar illumination is from the left
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Figure 5.6 A dome (mdl7) situated north of Mokosha Mons (61.50 N, 248o E), with

the characteristics of subcategory MD3. The dome has a 50 km diameter and 

an average slope angle of 24o. The calculated height of the dome is 5.8 km. 

The dome morphology is coded as ii,a,2. The radar bright lavas that 

surround the dome appear to mantle the underlying fractured plains. The 

fractures on the dome can no longer be traced on the plains as they have 

been buried by subsequent lavas indicating the dome is an old feature.These 

younger lavas may have buried any debris aprons. Magellan image Cl 

MIDR 60N236;1. Radar illumination is from the left

Figure 5.7 Dome (mdl59) situated west of Phoebe Regio (7.6° S, 256° E). The

diameter of the remnant dome is -25  km and the calculated height is 1.6 km. 

The dome is coded ii,a,l and has the characteristics of subcategory MD3. 

The margin of the dome is heavily scalloped and debris aprons occur around 

the base. Only a small part of the horizontal upper surface remains due to 

the central crater having undergone several stages of collapse. The debris 

aprons mantle the surrounding fractured plains. Magellan image C l MIDR 

00N249. Radar illumination is from the left





Figure 5.8 Dome (md90) situated north of Atla Regio (18o N, 195.90 E). The dome

diameter is ~60 km. It is coded as i,a,2. The dome has the characteristics of 

subcategory MD4. The concave upper surface may have resulted from 

magma withdrawl or degassing. Pit craters can be seen on the southern 

margin. The dome is superimposed on lavas associated with a volcanic 

centre to the south. The NE-SW trending fractures are younger than the 

dome since they cross-cut the upper surface and may have been influenced 

by the downsag. Magellan image Cl MIDR 15N197;1. Radar illumination 

is from the left
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Figure 5.9 An example o f a ‘dome (md29) in subcategory MD4, situated in Bereghinya 

Planitia (48.90 N, 16o E). The dome morphology is coded as ii,b ,l, and has 

a diameter o f 50 km. The fractures trending northeast to southwest are 

younger than the dome. Magellan image C l MIDR 45N011;1. Radar 

illumination is from the left

Figure 5.10 A small dome superimposed on a larger dome situated to the west o f Phoebe 

Regio (43.30 S, 41.10 e ). The diameter o f the larger dome is 20 km and is 

coded as ii,a,2. The domes have the characteristics o f subcategory MD4. 

Fractures cross-cut both domes. The crater in the smaller dome has a 

number o f terraces which suggests caldera collapse. Magellan image C l 

MIDR 45S032;2. Radar illumination is from the left





41.10 E), has a smaller dome superimposed on its upper surface (figure 5.10). Another 

dome in Helen Planitia (21.80S, 202oE) has a cone superimposed on it.

Modified domes in the fifth group (MD5), have concave upper surfaces with 

relatively uniform radar backscatter cross sections (figure 5.1). The downsagged surfaces 

on several of the domes in the group are bounded by complex sets of terraces possibly 

resulting from several stages of caldera collapse. Radar-dark backscatter materials seen on 

the floor of some calderas may be congealed lavas. The majority of the domes in this group 

have near-circular plan-forms with stellate perimeters produced by coalesced backscarps. 

Some of the backscarps have radar-bright talus slopes at their bases and extensive mass 

movement deposits associated with them. One of the best examples of this dome 

morphology is situated on the northern margin of Alpha Regio (18.lo S, 5.5° E). The dome 

has a distinctive stellate plan form with numerous radial protuberances and a concave 

interior which may have formed as a result of a breach to the west (figure 5.11).

5.3 Morphometric Characteristics of Modified Domes

The diameters of modified domes range from < 10  km to 120 km with the majority 

ranging between 10 km and 35 km (figure 5.12). Domes with diameters greater than 70 km 

tend to be comprised of several superimposed or coalesced domes whose margins arç often 

indistinguishable (4o N, 19o E). Over three hundred modified domes are identified on the 

surface of Venus compared with a total of 154 domes found in a previous study (Pavri et 

al. 1992). The reason for the difference in numbers is based on the proposal that a 

spectrum exists from unmodified to highly modified domes. This allowed remnant volcanic 

edifices to be examined and their likely original forms determined.

Only a limited number of dome heights were obtained from the altimetry data due to 

the resolution of the data. The majority of heights were calculated using the symmetry of 

the volcano seen in the SAR images (see Appendix I. III).The calculated heights of modified 

domes ranges from 0.4 km to 3.8 km (figure 5.13). The mean height is 1.3 km which is 

970 m higher than the mean for terrestrial subaerial domes. However, the mean height 

values can only be used as a guide since the calculation of height using radar climonetry 

required domes to have near-circular plan-forms and includes inaccuracies in measurements 

from the digital data of +/- 150 m. This criteria excluded the heights of many modified 

domes from being obtained. The tendency for domes on Venus to be larger than on Earth is
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Figure 5.11 An example of a dome (mdl84) in subcaiegory MD5, situated on the

northern margin of Alpha Regio ( I8.I0 S, 5.5o E). The dome morphology 

is coded as i,a,l. The dome has a diameter of -50  km, an average slope 

angle of 26.2° and a calculated height of 1 km. A central crater is visible and 

it appears the dome was breached on the west flank. Magellan image Cl 

MIDR 15S009; 1. Radar illumination is from the left





Figure 5.12 Histogram showing the range of diameters of modified domes from a global 

population of 306

Figure 5.13 Histogram showing the height of modified domes from a global population 

of 24
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confirmed by a plot of the relationship between height and diameter (figure 5.14). Domes 

on Venus are, in many instances, an order of magnitude larger in diameter than terrestrial 

sub-aerial domes. The altitudinal range in the distribution of domes is from 1.4 km below 

datum to 2.9 km above datum. The majority are located between 6051.0 km and 6052.0 

km mpr, very close to the mean planetary radius of 6051.8 km (figure 5.15).

5.4 Geographical Association of Domes and Associated Deposits

Volcanic domes are present over most of the planet’s surface (figure 5.16). 

However, few domes are located in the highlands of Ishtar Terra, Aphrodite Terra and 

Lada Terra, where there is a general absence of small volcanoes. The lowest areas of the 

plains are also devoid of domes. The absence of small volcanoes in the highlands may be 

due to edifices having been destroyed by tectonism associated with the formation of 

highland terrain. Extensive flood lavas in the low plains may have buried low lava domes 

(Pavri et al., 1992; Head et al., 1992). An alternative explanation may be based on the 

observed relationship on Earth between atmospheric pressure and the formation of neutral 

buoyancy zones (Ryan 1987). Head & Wilson (1992) suggested that the emplacement of 

volcanoes on Venus may be related to altitude. At the lowest elevations in the plains the 

direct ascent of magma may be favoured, with the likelihood of the formation of neutral 

buoyancy zones increasing with altitude. The extrusion of lavas with rheological 

characteristics similar to those of basalts, rather than more evolved lavas, will be favoured 

by the direct ascent of magma from depth. More evolved magmas can be formed over time 

in neutral buoyancy zones where magma stalls. Increasing altitude, sufficient for neutral 

buoyancy zones to form should therefore favour the formation of domes. Although the 

explanation of the absence of domes at the lowest altitudes can be explained by a 

relationship between atmospheric pressure and the formation of neutral buoyancy zones it 

does not account for the absence of domes in highland areas.

A plot of the distribution of domes as a function of latitude (figure 5.17) shows that 

there is a small population in the polar regions. However, this distribution is influenced by 

data gaps and distortions in images with sinusoidal projections, which are acute near the 

poles. A relatively even latitudinal distribution occurs except between IQo N and IQo S. The 

highest concentrations are between 10° N - 20° N and 20o S - 3Qo S. The longitudinal 

distribution of modified domes (figure 5.18) has peaks between 240o E to 320o E, areas
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Figure 5.14 Diagram showing ihc trend of domes on Earth and domes on Venus plotted 

as height vs. diameter. The open circles (o) show data for terrestrial 

subaerial domes, the dots (.) show data for unmodified domes on Venus 

(from Pavri et al., 1992), and the crosses (+) show data for modified domes 

on Venus

Figure 5.15 Illustration of the range and frequency of altitudes of modifed domes
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Figure 5.16 Global distribution of modified domes. The shaded area shows height

above 6052 km mean planetary radius. Rectangular shaped areas represent 

altimetric data gaps at the time of preparation. Modified from Bulmer et al., 

1994
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Figure 5.17 Histogram of the distribution of modified domes as a function of latitude 

from a global population of 320 domes

Figure 5.18 Diagram showing the longitudinal distribution of modified domes from a 

global population of 320 domes
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which include Helen, Navka and Guinevere Planitias; between Qo E to 20° E which include 

Tinatin and Bereghinya Planitias, and between I 8O0 E to 240° E which include Helen, 

Ganiki and Kawelu Planitias.

An examination of the association of volcanic domes with other geological features 

reveals that 50 % occurring in the plains are unassociated with other geological features 

(figure 5.19). A total of 31 % of modified domes are recorded to be associated with 

coronae structures and 60 % of those are situated in or on such structures (Appendix El). 

Many domes are situated on circumferential fractures bounding coronae. This association 

supports prior suggestions (section 2.3.3) that coronae and related features are the surface 

expressions of magma plumes. Such large volumes of magma could have provided a 

source for differentiated or volatile enhanced material (Head & Wilson 1992). A total of 17 

% of domes are found to be associated with large and inteimediate shield volcanoes. Of that 

total, 47 % are situated on the summit region of the volcanoes, such as the domes on the 

4.8 km high shield volcano Sapas Mons (90N, I 880E). The association of domes with 

intermediate and large shield volcanoes (> 50 km in diameter), may be explained by the 

presence of high level magma reservoirs, the existence of which is supported by calderas 

on the summits. More evolved magmas could have been formed in such reservoirs. The 

presence of domes over the central vent of large or intermediate shield volcanoes indicates 

that they formed during the final phase of the last eruptive episode from the summit region.

A total of 11 % of domes are situated in fracture zones. Many of those are heavily 

modified which indicates that the domes were emplaced either prior to the surface fracture 

formation, or that magma was able to rise as a result of extensional stresses. Cross-cutting 

fractures indicate that stress continued after emplacement. These stresses will have 

modified domes. The existence of tectonic stresses may also account for only 3 % of the 

total dome population being associated with tessera. However, domes are often situated on 

plains at the margins of upland areas, such as those east of Alpha Regio (30^8, lO^E), and 

to the east of Quilla Chasma (3Qo 8 , 1380E). E  tessera is the remnant of an ancient surfac, 

it may be composed of low density material. If this is the case, then magma may have been 

unable to rise to the surface due to it stalling at the lower density material formingItesserae. 

However, the existence of radar dark material interpreted to be lavas and small volcanoes 

on the upper surface of some areas of tessera indicate that basaltic magma is able to rise to 

the surface. If compressional stresses formed areas of tesserae , then the rise of magma
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Figure 5.19 Histogram showing the geographical associations of modified domes on 

Venus. A total of 320 domes were examined in a global survey
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should also have been inhibited.

The majority of domes occur either in isolation or in pairs. Often circumferential 

fractures surround one or sometimes two domes situated close together. Where this occurs, 

there appears to be an inter-relationship between the dome and the fracture pattern, since the 

strike of the faults frequently parallells the dome margins. The circumferential fracturing 

may be related to upwarping associated with dome emplacement or with downwarping at 

the end of an eruption. A total of 10 % of domes occur in clusters often formed out of 

overlapping or coalesced domes. These dome complexes have large diameters ranging 

between 70 kmandl20 km.

5.5 Morphological Characteristics of Debris Deposits

Deposits in the first group (G l), cover large areas (> 100 km2), have long travel 

distances (> 20 km) and are characterised by hummocky topography. The surface textures 

of the deposits are very rough, formed out of large blocks (< 1 km), surrounded by a 

matrix of material. In plan view, the deposits are often fan-shaped or lobate. Some large 

debris aprons extend from the base of a dome, while other deposits are discontinuous with 

the base, lying beyond the margins of a dome.

Deposits in group one (e.g figure 5.20 in Helen Planitia (29.50 S, 183.60 E)), 

contain massive blocks and have fan-shaped plan forms with well-defined lobate margins. 

The deposit is discontinuous with the base of the dome. Another dome, in eastern Mokosha 

Mons (550 N, 266o E) has a large sector detached on the east flank (figure 5.21). The large 

blocks at the base of the dome and the extensive hummocky deposits that extend outwards 

across plains, may have formed from the failed sector having moved initially as a coherent 

mass before it collapsed catastrophically. It seems likely that the failure occurred after the 

eruption had ceased and the dome had become solid. This, then explains the massive 

nature of the deposits and why the mass initially underwent only limited disintegration 

during motion. A dome in Guinevere Planitia (14o N, 229o E), has a large detached debris 

apron made up of large blocks which form the margin of the fan-shaped deposit (figure 

5.22). The origin of the debris is enigmatic. The absence of debris towards the base of the 

dome may be explained if the collapsed mass moved away from the dome as a coherent 

mass prior to disintegrating. If the debris apron formed as a result of one massive failure, a 

clear debris-headscarp relationship would be expected. However, no such relationship is
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Figure 5.20 A dome (md223) with the morphological characteristics of subcategory

MD5, situated in Helen Planitia (29o S, 183.6° E). The dome has a diameter 

o f -15 km and a height of 0.9 km. The debris apron is coded iii,c,l,B 

and has characteristics of group one (Gl). The debris apron extends -40 

km, contains large blocks and has a lobate plan form. The proximal zone is 

detached from the dome’s lower slopes. Fractures trending cast to west 

cross-cut the debris apron. Magellan image Cl MIDR 30S189;1. Radar 

illumination is from the left

Figure 5.21 An example of a dome (md21), subcategory MD3 situated in eastern

Mokosha Mons (55° N, 266° E). The dome has a diameter of -20  km. The 

landslide to the east is coded iii,c,l,D and has the characteristics of deposits 

in group one (Gl). The proximal zone of the apron is situated on the 

lower slopes of the dome. The deposits are superimposed on the 

surrounding fractured plains. Magellan image Cl MIDR 60N097;1. Radar 

illumination is from the left
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Figure 5.22 The dome (mdlOl), subcategory MD3 is situated in Guinevere Planitia (14o 

N, 2990 E). The mass movement to the west is coded iii,c,l,A and has the 

morphological characteristics of group one (01). The detached debris apron 

has a very rough surface texture and fan-shaped plan form. No large 

backscar exists that may have been the source of the deposits. The dome is 

surrounded by circumferential fractures and the deposits appear to mantle 

the fractured plains. Several east to west trending fractures cross-cut the 

dome and the deposits. Magellan image Cl MIDR 15N300;1. Radar 

illumination is from the left

Figure 5.23 The dome (md210), subcategory MD3 is situated in Navka Planitia (26o S, 

296.70 E). The dome has a diameter of ~15 km and a calculated height of

2.5 km. The mass movements have the characteristics of group two (02). 

The detached debris aprons are coded v,c,2,D, have long, narrow and 

irregular plan forms that spread towards the distal margins. The deposits are 

cross-cut by north to south trending fractures and grabens. Magellan image 

Cl MIDR 30S297;1. Radar illumination is from the left





observed. One possibility is that the failure occurred on a previous dome which was 

destroyed, and that a new dome has been emplaced subsequently. Alternatively, after the 

initial massive failure, subsequent smaller volume landslides, that formed the small 

embayments on the west flank, may have buried large hummocks close to the base of the 

dome.

Few examples of deposits in the second group (G2), were identified. The debris 

aprons are often detached from the base of the dome and have narrow proximal zones that 

spread laterally towards the distal zone. The deposits have a lower radar backscatter 

coefficient than the deposits in group one, owing to smoother surface textures made up of 

smaller dispersed radar-bright blocks 1 km). In plan view, the deposits have irregular 

lateral and distal margins.

One dome in Navka Planitia (26° S, 296.70 S) has at least five debris aprons with 

with the characteristics of subcategory G2 (figure 5.23). The proximal zones of the debris 

aprons are situated some distance from the base of the slopes from where they originated. 

The aprons of debris are made up of dispersed radar-bright blocks. The long and narrow 

plan forms of the deposits are characteristic of debris masses that travelled away from the 

dome at relatively high velocity, thereby influencing their form and accounting for location 

of the proximal zones. The presence of large blocks in the deposits indicates that the source 

was massive and underwent only limited disintegration during runout. The lack of well- 

defined boundaries around the deposits and the lower radar backscatter coefficient to 

deposits in group one may also reflect the influence of post-deposition reworking 

processes. For example, younger material may have mantled deposits partly burying them. 

In addition, chemical and physical erosion could have subdued the surface textures causing 

lower backscatter coefficients by reducing roughness.

The deposits in group three (G3) tend to be narrow and typically have debris aprons 

attached to the lower slopes of domes. They have shorter runout distances (< 20 km) than 

deposits in groups one and two. Some of the deposits can be traced up into embayments or 

to backscarps. The debris aprons spread laterally once they were no longer confined to the 

troughs down which they travelled. Often the material embays the local topography 

surrounding a dome. The uniform radar-dark backscatter of the material indicates that the 

surficial textures are relatively smooth composed of small fragments > 0.4 cm. In plan 

view the deposits have irregular lateral and distal margins.
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Figure 5.24 Two domes (mdl22, mdl26), subcaiegory MD3, situated on the summit of 

the shield volcano Sapas Mons (8.5° N, 188.2° E). The northern dome is 

-20  km in diameter. Both domes have deposits with the characteristics of 

group three (G3), are coded v,b,3,D and have long, narrow and irregular 

plan forms. The debris travelled down narrow canyons and spread out 

once away from the base of the dome. The deposits are superimposed on 

the surrounding lava flows. Cl MIDR 15N188;1. Radar illumination is 

from the left
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Two domes on the summit of the shield volcano Sapas Mons (8.5QN, 188.20E), 

have deposits with the characteristics of group three (figure 5.24). Radar-dark deposits 

around these domes can be traced back up into the heads of scallops suggesting they 

originated near the top of dome margins. The collapsed materials appear to have been 

confined as they descended down existing troughs on the flanks of the domes, spreading 

out once they reached the base of the slope. Some of the deposits were controlled by, and 

now embay, local topography.

Large failures with broad steep scarps characterise deposits in the fourth group 

(G4). They are the most common category of deposits. The deposits have travel distances 

< 20 km and the proximal zone is at the foot of the slope from which they originated. The 

surface textures of the deposits in this group appear to be related to the size of failure and 

distance they travelled. Large blocks tend to have relatively smooth gross textures, whereas 

disintegrated debris has a rough gross texture. In plan-form the deposits are either blunt 

with near parallel lateral and distal margins, or lobate with convex lateral and distal 

margins.

Domes with the characteristics of group four such as one in Niobe Planitia (27.5° 

N, 134.80 E) have a large sector collapse (figure 5.25). The failed sector underwent little 

disintegration and shows no obvious rotational component, indicating that the failure was 

planar. The lack of disintegration of debris may be explained, in part, by the short travel 

distance of the mass. The failure of the dome margin appears to have occurred after the 

eruptive activity had ceased and the dome had become rigid. Another dome in Navka 

Planitia (25.4o S, 308o E) has two deposits composed of large blocks that travelled away 

from the base of the dome (figure 5.26). One debris apron travelled to the northwest and 

the other moved to the northeast. The collapse to the northwest removed a large sector of 

the dome slope leaving a steep backscarp. The nature of the backscarp suggests that the 

slope failure was deep-seated. The large steep-sided block forming the proximal portion of 

the slide indicates that part of the slide remained coherent and may have moved with a 

rotational component. The distal zone shows a well-defined steep lobate margin. This may 

be explained if the failed rock mass underwent little disintegration and came to rest as 

several large blocks. If the failure was essentially rotational, the distal region would 

formerly have been the base of the dome slope that may have undergone severe distortion 

and fracturing. Once the base failed, the upper part of the slope would have pushed the
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Figure 5.25 A dome (md65), subcategory MD3, situated in Niobe Planitia (27.5° N, j 
134.80 E). The dome is -20  km in diameter. The debris deposit to the north 

west has the characteristics of group four, and is coded i,b,2,C. It is 8.8 knli 

wide and extends 15.2 km. The deposits mantle the fractured plains which j 

surround the dome. Cl MEDR 30N135;1. Radar illumination is from the 

left





Figure 5.26 The dome (md206), subcaiegory M Dl, is situated in Navka Planitia (25.4o 

S, 3080 E). The dome is -10  km in diameter. The debris aprons to the 

northwest and northeast have the characteristic of group four (G4). The 

deposit to the northeast is coded ii,b,l,D, and has a rough surface texture 

and irregular plan form. The deposit to the northwest is coded i,c,l,B, has a 

steep backscarp and a lobate plan form. The debris aprons are superimposed 

on the surrounding plains. Magellan image Cl MIDR 30S315;1. Radar 

illumination is from the left

Figure 5.27 The dome (mdl76), subcaiegory MD2 is situated to the south of Atla Regio 

(16.20 S, 211.70 E). The dome is -25  km in diameter and 2.8 km high. The 

deposits on the southern part of the dome have the characteristics of group 

four (G4) and are coded i,b,2,C. The surface textures of the deposits are 

rough and the plan forms blunt. Several arcuate backscarps have deposits 

at their base. The deposits arc superimposed on cast west trending fractures. 

Magellan image Cl MIDR 15S215;1. Radar illumination is from the left





collapsed material outwards as it back-tilted during rotation. The deposit to the northeast of 

the dome appears to have been shallower than the one to the northwest and the deposits are 

less coherent containing smaller blocks. Both failures are thought to have occurred after the 

eruption had ceased and the dome had become rigid.

Another dome to the south of Atla Regio (16.2o S, 211.70 E ) has a series of well 

defined arcuate backscarps that may have formed as a series of slides during a single phase. 

Alternatively, successive slope failures may have occurred after an initial slide had 

destabilised the slope (figure 5.27). The failures are deep-seated and a large section of the 

dome has collapsed. In spite of the size of slope failures, deposits travelled only short 

distances. This can be explained by the slope breaking into large coherent blocks which 

then moved as a series of failures, each on a curved surface.

5.6 Morphometric Characteristics of Debris Deposits

A total of 105 debris aprons were identified in the global survey (table 5.4). Twenty 

domes have more than one associated deposit but the majority of domes have only one 

large debris deposit (figure 5.28). Despite many of the larger debris aprons being detached 

from the base of the dome, the travel distance of a deposit was measured from the toe of the 

debris mass to the base of the dome. It was not measured from the toe to the uppermost 

point of the headscarp because of problems in distinguishing headscarps on many slopes, 

due to distortions in the images. The horizontal lengths travelled by the debris ranges from 

2.1 km to 81.6 km, with a mean length of 22.7 km. The majority of debris travelled < 10  

km from the base of the dome (figure 5.29). Within the different morphological groups, 

those in the first (G l), have travel distances that range between -2 0  km to -8 0  km with a 

mean of -40  km (table 5.5). The lengths of deposits in the second group (02) are similar to 

those in group one and range between -15 km to -70  km with a mean of -45  km. Deposits 

in group three (03) have smaller run-out lengths ranging between -1 0  km to -2 0  km with a 

mean o f -15  km. The distances travelled by deposits in group four (04) range between -0  

km to -2 0  km with a mean of -1 0  km.

For all the debris deposits associated with domes, the horizontal distance across the 

widest section of the deposits, ranges from 0.5 km to 62.5 km with a mean of 17.2 km 

(figure 5.30). The deposits in group one have the greatest widths ranging between 0 km to 

-6 0  km with a mean of -30  km (table 5.5). The widths of deposits in group two range
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Table 5.4 Morphometric data for modified domes on Venus and associated debris 

deposits



Lat, Lonq Diam eter km Failure direction Area km2 Lenqth km Width km Height km H/L Basal Alt km
pN254;l 79.5. 260 NA SSW 1848.3 48 .8 62.5 0.3 0.001 6051.1

p5N254;l 79.5.260 NA NE 173 26.1 9.5 0.3 0.01 6051.1
pSN299;l 79. 300 20 .9 N 1 16.4 9 18.3 NA NA 6052.1
1ci75N299:1 79. 300 20 .9 NE 39.7 11.1 3.7 NA NA 6052.1
pS||99:1 79. 300 20 .9 E 120.3 12.6 12.4 NA NA 6052.1
pSN254;l 78.6. 230 24 .9 SW 315.6 15.1 21 NA NA 6 0 5 0 .8
pSN254;l 76.1, 231.5 1 1 SSW 62.1 11.2 4 NA NA 6 0 5 1 .8
p7SN254;1 76.1, 231.5 11 E 32.4 11.6 3.5 NA NA 6 0 5 1 .8
pN254;l 76.1. 231.5 1 1 SSE 35.1 6.4 4 .9 NA NA 6 0 5 1 .8
CI75N254;1 76.1. 231.5 1 1 N 11.1 4.9 2.1 NA NA 6 0 5 1 .8
C)7SN254;1 75.6. 228.0 48 N 917.1 39.5 40.7 0.4 0.01 6 0 5 1 .2
C)7SN254:1 75.6. 228.0 48 SSW 960.91 43 30.6 0 .4 0.001 6 0 5 1 .2
pSN254;1 75.2,232. 20 .3 IWV 76.5 9.3 8.8 NA NA 6 0 5 1 .7
C175N254;1 75.2,232 20 .3 S 30.4 6.4 6.9 NA NA 6 0 5 1 .7
C17SN254;) 75.2. 232 20 .3 w 24 .3 6 .8 2 NA NA 6 0 5 1 .7
175N254;1 73.7.238.5 54.3 SSW 1188.3 48.7 24.4 0.2 0.001 6 0 5 1 .2
:t60N070;l 61.1. 82 18.8 w 85.4 6.5 18.9 NA NA 6 0 5 1 .5
:i«0NO7O;l 59.5. 82.4 16.2 NW 118.3 9.5 17.4 0,2 0 .02 60 5 1 .4

pON263;l 55. 266 22 SE 998 55.7 35.2 NA NA 6 0 5 1 .4

K1«)N263:1 55. 266 22 ENE 1163.3 29.5 34 NA NA 60 5 1 .4
pe0N097:l 53.2. 98.1 22.7 S 423 .4 21.9 25 .8 0.4 0 .02 6 0 5 1 .9
p0N097:l 53.2. 98.1 22 .7 N 53.2 12.9 5.9 0.4 0 .03 6 0 5 1 .9
p60N097;l 53.2, 98.1 22 .7 htM 90 .8 15.8 7.5 0.4 0 .02 60 5 1 .9
p60N097;l 53.2. 98.1 22 .7 ENE 185.9 21 .8 13.6 0.4 0 .02 6 0 5 1 .9
pWN208:1 53. 198 10.6 N 43.9 5.1 8.5 NA NA 60 5 0 .9
pN096;l 51.4. 103 25 W 1 1.9 7.1 1.2 NA NA 6051.1
:i4SN096;l 50.7, 102.3 28 .6 NW NA 4.2 NA NA NA 6051.1
:i4S»6;l 48.9, 16 SO W 23.1 4.1 3.8 NA NA 6 0 5 1 .9
:i4SN2£5;l 46,269.5 15.3 w 514.8 26.4 25 .8 NA NA 60 5 0 .4
CU5N265:1 46. 269.5 15.3 E 452 .9 38.4 37 NA NA 60 5 0 .4
p45NM7;l 44.7. 108.5 9.6 S 30 .8 6 2.9 NA NA 60 5 1 .7
CH5Ntl7:l 44.7. 108.5 9.6 w 63.6 8.2 6.1 NA NA 60 5 1 .7
C130N243:1 35.9. 236 20.3 N 125 7.7 12.4 NA NA 60 5 3 .4
p30N243;1 35.9,236 20.3 E 15.6 4 .8 0.5 NA NA 60 5 3 .4
C130N315;1 33.8, 311.7 50.1 N 44.1 6.3 26.7 0.9 0.1 6 0 5 0 .8
n30N31S:1 33.7. 312.1 27 .2 E 31.9 11.9 15.8 1 0 .0 8 6 0 5 0 .6
p30N243:l 32.3. 244.5 25 .8 NW 598.5 48.1 43.7 NA NA 60 5 1 .4
C130N243:1 32.2. 244.5 25 .8 S 151 16 20 .3 NA NA 60 5 1 .4
b0N009;l 31.5, 16 24 .8 w 151.9 18.7 9.1 NA NA 6 0 5 1 .5
:t30N009;l 31.5, 13.5 NA E 117.7 12.4 14.3 NA NA 6 0 5 1 .5
C130N063:1 28.5. 63 21.4 NW 41.3 3 11.5 NA NA 6 0 5 0 .9
C130N063:1 28.5. 63 21.4 SW 15.3 2.1 5.6 NA NA 6 0 5 0 .9
p30N13S;l 27.5, 134.8 22 N\V 117.9 8.8 15.2 NA NA 6051.1
C130N009:1 24. 9 14.4 W 31.8 13.7 4.3 NA NA 6 0 5 0 .8
:130N099;1 23.7. 87 30 .5 W NA 29.5 14.3 2.8 0.1 6 0 5 1 .4

p0N099:1 23.7. 87 30.5 WNW NA 27.4 10.1 2 .8 0.1 60 5 1 .4
C130N099:1 23.7. 87 30.5 ESE 727 54.6 26.1 2.8 0 .05 60 5 1 .4
CnSN232:l 20.6, 231.2 22.1 N 211 .8 12.7 19.9 NA NA 60 5 4 .7

17.8, 303.6 43 SW 148 23 .5 4.2 1.1 0 .05 6 051 .4
:il5N232:l 16.6, 228 9.7 W 28.6 4.3 5.8 NA NA 6 0 5 1 .8
;tlSN300;t 14, 299 17.6 W 2 1 3 8 .8 37.2 52.2 1 0 .03 6 0 5 1 .6
ni5N21S:1 14. 217.6 8.3 SW 42.7 10.5 5.7 NA NA 6 0 5 2 .4
ni5N215:l 14. 217.6 8.3 S 47 7 7.2 NA NA 6 0 5 2 .4
CU5N215:1 14, 217.6 8.3 w 44 .2 6.1 8.6 NA NA 60 5 2 .4
C115N009:1 12.1,8.9 22 .3 N 8.9 1.6 3 NA NA 6 0 5 1 .2
CnSN009:l 11.2. 23.2 12.2 SW 41.9 3.2 9.2 NA NA 6052
:il5N300:l 10.3. 302 31.5 W 104.3 3.5 NA 0.5 0.1 60 5 1 .7
:ilSN21S;l 10. 212.5 30.4 W 21.9 2.6 4.9 NA NA 60 5 1 .4
CII5N300:1 9.5. 296.5 18.3 SW 13 8 2.1 NA NA 60 5 1 .7
CnSN180:l 8.5. 188.1 16.4 w 129.6 62.4 16 0.9 0.01 6 0 5 4 .3
nOON266:l 4.8. 263.9 26 .2 SW 26.2 3.3 6.6 NA NA 6 0 5 1 .2
C100N266:1 3.6.270 26 .4 N 12.1 2 2.7 NA NA 6 0 5 4 .3
C100N352;1 1.7. 352 24 .3 S 52.6 9.1 10.4 2.2 0.2 60 5 1 .4
C100N352:1 1.7. 352 24 .3 w 82 5 10.6 2.2 0.4 60 5 1 .4
C100N249:1 0.4. 249 21 .8 S 1195.7 40 .9 42 .5 NA NA 6 0 5 0 .9
C100N283:1 -0.2, 284.9 18 SW 765.3 22 .7 36.7 0.4 0.02 60 5 2 .4
Cl 005249:1 •7.6. 256 24 .5 SW 303.5 19 24 1.6 0 .08 6051 .4
:i 155300:1 ■9.5. 295.3 21.2 ht 92.5 8.8 10.6 0.7 0.1 6 0 5 3 .8
0155300:1 •9.6. 301.4 36.9 EEN 367.3 24.3 13.8 2.2 0.1 6052.1
0155300:1 •9.6. 301.4 36.9 EES 291.2 22 .8 14.2 2.2 0.1 6052.1
0155300:1 •9.6. 301.4 36 .9 N 171.1 14.4 18.9 2.2 0 .15 6052.1
0155249:1 •13.8. 252.3 24 .8 SW 1072.3 80.7 24.3 NA NA 60 5 1 .6



CnSS215;l •16.2. 211.7 26 .6 SSE 205.4 14.9 21 .6 2 .8 0.2 6 0 5 1 .9

C1ISS249;1 •16.8. 244.7 24 .7 S 464.1 30.5 24.1 1.4 0 .0 5 6 052

0155043:201 •18. 38 26 .6 N 376 25 19.7 NA NA 6 0 5 1 .5

0155215:1 •19.8, 207.5 14.8 m i 23.1 3.9 5.6 NA NA 6 0 5 1 .6
0 155026:1 •21.9. 32.6 38 .8 w 317 37.2 1 1 NA NA 6 0 5 0 .7

0 305243:1 •23.3. 250.5 21 .6 E 498 .6 81 .6 26 .8 NA NA 6 .5 2 .6

0 305315:201 •25.4. 308 15.6 m i 66 .2 9.4 8.2 1.6 0.2 6 0 5 1 .8
0305315:201 •25.4. 308 1 5.6 90 .6 7.4 9 .8 1.6 0.2 6 0 5 1 .8

0305189:1 •25.7. 192 NA N 1154.4 57.6 43 .4 NA NA 6 0 5 1 .5
0 305189:1 •25.7. 192 NA s 616.4 56.1 39 NA NA 6 0 5 1 .5
0 3052 9 6:1 •26.3. 296.7 14.2 Nh€ 697 .3 68 .8 15.4 2.5 0 .04 6 0 5 2 .3
0305296:1 •26.3. 296.7 14.2 W 1157 .8 55.4 17.8 2.5 0 .0 5 6 0 5 2 .3
0305296:1 •26.3. 296.7 14.2 SSW 574.2 57.8 9 2.5 0 .0 4 6 0 5 2 .3

0305296:1 •26.3. 296.7 14.2 ESE 394 .6 62 .8 6 .8 2.5 0 .04 6 0 5 2 .3

0305296:1 •26.3. 296.7 14.2 ENE 426 .6 67 14 2 .5 0 .04 6 0 5 2 .3
0305009:1 •27.9, 0.6 15.8 SSW 82.1 9 8.4 NA NA 6 0 5 2 .7
0 305189:1 •29.7. 183.6 16.9 N 671 .6 39.4 43 0.9 0 .02 6 0 5 1 .9
0305099:1 •29.7. 93.2 11.2 W 12.4 3.3 3.3 0 .2 0 .0 6 6 0 5 1 .8
0305261:1 •31.7. 260.2 16 W 198 8.8 20 .5 NA NA 6 0 5 1 .2
0305261:1 •32.2, 260.3 13.7 SW 230 .5 10.4 12 NA NA 6 0 5 1 .3

0305243:1 •34.1, 249.5 31 E 2 0 8 5 .8 58 40 .2 NA NA 6051.1
0455053:201 •38.2, 43.2 20 .8 NKW 326 .3 38.1 18.1 NA NA 6 0 5 1 .6
0455202:1 •45.1. 201.5 22 .6 SW 927.4 33.5 46.1 0.7 0 .0 2 6 0 5 1 .7
0455202:1 •45.1, 201.5 22 .6 NW 389 34.9 25.9 0 .7 0 .02 6 0 5 1 .7
0455202:1 •45.1, 201.5 22 .6 SE 788 .3 39 ■ 37.4 0.7 0 .02 6 0 5 1 .7



Figure 5.28 Histogram showing the number of debris aprons per dome. Population 105

Figure 5.29 A plot of the frequency of mass movement travel distances. Population 105
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Table 5.5 Morphometric characteristics of the different groups (G1-G4) of debris 

aprons associated with modified domes



Group Range in 
area (km2)

Range in 
length (km)

Range in 
width (km)

Range in 
height (km)

Range in 
H/L

Total

0 1 148-2138.8 21.8-80.7 4.2-62.5 0.2-1.4 0 .001-0.01 32
0 2 171.1-1459.7 14.4-68.8 6.8-26.1 2 .2 -2.8 0.04-0.1 11
0 3 9-202.5 10.7-21.8 2 .1-12.8 0.9-1.2 0.04-0.1 7
0 4 11.1-315.6 2-18.7 0.5-26.7 2 .8-0.2 0.02-0.4 54

Mean area Mean length Mean width Mean height Mean H/L
(km 2) (km) (km) (km)

0 1 805.4 41.5 31.6 0.6 0.02 32
0 2 626.7 44.1 14.6 2.5 0.08 11
0 3 62.6 15.9 3.2 0.7 0.04 7
0 4 77.8 8.04 9.5 1.3 0.13 54



between ~5 km to -25 km with a mean of -15 km. Deposits in group three have smaller 

widths that range between 0 km to -10  km with a mean of -3  km. The widths of deposits 

in group four are greater than in group three, ranging between 0 km to -25 km.

The area covered by a landslide was calculated by mapping a boundary around the 

toe of a landslide to the top of the headscarp or the top of the dome slope. For detached 

debris aprons, a minimum area measurement was made which included only the material 

visible in the SAR images. A maximum area was also derived by including the distance 

between the dome margin and the proximal boundary of the deposit (Appendix III). Debris 

apron areas range from 11.1 km^ to 2138.8 km^, with a mean of 349.5 km^. The most 

common range in areas is < 100 km2 (figure 5.31). Within the different groups, deposits in 

group one cover areas ranging from -150 km2 to -2150 km^ with a mean of -800 km^ 

(table 5.5). Deposits in group two have similar characteristics ranging from -150 kmz to 

1450 km2 with a mean of -600 km2. The areas covered by deposits in group three are 

smaller than those in the previous groups ranging from -10  km^ to -200 kmz. The areas of 

deposits in group four range between -10  kmz to -300 km2 with a mean of -70  km^.

Attempts to measure the volume of deposits were restricted by the resolution of the 

data. It was not possible to determine whether a debris mass had been modified by 

secondary processes, or what the pre-event topography had been. The absence of 

headscarps in many instances also hindered attempts to approximate pre-event dome 

slopes. Crude estimates of the volume of a deposit (assuming a uniform thickness), were 

possible using the product of the debris apron area and marginal thickness. However, 

thickness estimates were only possible on debris masses that contained large blocks and 

were dependent upon the orientation of the deposits relative to the SAR look direction and 

incidence angle. Due to the limited number of volume estimates obtained, deposits are 

compared by their respective areas, rather than by volume (AppendixIII).

The fall height of the majority of mass movements could not be determined from the 

data. Therefore the total vertical distance from the top of a dome to the base was used as a 

substitute in calculations of the ratio of height to length (H/L). The H/L ratio gave the angle 

of a,line connecting the uppermost point of a dome with the toe of a deposit. The 

calculation of H/L is based on the equation used by (Heim 1932), which used the 

uppermost point of a headscarp and the lowest point along the toe of a deposit. The H/L 

ratio was used to compare the travel distance of debris aprons in the absence of being able
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Figure 5.30 Histogram showing the width of debris deposits associated with domes. 

Population 105

Figure 5.31 Graph showing the areas covered by debris aprons associated with domes. 

Population 105
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to determine an average coefficient of friction. If known, the tangent of the slope 

connecting the pre-and post event centres of gravity of a slidemass can be used to calculate 

an average coefficient of friction (Cruden 1980). Shreve (1968a) emphasised the tangent of 

the fahrboschung as an ‘equivalent’ coefficient of friction. Where the true friction 

coefficients have been known, it has been shown that the fahrboschung and centre of 

gravity lines do not commonly coincide (Hsu 1978). The value of the ratio coincides with 

the true coefficient of friction only for those mass movement deposits whose centres of 

gravity lie close to the toe (Shalier 1991). Taking these factors into account, the calculations 

of the height to length ratio remain a convenient approximation of true friction for 

comparing the behaviour of large debris masses since it underestimates the friction 

coefficient. The H/L ratios for debris aprons on Venus ranges from 0.001 to 0.4 with a 

mean of 0.06 (table 5.5). The deposits in group one have a range in H/L values between 

0.001 to 0.01 with a mean of 0.02. The ratios for the other groups of deposits are higher 

ranging between 0.04 to 0.1 with a mean of 0.08 for group two, between 0.04 to 0.1 with 

a mean of 0.04 for group three, and between 0.02 to 0.4 with a mean of 0.13 for deposits 

in group four.

5.7 Morphometric Trends in Mass Movement Deposits

Data on mass movement deposits identified on Venus, Earth, Moon and Mars were
table ll.l)

compiled in a table that is arranged by area (Appendix :11, and used as the basis for 

comparative morphometric studies. The morphometric trends of deposits were used to 

distinguish the behaviour of the different groups of debris aprons on Venus. The 

mechanisms of movement of small ( < 10  ̂m3) debris masses are generally well understood 

in terms of tHe balance between gravity and material strength or inertia and friction. 

However, large rock landslides (>106  m3) in which a mass of brecciated rock debris can 

flow or slide as a thin sheet at high speed down a shallow incline, do not adhere to the 

normal rules relating vertical drop to the distance of forward horizontal travel. A 

comparison between estimates of friction coefficients for large mass movements (table 

5.6), shows that debris aprons on Venus have low H/L ratio’s in comparison to mass 

movements on Earth, Moon and Mars.
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Table 5.6 Morphometric characteristics of mass movements on the Earth, Moon, Mars 

and Venus



Group Range in 
area (km^)

Range in 
length (km)

Range in 
width (km)

Range in 
height (km)

Range in 
H/L

Sample

Venus volcanic 11.1-2138.8 2.1-81.6 0.5-62.5 0 .2-2.8 0.001-0.4 105
Earth subacrial 0.02-1400 0.5-85 NA 0.3-3.9 0.05-0.6 69
volcanic
Earth subaerial 0.04-1000 0.8-18.9 NA 0.3-2.4 0 . 1-0.6 63
nonvolcanic
Earth pyroclastic NA 1-28.5 NA 0.5-2.0 0.08-0.7 20
flows
Earth submarine 200-23000 15-235 NA 4.2-5.7 0 .02-0.1 17
volcanic
Mars 3-4716 4.8-119 NA 1.1-8.4 0.03-0.6 37
Moon 21 9-80 NA 1.9-4.5 0.06-0.2 2

Mean area Mean length Mean width Mean height Mean H/L
(kmz) (km) (km) (km)

Venus volcanic 349.5 22.7 17.2 1.1 0.06 105
Earth subacrial 166.2 20.5 NA 2 0.2 69
volcanic
Earth subacrial 24.4 6.2 NA 1.2 0.3 63
nonvolcanic
Earth pyroclastic NA 6.9 NA 1.5 0.3 20
flows
Earth submarine 5741.2 97.8 NA 5 0.05 17
volcanic
Mars 574.8 44.3 NA 4.4 0.2 37
Moon 21 44.5 NA 3.2 0.1 2



5.7.1 The Height vu. Length Relationship

The fall height of debris masses was plotted against travel length to examine trends 

in mobility based upon estimates of coefficients of friction. When mass movements on 

Earth, Mars, Moon and Venus, arc compared in the plot (figure 5.32), an inverse 

relationship is observed between height and length. Terrestrial submarine volcanic 

landslides have the longest run-out distances of the deposits and low H/L ratios with a 

mean of 0.05 (table 5.6). Mass movements on Venus show a similar inverse trend between 

height and length but appear to have a tendency to travel further for a given vertical drop 

than debris masses on the other planets. When mass movement deposits composed of 

volcanic materials are plotted, the data for Venus overlaps with terrestrial subacrial volcanic 

landslides and pyroclastic flows. This is not surprising since the range in H/L values for 

the mass movement deposits on Venus is similar to that of volcanic landslides on Earth 

(table 5.6). Once again however, the largest debris aprons associated with domes on Venus 

show longer travel distances relative to vertical drop than debris masses on the other 

planets.

The plot of height versus length for deposits in the four different morphological 

groups on Venus show that deposits in groups one, two and three, arc more mobile than 

those in group four. In comparison with H/L values for landslides on Earth and Mars, 

groups G 1, G2 and G3 have lower mean values, except for terrestrial submarine volcanic 

landslides. The deposits in group four (G4) have a mean H/L ratio similar to terrestrial 

subaerial landslides and to those on Man and the Moon. The height to length characteristics 

of different morphological groups are compared to those of known terrestrial landslide 

types (figure 5.33). This shows that deposits in groups one, two and three have a similar

trend to pyroclastic flows, terrestrial subaerial volcanic and non-volcanic debris avalanche 

deposits. Once again, the plot shows that the deposits in groups one, two and three tend to 

to have longer travel distances for a given vertical drop than terrestrial subaerial landslides. 

Some deposits in group four also have travel distances comparable to some terrestrial 

debris avalanches.

5.7.2 The H/L vs. Area Relationship

One of the most significant characteristics of large long-runout mass movements is 

that the H/L ratio generally decreases with volume. A trend towards decreasing H/L with
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Figure 5.32 A plot comparing the lengths of mass movement deposits with their vcnitxil

drop for a range of materials on Earth, Moon, Mars and Venus

Figure 5.33 Graph comparing the trends for length of debris aprons against the vertical 

drop for the four different groups of deposits on Venus and different 

landslide types on Earth
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increasing volume has been shown for terrestrial nonvolcanic subaerial landslides (Scheller 

1971; Scheidegger 1973; Hsu 1975), terrestrial volcanic subaerial landslides (Ui 1983, 

Siebert 1984), terrestrial submarine volcanic landslides (Lipman et al., 1988), and also for 

landslides on Mars (McEwen 1989; Shaller 1991). In the absence of estimates of volumes 

for debris aprons on Venus, plots of area against H/L were used to determine whether a 

similar inverse trend occurs. A general trend towards increasing area with decreasing H/L 

values is apparent when landslides on Earth, Mars and Venus are plotted (figure 5.34). The 

deposits on Venus overlap with large terrestrial subaerial volcanic landslides. Terrestrial 

submarine volcanic landslides have low H/L ratios and cover large areas. The low H/L 

ratios of these submarine landslides are likely to have been influenced by their large 

volumes. Within the different mass movement deposits on Venus, those in group one cover 

the greatest area for a given H/L (figure 5.35), with a mean of 805.4 km2. Deposits in 

group three have the smallest area, with a mean of 62.6 km^.

5.7.3 The Area vs. Length Relationship

Area is plotted against travel distance for landslides on Earth, Mars and Venus to 

determine the trend between the area covered by a deposit and its travel distance. The 

general trend is: the longer the travel distance, the greater the area covered by the deposits. 

The data for debris aprons on Venus overlaps with large terrestrial subaerial volcanic and 

non-volcanic landslides as well as landslides on Mars (figure 5.36). Landslides in volcanic 

materials tend to cover the greatest areas and have the longest travel distances compared 

with those in nonvolcanic materials. The deposits on Venus lie to the left of the general 

trend which indicates a tendency for debris to cover greater areas for a given distance 

travelled than the other landslides, except submarine volcanic landslides on Earth. Within 

the different groups of deposits on Venus, those in group four tend to spread the least and 

consequently cover smaller areas (figure 5.37).

5.8 Influences on the Transport and Emplacement of Debris Masses on 

Venus

Factors that influence the transport and deposition of mass movements include the 

environmental conditions (table 5.7), particularly gravitational acceleration and atmospheric 

conditions, the rheology of the material, the initial starting conditions, and the depositional
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Figure 5.34 Plot comparing the area (km^) versus height-to-length (H/L) for mass

movement deposits in different materials on Earth, Mars and Venus

Figure 5.35 Graph comparing the area (km^) versus hcight-to-Iength (H/L) for the four 

different groups of mass movement deposits on Venus and subaerial and 

submarine landslides on Earth
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Figure 5.36 A plot of areas (km2) covered by mass movement deposits compared with 

the distance the deposits travelled for a range of materials on Earth, Mars 

and Venus

Figure 5.37 Graph comparing area (kmz) versus length for the four different groups of

mass movement deposits on Venus and terrestrial subaerial and submarine 

landslides
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Table 5.7 Physical parameters on Earth, Moon, Mars and Venus



Planet Grav. 
accel. m/s

Temp 
deg. K

Temp 
deg. C

Atmos, pres. 
Bar

Atmos, dens. 
g/cm3

Atmos.
Comp.

Earth 9.78 -290 -17 1.00137 5.517 IN2JQ2

Mars 3.706 -220 - 5 3 0.008 3.945 ICO2

Moon 1.62 -350 -77 - 3.343 -

Venus 8.87 -740 -467 93 5.269 CO2



characteristics of the material. The gravitational acceleration on Venus is 8.87 m/sec, 

slightly lower than on Earth and the atmospheric pressure on Venus is between 90-95 Bar, 

similar to the pressure in the oceans on Earth at a depth of 1 km.

The range of fall heights of debris from slope failures on domes on Venus are 

similar to those for mass movements on Earth. The gravitational acceleration experienced 

by a moving mass on Venus is lower than that experienced on Earth but the difference is 

insufficient to have any significant effect on the travel distances of debris masses. The toe 

of a moving mass on Venus will also experience atmospheric drag. The significance of 

atmospheric drag is unknown but material moving through a dense medium will decelerate 

faster. However, the effects of atmospheric drag are likely to have been small, since the 

large volumes of debris would have pushed the atmosphere aside. In the lower gravity on 

Venus, frictional drag along the basal/substrate interface is likely to be smaller than on 

Earth. This reduced frictional drag may enable debris to travel further. The tendency for 

mass movements on Venus to travel further for a given vertical drop than mass movements 

on Earth (section 5.7) must be related to factors other than the differences in gravitational 

acceleration.

Other environmental conditions that may influence the transport of material on 

Venus include the atmospheric temperatures and pressures. Assuming an environmental 

lapse rate of -7.8 K/km up to a height of 55 km, the atmospheric temperature at the highest 

domes (situated 2.9 km above datum), is 727.4 K and at the lowest domes (1.4 km below 

datum), is 760.9 K. The difference in atmospheric temperature of 33 K between the highest 

and lowest domes is not sufficient for the domes to have experienced appreciably different 

cooling regimes. The deep-seated nature of many slope failures coupled with the blocky 

textures of deposits indicate that domes became massive as they cooled.

A common characteristic of debris aprons with long runout distances on Venus is 

the blocky brecciated nature of the deposits, while deposits near to the base of domes are 

often composed of large coherent blocks. The initial sizes of rock fragments in a rockmass 

will depend on factors such as hardness, toughness, tensile strength, compressive strength, 

shear strength and discontinuities such as fractures and joint boundaries. Fragmentation of 

dense rock with few discontinuities will result in large blocks, whereas highly fractured 

rock will generate a mass of smaller clasts. The morphologies of domes and the blocky 

nature of deposits suggest they are composed of relatively homogeneous dense rock.
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Cooling on the outside of a dome will have produced jointed blocky surfaces with low 

rigidity.

Although the composition of the dome flanks is indeterminable using the available 

data, the values for the coefficients of friction of the deposits on Venus are smaller than the 

static coefficient of friction of 0.6. This corresponds to an average internal friction angle of 

about 310 for a rigid block on an inclined plane (Hsu 1975). This indicates that the 

materials in the debris aprons have a lower rigidity than the blocks used by Hsu. The lower 

ratios for the coefficient of friction of volcanic landslides to nonvolcanic landslides on Earth 

may reflect differences in rock type and strengths (Ui 1983; Hayashi & Self 1992). The 

observation that debris aprons on Venus show the greatest overlap with data from terrestrial 

volcanic landslides (section 5.7) confirms that rock composition may influence travel 

distance. However the tendency for venusian debris aprons to travel further for a given 

vertical drop, and to cover a larger area for a given travel distance than landslides in 

volcanic materials on Earth, indicates that factors other than composition have a greater 

influence on mobility.

The size of material within a slidemass will influence the coefficient of friction since 

debris masses composed of loose, fine-grained material are consistently found to exhibit 

lower H/L values for a given volume than landslides formed in coarser jointed bedrock 

(Shaller 1991). Deposits in group three have the smoothest surface textures but not the 

lowest H/L ratios. In these instances any effects of smaller clast sizes on reducing the 

coefficient of friction was secondary in influence to the volumes of the events. The deposits 

with rougher surface textures (G 1 & 0 2 ), also have lower coefficients of friction values 

than the deposits in group three (see table 5.6). This indicates that the size of material alone 

was not the major influence on the mobility of long runout debris aprons.

The degree of brecciation that a failed mass underwent will also have been 

influenced by the way the slope failure was initiated. If a block undergoes free-fall after 

initiation, brecciation will occur as a result of impact (Shreve 1968). It is, however, not 

possible to determine whether any debris masses on domes underwent a free-fall 

component. During a rotational slide, brecciation principally occurs in the area of shearing 

centred along the slip surface (Varnes 1958). The base of any moving mass may also 

become brecciated due to high shear stresses and strain rates derived from the overriding 

debris, which exceeds the brittle strength of the rock.
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Once a slope has failed and brecciation has occurred, its site and the travel path of 

teh debris will exert a strong control on the form of the debris apron (Heim 1932). Domes 

on Venus are situated predominantly in low-lying plains and on large volcanic centres (see 

section 5.4). Domes situated in areas of stress such as on fracture belts and coronae may 

have experienced ground motions. Steep slopes (> 20o) on domes offer little resistance to 

the downward movement of material. The majority of debris masses on Venus in groups 

one, two and four were unconfined during emplacement having travelled across near

horizontal plains. However, deposits around the domes on the summit o f Sapas Mons 

belonging to group three (G3), were confined by the valleys down which they travelled and 

their travel distances were influenced by depositional geometry.

The nature of the surface over which debris travelled will have affected the 

movement of materials. More energy will have been lost at the base of a moving mass due 

to friction if it travelled over a rough surface. If surface roughness, or changes in slope 

angle, along the travel path of a debris mass were of sufficient size then debris in the 

different groups, particularly one and two, may have experienced random vibrations and 

impulses or elastic waves similar to those described by Melosh (1979). These vibrations or 

waves could have caused the debris mass to travel further. The vibrations, if strong 

enough, could reduce the overburden pressure on a rock mass allowing separation of rock 

fragments and consequent movement.

5.9 Conclusion

A range of modified dome morphologies occurs on Venus. The majority of domes 

on Venus are an order of magnitude larger in diameter than subaerial domes on Earth. Five 

subcategories of modified domes can be recognised that have the common characteristic of 

scalloped margins. Domes are more common on Venus than has previously been proposed. 

They occur over a large part of the planet but are uncommon in the highlands of Ishtar, 

Aphrodite and Lada Terra. Few domes are situated in tessera, and those that do exist are 

often heavily modified. This may be due to tectonic stresses having partially destroyed 

domes. The role o f tectonic stress in the modification o f domes is supported by the 

condition of domes found on ridge belts and fracture zones which are heavily modified and 

often cross-cut by fractures. Alternatively, the petrogenic environments in highland areas
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and tessera may not favour the formation of evolved magmas. There is also an absence of 

domes at the lowest elevations in the plains. If the direct ascent of magma from depth was 

favoured in the lowest plains, then an absence of domes in such regions would be 

expected, since differentiated magma would be less likely to have formed. Alternatively 

domes may have formed in low-lying plains, but have been buried by extensive flood 

lavas. The frequent association of domes with coronae and related structures may be 

explained if such features are the surface manifestations of magma plumes. These could 

have provided a source of differentiated or volatile enhanced material. The emplacement of 

domes on the summit regions of large shield volcanoes indicates that evolved magmas were 

able to form in high level magma reservoirs. Calderas on some large volcanoes indicate that 

the formation of high level storage systems on Venus is possible.

Mass movement deposits associated with domes on Venus can be divided in one of 

four distinct morphologies. Each morphological group possesses unique surface textures, 

plan forms, and has distinctive morphometric characteristics. The deposits in group one 

and two have average travel distances greater than 40 km and the lowest coefficients of 

friction of the four groups, while deposits in group four have the smallest average travel 

distances and highest coefficients of friction. When a comparison is made of the 

morphometric characteristics of debris masses on Venus with those on the Earth, Moon and 

Mars, the deposits associated with domes on Venus overlap with terrestrial volcanic 

landslides. The debris masses on Venus however, also show a tendency to travel further 

for a given vertical drop and cover greater areas for a given travel distance than mass 

movement deposits on the Earth, Moon and Mars. This trend may have been influenced by 

the composition and rheology of debris, the initial starting conditions, and the depositional 

characteristics of debris masses. Through examination of these factors, it appears that there 

is not one alone that adequately explains the trendency for debris to travel longer distances 

on Venus. Other important factors on the transport of debris are the gravitational 

acceleration, ambient temperature, and pressure on Venus. In spite o f the lower 

gravitational acceleration on Venus than on Earth, debris on Venus has travelled further for 

a given vertical drop than debris on Earth. This suggests that temperature and pressure on 

Venus could be influential on moving debris.
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Chapter 6

Modelling the Shape of Domes 

“I believe that there are moments in history when challenges occur of such 

compelling nature that to miss them is to miss the whole meaning of an 

epoch. Space is such a challenge.” J.A. Michener.

6.1 The Origin of Modified Domes

In attempting to determine the processes responsible for modifying domes, it is 

necessary to examine how domes may have been emplaced on Venus. If slope failure is a 

primary mechanism for modifying domes then it is important to know whether it occurs 

during growth or after an eruption has ceased. Slope failure during emplacement may 

occur where the dome front becomes over-steepened. One of the unique aspects of domes 

on Venus is that the majority are situated on relatively smooth plains and any changes in 

surface gradient appear to have had no influence on their shape. However, there are 

examples of domes that have been breached. Another important control on the emplacement 

of domes is crustal formation, and the rate at which it is formed. Given the dense 

atmosphere on Venus, heat loss due to convection will initially be high, which will promote 

the formation of a thin crust. As domes on Venus are relatively large it is likely that their 

emplacement occurred rapidly. In which case, the rate of shear in a dome will have been 

high causing brakage of the crust. It therefore seems likely that a crust will have had a 

negligible control on the size of a dome. If dome emplacement was slow, crusts of 

sufficient thickness would have developed such that it was able to control the growth of a 

dome. If this occurred then it is unlikely that domes with such large dimensions would 

have been achieved. Once emplaced the domes will have cooled slowly because heat loss 

through radiation is low on Venus due to the high ambient temperatures.

A variety of mathematical models have been devised to examine lava extrusions 

(table 6.1). This chapter does not attempt to test the models but briefly reviews the work 

conducted to model mathematically the shape of domes on Venus. The models do not deal 

with slope failure but provide of a way to examine factors that control slope stability. Each 

model suffers from assumptions that have to be made about factors involved in the 

emplacement. However, in the absence of data on how domes on Venus were emplaced,
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the various models examine possible controls on emplacement such as; the effusion rate, 

rheology, composition, the development of a crust and the effects of cooling. Although the 

shapes of venusian domes can be modelled, there are many characteristics of domes on 

Venus, such as surface texture, that are different from domes on Earth. Given these 

differences, the models have limitations and provide only an insight into how domes may 

form.

The surface roughness properties of domes are comparable to those of typical 

venusian plains, and the upper surfaces are only slightly rough at the 12 cm wavelength 

scale of the Magellan SAR (Plaut et al., 1994). This indicates that there are not enough 

blocks larger than 12 cm to cause sufficient scatter in the SAR data. When radar data of 

silicic domes in the Inyo-Mono and Medicine Lake Highlands on Earth (6 cm - L band, 22 

cm - C band and 40 cm - P band) were compared with domes seen in Magellan SAR the 

surfaces of the terrestrial domes were found to be rough at centimetre to metre scales. Field 

measurements of terrestrial domes support the interpretation that the upper surfaces of 

terrestrial and venusian domes are different in their textural properties. The surface of 

terrestrial domes are composed of large blocks formed by the continual breaking up of the 

crust. The low rms values of venusian domes indicates that the surfaces are not composed 

of large blocks. If the dome cooled slowly after the eruption ceased, then a relatively 

smooth surface would be formed. The evidence presented in chapter 5 supports the idea 

that the scalloped margins on domes and the blocky debris aprons in sub-categories 0 1 , 

0 2  and 0 3  formed from mass movements that occurred after a dome had become rigid.

6.2 M odelling the Form ation of Domes

It has long been recognised that the shape and evolution of lavas must be related to 

the eruption conditions (Walker 1973, Hulme 1974). Three different models: Newtonian 

(Huppert et al., 1982), Bingham (Nye 1952, Blake 1990) and a brittle shell model 

(Inverson 1987), have been applied to selected volcanic domes on Venus (Klose 1990, 

Pavri et al., 1991, 1992, McKenzie et al., 1992). From their application, estimates of 

factors such as viscosity, effusion rate, yield strength and rheology of domes have been 

derived. However, it has been maintained (Fink & Griffiths 1990, Bridges & Fink 1991) 

that Newtonian and Bingham plastic calculations reveal little about the composition of any 

lava flow and that the effusion rate and the duration of eruptive pulses may be the most
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Table 6.1 Different models derived to determine the characteristics of lava flows



For the purposes o f modelling, rheological conditions have been approximated and 

lavas treated as:

(i) the radial flow o f an isothermal fluid having uniform Newtonian viscosity (Didden 

& Maxworthy 1982; Huppert 1982; Huppert et al., 1982);

(ii) the spreading o f an isothermal Bingham fluid (Nye 1952; Blake 1990);

(iii) the inflation o f a pressurised dome by liquid magma expanding inside a 

shell o f cooled rock (Inverson 1987, Denlinger 1990).

In order to evaluate the effects o f  surface cooling on the spread o f lava flows they have 

been modelled as:

(i) temperature dependent Newtonian materials (Fink 1980);

(ii) and temperature dependent Bingham materials (Dragoni et al., 1986; Ishihara et al., 

1990; Fink & Griffiths 1990; Griffiths & Fink 1993).
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important factor in the growth of a lava dome.

Treating lava domes as Newtonian fluids makes assumptions about lava viscosity 

and apparent effusion rate. The spreading of an axisymmetric viscous fluid over a 

horizontal surface was examined by Huppert (1982), who showed that the height of the 

surface of a dome was related to the radial distance from its centre when the volume of the 

dome was constant. The shape determined by this relationship was established during the 

initial phase of growth and after the supply of new material had ceased. The viscosity is 

determined to be independent of the rate of shear and the velocity gradient and, in the 

absence of a topographic influence, viscous lavas should spread at a rate proportional to the 

square root of time.

When this model was applied to Venus (Klose 1990, Pavri et al., 1991, 1992), a 

range of typical apparent viscosities (Murase 1962, Murase & McBimey 1973, McBimey 

& Murase 1984), and effusion rates for Earth were used (Williams & McBimey 1979, 

Head & Wilson 1986). It was found that a low-viscosity, high effusion rate, basaltic 

magma produced domes with heights < 100 m and radii of ~ 100 km. Higher viscosities 

and lower effusion rates produced dimensions more analogous to Venusian domes. When 

an andesitic-type lava with a viscosity 109 Pas and an effusion rate of 2000 mVs was 

modelled, it was determined that a dome ~480 m high with a radius of 39 km might take 

five years to be emplaced. McKenzie et al. (1992) found that an axisymmetric gravity 

current spreading over a rigid horizontal surface agreed well with the Venus data (figure 

6.1), and calculated viscosities between 10^4 and lOi? Pa s. It appeared that the dynamics 

of spreading were controlled by viscous forces, rather than by the properties of a chilled 

carapace though it was concluded that one was likely to be present. This supported the 

dynamics predicted by a viscous gravity current model (Huppert 1982, Huppert et al., 

1982), in which the flow front continued to spread indefinitely at a rate determined by a 

balance between the buoyancy and viscous shear stress (Griffiths & Fink 1993).

As an alternative model, the rheology of dome lavas was assumed to behave as a 

rigid plastic material possessing a finite yield strength. Shaw et al. (1968) measured the 

viscosity of a stationary lava and found that it showed non-Newtonian behaviour similar to 

that of a Bingham fluid. The salient property of a Bingham fluid is that for stresses less 

than the yield strength, the rate of strain is zero. It was the role of yield strength in shear at 

sub-liquidus temperatures that was recognised by Shaw (1969) and Hulme (1974). For a
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Figure 6.1 Altimeter profiles across the dome in Rusalka Planitia from orbit 1277. The 

heavy line shows the best fit obtained

(a) using an equation for a Newtonian viscous rheology (Huppert et al., 

1988).

(b) the heavy dashed line shows the best fitting curve using an equation for 

a rigid-plastic rheology (Nye 1952), on the same profile as in (a). The 

dotted line shows a best fit curve using a brittle shell model (Inverson 

1987), obtained by integrating equations (4)-(7) with h» = 3 x 10'* 

(McKenzie et al., 1992).

(c) and (d) As for figures a and b, but for orbit 3067, from footprint 670 on 

the left and 688 on the right. Modified from McKenzie et al., 1992
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slow-moving viscoplastic, such as a growing lava dome, the shear stresses will be slightly 

greater than the yield strength. The Bingham model approximates the material’s rheological 

behaviour and assumes that domes possess a yield strength whose magnitude governs their 

shape. Based on this, the growth of viscoplastic domes can be modelled as Bingham fluids 

with a yield strength and plastic viscosity (Nye 1952, Blake 1990).

When a dome shape determined using Nye’s (1952) equations was compared with 

selected domes on Venus (figure 6.1), it was found to be different (McKenzie et al., 1992). 

However, as Blake (1990) noted, Nye’s solution must only be approximately correct since 

his assumptions of a gentle slope everywhere on the surface do not hold near to the steep 

dome margins. The basic relationship which must be satisfied if the dome behaved as a 

viscoplastic with a constant bulk yield strength is, that the height of the dome is 

proportional to the square root of the radius. When the heights of seventeen modified 

domes were plotted against the square root of the radius (figure 6.2), the heights were 

found not to be proportional to the square root of the radius (even after the percentage 

errors were added). However, the inability to obtain heights for the majority of modified 

domes means that it is not possible to properly determine whether dome heights are 

proportional to the square root of the radius. The modified domes for which there is height 

data were used to calculate an estimated bulk yield strength. This was calculated for the 

eighteen modified domes using the equation:

To = H2 pg /  R

Tq= yield strength, H = dome height, p = density, g = gravity, R = radius.

The calculated height values (H2) contain errors V -150 m (2 pixels), resulting from 

measurements from the digital data. The same errors are present in the values of radius (R). 

Densities (p) for basalts, trachytes, rhyolites and dacites (Daly, Manger & Clark 1966), 

were used since the composition of lavas is unknown. Calculated values for the bulk yield 

strengths of modified domes ranges between 10  ̂ and 10? Pa. The results were then 

compared with the values for bulk yield strength of terrestrial magmas. Values between 10  ̂

and 1Q5 Pa are obtained (Pavri et al., 1992) which are typical of basalts (McBimey & 

Murase 1984). Calculations of bulk yield strength made on modified domes are more 

typical of andesitic lavas.

The importance of surface cooling on the spreading of lava flows and domes has
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Figure 6.2 Plot of height vs. the square root of the dome radius for a range of
calculated bulk yields strengths using equations for a rigid-plastic rheology

(Blake 1990). Measurements of height and radius of modified domes were

taken from digital images to an accuracy of two pixels (V-150 m)
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been highlighted (Manley 1992; Griffiths & Fink 1993) and is o f interest in the 

consideration of domes on Venus due to the high ambient surface temperatures and 

pressures. Temperature dependent models of lavas (Fink 1980; Dragoni et al., 1986; 

Ishihara et al., 1990; Inverson 1990, Fink & Griffiths 1990, 1993), have shown that 

cooling part of a lava flow leads to solidification of a crustal layer which can produce an 

apron of crumble breccia at the flow front, if it collapses. Stresses induced by these cooled 

regions can act to impede the advance of a flow front, if they are greater than the effects of 

basal shear stress on the interior fluid. The shape of a dome was assumed to be controlled 

by the strength of a thin skin of cooled material at the surface of the dome (Inverson 1987, 

1990, Fink & Griffiths 1990).

Inverson (1987), examined the inflation of a pressurised dome by liquid magma 

expanding inside a shell of cooled rock. This model assumes that it is the strength of the 

skin rather than the fluid mechanics of melt transport that controls the shape of the dome. 

Pavri et al. (1992) showed that applying Inverson’s model to data on domes on Venus, 

produced a dome with values for the shape typically in the range 106 Pa to 10? Pa. They 

concluded that venusian domes would have to be over 4 km high to get an aspect ratio <~ 

20. McKenzie et al. (1992) questioned how a dome could grow in Inverson's model since 

its volume could only change if the skin broke. This would produce a composite flow not 

the symmetrical domes seen in the Magellan data. The equations of Inverson were put into 

practice by McKenzie et al. (1992) and showed that a resulting profile of a dome had a 

similar aspect ratio to the domes observed in Magellan data but did not fit well (figure 6.1). 

The aspect ratio was ~1 unless the dimensionless height above the centre of the dome, (at 

which pressure within the fluid of the dome would be zero) was very small. The best fit 

aspect ratio was 10, which could only be reproduced with a dimensionless height above the 

centre of the dome between W  Pa to 1Q9 Pa.

Griffiths and Fink (1993) also examined the dynamics of lava flows involving a hot 

interior enveloped by a cooled outer boundary layer. The outer layer was considered to be 

some combination of fractured brittle solid, ductile solid and cooled viscous melt. This 

cooled layer acted as a rheologically distinct boundary layer and was assumed to be thin 

compared with flow depth and that assuming they were non-turbulent flows, cooling 

would be confined to the boundary layer. The crust thickened over time and its effects were 

assumed to be the result of an effective viscosity, shear strength or tensile strength. The
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Figure 6.3 Diagrams illustrating the idealized two-component model for lava flows.

(a) If the extrusion rate is high and viscosity low, spreading of lavas is rapid 

and solid crust only develops on the margins.

(b) If the effusion rate is low, magma viscosity low and cooling rapid then a 

crust will form over the entire surface. Modified from Griffiths & Fink 

1993
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interior of the flow was modelled using Newtonian and Bingham fluids and only simple 

flows having a single cooled surface and largely mobile crust were modelled. The results 

showed that different dynamic regimes involving buoyancy, overpressure, shear strength, 

and tensile strength were possible in the presence of surface cooling. The shear stress 

applied to a plastic or brittle crust provided the dominant retarding force controlling lateral 

spreading of a flow. In instances where the extrusion rate was high and viscosity low, 

spreading was rapid, and solid crust developed only when the flow front was a large 

distance from the source (figure 6.3). Under these circumstances a viscous-buoyancy 

balance existed. However, once the surface began to solidify it became thermally and 

rheologically heterogeneous and was dominated by the yield strength of the thin crust 

which balanced the buoyancy force. If the effusion rate was small, magma viscosity high 

and cooling rapid, then a dome with a solid shell over the whole of the flow or dome was 

formed (figure 6.3). The dynamic balance in this instance was between overpressure and 

the tensile strength of the crust.

The model predicts that the rheology of the complex crustal layer was the dominant 

factor in resisting the advance of the flow front when the ratio of crust thickness to flow 

length was greater that the ratio of the crusts yield stress to the basal shear stress exerted on 

the bulk of the flow. If the findings of the model are applied to Venus then the size of large 

domes indicates that the dynamics of spreading were controlled by viscous forces and not 

be the properties of a crust. If the effective yield strength of a solid carapace was several 

orders of magnitude greater that the shear strength of the interior magma as was found for 

the Mount St Helens and Soufriere lava domes on Earth (Fink & Griffiths 1993), then 

flows were governed by the crust strength rather than by the viscosity or yield strength of 

the lava in the interior. If this was the case then the venusian domes could not have grown 

to such large diameters and the surfaces would also likely be composed of jumbled blocks. 

Since the conditions of emplacement of domes on Venus are unknown, the importance of a 

complex crustal layer in resisting the advance of a flow remains uncertain. However, if the 

domes were emplaced rapidly any influence of a crust on dome growth is likely to have 

been small. The surface characteristics of venusian domes also supports the absence of a 

thick retarding crust that was continually broken during growth.
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6.3 C onclusion

From the review of work conducted to model mathematically the shape of domes on 

Venus, it is apparent that the models can provide an indication of some of the factors which 

may have governed dome development. If domes form by Newtonian processes, they may 

not be formed of low-viscosity lavas, since low-viscosity, high effusion rate basaltic 

assumptions produced lower and wider domes than any on Venus. The dimensions of 

venusian domes were obtained from lavas with viscosities of 109 to IQi^ Pa and effusion 

rates most similar to terrestrial andesitic eruptions (Pavri et al., 1992). Higher viscosities 

(1Q14 to 1Q17 Pa), were suggested by McKenzie et al., (1992). Results from the use of a 

Bingham plastic model (Blake 1990) suggest yield strengths of 10^ - 10^ Pa (Pavri et al., 

1992), consistent with laboratory and field measurements of the rheology of both basaltic 

and more silicic rocks (Murase 1962, McBimey & Murase 1984). Calculated values for 

bulk yield strengths of modified domes (10^ to 10”̂ Pa) are consistent with those obtained 

by Pavri et al. (1992). If the dome forming magmas had a relatively high viscosity at the 

time of emplacement then they could only have travelled large distances if the effusion rate 

was high. A high effusion rate would have meant that any crust forming near to the vent 

would have been continually broken due to the high rates of shear. Therefore, crustal 

formation may have been of limited significance in controlling dome size on Venus.

In comparison to the surface roughness of silicic domes on Earth, the domes on 

Venus appear relatively smooth. The roughness parameters of silicic domes far exceed 

those of basalt flows, except for some of the roughest aa flows. This difference in 

roughness between domes on Earth and those on Venus indicates that the surfaces of 

venusian domes do not appear to be composed of large blocks of broken crust. A gradual 

cooling after an eruption ceased would have allowed a relatively smooth crust to form over 

a dome. From examining the morphological characteristics of domes on Venus and the 

conditions in which they were emplaced it appears that failure of the dome margins during 

emplacement could have occurred because of over-steepening. The majority of domes 

appear to have been emplaced onto near level plains and over-steepening due to topographic 

influence is unlikely to have resulted in scalloped margins or the large blocky debris 

aprons. The large slope failures that formed scalloped margins and blocky debris aprons 

appear to have occurred after a dome ceased to grow and became rigid. Material that was 

rigid would be susceptible to brittle failure and give rise to blocky debris aprons that form
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sub-categories G l, G2 and G4.
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CHAPTER 7

Formation and Modification of Volcanic Dom es and the 

Transportation of Mass M ovem ent Deposits

"It's a long road from the inception of a thing to its realisation". Moliere 

(1622-1673)

7.1 Modified Domes

Since the first sighting of modified domes, there has been debate as to how the 

scalloped margins were formed. Head et al., (1992) saw a similarity in morphology 

between modified domes with scalloped margins and a class of seamounts characterised by 

radial “starfish” arms. Extensive radiating ridges around submarine domes, such as those 

in the Hawaii-Emperor, Dutton and Michelson chains, have been attributed to rift zones, 

and linked to radial dike intrusion similar to those in the Hawaiian Islands (Fiske & 

Jackson 1972). However, these radial ridges extend for great distances and do not closely 

resemble those around modified domes on Venus. Seamount and guyots in the Geisha 

Chain, North Pacific, have shorter radiating ridges that are morphologically similar to the 

scalloped margins around modified domes on Venus. Examination of multibeam 

bathymetry of these scalloped features has revealed that debris aprons are associated with 

some radial arms. Based on the presence of debris aprons, Vogt & Smoot (1984), 

interpreted that the radial arms as having formed by slope failures. The morphological 

similarities between modified domes on Venus and the Geisha seamounts and guyots 

strengthens the case for the scalloped margins on venusian domes having formed through 

slope failure (Guest et al., 1991,1992; Bulmeret al., 1992,1993).

The stresses that may exist within a dome, both during emplacement and after 

dormancy, are examined to assess the role of destructive geomorphic processes in 

modifying domes, particularly by slope failure. The characteristics of the different mass 

movement deposits associated with domes on Venus indicate that they are the result of 

explosively and non-explosively induced slope failures. Moiphological groups one, two 

and three have characteristics o f  terrestrial flow deposits. The term “flow” is used to 

describe the transport of fragmented solid rock, with an interstitial fluid (e.g. atmospheric
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Figure 7.1 Baihymciry of two guyots in the Seiko cluster on the Geisha chain in

the northwest Pacific. The edifices have stellate plan forms, sleep slopes 

and flat upper surfaces. Modified from Vogt & Smoot 1984
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gases, magmatic gases, melted rock or fines). The characteristics of deposits in groups one 

(G l) and two (02), described in section 5.5, are similar to terrestrial volcanic debris 

avalanche deposits. Deposits in group three (03) have the characteristics of terrestrial 

pyroclastic flows. The fourth group (04), is similar to deep-seated slides on Earth. The 

majority of slope failures appear to have been triggered by non-explosive events. Effects on 

the transport of material, (such as how slopes failures are triggered), the nature of the 

materials, the depositional characteristics, and environmental conditions on Venus, are 

examined to determine what is responsible for the apparent mobility of mass movements on 

Venus. Two models are discussed that can account for the transport of the different groups 

of debris. It is proposed that the material in group three was fluidized by the ingestion of 

atmospheric gases as it was explosively ejected from the dome. The long travel distances of 

debris in groups one and two can be explained, if the debris was lubricated at the base by 

melted rock derived through frictional heating. Many of the deposits in group four appear 

to have travelled as planar slides and were not fluidized or lubricated. However, those that 

travelled over 5 km may have been lubricated along their base by melted rock.

7.2 Comparison of Volcanoes on the Sea-Floor with Stellate Plan Forms 

with Modified Domes on Venus

The diameters of many domes on Venus are an order of magnitude larger than 

terrestrial subaerial domes (section 4.4 ). However, surveys of the sea floor have revealed 

terrestrial volcanic features with similar morphological and morphometric characteristics. 

Examination of the bathymetry of the Oeisha guyots and large seamounts in the northwest 

Pacific shows that each volcanic edifice consists of steep upper slopes, a set of radial 

protuberances and a lower region of more gentle slopes (Vogt & Smoot 1984). The 

diameters of many of the guyots and seamounts range between 10 to 50 km. They have 

heights greater than one kilometre and slope angles that range between 6o and 20o. In plan, 

these submarine volcanoes are stellate and have flat summit areas, some with central craters 

(figure 7.1). These characteristics are comparable to those of modified domes on Venus 

and particularly morphological subcategory MD3.

The Oeisha chain is composed of volcanoes that occupy part of a size spectrum that 

ranges between the small east Pacific seamounts (< 1-600 km3) and the massive edifices 

(104 to 105 km3) of the Hawaii-Emperor, Dutton and Michelson chains. Larger edifices
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exhibit extensive radial protuberances, some of which extend for more than 100 km. These 

have been interpreted as flank rift zones similar to those in Hawaiian Islands (Fiske & 

Jackson 1972). Edifices produced by active hotspots, such as in Hawaii, may grow 

relatively rapidly and be composed of tholeiitic lavas. These radial ridges are too big to be 

the result of slope failure and do not resemble the scalloped margins around modified 

domes on Venus. The symmetry of many unmodified domes also indicates that extruded 

magma was not influenced by dike emplacement along flank rift zones.

On many of the volcanoes in the Geisha chain, the radial protuberances extend for 

less than twenty kilometres and the steeper slope angles of the Geisha guyots may have 

resulted from lavas that were more silica-rich than those forming seamounts with larger 

radial ridges in the Hawaiian Chain. Dredge sample geochemistry of the volcanic rocks 

from the Geisha chain shows that they belong to the alkali basalt-trachyte series (Heezen et 

al., 1973). Examination of the lower slopes of the edifices in the Geisha chain shows that 

they have a rough topography and are composed of volcaniclastic debris. The debris was 

interpreted as having been transported from the upper slopes by slumps and debris flows 

(Vogt & Smoot 1984). Such slumps and debris flows can create topographic 

protuberances, radial to the edifice, which are similar in gross morphology to short flank 

rift zones. The Papa’u seamount on the southern submarine slope of Kilauea also has the 

characteristics of a rift zone but is a 19 km long, 6 km wide sand-rubble flow (Fomari et 

al., 1979). Upslope of the Papa’u landslide is an amphitheatre formed by mass wasting, 

from which the deposits originated. From examination of the Loihi seamount bathymetry, 

situated southeast of Hawaii, it is suggested that steep portions and amphitheatre-like re

entrants in the upper part of the edifice were formed by extensive mass wasting through 

slumping and talus formation (Malahoff et al., 1982). One seamount in the Winterer 

subcluster has a large deposit that originated from a horseshoe-shaped embayment in the 

north slope (figure 7.2). Other radial ridges or protuberances may therefore represent the 

unslumped residual ridges, remnants of a more extensive edifice.

There are close similarities between seamounts and guyots in the Geisha chain and 

modified domes on Venus. The presence of debris aprons around the base of scalloped 

seamounts and guyots, which are similar to those associated with modified domes on 

Venus, indicates that radial ridged have formed from slope failures. The view is supported 

by the existence of large debris aprons around the entrance of some scallops. Aprons of
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Figure 7.2 Seamount W-3 situated in the Winterer subcluster in the northwest Pacific. 

A horseshoe-shaped embayment occurs on the north slope that was 

produced by a debris flow that extends nearly 30 km northwards. 

Modified from Vogt & Smoot 1984
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debris and a small part of an edifice are often all that remain of heavily modified domes 

(figure 7.3). The absence of mass movement deposits around some domes in particular 

geological settings may be explained by younger material having been superimposed on the 

deposits. Alternatively the deposits may have formed only a thin unconsolidated mantle that 

was penetrated by the radar. It is also possible that deposits are indistinguishable due to the 

similarity in radar backscatter coefficients from the surrounding plains.

7.3 D estructive G eom orphic Processes M odifying Domes

Destructive geomorphic processes on volcanic domes on Earth can occur during 

emplacement and after dormancy, exhibiting a broad range of complexity, diversity and 

magnitude. Major destructive processes that may occur during dome emplacement can 

result from failure of the edifice by slope failure (Neumann van Padang 1933; van 

Bemmelen 1949; Francis et al., 1974; Ui 1983; Siebert 1984), which can lead to 

decompression of the magma chamber which in turn, will cause an explosion (Fink & 

Kieffer 1993, Gorshkov 1959; Voight et al., 1981; Fisher et al., 1987). Such an explosion 

can result in pyroclastic flows and surges (Walker & McBroome 1983; Cas & Wright 

1988; Sato et al., 1992; Nakada & Fujii 1993). After an eruption has ceased, further 

destructive processes are mainly the result of gravitationally induced slope failure. These 

geomorphic processes, which can be divided into either explosive or non-explosive events, 

are now examined to determine which could have operated on domes on Venus.

7.3.1 Mass Movements Caused by Explosions

On Earth pyroclastic flows, caused by explosions generated from the interior of 

domes, have produced extensive deposits (Nakada & Fujii 1993). The main controlling 

factors on explosive activity are viscosity (determined by crystallinity, temperature, and 

chemical composition of the melt), magma supply and extrusion rate, and the magma 

volatile content. Two of the most important processes responsible for an explosive event 

have been determined to be viscosity (especially in water-poor magmas), and slope angle 

(Newhall & Melson 1983). Degassing has often been found to have been most significant 

during the early stages of extrusion and may significantly affect magma rheology (Sparks 

1977; Sparks & Pinkerton 1978; Lipman et al., 1985; Westrich et al., 1988). The style of 

dome growth, whether exogenous or endogenous, can lead to different modes of gas loss
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Figure 7.3 Dome (MD293) situated in Helen Pianitia (45.1 o S, 201.5° E). The remnant

dome has a diameter o f -20  km and a calculated height of 0.7 km. The 

extensive debris aprons surrounding the remainder of the edifice indicate 

that catastrophic slope failure occurred. The dome may have failed as a 

result of one or more slope failures. The debris aprons mantle the 

northwest to southeast trending fractures and ridges. Magellan image Cl 

MEDR 45S202;1. Radar illumination is from the left





from lavas. During exogenous growth, volatiles are released by vésiculation as new magma 

is exposed to the atmosphere (figure 7.4). However, during endogenous growth, new 

magma remains under pressure within the dome interior causing more gas to be retained in 

solution (figure 7.4). A crustal layer will act as a Theologically distinct boundary which will 

inhibit the exsolution of gas. If the crust is removed, causing the molten interior to be 

exposed, explosive decompression of the interior will occur. Fink and Kieffer (1993) 

calculated the violence of emission of gas and rock from the front of a dome, after the 

covering material is suddenly removed. They found that: gas emission is dependent upon 

the ratio of pressure of the gas within the dome to that in the atmosphere; the average initial 

temperature of the magma; and the gas to rock ratio. The pressure inside the dome was 

found to be a function of the lithostatic load and the strength of the lava, which was 

influenced by the thickness of a crust. The amount of energy available during 

decompression is dependent on the volatile content of lavas.

Pyroclastic flows generated by dome collapse at Mount Pelee, Martinique (Fisher et 

al., 1980; Fisher & Heiken 1982) may have occurred as a result of volatile concentrations 

within a growing dome. Failure of the dome (figure 7.5), caused explosive decompression 

(Fink & Manley 1987, 1989). If the volatile concentration within a lava increases beyond 

the tensile strength of the lava, then explosive activity may occur. Volatile concentration 

may result from migration along microcracks as a flow advances. The upward motion of 

volatiles is terminated at the base of a non-deforming crustal layer. Pyroclastic flows at 

Merapi, Java (McDonald 1972), resulted from slope failure on the dome which reduced the 

tensile strength of localised lavas (figure 7.5). Once this occurred, excess pore pressures 

within lava blocks caused them to disintegrate and fragment. Magma viscosity acts to resist 

the expansive force of bubbles during decompression. New lava blocks near a vent are 

likely to be more explosive than those situated away from the vent because the younger 

lavas have excess pore pressures (over hydrostatic pressure).

As discussed in chapter 4, the high atmospheric pressures on Venus will inhibit the 

expansion of exsolved bubbles in magmas and consequently the stress in bubble walls, and 

in turn, the energy available to drive an eruption. Explosive activity will be limited to cases 

in which large bubbles are produced by coalescence, or where the magma initially had a 

high volatile content. Pyroclastic eruptions involving continuous magma disruption by gas 

bubble growth can only occur if the exsolved magma volatile contents exceed several
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Figure 7.4 Schematic diagrams showing endogenous and exogenous dome growth. 

Modified from Fink 1993
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Figure 7.5 Schematic diagrams of the generation of pyroclastic flows, showing the

relationships between tensile strength and excess pore pressures. Modified 

from Sato et al., 1992
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weight percent. Calculated minimum volatile contents on Venus required to cause 

disruption are high compared with Earth; for CO2, a value of 5 % is required in the 

lowlands, and 2 % in the highlands (Head & Wilson 1986). The high atmospheric 

pressures and temperatures will also suppress the rise of a convective plume and 

consequently limit the area of dispersal of entrained material. The development of a high 

convecting plume requires an unlikely combination of high volatile contents, high initial 

temperatures, and high altitude eruptions (Thornhill 1993). If pyroclastic events do occur 

on Venus, explosively ejected material is likely to have low fragment velocities and 

undergo rapid clast cooling by convective heat loss. Ground hugging pyroclastic flows are 

therefore the most likely product of explosive eruptions on Venus. Debris deposits in 

group three (03) that are composed of fine-grained material could be derived from 

explosive activity, which may explain why the upper surfaces of the two domes on the 

summit of Sapas Mons (8.8° N, 188.2° E) are mantled in fine-grained material (figure 7.6). 

The flows travelled down valleys and spread out over plains forming flat or subhorizontal 

upper surfaces. They could have formed from block-and-ash flows or from scoria-flow 

deposits triggered by the collapse of blocks on the dome margins. These events would have 

required only localised volatile concentrations, making them far more likely than a large 

explosive eruption. The existence of small pit craters on many domes on Venus, which 

may have resulted from small explosive events, suggests that localised volatile 

concentrations have occurred in some domes. Deflated domes with large downsags caused 

by non-explosive degassing (see section 4.3.3), also indicate that potentially large 

explosive events are inhibited and that consequently the formation of ignimbrites are 

unlikely.

7.3.2 Non-Explosive Mass Movement

Non-explosive mass movement can result from gravitational collapse of the front of 

a lava dome. In this case, initial velocities are determined solely by the conversion of 

potential energy into kinetic energy as fragments fall. All slope-forming materials have a 

tendency to move downwards under the influence of gravity, which is counteracted by a 

shearing resistance. For a given slope, if stress exceeds resistance then failure occurs and 

the slope will move to a new position of equilibrium (Brunsden 1979). Slope failures can 

be triggered either by internal changes of shearing resistance or by external factors that
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Figure 7.6 Two domes (mdl22, mdl26), subcaiegory MD3, situated on the summit of 

the shield volcano Sapas Mons (8.5o N, 188.20 E). The northern dome is 

~20 km in diameter. Both domes have deposits with the characteristics of 

group three (G3), are coded v,b,3,D and have long, narrow and irregular

plan forms. The debris travelled down narrow canyons and spread out 

once away from the base of the dome. The deposit extending to the west 

from the base of the northern dome has a greater width than the other 

deposits. The deposits arc superimposed on the surrounding lava flows. Cl 

MIDR 15N188;1. Radar illumination is from the left
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produce an increase in shear stress. No change in the shearing resistance of the slope 

forming materials is necessary for failure to occur (Terzaghi 1960).

Internal causes of slope failure during emplacement of domes (Williams 1932, 

Swanson et al., 1987, Beget & Kienle 1992, Nakada & Fujii 1993), arise from 

overloading of a slope by lavas, excess weight of lavas at the top of a slope, and from rapid 

emplacement leading to oversteepening of a flow front (Siebert 1984; Guest et al., 1984). 

On Venus, as on Earth, the eruption style, rate, rheology and local topography is likely to 

have determined the internal stresses experienced during the growth of domes. Failure of a 

dome as a result of overloading of a slope by lavas, will depend on the mode of 

emplacement. If a dome’s growth is endogenous and a crust forms on the margin, then 

lateral advance can only occur as a result of stresses imposed by newer lavas. If the stress 

exceeds the strength of the crust, then slope failure will occur and the flow front advances. 

If a dome is exogenous then new lavas erupting onto the surface of the dome can cause 

slope failure due to the weight of lavas exceeding the strength of the slope. The 

morphology of venusian domes suggest that growth was endogenous. Similar to many 

terrestrial domes (e.g. Lassen Peak, California; Mount Pelee, Martinique; Metcalf dome, 

Alaska; McDonald 1972) talus occurs around the margins of many domes on Venus. On 

terrestrial domes, talus results from fracturing of the crust as the dome grows, and the 

stresses set up in the rock as it contracts during cooling. The resulting angular blocks are 

moved by the growing dome and those on the margin topple down to the base. Three 

monolithological landslides have occurred in the Chaos Crags region of Lassen Peak, 

California. These were formed at different periods during the growth of the same dacite 

dome as a result of construction of gravitationally unstable jointed rock masses (Eppler et 

al., 1987). Progressive failure of jointed rock slopes occurs along joints and other 

discontinuities, along which strength is a product of friction between the rock faces 

(Terzaghi 1960, 1962a). The total effective cohesion or resistance of jointed rock slopes is 

equal to the combined strength of blocks plus the friction between the joint planes. If stress 

increases slowly, fracturing occurs progressively, resulting in stress increasingly being 

concentrated on the remaining intact rock. Once the reduction in strength reaches a point 

where the average shear resistance is equal to the average shear stress, the slope will fail to 

a stable angle which is dependent on the jointing pattern and the orientation of the 

discontinuities relative to the slope.
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An external cause of mass movement on volcanic edifices on Earth is seismicity. 

This can produce structural alteration of the constituent parts of a slope (by disturbing 

intergranular bonds, and by decreasing cohesion and internal friction), dislodgement of 

otherwise stable slopes, and horizontal and vertical fault movements resulting in increased 

slope angles. Other external causes of slope failure include weathering and erosion. In the 

absence of any meaningful seismic data for the surface of Venus, the existence of seismic 

events is inferred from the evidence o f extensive faulting and deformation seen in the 

images. Slope failure triggered by seismicity appears possible, given the existence of large 

fractures around many domes and the inter-relationship between many domes and 

circumferential fractures (see section 5.4). A strong association has also been recognised 

on Earth between seismicity and the subsurface movements of magma. Studies of 

earthquake triggered slope failures (Keefer 1984; Wilson & Keefer 1985; Cottechia 1989; 

Crozier 1991; Perrin & Hancox 1992), have shown that rockfalls and rock slides are some 

of the most abundant types of failure. Seismic events are inferred to have triggered slope 

failures on volcanic edifices at Socompa, Chile (Francis & Self 1987), on the flanks of 

Mauna Loa, Hawaii (Lipman et al., 1988), and on Vesuvius, Italy (Hazlett et al., 1991). It 

therefore seems reasonable to suggest that some slope failures on Venus may have been 

seismically triggered.

Categories of debris deposits that show no evidence of having been triggered by 

explosive events, include deposits in groups one, two and four. The characteristics of the 

debris deposits in groups one (G l) and two (02) are morphologically similar to terrestrial 

volcanic debris avalanche deposits. In plan view, the deposits in these two groups often 

have long travel distances relative to widths, and are fan-shaped with lobate or irregular 

lateral and distal margins (figure 7.7). Terrestrial debris avalanche deposits result from the 

downward movement of newly detached fragments of bedrock moving on bedding, joint or 

fault surfaces or any other plane or separation (Sharpe 1938). The failure of a rockmass is 

followed by rapid and extensive movements of debris as slide blocks disintegrate and move 

away from the source. Debris avalanche deposits consist o f a poorly sorted mixture of 

brecciated debris, the dominant constituent being lithic material of the source volcano and 

are generally more poorly sorted than pyroclastic flow deposits, and typically have coarser 

textures. Hummocky surfaces have been noted as typical topographic features of volcanic 

debris avalanche deposits (Siebert 1984; Ui 1983). Each hummock consists of one or a few
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Figure 7.7 Schematic diagram showing the plan forms of debris aprons;

(a) shows debris aprons associated with domes on Venus,

(b) and (c) shows subaerial and submarine debris aprons on Earth
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mega-blocks composed of a former portion of the volcanic edifice transported by the 

avalanche. Hummocks may have been formed by horst and graben formation during lateral 

spreading (Voight et al., 1981; Glicken et al., 1981). Hummocky surfaces, characteristic of 

deposits in groups one and two, are similar to those in the Pungarehu formation at Egmont, 

New Zealand (Neall 1979). If the surfaces of venusian domes are composed of jointed 

angular blocks, they will be susceptible to failure along planes of weakness especially 

where blocks dip at angles close to the angles of friction on those surfaces. Large 

rockmasses that have failed, may disintegrate as they move away from the dome forming 

brecciated debris.

Some of the deposits in group one and two are also similar to terrestrial non- 

volcanic landslides, such as Biackhawk and Silver Reef, California (Shreve 1968a), Loma 

Redonda, Loma de la Aspereza, Avalancha del Zarzo 1 and Avalancha del Zarzo 2, 

Argentina (Foque & Stecker 1988), as well as seven landslides on Mars (Shaller 1992). In 

plan, the Biackhawk landslide forms a narrow, symmetrical lobe that is distally-raised 

(figure 7.7). The deposit has an overall length of 8 km and an average width of 2.4 km. 

The depth of the deposit increases uniformly from the proximal to distal zone and the 

surface of the slide consists of low, rounded hills and small, closed basins. Several large 

volcanic submarine deposits off the Hawaiian coast (Appendix II), also have similar 

morphological characteristics to venusian deposits in groups one and two (figure 7.7). 

These have well-developed backscarps, and large blocks in their mid-sections that terminate 

in aprons of hummocky terrain (Moore et al., 1989).

The characteristics of the deposits in group four are similar to non explosively 

triggered deep-seated slides on Earth. These slides typically occur along lines of weakness 

such as joints, faults or possible bedding planes. Slides that included a planar element, 

exhibit severe distortions and fracturing of the mass. Those slides that occurred on curved 

failure surfaces have been termed “rotational” slides and can be single, multiple or 

successive (Hutchinson 1968). The main part of the failure surface is controlled by shear 

and tension cracks that often form in the upper parts of the slope during the initial phases of 

movement. These cracks close as the mass back-tilted during rotation. Several domes such 

as those in Niobe Pianitia (27.50 N, 134.80 E), and in Navka Pianitia (25.40 S, 308o E), 

have slope morphologies characteristic of having formed as a result of a single rotational 

slide. Multiple rotational slides occur as a retrogressive series of slips, each on a curved
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surface that is linked tangentially to a common failure line (Brunsden 1979). In plan form 

such deposits often show a sequence of arcuate blocks arranged one behind another. The 

complex of scarps on the dome south of Atla Regio (16.20 s, 211.?o E) has the 

characteristics of having formed from multiple rotational slides.

It appears from analysis of the image data, that destructive processes that modify 

domes can be divided into those that are accompanied by an explosive component, and 

those that are non-explosive. Given the constraints imposed on explosive activity by 

atmospheric conditions, and the high magma volatile concentrations needed to cause 

disruption, the most likely internal causes of slope failure on venusian domes are the result 

of localised volatile accumulations and the oversteepening of slopes during dome growth 

(figure 7.8). The formation of a chilled carapace composed of angular blocks during the 

growth of venusian domes, will produce slopes predisposed to progressive failure along 

joints and other discontinuities. The internal stresses within a growing dome, combined 

with external factors such as the nature of the local topography will control the magnitude 

and frequency of slope failures. The majority of slope failures appear to have occurred after 

domes had cooled, and were solid. Some large slope failures were probably seismically 

triggered. The characteristics of deposits suggest that different forms of mass movement 

have occurred. The deposits in 01 and 0 2  have characteristics similar to those of terrestrial 

volcanic debris avalanches deposits, while those in 0 3  are similar to terrestrial pyroclastic 

flows deposits. The characteristics of 0 4  are analogous to deep seated slides on Earth.

7.4 Evaluation of Proposed Mechanisms of Long Run-Out Mass Movements

Attempts to explain the characteristics of long run-out landslides have resulted in a 

host of mechanical models being proposed (AppendixI V).These models have attempted to 

explain the variety of unusual phenomena displayed by long run-out mass movements and 

form four categories (table 7.1), that include: (i) bulk fluidisation and flow of landslides, 

(ii) basal lubrication, (iii) mass-loss mechanisms coupled with normal frictional sliding, 

and (iv) individual-case mechanisms. The complexity and the difficulty in determining the 

mechanism or mechanisms, by which mass movements are transported are highlighted by 

the debris avalanches on Mount St Helens, Washington, which exhibit features gradational 

with those of pyroclastic flows (Voight et al., 1981). The emplacement of the deposits 

reflects a continuum ranging from slope failure without explosive activity to that coincident
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Figure 7.8 Schematic representation of destructive processes responsible for the

modification of domes during emplacement and after dormancy. A shows 

the upper surface domes being modifed by magma withdrawal, caldera 

formation or deflation. During dome growth over steepening of the margins 

may result in a breach. Mass movements producing deposits with the 

characteristics of G3 may be caused by explosions. B shows modification 

of domes by slope failure after the dome has ceased to grow. Slope failures 

on the margins of rigid domes may result in deposits with the characteristics 

o fG l,G 2 and G4
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Table 7.1 Table listing the different models devised to explain the transportation of 

mass movements



Bulk Fluidization

Kinematic Flow (Heim 1932);

Air Fluidization (Kent 1966);

Air Fluidization and aerodynamic lift (Krumdieck 1984);

Grain flow in a fluid medium (Hsu 1975);

Grain flow without a fluid medium (Davies 1982);

Computer simulation of grain flow (Cambell 1989);

Acoustic fluidization (Melosh 1983);

Computer simulated flow, bi-viscous rheology (Trunk et al., 1986);

Computer simulated flow, power law rheology (Potapov & Ivanov 1991);

Bingham plastic rheology (MeEwen 1989).

Basal Lubrication M odels

Air layer lubrication (Shreve 1968);

Dissociated rock and melted rock lubrication (Erisman 1979);

Distributed deposition and basal lubrication (Shaller 1991).

L ow -V iscosity M ass Loss M odel

Low-viscosity mass loss (Van Cassen & Crudcn 1989).

Individual-case m echanism s

Earthquake fluidization (Solonenko 1972, McSaveney 1978, Hazlett et al., 1991);

Basal lubrication by vaporized pore fluids (Habib 1975, Coguel 1978);

Basal lubrication by overridden snow (McSaveney 1978);

Basal lubrication by overridden mud (Evans 1990);

Basal lubncation by weak stratum in the landslide debris (Watson & Wright 1969, Johnson
1978).
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with explosive failure. An evaluation of how the mechanisms proposed to explain the 

mobility of large debris masses on the Earth, Moon and Mars, may operate on Venus, is 

limited by the resolution of the available dataset.

The majority of models proposed to explain the long travel distances and the low 

coefficients of friction of large mass movements on the Earth, Moon, and Mars, are based 

around the concept that debris was fluidized either by internally or externally derived 

processes. If fluidisation or lubrication of debris can occur on Earth, then it may also occur 

on Venus since the travel distances and areas covered by debris deposits on Venus overlap 

with large debris deposits on Earth. The observed tendency for venusian debris aprons to 

travel further for a given vertical drop than terrestrial volcanic mass movements also 

indicates that the fluid or lubricant was efficient in mobilising the debris. The debris in 

group three is likely to have been fluidised during transport if it was transported in a similar 

manner to terrestrial pyroclastic flows. If the interpretation of deposits in groups one and 

two being analogues to terrestrial debris avalanche deposits is correct, then some form of 

lubricant must have been available to act as an interstitial fluid.

The main difficulty with bulk fluidisation models such as grain transmitted stress 

(Heim 1932, Bagnold 1954, Hsu 1975, Davies 1982, Campbell 1989), acoustic 

fluidisation (Melosh 1979, 1983,1986,1987), and air fluidisation (Kent 1966, Krumdieck 

1984), is how to explain the transport of large (> 1 km) block in deposits such as those in 

groups one and two, over distances of 20 km to 80 km. All of the bulk fluidisation models 

suffer from the problems of energy conservation. Bulk fluidisation through gas ingestion is 

thought to have occurred in the transport of smaller materials that compose the deposits in 

group three, which show the characteristics of pyroclastic flows. The majority of models of 

basal lubrication such as air-layer lubrication (Shreve 1968), basal lubrication by vaporised 

pore fluids (Habib 1975, Goguel 1978), and earthquake fluidisation (Solonenko 1972, 

McSaveney 1978, Hazlett et al., 1991), suffer from the same problem of accounting for the 

long travel distances of large blocks. Values derived for Venus (Appendix VI), using the 

equations in Shreve (1968), show that a smaller column of gas per unit area of a debris 

mass would need to be trapped on Venus than on Earth to support a mass of a similar 

thickness. However, the problem of maintaining the trapped gases over the large distances 

travelled by some debris aprons cannot be resolved. The model of melted rock lubrication 

(Erismann 1979), provides the most reasonable explanation for the transport of large debris
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masses in groups one and two and accounts for the low coefficients of friction observed in 

the venusian deposits.

7.4.1 Bulk Fluidisation

It has been proposed that the bulk fluidisation of a pyroclastic flow can occur 

through the ingestion of atmospheric gas at its head during transport (C.J.N. Wilson 1980, 

1984). Studies of terrestrial pyroclastic flows suggest that column collapse promotes rapid 

mixing of fine-grained hot rocks with entrained atmospheric gases. In the resulting 

mixture, potential energy is converted to kinetic energy as the flow advances downslope 

(McTaggart 1960; Mellors et al., 1988). It has been observed on the dome of Mount 

Unzen, Japan (Sato et al., 1992) that once a block became detached from a growing dome, 

ash-charged-gas issued from it, and it crumbled by explosive fragmentation. The 

depositional and emplacement mechanisms proposed to explain pyroclastic flows range 

from transportation and deposition from a low concentration wholly turbulent regime i.e. a 

pyroclastic surge (Yokayama 1974, Sheridan & Ragan 1976), to non-turbulent transport 

and deposition from a laminar or plug flow (Sparks 1976, Sparks et al., 1978, Sheridan 

1979, J.V. Wright & Walker 1977, 1981, C.J.N. Wilson 1980, Cole et al., 1993). The 

particle concentration of a flow has been shown to influence flow structure, since high 

concentrations tend to dampen out turbulence resulting in mass flows that produce poorly 

sorted deposits which lack bedding planes (Fisher 1971; Sparks 1976, Cole et al., 1993).

The irregular plan forms of the deposits in group three coupled with their 

topographic control are characteristics of terrestrial pyroclastic flow deposits. The absence 

of large rock fragments on the surface of the deposits in group three indicates that they are 

composed of fine grained material. Therefore atmospheric gas ingestion may have occurred 

during the transport of material. Atmospheric gas entrainment will be affected by the exit 

velocity of ejected materials which, in turn, determines the eruption column height (Sparks 

& Wilson 1976). If pyroclastic events can occur on Venus, low magma gas contents will 

result in low escape velocities, which, in turn, will reduce the rate of atmospheric gas 

entrainment, and increase the initial mixture density, favouring column collapse (Thornhill 

1993). Ingestion of atmospheric gases will be most significant during the initial explosive 

phase but rapid cooling will occur by convective heat loss which will reduce gas ingestion 

and increase the density of the plume forcing it to move along the ground. If the efficiency
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of atmospheric gas ingestion within a pyroclastic flow is low on Venus, then particle 

concentrations are likely to be high. Attrition between fragments during transport will also 

increase particle concentration within a flow. High particle concentrations will, in turn, 

reduce the amount of mixing within a flow. The dominant transfer of energy is then likely 

to be through the conversion of potential energy to kinetic energy as clasts collide. If this 

occurs, then the travel distances of the deposits will be smaller than on Earth, given the 

same eruption gas contents and exit velocities. This will be due to the immediate loss of 

kinetic energy in in-elastic collision, and by the lower gravitational potential of the mass.

7.4.2 Basal Lubrication

When a large rock mass moves on a structural surface, the work given by 

gravitational forces is dissipated on the basal surface and heat is generated (Habib 1975). If 

the temperatures generated are high enough, then the basal material may become dissociated 

or melt and can act as a lubricant at the base of moving rock mass (Erismann 1979). If the 

altered material or gas can be confined along the base, the pressure may be great enough to 

support the weight of the moving mass; thus friction between solids is reduced, to a level 

sufficient to compensate for losses of heat and the escape of the lubricant (Habib 1967). 

The heat produced by friction is dissipated by conduction into the surrounding material. If 

gas is produced, it will seek to penetrate the surrounding surfaces due to its high pressure. 

The penetration of a lubricant into the substrate or into the debris will depend upon the rock 

permeability and the porosity. If the rock is impervious enough for fluid pressures to 

diffuse slower than heat is being transferred, then vaporisation will occur. If the gas 

pressure builds up to levels sufficient to support the overlying material, then friction is 

reduced and velocity increased. If the permeability of the rock is too high, then gas 

pressures will penetrate to cold surfaces. The effect of this will be to constrain any increase 

in pressure, so that the frictional resistance between the basal layer and the substrate will 

not be reduced regardless of the temperature (Goguel 1978). In a large debris mass moving 

in partial solid contact with the substrate, lateral escape of lubricant would be negligible in 

comparison with the amount lost by diffusion into the thickness of the mass. The flow of 

escaping lubricant will depend upon the density and the temperature of the material.

At the base of a debris mass moving away from a dome on Venus, heat will be 

derived through friction as it travels over the rocky surface. If sufficient temperatures can
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be produced to melt rock, then large quantities of lubricant can be produced. Evidence of 

melted rock at the base of several slides has been found on Earth e.g Koefels, Austria, and 

Langtang, Nepal (Heuberger et al., 1984). If sufficient temperatures can be produced on 

Earth to melt rock at the base of a moving mass, then the process should be highly efficient 

on Venus given the high ambient temperatures. The heating energy will be approximately 

proportional to the thickness of the mass and a relationship should exist between the 

thickness of a rockmass and the distance travelled, since the greater the thickness of debris, 

the greater the shear stress and heat production. Based on this relationship, the transport of 

large debris masses on Venus, such as those in G1 and G2, can be explained as a 

consequence of size-dependent lubrication. The low height to length ratios of these deposits 

result from the large size of the failures and the amount of frictional heating at the base 

producing a lubricant on which the rock mass can travel.

One of the principal difficulties in assessing the effectiveness on Venus of a 

transport model proposing basal lubrication through frictional heating, and the production 

of melted rock, is to obtain sufficient information about the parameters involved, especially 

those related to the composition and geometry of the fragments. Temperature and pressure 

relations along a base can be calculated if a rock density is assumed but any attempt to 

determine the heat production by friction has to be based on more assumptions of 

permeability or density, velocity, heat capacity and thermal conductivity plus the viscosities 

of the proposed lubricants. In the absence of detailed information on rock composition and 

debris characteristics, self-lubrication offers a reasonable explanation for the long travel 

distances and low coefficients of friction of deposits on Venus in groups one and two.

7.5 Conclusion

The seamounts and guyots in the Geisha chain provide one of the best 

morphological analogues to modified domes on Venus. The radial ridges and associated 

debris aprons observed around the seamounts and guyots resemble the modified domes on 

Venus and their associated deposits. These radial ridges are formed by mass wasting. The 

lack o f evidence for radial ridges on modified domes having formed by dike intrusion is 

supported by the symmetry of the majority of unmodified domes. The frequency and 

magnitude of slope failures will determine the plan-form of the domes. Those that have 

undergone massive slope failure will have little of the original dome shape remaining.
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Slope failures on venusian domes appear to have been triggered by explosive and 

non-explosive events. The conditions on Venus will inhibit the subsurface exsolution of 

volatiles, so for pyroclastic events to occur, magma volatile contents must exceed 5 % in 

the lowlands. Unless the volatile content and initial eruption temperatures are high, then the 

formation of a convective plume will be unlikely and the dense atmosphere will favour the 

production of ground-hugging flows. Domes with large downsags indicate that volatiles 

were released through non-explosive degassing, though small pit craters are likely to have 

formed by explosion resulting from localised volatile concentrations. The smooth surface 

textures and confined plan-forms of deposits in group three are similar to terrestrial 

pyroclastic flows. These are thought to have occurred during the emplacement of a dome 

from the collapse of blocks on the dome margins, or, through localised volatile 

enhancement building stresses greater than the tensile strength of the local rock resulting in 

an explosively directed blast. The surface textures and plan-forms of the deposits in groups 

one and two are similar to volcanic debris avalanche deposits on Earth. These have long 

travel distances, low coefficients of friction and cover large areas. The characteristics of the 

fourth group of deposits are similar to those resulting from deep-seated slides on Earth. 

The largest of these removed substantial volumes of material. The blocky nature of deposits 

indicates that those in groups one, two and four, were emplaced after the dome had cooled 

following the cessation of an eruption. Slope failures are likely to have occurred along 

structural discontinuities. The characteristics of domes and their associated deposits suggest 

they are composed of a relatively homogeneous rock. The large size of blocks within 

deposits despite long travel distances is only possible if the blocks are composed of dense 

rock.

Assessment of models of debris transport indicates that processes of bulk 

fluidisation and basal lubrication provide the most reasonable explanation for the 

characteristics of large debris masses on Venus. The transport of deposits in group three 

which have characteristics similar to pyroclastic flows, is best explained by bulk 

fluidisation through the ingestion of atmospheric gases. Once a flow was in contact with 

the ground, then grain-transmitted stress was likely to have become dominant. The long 

travel distances of debris in groups one and two can be explained if they were lubricated by 

melted rock produced through frictional heating at the base of the moving mass. Due to 

friction along the basal/substrate interface, high temperatures will be derived sufficient to
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melt a thin layer of rock at the base of a debris mass. There is evidence that melted rock can 

be formed during the transport of large rockmasses on Earth. Such a process is likely to be 

more efficient on Venus due to the high ambient temperatures. The advantage of this model 

is that an abundant supply of lubricant is available during transit and the greater the 

thickness of a debris mass, the greater the heat derived through friction, which, in turn, 

should provide more lubricant and result in lower H/L values. Many of the deposits in 

group four appear to have travelled as planar slides and were not fluidized but those that 

travelled over five kilometres may also have been lubricated along the basal/substrate 

interface by melted rock.
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Chapter 8 

Summary of Findings

“Humanity must rise above the Earth, to the top of the atmosphere and 

beyond, for only thus will we fully understand the world in which we 

live” . Socrates.

- In the two map areas studied, my work shows that the oldest terrain is tesserae, 

which is buried by volcanic plains-forming materials. Postdating the plains are tectonic, 

volcanic and impact structures. Ridge belts and large volcanoes appear to have formed prior 

to the emplacement of small volcanic shields, cones and domes. Throughout the period 

since the last proposed resurfacing event, the plains in the two areas have been modified by 

tectonic stress and impact craters.

- 1 propose that the observed lower intensity of fractures within the plains in the 

Navka Planitia map area compared with the Alpha Regio map area, offers support to the 

suggestion by Phillips et al. (1992) that resurfacing occurred on a local or regional scale 

and not in one major resurfacing event. However the lower intensity of fractures might be 

due to an absence of, or reduced, stress regimes within an area, and not because of a 

younger surface. The range of edifice morphologies observed within some volcanic fields 

implies that eruptions have occurred over different temporal and spatial scales. This 

indicates a range of volcanic field ages and that the small edifices were not emplaced during 

a single planet-wide event.

- Individual measurements that I made of small volcanoes in the plains of Venus 

revealed that there is a range of volcano morphologies. Measurements of height, diameter 

and slope angle show that cones form a significant category of volcanoes. Steep-sided 

cones are similar to terrestrial basaltic cinder cones and are likely to be the result of 

strombolian eruptions. Larger cones are more analogous to composite cones.

- If magma gas contents are similar to those on Earth, the high atmospheric 

pressures on Venus will have inhibited explosive activity. However I propose that the
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presence of mantling material around some cones indicates that volatile concentrations may 

have been greater than would be expected on Earth, resulting in explosive plinian-type 

eruptions.

- The global survey of Magellan data undertaken in my research shows that a range 

of modified dome morphologies occurs on Venus. Five subcategories of modified domes 

are recognised that show common characteristics of scalloped margins. Based on the range 

of dome morphologies, I propose an evolutionary sequence in which the modified dome 

subcategories developed from three subcategories of unmodified domes.

- The global survey has revealed that domes are more common than previous 

studies have shown. This increased number was derived by recognising modified domes. 

Domes occur over a large part of the planet’s surface though few are found in the highlands 

of Ishtar, Aphrodite, and Lada Terra, as well as in areas of tesserae. This may reflect 

petrogenic environments that did not favour the formation of evolved magmas or that 

domes have been destroyed by tectonic stresses associated with upland formation. Domes 

found on ridge belts and fracture zones are heavily modified, possibly by stresses 

associated with fracturing and faulting. The frequent association of domes with volcano- 

tectonic structures may be explained if such features are the surface manifestations of 

magma plumes or reservoirs which provided a source of differentiated or volatile enhanced 

material. The emplacement of domes on the summit regions of large shield volcanoes can 

be explained if magma differentiation occurred in high level magma reservoirs. The 

existence of calderas on some large volcanoes indicates that the formation of high level 

storage systems is possible.

- This study shows that debris masses on Venus can be divided in one of four 

distinct morphologies. Each morphological group possesses unique surface textures and 

plan-forms. The nature of debris in three groups indicates that deposits were emplaced after 

the dome had cooled following the cessation of an eruption. Debris masses in groups one, 

two and three have morphological characteristics similar to those o f terrestrial flow 

deposits. The surface textures and plan forms of debris aprons in groups one and two are
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analogues to volcanic debris avalanche deposits on Earth. The third group of deposits 

possess morphological characteristics of terrestrial pyroclastic deposits. The size o f the 

deposits in group three indicates that the explosive event was localised and occurred during 

the eruptive phase of a dome or soon after dormancy. The characteristics of the fourth 

group of deposits which are often broad with steep backscarps, are similar to those 

resulting form deep-seated slides on Earth. The largest of these removed substantial sectors 

of a dome.

- My examination of morphometric trends for debris aprons associated with domes 

on Venus shows a tendency for the debris aprons to travel further for a given vertical drop 

and cover larger areas for a given run-out length than landslides on Earth, the Moon, and 

Mars. The average H/L ratios of mass movements in groups one, two and three were lower 

than those for the other mass movements examined, with the exception of terrestrial 

submarine volcanic landslides.

- The characteristics of debris masses on Venus have been influenced by both 

environmental and internal factors. The differences in gravitational acceleration between the 

Earth and Venus are insufficient to affect the run-out lengths. Therefore, other factors such 

the high atmospheric pressures and ambient temperatures are likely to have a marked effect 

on the transport of material. Similar to mass movements on the Earth, Moon and Mars, the 

characteristics of the deposits that result firom the transport and emplacement mechanisms 

are influenced by factors such as the rheology of the material, the initial starting conditions, 

and the depositional characteristics of the debris.

- The majority of domes on Venus are an order of magnitude larger in diameter than 

subaerial domes on Earth. However, some volcanoes on the sea-floor have similar 

diameters, heights, slope angles and stellate plan forms to the domes on Venus. Seamounts 

and guyots in the Geisha chain have radial ridges and debris aprons that resemble the 

modified domes on Venus. The debris aprons indicate that the radial ridges were formed by 

slope failure. I propose that the evidence from the sea-floor supports the contention that the 

debris aprons on Venus are the products of mass movements which formed the scalloped 

margins on the domes.
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- I propose that destructive geom orphic processes m ay have m odified dom es on 

Venus during em placem ent and after dorm ancy. Som e deposits have the characteristics o f 

pyroclastic activity. Unless the volatile content and initial eruption tem peratures w ere high, 

the form ation o f a convective plum e w ould be unlikely and the dense atm osphere would 

favour the production o f ground-hugging flows. D om es w ith large dow nsags indicate that 

m agm a w ithdraw al occurred  o r tha t vo la tiles w ere re leased  th rough  non-exp losive 

degassing. H ow ever, sm all p it craters are likely to  have form ed by explosion resulting 

from  localised volatile concentrations. Steep-sided dom es will have had a tendency to relax 

under the influence o f gravity. Internal and external processes m ay have triggered rockfalls 

and rock-avalanches while a dom e was being emplaced and after the eruption had ceased. I f  

a crust com posed  o f  cooled  angular b locks form ed over a dom e, it w ill have been 

susceptible to  progressive failure along jo in ts  and o ther d iscontinuities. The internal 

stresses arising from  an eruption and  external stresses acting  on a dom e w ill have 

controlled the m agnitude and frequency o f slope failures.

- 1 propose that, given the lim itations o f the available data, the transport o f  material 

in group three is best explained by flow  due to bulk fluidisation through the ingestion o f 

atm ospheric gases. The efficiency o f such a process w ill depend upon the in itial gas 

content. The explosive events are likely to have been the resu lt o f  localised gas build-up. 

Low gas content events w ill result in low  escape velocities, w hich, in turn, will reduce the 

rate  o f atm ospheric gas entrainm ent, and increase the initial m ixture density, favouring 

colum n collapse. R apid cooling w ill occur by convective heat loss which w ill reduce gas 

ingestion and increase the density o f the plum e, forcing it to m ove along the ground.

The m odel that provides the m ost reasonable explanation for the transport o f large 

debris m asses in groups one, tw o and four, on V enus is based on the  idea o f  basal 

lubrication (Erism ann 1979). T he deep-seated nature o f m any slope failures on dom es 

coupled w ith the blocky nature o f debris indicates they are com posed o f  solid  rock. As 

debris m oved away from  the dom e, it w ill have traversed  surfaces com posed o f tholeiitic 

basaltic rock. D ue to friction, high tem peratures will be derived along the basal/substrate 

interface. The tem peratures, it is proposed, w ill be sufficient to m elt a thin layer o f  rock at 

the base o f a debris mass. The evidence that m elt lubrication can occur on Earth has been 

confirmed by the discovery o f glass in the Koefels and Langtang landslide (Heuberger et
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al., 1984). The process o f m elt lubrication should be m ore efficient on Venus due to the 

high am bient tem peratures. The advantage o f  this proposal is that an abundant supply o f 

lubricant is available and the greater the thickness o f  a debris m ass the greater the heat 

derived through friction. This, in  turn, should provide m ore lubricant and resu lt in low er 

H /L  values. H ow ever, due to  the lack  o f  availab le inform ation on the com position o f  

dom es, it is not possible for such a m odel to be adequately tested at present.
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Appendix I 

Magellan Radar

"We shall not cease from exploration and the end of all our exploring will 

be to arrive where we started and know the place for the first time.” T.S. 

Elliot. Four Quartets (1943).

LI Glossary of Radar Terms

Altimetry

Backscatter

Backscatter cross-section

Backslope 

C l MIDR

Dielectric constant 

Emissivity

Foreslope 

F MIDR

Incidence angle

Layover

Look direction

Pixel

Radar

Radiometer

Reflectivity

(modified from Ford et al., 1983, 1989; Sabins 1987) 

Measurement of altitude

Portion of transmitted microwave energy returned to the 
radar antenna to create a radar image

This relates incident to backscattered power per unit area of 
the target surface

Slope that is inclined away from an incident radar beam

Compressed once mosaiced image data record eg. 225 
metres per pixel

Ratio of the electric flux density to the electromagnetic field

The ratio, as a function of direction, of the thermal radiance 
of the radiator in each direction to that of a black-body at the 
same temperature

Slope that is inclined towards the incident radar beam

Full resolution mosaiced image data record eg. 75 metres per 
pixel

Angle between the incident radar beam at the ground and the 
normal to the ground surface at the point of incidence

Geometric displacement of the top of a feature toward the 
near range on the radar image

Direction in which pulses of microwave energy are 
transmitted from an imaging-radar antenna. Magellan 
observations were made in both right- and left-looking 
modes

Square picture element of a digital image 

Radio detection and ranging

A non-imaging device for quantitatively measuring radiant 
energy, especially thermal energy

The ability of a surface to reflect incident energy
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Resolution The minimum size of a feature on the ground that can be
detected by the imaging system

rms The root mean squared is a measure of magnitude; used for
small-scale radar roughness of a surface

SAR Synthetic-aperture radar is a side-looking system that uses
the Doppler principle to sharpen the effective beamwidth of 
the antenna

I.II Magellan Radar Images

The Magellan synthetic aperture radar (SAR) data showed that the radar scattering 

properties of the volcanic plains varied significantly; from regions of low backscatter cross 

section (radar-dark material) through to regions of high backscatter cross section (radar- 

bright material). Radar backscatter strength is a function of many parameters, including 

the radar incidence angle, and both the roughness, and electrical properties of the surface. 

However, for much of the Magellan SAR data, local variations in image brightness are 

most strongly governed by changes in the roughness of the surface materials being imaged, 

at around the radar wavelength scale (12.6 cm) (Pettengill et al., 1991). For regions near 

the poles, local topography variations played the dominant role in determining backscatter 

changes.

In particular, radar-dark areas are most likely to indicate surface materials that are 

relatively smooth. Conversely, the radar-bright regions can be interpreted as surfaces 

which are rough at the decim eter to meter scale. Campbell and Campbell (1992) 

quantitatively analysed the radar backscatter of venusian volcanic deposits using both 

Arecibo and Magellan SAR data and then compared these results with similar data of 

terrestrial analogues for which ground truth was available. They concluded that the 

majority of lava flows on Venus probably have surfaces that are relatively smooth.

Recent work (Simpson et al., 1992), though, indicated that the values for rms 

slopes derived by Campbell and Campbell (1992) may have underestimated the true 

roughness of lava flows on Venus by a factor of 1.8. Nevertheless, this still means that the 

lava flows studied are all significantly smoother than aa flows on Earth. Venera lander 

images showed rather slabby surfaces (Basilevsky et al., 1985). There appeared to be no 

evidence of extensive areas of very rough lava surfaces comparable to the most rugged aa 

surface on Earth.
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It appears that young flows may be either radar-bright or -dark depending on 

surface textures. However, the oldest flows tend to be extremely radar-dark, which may 

be the result of a slow metamorphic process, under the high ambient temperatures and 

pressures breaking them down, or smoothing by accumulation of wind emplaced debris 

(Arvidson et al., 1992).

I.n i Measuring the Height of Features

Due to the geometry of radar observations made by Magellan, it is more difficult to 

study steep slopes than shallow ones. Strong viewing asymmetries are apparent in the 

different image cycles. Slopes orientated approximately perpendicular to the radar viewing 

direction display foreslope shortening and/or layover, and backslope lengthening. These 

viewing effects exaggerate features both geometrically and in brightness.

In cycle 1, the synthetic aperture radar (SAR) viewed the surface with a left looking 

geometry. While most of cycle 2 was imaged with right-looking SAR, priority was given 

in cycle 3 to mapping the surface with a different left-looking incidence angle, which when 

combined with cycle 1 image data are optimum for stereo viewing. The small size of the 

majority of domes meant most were too small to be measured with the horizontal resolution 

of the Magellan altimeter. Quantitative estimates of the heights of these features relative to 

their surroundings were determined from measurements made on the images and 

subsequent radargrammetric calculations. Calculations using cycle 1 (left-looking) and 

cycle 2 (right-looking) data sets can yield relatively precise values (+/. 200 m, Moore, pers.

comm.), since the greater difference in look angle maximised the perceived change in 

horizontal distance between points at different heights (parallax is maximised). Together, 

the cycle 1 left-looking and cycle 3 left-looking "stereo" data sets allowed tie-points to be 

more easily recognised when making comparative measurements between the cycles.

Due to the limited stereo coverage, few dome height measurements have been 

obtained. The majority of calculations of height were obtained using the equation:

h=(Y-X)/2 tan 0 (equation 1)

Where h=height, Y=backslope, X=foreslope and 0=incidence angle.

The equation could only be used when the feature to be measured possessed symmetry. 

Since many of the domes are heavily modified and are not symmetrical, an approximate
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height value can be made by taking the angle of rest for a slope of loose gravel (32°) and 

the length of slope from crown to base, and using simple trigonometry:

tan 32° = opposite/adjacent (equation 2)

I.IV Measuring Slope Angle

The external slope of a feature was calculated using the equation:

tan a  = 1 - (X/Y) /  1 + (X/Y) x tan 0 (equation 3)

Where Y=backslope, X=foreslope and 0=incidence angle.
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Appendix II 

Description of Database of Modified Domes

“ L ike a sm all boy asking, “M other, w h a t’s ou t th e re ? ” le t’s jo in  together 

an d  find o u t.” W .J. H ickel 1984 Public sym posium  on L u n a r Bases and 

Space activities in the 21st C entury .

I l  l  A D atabase of M odified Domes

A database of modified domes (Appendix II) was designed to incorporate 

information on morphological and morphometric aspects of modified domes and large 

landslide phenomena on Venus. A global survey was conducted using Magellan C l MIDR 

products (Pettengill et al., 1991), to determine the number of modified domes, their 

distribution and to examine the ways they have been modified. Measurements were taken 

from the digital SAR and GTDR framelets and the topographic map from the Pioneer 

Venus mission (V50M 6/60 RKT 1981 1-1324). Each record in the database has twenty 

two fields that provide data on the name, type, latitude, longitude, location, diameter, 

along-track length, height, basal altitude, slope angle, caldera diameter and caldera area of 

the dome; the direction, height, width, area, volume, type, height to length ratio, and 

maximum thickness of the landslide deposit. A comment field also provides information on 

the data products and supplementary data on the dome and its geological setting.

II .I I  D efinitions of D atabase Fields

II.II.I Name (Appendix III, Field 1) gave each dome a provisional identification. 

The designate md (an abbreviation of modified dome) and a number (that increased from 

the north pole to the south pole) were used to give each feature a unique name.

I I .I I .I I  Type (Appendix III, Field 2) provided information on the morphological 

characteristics of each dome based on a classification developed for this study as a strictly 

descriptive method for characterising volcanic domes. The scheme allowed for 

comparisons between different dome morphologies to be made. It was composed of codes 

for the form of the upper surface, the planimetric form and associated deposits (table 5.1). 

II.II.III Location (Field 3, Appendix III) gave the geographical location of the
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dome on the surface of the planet derived from USGS Map 1-1562 (1984).

II.II.IV  L atitude (Appendix III, Field 4) provided a precise latitudinal position 

in decimal degrees. A negative sign was used when the latitude was in the southern 

hemisphere. As on Earth, Moon, and Mars, latitudes on Venus were measured from Oo at 

the equator to 90° at the poles. A latitude of 70° N was reported in the database as 70 and 

700 S as -70.

11.11.V L ongitude (Field 5, Appendix III) provided a precise longitudinal 

position in decimal degrees. On Venus, longitudes measure from Oo to 360o. A longitude of 

700 E was reported in the database as 70.

11.11.VI D iam eter (Appendix III, Field 6) gave a measurement in kilometres of 

the east-west axis of a dome.

11.11.VII Length Along-Track (Appendix III, Field 7) gave a measurement in 

kilometres of the north-south axis of a dome.

11.11.VIII H eigh t (Appendix III, Field 8) was measured in kilometres, 

determined using a variety of methods (Appendix I).

II.II.IX  Basal A ltitude (Field 9, Appendix III) gave a measure of the height of 

a dome base above or below the mean planetary radius (6051.8 km).

11.11.X External Slope Angle (Appendix III, Field 10) was determined using 

radar clinometry (Appendix I).

11.11.XI C aldera D iam eter (Appendix III, Field 11) provided a measurement of 

the across-track east-west axis of the caldera.

11.11.XII C aldera Area (Appendix III, Field 12) was calculated in km^.

11.11.XIII Landslide Direction (Field 13, Appendix III) provided the direction 

travelled by a landslide from the dome.

11.11.XIV Landslide Height (Appendix III, Field 14) measured in kilometres 

gave the total vertical distance between the uppermost point of a headscarp and the 

lowermost point along the toe of a deposit. In the majority of instances only the height of 

the dome could be determined due to the difficulty in distinguishing details of a backscar 

given the image resolution.

H.H.XV Landslide Length (Appendix III, Field 15) measured the horizontal 

distance travelled by landslide debris (km), from the base of the dome to the toe.

II.H .XVI Landslide W idth (Appendix III, Field 16) recorded the horizontal
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distance (km) across the widest part of a landslide deposit.

11.11.XVII Landslide Area (Appendix III, Field 17) referred to the horizontally 

projected area (km2) of a landslide deposit from the toe to the headscarp. For a detached 

deposit, the debris that was visible was measured to give a minimum value, and a 

maximum value was estimated by including the area between a deposit and the base of a 

dome.

11.11.XVIII Landslide Volume (Appendix III, Field 18) was difficult to 

determine due to the resolution of the data, which was not sufficient to be able to determine 

whether a landslide mass had been buried, eroded or what the pre-event topography had 

been. In many instances no landslide scar was visible. Therefore, only very crude estimates 

of volume (km^) were possible using the product of the landslide area and marginal 

thickness. This was only possible where large blocks could be measured in the landslide 

mass. The result assumed an unrealistic uniform thickness.

11.11.XIX L andslide  T ype (Appendix III, Field 19) gave information on the 

morphological characteristics of the landslide deposits based on a strictly descriptive 

classification adapted for this thesis from Shaller (1991). Codes were used to characterise 

the form of deposits, the relationship between the headscarp and the debris apron, the 

surface texture and for the plannimetric view (table 5.2).

11.11.XX H eight-To-Length ra tio  (H/L) (Appendix III, Field 20) referred to 

the ratio between the vertical drop (H), measured from the rim of the scarp to the tip of the 

deposit, and the distance travelled (D). This provided an estimate of the coefficient of 

friction of a landslide.

11.11.XXI T hickness (Appendix III, Field 21) provided an estimate of the 

maximum thickness of a landslide. This could only be done for landslides with large blocks 

and was dependent upon the orientation of the deposit relative to the radar look direction.

11.11.XXII Com m ents (Appendix III, Field 22) provided information on the 

data products used as well as supplementary data on a volcanic dome and its surroundings. 

The first data product listed was the image (Cl MIDR45N117;l),which gave the centre of 

projection in latitude and longitude, the cycle number (1 is cycle 1 and 201 is cycle 2), and 

the version number (;1 or ;2 for cycle 1 and ;201 or ;202). The second product listed was 

the compact disk number (CD0021;1), followed by the framelet number (ClF12.img;l).

Supplementary data on each dome included the condition of the edifice, the local
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tectonic regime, the geological situation, and information on any other domes nearby.

II.III Summary of Landslide Database

The data contained in Appendix III is given in a summary table n.I
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Table II.I Morphometric data on large landslide on Earth, Moon, Mars and Venus.

The landslides are ordered by area (km3)
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» .3 « ...................... 1.244 . 4 1 8 3 ........: ......8 4 8 2 ,8 ...... :....... NA... . . : ......P .!... : LuecN ttt. 1987a, McEwpn 1989..............................................................................................

|51 ............ 1195.7 : NA NA 40,.9...... :....... NA... ...... fW. . .i.TN.a.Pap*..........................................................................................................................................

| 2 ............. 1188.3 NA 0 .2 " 4 8 ,7 ...... :....... NA... l Ü p o p T ! .i .TN.a p a p * ..........................................................................................................................................
•  35......... 1175 : 4880 7 117 :....... NA... ......0 , 1. . . .; U/ccWtU.. 1987a;. M c ^ .  1989 ..............................................................................................

rv«.......... 1163.3 : NA NA 2 9.5 NA NA .■.TN a.Pap*.........................................................................................................................................
î.'.Ob......... 1 157 8 . NA 3 4" 55.4 NA . : 0 ,0 6 " . .i.TW.a p a p * .........................................................................................................................................
fp e a ......... 1154.4 , NA NA 57,6 NA . . : ......N A ... .i.TN.^P.ap*.........................................................................................................................................
v«nzi volcano 1 150 7.1 4 5 60 NA : 0 08 : |^ b « r1  1984.....................................................................................................................................
» » 1144 : 2761 6 8 63 NA : 0.11 .: Lpcphllla,..!.97.9,..McEw«l 1989.................................................................................................
» 24 ..................... 1075 : 833 ...... .5 .4 ... . 8 6 ...... ÜÜÜNAÜ. . ; ......0 ,1 ... : L y c c T ^ , 1979. .McEwpn. 1989.................................................................................................
1.73........................ .1072 3 .: ......NA......... ....... N A ... 80.7 NA .; ........NA... ..;T !»» .pap*...........................................................................................................................................

1000 1 0 8 ...... ...... ! 6.5. 80 95 . NA ... : . 0 ,02 : Normark 8 Gutmachor 1988

M b ........................ 1 ' : : » » 8 : i : : NA,....... ....... NA i 55 7 NA :....... N * ... . . ;T H a p a p * .........................................................................................................................................
» 961 ......0 ,4 " 43 NA : P. PP.! ..iJM ap ap a ir..........................................................................................................................................
La» Easl 9 5 0 ...... NA 5 ! . . 75 NA . 0 07 : Upman. #1 .al ,1988, .Moor# #1 al , 1989...................................................................................
?.«3b...................... 927 4 ; ......1 ^ ............ ......0 7 : . 33 5...... ......NA!... ; .  .0 , 0 2 .. ..'■TNa.pap*..........................................................................................................................................

917 1 ; ......NA........... ...... 0. 4". 39 5...... ......NA ... , . ; . . . .p ,p ! . . . .;T h i» .p a p * .........................................................................................................................................
jma volcano 900 ...1 .2:8......... 4 .4 0 ....... ......NA.... j...... .0 , 1... . . iS y » * ! ...1.984.....................................................................................................................................
;» 30 ..................... 888 6 88 ....... 3 .8 ... . . .4  8....... ......NA . ü L o p # ! ! ..: LuccNna,.. 1.979.. 1987a,. .McEwan . 1.989...................................................................................
U »  W»sl 850 NA .........5 8 5 ....... NA ; 0 08 ..■ M P*».* .a^;,..1989.........................................................................................................................
293c j 788 3 NA 0 ,7 " . j . . 39 !. ..!.n a !.. ......0 ,02 .,iT 7»*.Pap*..........................................................................................................................................
152 ........................ : 765 3 ; NA.......... 1 . 0 4:!! . 2 2 .7 ! ! .......NA. . ......0 ,02 . iTbia Papav........................................................................................................................................
73a 727 ......NA........... ......2 8 54 6...... ......NA... .^ . . 0 , 0 5 . ..iT W a p ap ar.........................................................................................................................................
?.!pa...................... ...697 3 : ......NA........... ......3 4" 68 8...... ......NA ; .0.0.5" ..;T!«».P»p*!r.........................................................................................................................................
jinl S naau 6 7 5 ...... ......4 5 ........... ......3 55 4 9....... NA j ...0 07 : l ^ b a n .  1964. Cranpal! 1989......................................................................................................
2 2 3 ........................ .671.6 : ......NA........... ......0 . 9 . . . 39 ,4 ...... .!..!!! NA.!. . . ; ......0 .02 ..;T N » .p ap * ...........................................................................................................................................
r* 25 ..................... :. 85.8...... 6 6 8 ......... 4 ,4 ......3.1........ NA ■ 0 .14 ..: L u c c h ^ ,.  1979. McEwan 1989..................................................................................................
208b : 618 4 ; ....... NA............ ....... NA .. .5 6 ,1 ...... NA .i . ..NA .. . . i lW a .p a p * ..........................................................................................................................................
M b 598 4 ....... NA........... :... . 4 8 , 1 ...... ÜÜÜNAÜ! - r ........NA... . . j lN a .p a p * ...........................................................................................................................................
2 10c...................... : 574 2 : ....... NA........... ...... 3 .4 " : 57.8 ......NA . ; ..P .,08 :. . . iT p ia p a p * .......  ...............................................................................................................................
M b ........................ 5 14 .8  : ....... NA........... !!......N A ... !!!.2.6,4...... ......NA , ....... n a ... . .[T N a p a p a r.........................................................................................................................................
N 500 NA NA 15 NA ,. i ....... n a ... Woora *1 al., 1989
198........................ 498 6 : NA.......... 81.6 NA . .r ....... NA... . .T M a .p a p * .........................................................................................................................................
W npa volcano 490 15 3 2 5.2 2 52 . . ; . . . .P , i 2 . . . iF ia n d a  *1 W., 1985........................................................................................................................
f# 38 470 6 55 7 6 54 NA , 0 14... ..iMcE.aran. 1.989....................................................................................................................................

1.1.7»......... 464.1 ........NA........... 1 .4 " 30.5 NA 0 .0 5 . ..;T1aa P ^ a r ..........................................................................................................................................
133a......... 452 .9 NA NA 38.4 NA : NA ..iT N a p a p * ...........................................................................................................................................
210* 426.6 NA 3 .4 " 67 NA : 0 .05 . . i l N i p a p * ..........................................................................................................................................
2 2 a ...................... . . .4 2 3 .4 .,..: ... ....... NA........... ......0 4 '. . ...2.1,9...... .......NA. . ..:.....0 ,P2 ... . i lN f .p a p * . ..........................................................................................................................................
2 1 0 0 ..................... 394 6 : ......3 ,4 : .6 2 .8 ...... NA ..; . . . .P.,05.:. . . iT N a .p a p * ..........................................................................................................................................
293a...................... ......38.9....... NA 0 .7 " 34 9 NA : 0 .02 :774a paper...........................................................................................................................................

1.1.83........................ ......3.7.8.......; ... ....... NA ......... ....... N A ... ......2.8........ ...... fW . . i ....... NA .... . . iT N ip a p a r ..........................................................................................................................................
.1.64a....................... ...367 ,3 ........ ....... NA........ ......2 ,2 .:.. . . .2 4 .3 ...... ÜÜÜNAÜ! . . ; ......P :A ... . :T74a p a p e r ..........................................................................................................................................
r t  97 3 50 ...... ........2 9 ........ 4 20 NA 0.2 ILucchloa 1987a; McEvran 1989
1271 ...326 ,3  ; 1 ^ NA .38.!...... .: ......NA... : NA ..:T I? i» p a p * ..........................................................................................................................................
f i  28 ..................... . . .3 2 .5 ...... i... '. 1 i 57 ...... .2 .8 ... ......3.3........ ......NA... ..:!!! P ,P8Ü ..: UlMMMa,. ! 979, McEwan 1989..................................................................................................
1.195 ......31.7.......:.. ....... NA.. .. .3 7 .2 ...... ......NA.. j ....... NA .:T 74a.papar..........................................................................................................................................
15............................ . .3 A 5 ,6 . .. ; . . . ....... NA......... ........NA... . . .1 5 .! ...... ...... . .:  NA ..:TNa p a p e r ..........................................................................................................................................
1.159........................ 303  5 ,  .i NA ....... 1...6 ......19........ ÜÜÜÜNAÜ! . 0 ,08 . ,: 774». p a p e r ..........................................................................................................................................
184 b ..................... ...29 .I..2 ...:. NA ......2 .2 . '. .2 2 .8 ...... ......NA. ^  p , ! . . . ..:774a p a p * ..........................................................................................................................................

yplCMTO A ......2 50  : .......7 ,8 ........ ...... .2,.8... ......3.1....... . : ......NA... .0 .08 .. ..:S i* b * !..! .9 M .....................................................................................................................................

n a ^ ..................
1248

......2 5 0 .......; ... .......7 ,5 ........ ...... .2 .8 ... ......2.7 NA 0.1 .. iU l .e t .»!,..1986..................................................................................................................................
230 .5 NA ........NA... ....1.P.4...... ...... .NA._ ....NA :774a p a p e r ........................... . . . .  ....................................

!8.0........................... .. .2 1 1 .,8 . . . : . . . ....... NA......... ........NA... ....1.2.7...... .......NA... ........n a ... . . :™ » P » P * ...........................................................................................................................................
1.1.78........................ ...2 0 5 .4  ; ....... NA........ ....... 3 . . : . . ...1.4 .9......,.i ...... .NA... . . i ...... .P;2... ..:774a p a p * ..........................................................................................................................................

........................ 2 00  : NA 2 0 ...... . ; ....... NA.. . . . : ......NA... j  » ! al.. 1979, Woor* et ^ 1989
1244 ...... .............. L . NA NA 8,8 . ; ....... NA.. . . . ; ...... .NA ..:.774.a.P.ap*..........................................................................................................................................

.. .1 .8 5 ,9 ....: ...I l N A l I ......P..4 . '. . 21.8 : NA 0.02 :774a paper..........................................................................................................................................

Yplparp ...... 1.78....... L.. ....... 2 9........ ........1 9 . . . 2 5 . . . ....... .0 ,08. ..:.8!*b:M . 1984....................................................................................................................................

« ...2 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 7 5 . . . L.. . . . . 14 . . . . ......... .2....... .......1.8....... . ; ....... NA... ..0 ,1 .!.. ..;.M<:E*«?..!»89..................................................................................................................................
J.2b0........................ ...... 1 7 3 .......; . . ....... NA......... ......P , .3 " . .2 .8 ,.!.... . i ....... NA.. . . . : . . ..P.P.!.. ..:.774».pap*..........................................................................................................................................
1184c..................... ...1 .7 .18....L .. ....... NA......... ......2 :2 .'... . ..! .4 ,4 .... . ; ....... NA... . . . i . . . .0,1.5.. ..i.TN.a.P.ap*..........................................................................................................................................
(prnarrsh . . . 1 6 6 ...... . ....... .2.0........ ........1 ,2 . . . 15 NA 0.08 iHarriaon 8 Falcon 1938, Rouea 1987

f.4. .1.42.................. ....1 .8 .2 .5 ...i.. ....... .2.6......... 4 41 ....... NA... 0.1 S h a lle r .1991.....................................................................................................................................

.........................
F .«* ........................

. . .1 .5 1 ,9 ....: .. NA NA ....! .8 ,7 .... . j ........NA.. NA ..:.774.».P.ap*..........................................................................................................................................

......151...... 1 . ......NA.! ... ü ü ü m ü ! ......1 8 . . . .i ........NA.. ÜIÜÜNAÜ!
P.?2..........................
f r v 6 5 .....................

......1 4 8 ...... . . . . fW. . . . ........NA ....2 3 ,5 ... . .; ....... NA.. : NA . .1774 a p a p *  ............... ...............................................................................................

. . . 1 2 5 . . . . . . . 3 2 . . . . 3 .6 ......2 9 ....... . : . . . . fW .. . . .L . .P .! .? . . I McEwan 1989
h . . . . . . . . . . . . ......1..25. . . .1 . . ....... NA......... ! ! ! ! ! !m !!! . .7 .7 ...... ; NA ü I ü ü n a "! iTNa paper

p ............. ...1 .20 ,3 ....:... . . . . . . . . . . .... N A ... . . . . ! .2 .8 . . . !'!!!!!!n a ;; . : ......NA . : 774a paper
rnonl volcano C . . . 1..20. . . . . . P.,3.5. . . . . . . 2 ,5 . . . . 2.7....... . ; . . . ü ü ü ü p o » !! ..i.S leb<M ..!9M . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
#19 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 118.3 NA 0 .2 " 9 5 NA 0.02 :774a paper



fides NA 6.6 NA NA ilM t paper .................................................................................

nd59 117 7 NA

............................... 116.4 ..NA.......... ; NA 9 ......NA..... NA...... i.T N t.p ap w ....................................................................
n d l l6 NA ; 1 • 3 5 NA 0.3 : TNt paper .............................................................................................................................

96 2 12 NA 0.17 : Siebem 1964 ...................................................................

Tld163 »  5 ......-NA........... ... NA.... 8 6 NA ...N A ...... i.TN .t.ptp»'.........................................................................................................................................
T)d22b 9 0 .6 NA 0 .4 * 15.6 NA 0.02 :T N t paper ............................................................................ .................
■nd206b 9 0 .6 NA 1 6 7.4 NA 0 2...... : TNt paper ..........................................................................................................................

A wm a volcano 90 2 2 25 20 NA 0.11 iS leben  1964

T d ia 85 4 NA TNt paper ...................................................................................................................................

M art 66 84 5.5 6 4
m d215 82 1 NA TNt paper .........................................................................

82 NA NA 5 NA NA TNt paper ..........................................................................................

M art 67 81 5.3  i 6 .2 20 NA 0.31 :McEwen 1969 ................................................................
:T N t paper ..............................................................................................

M art 66
Sieben 1964 ................................................

NA NA NA
m d206a

Papandajan volcano 12 NA 0.1 Sleben 1964 ..................................................................

md22d 53 2 NA 0 4 - 12.9 NA 0 .03 :T N t paper ...........................................................................................

m d l46b

m d l0 2 b 47 NA NA 7 NA NA : The paper ...............................................................

m d t0 2 a NA NA NA

md23 43 9 NA NA 5.1 NA NA : TNt paper ...........................................................
4 2 .7 NA NA 10 5 NA NA TNt paper ...................................................................................................

m d M b...... 41 .3 NA...... ....... NA 3 NA NA .........................................................................................................................................
mdSO................. 44. 1 NA 0 9 1 6 3 NA 0 1 ■ TWt paper ..................................................................

m d l l3 41 .9 NA NA 3.2 NA NA TNt paper .............................................................................................
40 12 2 .1 2 16 360 0 .13 Helm 1932; Htu 1975, R oute 1967 ............................

m oab................ 3 9 .7 NA NA 11.1... NA ....NA.... ;Thlt p a p e r .........................................................................................................................................
35.1 NA :T N t paper ............................................................................................................................

Mart 109 15 NA 0 12 ; Shaller 1991 ......................................................................
1 .2 11 NA 0.11 Schu.tier. & .Cranrw; . 19M ,. ^ e b e n  .1984...............................................................................

mdTb..............................1 32 4 NA ....... NA 11 6 NA NA TNt p a p e r.........................................................................................................................................
m d 5 l............................. 1. 3 1 .9 NA 1 1 1 9 NA 0.06 ■ TTti p a p e r.........................................................................................................................................
m d72.............................. 3 1 8 NA. ....... NA 13 7 NA NA • TMt p ip e r .........................................................................................................................................
md35a ......................... J„ ...3 0 .8 .. NA ......NA 6 NA NA : TNt p a p e r.........................................................................................................................................
md9b 3 0 .4 NA NA 6 4 NA NA •T h t p a p e r.......................................................................................................................................
Hoatcaran 1 30 0 15 4 2 20 305 0 21 . .^975, na lke r » Ericktori 1 976 ........................................................................................
mdOS j 28 6 .........NA............ ....... NA 4 3 ......NA ...N A . [TNt P4 >er ......................................................................
m d133 i 2 6 .2 NA NA ... .3 ,3 . . . ...NA . ..NA ,T N t pfper ......................................................................................................................................
M art 84 25 1 5 3 4 16.5 NA NA [Shaller 1991

M " ' « ............ ......2.5 ' 5 3, .4 . 16 5 ......NA. 0.21 : Shaller 1991
Mart 133 ......2.5 0 .8 1.9 10 NA . 0 . 1 * . .,SN4lter 1991....................................................................................................................................
Spulrlar, volcano...... ......25 0 5 '  3.V . » 5 ......NA. ...P. .18.. ..;s»*O en. 1,964....................................................................................................................................
md 9c j 24 3 .........W l............ .........NA 8 8 NA ...N A . , . .[T N tp a p e r .........................................................................................................................................
m d29............................... 23,1 NA .........lyk ...... 4,1 ......NA ...N A .. .[T N tp a p e r........................................................ ................................................................................
m d188 j 23 .1 NA NA 3.9 NA NA [TN t paper ..........................

Mart 70 NA [WcEwen 1969
m dl 19 2 1 9 NA NA 2.6 NA NA [TN t p4)er
Apollo 17 NA [Howard 1973a,b, Lucchma 1977
Mount Granlar 17.5 0 .5 1.6 7.5 NA 0.21 [B tb tch er 6 Cl ague 1964
m d 4 7 a............................ 4.6 NA NA : TNt paper .....................................................
md64a ; TNt p ip e r ............................................
Langtang........................ ......1.5.... .........1.5........... ....... 3,.4... 30 NA 0.11 [Heuberger el al., 1964 ...........................................
Tin mountain 14.5 1.8 0 62 5.9 200 0.11 [B urchW  1966
Blackhawrtt 14 0 .3 1.2 9 235 0.13 [SN eve 1966, 1966a, John ton  1976
Koetsis 13 5 3 0 .0 6 5 364 200 0.11 [Heuberger el el , 1964

Mart 71
md121 13 NA NA 6 NA NA ■TNt paper
m d227 12 4 NA 0 .2 3 3 NA 0.08 [TN t p ip er
m d137 12.1 NA NA 2 NA NA : TNt p ip e r ..................................................................................
Unzen volcano 12 0 48 0 .6 5 5.7 NA 0 .15 : S ieben 1964
md26 11.9 NA NA 7.1 NA NA : TNt paper .........................................................................
Sawtooth Ridge 11.6 0 65 0 .3 7 4 .02 NA 0.09 Mudge 1965, R oute 1967
md7d..............................; 11.1 NA NA 4 9 NA NA ,T N t p a p w .........................................................................................................................................
Khail

Myoko volcano B 10 0 .23 1.4 6 NA 0 .18 : S ieben 1964

u»9y...............................1. 10 2 1650 6 6 NA 0.24 , Prepbraiwitky .1920,. .Gahey 1964...........................................................................................
D-Outoi 10 2 1 0 .7 3 NA NA NA : Falcon 1938, R oute 1967
M art 101 9 0.5 1.6 66 NA 0 24 : Shaller 1991
m dl 11 ......8 9 NA NA 1 6 NA NA TNt paper
Falrw eather 0 .32 Poet 1967
Sherman 8 .3 0 .03 ; ' 1 5 ; 185 0 .22

0 .13 : Curry t  Melhcm 1990
Avalancha del Zario 1 ; 7 .5 0 037 0 .9 6.5 NA 0.14 :Fauque 6 Sleeker 1966
Allen 4 7 5 0 023 ; 1 3 7.7 NA 0.17 Poel 1967
S ie lle r 7 .5 0 .02 1 2 6.7 NA 0.16 Poet 1967
Klilmal 6 .8 0 .055 NA NA : NA. NA Shaller 1991
C haot Jum blet 1 8 .5 0 .044 ; 0 .7 7 4 .55 284 0 ,17 Eppler et a l , 1967
Bormino 6 0 .18 . . . 1 8 2 5 14 . 225 0.32 :He*n 1932
H uatcaran 2 8 0 .0 1 3 i 8 2 19 : 170 0.22 : Planter 6 Erick to n  1976
C roat Hill 8 0 .02 ; na NA < ^ . N A .. :Yamold 6 Lombard 1969
Mageik 5 8 0 .054 ; 0 .6 6 5 88 0 .12 •Gftggt 1922
Mart 108 5 5 0 .25 : 0 .9 5.7 ■ NA 0.16 : Shaller 1969
Mart 74 5 5 0 .2 • 1.1 4 8 ; NA 0.23 : Shaller 1991
Loma Redonda 5 5 0 065 0 .7 7 NA 0 1 : Fauque 6 Sleeker 1966



............. 5 ,2 ....... ; 0.1 ;......0 ,7 5  . : 4.4 ... ^ ... . 0.1.7
Maligna Lake................ 4 ,7 ....... ; 0,4 98 :......0 92....... 5 ,4 7 ......: .......... ;....0 ,1 .7 ...
l a r i 4 6 ....... :............0 2........... : 0 .675  : 2 ,4 ....... j ....^ ... i . . .P .M . . 1 80. .al. al,, 1983...................................................................................................................
:.haoa JumWea 2 ......... 4 ,4 0 ,0 5 ......... 3 4 76 . 198 : p  19

M trt 118

U S S R  « r iitic ia l 1

î u t i t e r  2 

M tf (  73 
M if » M l
Sk)U«

,3, ,5 
3 ,5  
3 5

; Shallw 1W1................................
: AdyaNtin 1 W p, Sh«W*r 1 M  l , 
: St«h » Buftik 1986...................
:H »w #n  1 M 8 ...................................

1W*.............
; S h « i te f  1 M l .........................................

iPo»1 1M7

Ainy
M.aa-an.................
J o n is  Cf9#k Soutti

2 4
2 3 
2 1 
1 7  
1 6

.. .! ,3 .  .

.......... P , ’ ...........i
0 1 : 

0 0 1 0 2  
0 .29  

. 0 086 , 
0 .04

Gchna
M adcine lake 
GoWau ..........................

0 .3 2
0 ,5 6

1 ,2 2 ......
1 78 Î

...NA.......

...NA.......
L . . . 0,2.6... 
[....0 .2 .1 ...

Jonaa O eak  Nonh 1.1 0 .0054 0 .8 8 3.5  , NA 0.27 Cm dan 1976
AvalancOa dal Zarzo 2 1 0 .005 0 85 5 NA : 0 .17 : Fauqua 8 Stacker 1988 ..................
Brazaau Lake 0 9 ^ 0 .0045 0.884 2 .72 NA 0 .35 Cmdao 1982 ...............................
Elm 0 .6 ’  0.01 0.61 2 0 1  . 180 0.31 Hakn 1932, Rouaa 1987 ................................
Madaon Canyon 0 5 0 .029  , 0 .4 0 49 NA 0 .27 M 8und at al. 1964, H ad ay 1964^ 1978, Rouaa 1987
.USSR. .Art «6  a!. 2 0 ,5 . . .I ....... P ,Po* ........ ; 0.6. i... 0 4 . i Aduartiin ! 990,. . ^ « a r ..!9 9 1 ....................................................................................................
N w ^  NahannI J 0 ,5 ; .........0 ,0 0 7 ....... :...... 0 ,4 ....... ; 1 55 ' 120 . ; 0 ,26 [Evana at al,. 1987.........................................................................................................................
Pugal Peak 0 .5 0 .0018 i 1.215 : 2 13 80 ' 0 57 :Hoyar 1971 , .

Stanley 0 .3 0.021 0 8 1 2 .666 225 0.3 ;Adama 1981 ............
Baavar Rat* Sou9i ; 0 .3 0 .00482 0 .3  1 1.22 NA 0 .25 ■Cmdan 1978 ....................................................
Baayaf Flaw Norti 0 .3 0 .00413 0 .3 5  1 1.1 NA 0.32 [Cfvdan 1976 . . .
USSR Ara«dal 4 : 0 .2 0 002 0 .5  ; 0 .8 NA 0 .83 [Aduartrm 1990, S halar 1M1 ....................................................................
Vaauviua 7 ^ 0 .2 0 0012 0 .41  ; 0 82 NA : 0 .5 ■Hazlan w al., 1M1 ............................................
Zarara 0 .2 0 .0 00065 1 2.7 NA , 0 44 ;Bat»achar 8 Clagua 1984 ........................ ........
Grc»» y en » »

a n .............
B a a lly .....................
P i^ u a  Rtyar..........
V aw viut 6 
y » auv ius  5 
VaauvTua 2 .............

y*»V'«u« *......
Vaauylua 3 .............
USSR Amfldal 5 
Vaauviua 1

: A k ^  192»., ^ a #  1987
: S o to n ^ o .  al 1.9M......
: ^ o r  1 989 .......................
;P W *;^W p,« |l, *1,. 1990 ,
: Hainan *1 a l , 1M1 
: H uJati ai a l , 1991
•HMlati ai al,..;i99 l...........
.H a ia t t  al al , .1991............

0 1 
0 1
p-..'.
0,1

0 0011 
0 001 

.0 ,0 0 0 0 9 .  
0 .000079

.0 36 p 68 : NA , ;......0 ,53
0 636 1 24 NA 0.51
p 505 . . . . . . ...0 ,9 4 ....... ......NA....... , . . . .0 ,5 4 ,

. o * 7 ' ' ' n ...0.98........ ...NA... i . .0 ,4 9

; A dpa^ln  1990, ,$|ha»af 1991 
iH ad a n  ai a l . 1M1



Name md1

Diameter 26 .3

Caldera NA 
d ia m e te r

Type i,a,2
Length 2 5 .8  
a/ track

Caldera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

L atitude 80 

Height NA

Landslide NA 
direction

L o n g itu d e  211 

Basal alt NA

Location North Vinmara Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA  
h e ig h t

Landslide n A 
T y p e

Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
width a re a  volume
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m en t  MIDR 75N209;1 CD0041 C1F13.img;1

Eastern flank of dome missing. Situated in plains bounded by N-S trending fracture belt.

Landslide NA 
le n g th

h/l ratio

Nam e md2b

Diameter NA

Caldera NA 
d ia m e te r

Landslide 9.5 
width

T ype  iv,b,1
Length n a  
a / track

Caldera NA 
area

Landslide 173 
area

Latitude 79.5 

Height 0.3

Landslide NE 
direction

Landslide NA 
volume

L o n g itu d e  260  

Basal alt 6051.1

Loca tion  North Vinmara Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide jjj.b.l.B 
T y p e

Landslide 26  
le n g th

h/l ratio 0 .0 1

Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m en t MIDR 75N254;1 CD0048 ClF13.img;1

Heavily modified. Situated on a shield structure surrounded by radiating flows. Dome cross-cut by NW-SE trending ridge 
belt.



Name md2a

Diameter NA

Caldera NA 
d iam ete r

Type iv,b,1
Length
a/track

Caldera NA 
area

L a t i tude  7 9 .5  

H eight 0 . 3

L o n g i tu d e  260  

Basal ait 6051.1

Location North Vinmara Planitia

Landslide SSW  
d irec tion

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide ili?,b.1,A 
T ype

Landslide 48.78  
le n g th

h/l ratio 0 . 0 0 1Landslide 62.5 Landslide 1848 Landslide NA
width a rea  vo lum e
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 75N254;1 CD0048 ClF13.img;1

Heavily modified. Situated on a shield structure surrounded by radiating flows. Dome cross-cut by NW-SE trending ridge 
belt.

Name md3c

Diameter 20.9

Caldera NA 
d iam ete r

Landslide 18.3 
width

Type iii,a,1
Length 2 3 .2  
a/track

Caldera NA 
area

Landslide 116.4 
area

L a t i tude  79 

H eight NA

Landslide N 
d irec tion

Landslide NA 
volum e

L o n g i tu d e  300  

Basal alt 6052.1

L ocation  North Vinmara Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide v,b,2,B 
Type

Landslide 9 
le n g th

h/l ratio NA

Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent ^ 1  MIDR 75N254, C l MIDR 75N299;1 CD0048 C1F20.img;1

Steep margins showing lay-over in left-looking cycle 1 imaging. Situated on floor of volcano-tectonic structure.



Name md3b

Diameter 2 0 .9

Caldera NA 
d ia m e te r

Type iii,a,1
Length 2 3  2 
a/ track

Caldera NA 
area

L a t i tude  79  

H eigh t NA

L o n g i tu d e  300  

Basal alt 6052.1

Location North Vinmara Planitia

Landslide 39.7 
a re a

Landslide NE 
d irec tion

Landslide NA 
volume

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide v,b,1,B 
T ype

Landslide 11 
le n g th

h/l ratio NALandslide 3.6 
width
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m en t MIDR 75N254. C l MIDR 75N299;1 CD0048 01 F20.img;1

Steep margins showing lay-over in left-looking cycle 1 imaging. Situated on floor o f volcano-tectonic structure.

Name md3a

Diameter 20.9

Caldera NA 
d ia m e te r

Landslide 12.4 
width

T ype  iii.a.I
Length 2 3 .2  
a/track

Caldera NA 
area

Landslide 120.3 
area

L a t i tude  79  

H eigh t NA

Landslide
d irec tion

L o n g i tu d e  300  

Basal alt 6052.1

L oca tion  North Vinmara Planitia

Landslide NA 
volum e

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide v.b.I.B  
T ype

Landslide 12.6 
l e n g th

h/l ratio NA

Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 75N254. 01 MIDR 75N299;1 OD0048 01 F20.img;1 

Steep margins showing lay-over in left-looking cycle 1 imaging. Situated on floor of a volcano-tectonic structure.



Name md4

Diameter 29 .3

Caldera 1 g 
d ia m e te r

Landslide NA 
width

Type i,a,2
Length 2 4 .8  
a/ track

Latitude 78.6 

Height NA

Long itude  233  

Basal alt NA

Location North Vinmara Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h e ig h t  le n g th

Landslide NA h/l ratio NA
T ype

Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 75N209;1 C1 MIDR 75N254;1 CD0048 C1F10.img;1

Edifice cross-cut by NW-SE trending graben. Situated in plains beyond the margin of a volcanic centre to the south, 
associated with another dome to the west

Caldera 1 7 7 . 7  
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volume

Name mdS

Diameter 24.9

Caldera NA 
d iam eter

Landslide 21 
width

T ype  iv.b.l
Length
a/track

Caldera NA 
area

Landslide 315.6  
area

Latitude 78.6 

Height NA

Landslide SW  
direction

Landslide NA 
volume

L ong itude  230  

Basal alt 6050.8

L ocation  North Vinmara Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide j,b,1.B 
T ype

Landslide 15.1 
le n g th

h/l ratio NA

Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 75N209;1 C l MIDR 75N254;1 CD0048 ClF10.img:1 

Southwestern flank failed. Situated in plains beyond the margin of a volcanic centre to the south, associated with another 
dome to the east.



Name md6

Diameter 13

Caldera 2 .7  
d iam ete r

Type ii.b.l
Length y g  
a/track

L ati tude 77.8 

H eight NA

L o n g itu d e  2 2 9  

Basal ait NA

Location North Vinmara Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h e ig h t  le n g th

Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA h/i ratio NA
width area  vo lum e T ype
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m en t MIDR 75N209;1 C l MIDR 75N254;1 CD0048 G1F18.img;1

Scalloped margins. Situated in plains near the margin of a volcanic centre. Several other domes occur to the north and 
south.

Caidera 7 .2  
a re a

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
d irec tion

Landslide NA 
volum e

N am e md7d 

Diameter 11

Caidera 3  
d iam ete r

Landslide 2.1 
width

T ype  iii.b.l
Length 9  4  
a/track

Lati tude 76.1 

H eigh t NA

L o n g itu d e  231.5  

Basal alt 6051.8

L oca tion  North Vinmara Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide 4.9
h e ig h t  le n g th

Landslide iü?,c,2,B h/l ratio NA
Type

Thickness NA 
(max)
Comment MIDR 75N254;1 CD0048 GlF18.img;1

Remnant dome. Shows lay-over in left-looking cycle 1 imaging. Several debris aprons. Superimposed on lavas
associated with a volcanic centre. Several other domes occur on the volcanic centre.

Caidera 4 . 8  
area

Landslide 11.1 
area

Landslide N 
direc tion

Landslide NA 
volume



Name md7c

Diameter 11

Caidera 3  
d iam ete r

Type
Length 9  4  
a/track

L a t l tu d e7 6 .1

H eight NA

Longitude 231.5

Basal alt 6051.8

Location North Vinmara Planitia

Landslide i|i?,c,2,B 
Type

Landslide 6 .4 
le n g th

h/l ratio n a

S lope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA

Landslide 4 , 9  -  h e ig h t
width 
Thickness n A 
(max)
C om m ent 75N254;1 CD0048 ClF18.lmg;1

Caidera 4 . 3  
area

Landslide 35.1 
area

Landslide SSE  
d irec tion

Landslide NA 
vo lum e

Name md7b

Diameter 11

Caidera 3 .I 
d iam ete r

Landslide 3.5 
width

Type  iii,b,1
Length q a  

a/track
Caidera 4  3  
area

Landslide 32.4 
area

Lati tude  76.1 

H eight NA

Landslide E 
d irec tion

Landslide NA 
volum e

L ong itude  231.5  

Basal alt 6051.8

Location North Vinmara Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide ii|?,c,2.B 
Type

Landslide 11.5 
le n g th

h/l ratio NA

Thickness NA 
(max)
Comment ^1 MIDR 75N254;1 CD0048 ClFl8.img;1

Remnant dome. Shows lay-over in left-looking cycle 1 imaging. Several debris aprons. Superimposed on lavas
associated with a volcanic centre. Several other domes occur on the volcanic centre.



Name md7a

Diameter 11

Caidera 3  
diam eter

Type
Length 9  4  
a/track

L ati tude  76.1 

H eight NA

Longitude 2 3 1 .5

Basai ait 6 0 5 1 .8

Location North Vinmara Planitia

Landslide iji,c,2,B 
Type

Landslide 11 
le n g th

h/l ratio NA

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide 4 
width
Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 75N254;1 CD0048 ClF18.img;1

Remnant dome. Shows lay-over in left-looking cycle 1 imaging. Several debris aprons. Superimposed on lavas 
associated with a volcanic centre. Several other domes occur on the volcanic centre.

Caidera 4 , 3  
area

Landslide 62.1 
area

Landslide SSW  
direc tion

Landslide NA 
volum e

Name md8b

Diameter 48

Caidera NA 
d iam eter

Landslide 3 0 .6  
width

T ype  ii,b,1
Length 5 1 . 3  
a/track

Caidera NA 
area

Landslide 961 
area

Lati tude  75.6  

H eight Q.4

L ongitude  228  

Basal alt 6051.2

Location North Vinmara Planitia

Landslide SSW  
d irec tion

Landslide NA 
volum e

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide ijj^b.I.D 
Type

Landslide 43  
len g th

h/l ratio 0 . 0 0 1

Thickness NA 
(max)
Comment MIDR 75N209;1 C l MIDR 75N254;1 CD0048 C1F26.img;1

Possible remnant dome. Shows lay-over in left-looking cycle 1 imaging. Debris aprons to the north and south.
Superimposed on lavas associated with a volcanic centre to the east. Several other domes occur to the north and south.



Name mdSa

Diameter 48

Caidera NA 
d iam eter

Type ii,b,1
Length 3  
a/track

Lati tude  7 5 .6  

H eight 0 .4

L ong itude  228  

Basal alt 6051.2

Location North Vinmara Planitia

Landslide jij.c.I.A  
Type

Landslide 39.5  
le n g th

h/l ratio 0.01

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide 40.7 
width
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 75N209;1 C l MIDR 75N254;1 CD0048 C1F26.img;1

Possible remnant dome. Shows lay-over in left-looking cycle 1 imaging. Debris aprons to the north and south. 
Superimposed on lavas associated with a volcanic centre to the east. Several other domes occur to the north and south.

Caidera NA 
area

Landslide 917  
area

Landslide N 
d irec tion

Landslide NA 
volum e

Name md9c

Diameter 20.3

Caidera NA 
diam eter

Landslide 2 
width

T ype  iii,a,1
Length 2 5 . 6  
a/track

Caidera NA 
area

Landslide 24.3 
area

Lati tude  75.2  

Height NA

Landslide W 
direc tion

Landslide NA 
volum e

L ongitude  232  

Basal alt 6051.7

L ocation  North Vinmara Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide v,b,2,B 
T ype

Landslide 6 .8  
le n g th

h/l ratio NA

Thickness NA 
(max)
Comment MIDR 75N209;1 01 MIDR 75N254;1 CD0048 C1F26.img;1

Shows lay-over in left-looking cycle 1 imaging. Debris aprons with flow-like morphologies surround the flanks.
Superimposed on lavas from a volcanic centre to the east. Several other domes occur to the west.



Name md9b

Diameter 20 .3

Caidera NA 
d iam eter

Type iii,a,1
Length 2 5 . 6  
a/track

Latitude 75.2  

Height NA

L o n g itu d e  2 3 2  

Basal alt 6051.7

Location North Vinmara Planitia

Landslide v b 2 B  
T y p .  °  "

Landslide 6.4 
le n g th

h/l ratio NA

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA

Landslide 6.9 h e ig h t
width 
Thickness NA 
(max)
Comment MIDR 75N209;1 Cl MIDR 75N254;1 CD0048 C1F26.imq1

Superlm^ZZZtr

Caidera NA 
area

Landslide 3 0 .4  
a re a

Landslide S  
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e

Name md9a

Diameter 20 .3

Caidera NA 
diam eter

Landslide 8.8 
width

Type  iii,a,1
Length 2 5 . 6  
a/track

Caidera NA 
area

Landslide 76.5 
area

Latitude 75.2  

Height NA

L o n g itu d e  2 3 2  

Basal alt 6051.7

Location North Vinmara Planitia

Landslide NW  
direction

Landslide NA 
volume

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide v,b,2.B 
Type

Landslide 9.3 
len g th

h/l ratio NA

Thickness NA 
(max)
Comment MIDR 75N209;1 C l MIDR 75N254;1 CD0048 C1F26.img;1

Shows lay-over in left-looking cycle 1 imaging. Debris aprons with flow-like morphologies surround the flanks.
Superimposed on lavas from a volcanic centre to the east. Several other domes occur to the west.



Name ITldlO

Diameter 46 .3

Caidera 1 Q 
d ia m e te r

Landslide NA 
width

Type i,a,2

Length 4 5  5  
a/track

Latitude 74 .6  

Height NA

L o n g i tu d e  228  

Basal ait NA

Location North Vinmara Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h e ig h t  le n g th

Landslide n A h/i ratio NA
T ype

Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m en t  MIDR 75N209;1 C1 MIDR 75N254;! CD0048 ClF26.img;1

Scalloped margins. Shows lay-over in left-looking cycle 1 imaging. Superimposed on lavas associated with a volcanic 
centre to the NE. Several other domes occur to the north.

Caidera 88.5  
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
d irec tion

Landslide NA 
volum e

N am e md11 

Diameter 16

Caidera 12.7  
d ia m e te r

T ype  i,a,2
Length 1 g 
a/track

Latitude 74.5 

Height NA

L o n g i tu d e  219  

Basal alt NA

Location North Vinmara Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h e ig h t  le n g th

Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA h/i ratio NA
width a re a  vo lum e T ype
Thickness NA 
(max)
C o m m en t MIDR 75N209;1 CD0041 ClF30.img;1

Dome surrounded by concentric fractures possibly associated with a structures to the north. Situated along a ridge belt.

Caidera 1 5 4 .I 
a rea

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direc tion

Landslide NA 
volum e



Name md12

Diameter 5 4 .3

Caidera NA 
d ia m e te r

Landslide 2 4 .4  
width

Type i,a,2
Length g g  
a/track

Caidera NA 
area

Landslide 1188.3 
area

Latitude 73.7 

H eight 0 .2

Longitude 238.5

Basal ait 6051.2

Location North Vinmara Planitia

Landslide SSW  
direction

Landslide NA 
volume

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide iij,c,1,d 
Type

Landslide 48.7 
le n g th

h/i ratio 0 . 0 0 1

Thickness NA 
(max)
C o m m e n t  MIDR 75N209;1 C l MIDR 75N 254;1 CD0048 CIF34.img;1 

Possible remnant of a dome, superimposed on lavas from a volcanic centre to the north. Several domes occur to the NW.

N am e md13 

Diameter 28.3

Caidera NA 
d ia m e te r

Landslide NA 
width

Type  ii,a,2
Length gg  g 
a/track

Latitude 65.8 

Height NA

L o n g i tu d e  247  

Basal alt NA

Location North of Mokasha Mons

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Caidera NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
are a  d irec tion  h e ig h t

Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide nA
area  volume T ype

Thickness NA 
(max)
C o m m e n t  MIDR 60N236;1 CD0040 ClF07.img;1

East flank obscured by E-W trending fractures. Situated on a ridge belt trending NW-SE.

Landslide NA 
le n g th

h/l ratio NA



Name md14

Diameter 15.7

Caidera 8 .3  
d iam ete r

Landslide NA 
width

Type i,a,2
Length ^4  3  
a/track

L at i tude  64.4 

H eigh t NA

Longitude 306.5

Basal alt NA

Location Ut RupGS

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h e ig h t  le n g th

Landslide ^ A  h/l ratio NA
T y p e

Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 60N319;1 CD0048 ClF10.img;1

Shows lay-over in left-looking cycle 1 imaging. Dome superimposed on lavas embaying a NW-SE trending fracture set. 
Situated in complex terrain off the flanks of Ishtar Terra.

Caidera 63.6 
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direc tion

Landslide NA 
volume

Name md15

Diameter 40.8

Caidera 3 2 .3  
d iam ete r

Landslide NA 
width

T ype  i,a,1
Length 2 5 . 4  
a/track

Caidera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

L a t i tude  63.8 

H eigh t NA

Landslide W  
direc tion

Landslide NA 
volume

L o n g itu d e  198  

Basal alt NA

Location Vinmara Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide v1 ,C,?,?
T ype

Landslide NA 
le n g th

h/l ratio NA

Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 60N180;1 C l MIDR 60N208;1 CD0037 ClFIO.img 

West flank of dome missing possibly breached causing removal. Situated on the margin of a tectonic structure defined by 
concentric and radial fractures.



Name m d16

Diameter 10 .9

Caidera NA 
diam ete r

Type ?,b,2
Length i q  g 
a/ track

Caidera NA 
are a

Landslide NA 
area

Latitude 62.3 

H eight NA

Landslide NA 
direction

Longitude 120 .7

Basal alt NA

LocationTethus Regio

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide NA 
T y p e

Landslide NA 
le n g th

h/l ratio NALandslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
width a re a  volume
Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 60N125;1 CD0021 C1F20.img;1

Only the scalloped east flank remains of the possible dome remains. It is superimposed on a lava flow associated with a 
volcano-tectonic structure.

Name md17

Diameter 4 7 .9

Caidera NA 
diam ete r

T ype  ii,a,2
Length gg  
a/ track

Caidera NA 
are a

Latitude 61.5  

H eight 5.8

Landslide NA 
direction

L o n g itu d e  248  

Basal alt NA

Location North of Mokosha Mons

Slope angle 24.3 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide NA 
T y p e

Landslide NA 
le n g th

h/l ratio NALandslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
width a re a  volume
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 60N236;1 CD0040 C1F23.img;1

Shows lay-over In left-looking cycle 1 imaging. Upper surface cross-cut by N-S trending fractures. Situated to the east of a 
volcanic centre defined by concentric fractures.



Name mcl18

Diameter 18.8

Caidera NA 
d iam ete r

Type iv.a.I
Length 2 0 . 5  
a/track

Latitude 61.1 

H eight NA

L o n g itu d e  8 2  

Basal alt 6 0 5 1 .5

Location West Tethus Regio

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide 18.9 
width
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m en t MIDR 60N070;1 CD0G19 C1F23.img;1

Remnant dome cross-cut by fractures. Superimposed on lavas from a volcanic centre.

Caidera NA 
area

Landslide 85.4  
area

Landslide W 
direc tion

Landslide NA 
volum e

Landslide j,b,2,B 
Type

Landslide 6 .5  
leng th

h/l ratio NA

Name md19 

Diameter 16.2

Caidera 12 .2  
d iam ete r

Type  i.a.I
Length 1 7  9  
a/track

Lati tude 59.5 

H eight NA

L o n g itu d e  82.4  

Basal alt NA

Location West Of Tethus Regio

Landslide vi,b,2,B 
Type

Landslide 9 .5  
leng th

h/l ratio NA

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide 17.4 
width
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m en t MIDR 60N070;1 CD0019 C1F31.img;1

NW flank may have breached. Dome cross-cut by fractures trending N-S associated with a volcanic centre to the south. 
Number of other domes occur to the north and south.

Caidera 9 9 .7  
area

Landslide 118.3 
area

Landslide NW  
direc tion

Landslide NA 
volume



Name md20

Diameter 13

Caidera 6.7 
d iam eter

Type i,a,2
Length -|3 2 
a/track

L ati tude  59.3 

Height NA

L ongitude  82.2  

Basai ait NA

Location West Of Tethus Regio

Siope angie NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h e ig h t  le n g th

Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide nA h/l ratio NA
width area  vo lum e T ype
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 60N070;1 CD0019 C1F31.img;1

Shows lay-over in left-looking cycle 1 imaging. Situated in fractured plains associated with a number of other domes to the 
south and east.

Caidera 3 7 . 6  
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direc tion

Landslide NA 
volum e

Name md21b

Diameter 22

Caidera NA 
d iam ete r

Landslide 35.2  
width

Type  iv.b.l
Length 2 0  
a/track

Caidera NA 
area

Landslide 9 9 8  
area

L a t i tude  55  

Height NA

L ongitude  2 6 6  

Basal all 6 0 51 .4

Location Eastern Mokasha Mons

Landslide SE 
direc tion

Landslide NA 
volum e

Siope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide v,b,2,A 
T ype

Landslide 55 .7  
le n g th

h/l ratio NA

Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 60N263;1 CD0041 C1F45.img;1 

Debris surrounds the remnants of a dome. Situated in an area of fractured plains.



Name m d21a

Diameter 2 2

Caidera NA 
d iam ete r

Type iv,b,1
Length 2 0  
a/track

Caidera NA 
are a

L atitude 55 

Height NA

Landslide ENE 
d irec tion

L ong itude  266  

Basal ait 6051.4

Location Eastern Mokosha Mons

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide jji.c.I.D 
Type

Landslide 34 Landslide 1163.3 Landslide NA
width a re a  vo lum e
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent ^ 1  MIDR 60N263;1 CD0041 C1F45.img;1

Debris surrounds the remnants of a dome. Situated in an area of fractured plains.

Landslide 29.5 
le n g th

h/l ratio NA

Name md22d

Diameter 22.7

Caidera NA 
d iam ete r

Landslide 5.8 
width

Type  iii.a.I
Length 22.7  
a/track

Caidera NA 
area

Landslide 53.2 
are a

L atitude 53.2 

Height NA

Landslide N 
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e

L ong itude  98.1 

Basal ait 6051.9

Location East ofTellus Regio

Slope angie NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide v,C,2,B 
Type

Landslide 12.8 
len g th

h/l ratio 0.03

Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent Cl MIDR 60N097;1 CD0021 C1F52.IMG;1 ClF53.img;1.img;1 

Youngest volcanic episode. Dome surrounded by concentric fractures. Debris aprons superimposed on lavas that 
probably erupted from a vent over which dome formed, t is situated near to a volcano-tectonic centre.



Name md22c

Diameter 22.7

Caidera NA 
diameter

Type iii,a,1
Length 2 2  7  
a/track

Latitude 53.2 

Height NA

Longitude 98.1 

Basal alt 6051.9

Location East ofTellus Regio

Landslide v.C,2,B 
Type

Landslide 21.9 
length

h/l ratio 0 .02

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
height

Landslide 13.6 
width
Thickness NA 
(max)
Comment Cl MIDR 60N097;1 CD0021 C1F52.IMG;1 C1F53.img;1 .lmg:1

Youngest volcanic episode. Dome surrounded by concentric fractures. Debris aprons superimposed on lavas that 
probably erupted from a vent over which dome formed, t is situated near to a volcano-tectonic centre.

Caidera NA 
area

Lan<isllde 185.9 
area

Landslide ENE 
direction

Landslide NA 
volume

Name md22b 

Diameter 22.7

Caidera NA 
diameter

Landslide 7.5 
width

Type iii,a,1
Length 22.7  
a/track

Latitude 53.2 

Height NA

Longitude 98.1 

Basal alt 6051.9

Location East ofTellus Regio

Landslide 15.8 
length

h/l ratio 0 .02

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
height

Landslide v.C.2,B 
Type

Thickness NA 
(max)
Comment Cl MIDR 60N097;1 CD0021 ClF52.IMG;1 C1F53.img;1 .img;1

Youngest volcanic episode. Dome surrounded by concentric fractures. Debris aprons superimposed on lavas that 
probably erupted from a vent over which dome formed, t is situated near to a volcano-tectonic centre.

Caidera NA 
area

Landslide 90.8 
area

Landslide NNW  
direction

Landslide NA 
volume



Name md22a

Diameter 22.7

Caidera NA 
d ia m e te r

Type iii,a,1
Length 2 2  7 
a/track

Latitude 53.2 

Height NA

L o n g i tu d e  98.1 

Basai ait 6051.9

Location East ofTellus Regio

Landslide v.C.I.B 
Type

Landslide 21.9 
leng th

h/l ratio 0 .02

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide 25.8 
width 
Thickness NA 
(max)
C o m m en t  Cl MIDR 60N097;1 CD0021 C1F52.IMG;1 ClF53.lmg;1.img;1

Youngest volcanic episode. Dome surrounded by concentric fractures. Debris aprons superimposed on lavas that 
probably erupted from a vent over which dome formed. It is situated near to a volcano-tectonic centre.

Caidera NA 
area

Landslide 423.4 
are a

Landslide S  
d irection

Landslide NA 
volume

Nam e md23

Diameter 10.6

Caidera NA 
d ia m e te r

Landslide 8.5 
width

Type  iv,b,1
Length 1 0 . 8  
a/track

Caidera NA 
area

Landslide 43.9 
area

Latitude 53 

Height NA

Landslide N 
direction

Landslide NA 
volume

L o n g i tu d e  198 

Basal alt 6050.9

Location Vinmara Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
he ig h t

Landslide v?,b,1,A 
Type

Landslide 5.1 
l eng th

h/l ratio NA

Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m en t  ^1 MIDR 60N208;1 CD0037 ClF50.img;1

Heavily modified dome. Associated radar-dark backscatter flow-like deposits that could be pyroclastic in origin. The dome 
is situated in plains material embaying tessera terrain.



Name m d24

Diameter 15 .3

Caidera -| 4  
d ia m e te r

Type I,a,2
Length ^3  7  
a/track

Caidera 140.7 
area

Landslide NA 
area

L ati tude 52.4 

H eigh t NA

Landslide NA 
d irec tion

L o n g itu d e  96 .4  

Basal alt NA

Location West of Tellus Regio

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide NA 
T y p e

Landslide NA 
le n g th

h/l ratio NALandslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
width area  volume
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m en t MIDR 45N096;1 CDQ020 C1F05.img;1

Dome may have undergone magma withdrawal. Situated in floor of volcanic centre surrounded by concentric fractures. 
Number of other domes occur to the south.

Nam e md25

Diameter 11.5

Caidera NA 
d ia m e te r

Landslide NA 
width

Type  ii?,b,2
Length 1 1 2  
a/track

Caidera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

L a t i tude  51.4 

H eigh t NA

Landslide W  
direction

Landslide NA 
volume

L ong itude  120.8 

Basal alt NA

Location Niobe Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide |i?,b,2,D 
T ype

Landslide NA 
le n g th

h/l ratio NA

Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 45N117;1 CD0021 ClF06.img;1 

The degraded dome has diffuse radar backscatter material extending west wards that may be a debris apron. The dome is 
situated in fractured plains.



Name md26

Diameter 2 5

Caidera 7  
d iam ete r

Type 11,a ,1
Length 2 5 1  
a/track

Caidera NA 
area

Lati tude 51.4 

H eight NA

L o n g itu d e  103 

Basai alt 6051.1

Location West ofTellus Regio

Landslide 11.9 
a rea

Landslide W  
direc tion

Landslide NA 
volume

Siope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
he ig h t

Landslide jv.b.S.B 
Type

Landslide 1.1 
le n g th

h/l ratio NALandslide 7  
width
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m en t  MIDR 45N096;1 C l MIDR45N117;1 GD0020 C1F07.img:1

Upper surface cross-cut by N-S trending fractures. Associated with other volcanic domes. Situated in fractured plains.

N am e md27

Diameter 28.6

Caidera NA 
d iam ete r

Landslide NA 
width

T ype  ii,a,1
Length 3 2 . 5  
a/track

Caidera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

L at i tude  50.7 

H eight NA

Landslide NW 
d irec tion

Landslide NA 
volume

L ong itude  102.3 

Basal alt 6051.1

Location West Of Tellus Regio

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
he igh t

Landslide j,b,2,B 
Type

Landslide 4.1 
len g th

h/l ratio NA

Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 45N096;1 CD0020 ClF06.img;1 

Indistinct dome superimposed on an E-W trending wrinkle ridge. The surface of the dome is cross-cut by N-S trending 
fractures. Situated in ridged plains.



Name md28

Diameter 20.2

Caidera NA 
diameter

Type ii,a.2
Length -j g 
a/track

Latitude 49.9 

Height NA

Longitude 97.1 

Basal alt NA

Location West Of Tellus Regio

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
height length

Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide nA h/l ratio NA
width area volume Type
Thickness NA 
(max)
Comment MIDR 45N096;1 CD0020 C1F07.lmg;1

Degraded dome. Cross-cut by N-S trending fractures. Dome has a central pit 0.7 km in diameter. Situated on the northern 
margin of a volcanic centre to the south. Number of other domes occur to the north and east.

Caidera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volume

Name md29

Diameter 50

Caidera NA 
diameter

Landslide 3.8 
width

Type ii,b,1
Length 4 5  
a/track

Caidera NA 
area

Landslide 23.1 
area

Latitude 48.9  

Height NA

Landslide W  
direction

Landslide NA 
volume

Longitude 16 

Basal alt 6051.9

Location Bereghinya Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
height

Landslide jv.b.S.B 
Type

Landslide 4.1 
length

h/l ratio NA

Thickness NA 
(max)
Comment MIDR 45N011.1 GD0014 ClF14.img;1

Degraded dome cross-cut by SW-NE trending fractures and graben that are associated with a volcano-tectonic structure to 
the northeast. The eastern flank is obscured by fractures. Scalloped western flank. Several small debris aprons around the 
base of the dome. Situated in complex ridged terrain.



Name md30

Diameter 12.1

Caidera 7 . 4  
d ia m e te r

Type I,a,2
Length 5  
a/track

Latitude 48 

Height NA

Longitude 17 

Basal alt NA

Location Bereghinya Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
height length

Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA h/l ratio NA
width area volume Type
Thickness NA 
(max)
C o m m en t  MIDR45N011:1 CD0014 C1F22.img;1

Dome has two craters and well defined scalloped margins on west side. Situated to the north is a complex fracture system 
associated with a volcano-tectonic structure. Another degraded dome may occur 12 km to the NW.

Caidera 29.6  
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volume

Name md31

Diameter 20.1

Caidera NA 
diameter

Type ii,a,2
Length 1 9 3  
a/track

Caidera NA 
area

Latitude 47 

Height NA

Landslide NA 
direction

Longitude 215  

Basal all NA

Location Vinmara Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
height

Landslide NA 
length

h/l ratio NALandslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide nA
width area volume Type
Thickness NA 
(max)
Comment 45N223;1 CD0037 C1Fl8.img;1

Degraded dome with indistinct margins. Superimposed on volcanic flows along with several other domes associated with 
the volcanic centre. Concentric fractures surround the different domes. Situated on the margin of an E-W trending ridge 
and fracture zone.



Name m d32

Diameter 2 6 .3

Caidera 12.1  
diam eter

Type i,b,2
Length 3 3  5  
a/track

Caidera 233.7  
area

Landslide NA 
area

Latitude 46.8 

H eig h t NA

Landslide NA 
direction

Long itude 2 1 5  

Basal alt NA

Location Vinmara Planitia
Slope angle NA 
(e x t)

Landslide NA 
h eigh t

Landslide WA 
T yp e

Landslide NA 
len g th

h/l ratio NALandslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
width area volum e

Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent 45N223;1 CD0037 C1F18.img;1

Possible remnant dome. Surface heavily fractured. Superimposed on a volcanic centre and associated with a number of 
other degraded domes.

Name md33b 

Diameter 15.3

Caidera NA 
diam eter

Type ii.a.I
Length 2 0  
a/track

Latitude 46 

H eig h t NA

Long itude 269.5  

Basal alt 6050.4

Location Kawelu Planitia

Landslide jji.c.I.A  
Type

Landslide 26.4 
len g th

h/l ratio NA

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA 
h eigh t

Landslide 25.8 
width
Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 45N265;1 CD0041 C1F22.img;1

Well defined scalloped margins. Shows lay-over in cycle 1 imaging. Situated in mottled plains. The measurement of 
landslide area does not include the backscarp.

Caidera NA  
area

Landslide 514.8 
area

Landslide W  
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e



Name md33a

Diameter 15.3

Caidera N A  
diam eter

Type ii,a,1
Length 2 0  
a/track

Caidera NA 
area

Landslide 452.9 
area

L atitu d e  4 6  

H e ig h t NA

Landslide E 
d irection

Longitude 269.5
Basal alt 6050.4

Location Kawelu Planitia
Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide iü?,c,2,A 
T yp e

Landslide 38.4  
len gth

h/l ratio N ALandslide 37 Landslide 452.9 Landslide NA
width area volum e
Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 45N265;1 CD0041 ClF22.img;1

Well defined scalloped margins. Shows lay-over in cycle 1 imaging. Situated in mottled plains. The measurement of 
landslide area includes only the debris visible. An estimate of area including ground to the edifice with no debris is 1420.1 
km2.

Name md34

Diameter 14 .2

Caidera 10 .8  
diam eter

T yp e i,a,2
Length 17  5  
a/track

Caidera 111.7 
area

L atitud e  45.7 

H eig h t NA

Landslide NA 
direction

Longitude 221 

Basal alt NA

Location Vinmara Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide NA  
T yp e

Landslide NA 
iength

h/l ratio N ALandslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
width area volum e

Thickness NA 
(max)
Comm ent f^'DR 45N223;1 CD0037 C1F28.img;1

Well defined scalloped margins. Dome is bound to the west by fractures and is situated on the edge of an E-W trending 
fracture belt.



Name md35b

Diameter 9 .6

Caldera N A  
diam eter

Type ii,a,1
Length 9  4  
a/track

Caldera N A  
area

Landslide 63.6  
area

Latitud e 44.7 

H e ig h t NA

Landslide W  
direction

Longitude 108.5
Basal alt 6051.7

Location Niobe Planitia
Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide |i?,b,2,B 
T yp e

Landslide 8 .2  
len g th

h/l ratio N ALandslide 6.1 Landslide 63.6 Landslide NA
width area volum e
Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR45N117;1 CD0021 C1F25.img C1F26.img;1

Part of the east flank of the dome Is missing due to data loss. Debris surrounds the base of the dome which is situated in 
fractured plains.

Name md35a

Diameter 9 .6

Caldera NA 
diam eter

Landslide 2 .9  
width

Typ e ii,a,1
Length q 4  
a/track

Caldera NA 
area

Landslide 30.8  
area

Latitud e 44.7 

H eig h t NA

Longitude 108.5 

Basal alt 6051.7

Location Niobe Planitia

Landslide S 
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA 
h eigh t

Landslide ii?,b,2.B 
Type

Landslide 6  
len gth

h/l ratio NA

Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 45N117;1 CD0021 C1F25.img C1F26.img;1

Part of the east flank of the dome is missing due to data loss. Debris surrounds the base of the dome which is situated in 
fractured plains.



Name md36

Diameter 16 .4

Caldera MA  
diam eter

Type ii,a,2
Length 20 .7  
a/track

Caldera MA  
area

Latitude 4 4 .5  

Height MA

Landslide MA 
direction

Long itude 230  

Basal alt NA

Location Kawelu Planitia
Slope angle MA 
(ex t)

Landslide MA 
h e ig h t

Landslide MA 
T yp e

Landslide MA 
len g th

h/l ratio MALandslide MA Landslide MA Landslide MA
w idth area volum e
Thickness MA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 45N223;1 CD0037 C1F31 .img;1

Dome cross-cut by fractures. Situated on a NW-SE trending fracture set associated with a volcano-tectonic structure to the 
SW.

Nam e md37

Diameter 17.3

Caldera 5 .4  
diam eter

T yp e i,a,2
Length
a/track

Caldera 28.3 
area

Latitude 44.4 

Height MA

L ong itude 233  

Basal alt 6051.7

Location Kawelu Planitia

Landslide MA 
area

Landslide MA 
direction

Landslide MA 
volum e

Slope angle MA 
(ext)

Landslide MA 
h eigh t

Landslide MA 
T yp e

Landslide MA 
len g th

h/l ratio MALandslide NA 
width  
Thickness MA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 45N223;1 C l MIDR 45N244;1 CD0032 C1F31.img;1

Dome has well defined scalloped margins surrounded by concentric fractures. Situated in fractured plains.



Name md38

Diameter 14

Caldera NA  
diam eter

Type ii,a,2
Length 2 3  2  
a/track

Latitude 43.9 

H eigh t NA

Longitude 284.2

Basal alt NA

Location North of Beta Regio

Caldera NA  
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e

Slope angle NA 
(e x t)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h eigh t len g th

Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA h/l ratio NA
w idth  area volum e T yp e

Thickness NA 
(m ax)
Com m ent MIDR 45N286;1 CD0047 C1F36.img;1

Two coalesced domes. Upper surface cross-cut by NW-SE and N-S trending fractures. NW-SE trending fractures are 
associated with a volcano-tectonic structure to the SE. Possible debris apron off the northern margin. May be another 
dome to the south. The dome is situated in fractured plains.

Nam e md39

Diameter 17.6

Caldera NA 
d iam eter

T yp e ii,a,2
Length g 
a/track

Caldera NA 
area

Latitude 4 3 . 7  

H eigh t NA

Landslide NA 
direction

Long itude 7 . 5  

Basal alt NA

L ocation  Bereghinya Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA 
h eigh t

Landslide NA  
Type

Landslide NA 
length

h/l ratio NALandslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
w idth  area volum e
Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 45N011;1 CD0014 C1F35.img;1

Three superimposed domes. Youngest dome has the smallest diameter. Eastern flank is cross-cut by N-S trending 
fractures. Situated in an area of fractured plains.



Name md40

Diameter 18.4

Caldera 10 .6  
d iam eter

Type i,a,1
Length i y  g 
a/track

Latitude 43  

H eigh t NA

Longitude 304.5
Basal alt NA

Location Guinevere Planitia
Slope angle NA 
(e x t)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h eigh t length

Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA h/l ratio NA
w idth  area volum e Type
Thickness NA 
(m ax)
C om m ent MIDR 45N307;1 CD0047 C1F44.img;1

Well defined scalloped margins. A small volcanic cone occurs within the caldera floor. Fractures trending NE-SW  
surround the dome. Situated in fractured plains.

Caldera g o .g 
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e

Nam e md41

Diameter NA

Caldera NA 
diam eter

T yp e i,a,2
Length i g  g 
a/track

Caldera NA 
area

Latitude 41 

H eight NA

Long itude 308  

Basal alt NA

Location Guinevere Planitia

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volume

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA 
height

Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
w idth  area volum e Type
Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 45N307;1 CD0047 C1F45.img;1

West flank of some missing, obscured by NW-SE trending fractures. Situated within a volcanic field

Landslide NA 
length

h/l ratio N A



Name md42

Diameter 17.4

Caldera 10.6 
diam eter

Type i,a,2
Length i g  g 
a/track

Latitude 40.5 

Height NA

Longitude 99  

Basal ait NA

Location East of Tellus Regio
Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h e ig h t length

Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA h/i ratio NA
w idth area volum e T yp e
Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 45N096;1 CD0020 C1F46.lmg;1

Shows possible lay-over in left-looking cycle 1 imaging. Situated in fractured plains. A small dome or cone occurs to the 
NE.

Caldera g g j  
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e

Nam e md43 

Diameter 14.7

Caldera 3 , 0  
diam eter

Landslide NA 
width

Type ii,a,2
Length i g  g 
a/track

L atitud e  36.5 

H e ig h t NA

Long itude 270.5  

Basal alt NA

Location West of Beta Regio

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h e ig h t length

Landslide NA h/l ratio NA
Typ e

Thickness NA  
(max)
Com m ent ^1 MIDR 30N261;1 CD0040 C1F08.img;1

Dome surrounded by fractures. Situated on the margin of a NE-SW trending fracture belt associated with a volcano- 
tectonic structure.

Caldera 1 9 .3  
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volume



Name m d44

Diameter 2 4 .4

Caldera N A  
diam eter

Type ii,a,2
Length 2 2  2  
a/track

L atitu d e  3 6 .3  

H eig h t N A

Longitude 329.6

Basal alt NA

Location Guinevere Planitia
Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h e ig h t length

Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA h/l ratio NA
w idth area volum e Typ e
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 30N333;2 CD0002 CD0057 G1F03.img;1

Upper surface of dome cross-cut by fractures. Surrounded by concentric fractures associated with two other domes 30 km
to the west. Situated in an area of plains cross-cut by NW-SE trending fractures.

Caldera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
d irec tio n

Landslide NA 
volum e

Nam e md45 

Diameter 21.6

Caldera NA 
d iam eter

Landslide NA 
w idth

T yp e  ii,b,2
Length p p i  
a/track

L atitud e  36.1 

H e ig h t NA

L ongitude 3 3 0 .4  

Basal all NA

Location Guinevere Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h eigh t length

Landslide NA h/l ratio NA
T yp e

Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 30N333;2 CD0057 C l F03.img;1

Dome cross-cut by fractures and surrounded by concentric fractures also associated with a dome to the south. Situated in 
an area of plains cross-cut by NW-SE trending fractures.

Caldera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e



Name md46

Diameter 23.3

Caldera 1 5 .3  
diam eter

Landslide N A  
width

Type i,b,2
Length 2 4 . 5  
a/track

Latitude 35.9 

H eight NA

Longitude 329.9

Basal alt NA

Location Guinevere Planitia
Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h e ig h t length

Landslide h/l ratio NA
T yp e

Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 30N333;1 CD0057 ClF03.img;1

Domes surrounded by concentric fractures also associated with a dome to the north. Number of small pits on the dome 
flanks. The dome is situated in fractured plains.

Caldera 1 9 0 . I  
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e

N am e md47b 

Diameter 20.3

Caldera NA 
d iam eter

T yp e  ii,a,1
Length 1 7 1  
a/track

Latitude 3 5 ,9  

Height NA

L o n g itu de 236  

Basal alt 6053.4

Location Kawelu Planitia

Caldera
area

Landslide 125 
area

Landslide N 
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e

Landslide j,b,2,D 
T yp e

Landslide 7.7 
length

h/l ratio NA

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide 12.4 
w idth
Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 30N243 CD0040 ClF02.img;1

Two superimposed dome. The southern dome has a well defined arcuate backscarp and is scalloped on its southern flank. 
Diffuse radar backscatter material occurs around the base and is interpreted to be talus. The northern dome has indistinct 
margins. The domes are superimposed on the summit region of a volcanic centre.



Name md47a

Diameter 2 0 .3

Caldera N A  
diam eter

Landslide 0 .5  
w idth

Type ii.a.I
Length -jy -j 
a/track

Caldera NA  
area

Landslide 1 5 .6  
area

Latitude 35.9 

Height NA

Landslide E 
direction

Landslide NA 
volume

Long itude 2 3 6  

Basal alt 6 0 5 3 .4

Location Kawelu Planitia
Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
height

Landslide ||,B,2,B 
Type

Landslide 4.7 
length

h/l ratio NA

Thickness NA 
(max)
Comment MIDR 30N243 CD0040 ClF02.img;1

Two superimposed dome. The southern dome has a well defined arcuate backscarp and is scalloped on Its southern flank. 
Diffuse radar backscatter material occurs around the base and is interpreted to be talus. The northern dome has indistinct 
margins. The domes are superimposed on the summit region of a volcanic centre.

Nam e md48

Diameter 62 .1

Caldera N A  
d iam eter

T yp e ii,a,2
Length 4 5  3  
a/track

Caldera NA  
area

Latitude 35.7 

Height NA

Long itude 21  

Basal alt N A

Location Bereghinya Planitia

Landslide NA  
area

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide NA  
T yp e

Landslide NA 
length

h/l ratio NALandslide NA 
width
Thickness N A  
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 30N027;1 CD0012 C1F02.img;1

Southwestern flank of dome obscured by fractures trending NE-SW. The upper surface is fractured and cross-cut by N-S 
trending fractures. Situated in an area of fractured plains.



Name md49

Diameter 13 .7

Caldera N A  
diam eter

Type iv,b,2
Length g y  
a/track

Caldera N A  
area

Landslide NA 
area

L atitud e 35  

H eigh t NA

Landslide NA 
d irection

Longitude 276.5

Basal alt NA

Location Beta Regio
Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide NA  
Typ e

Landslide NA 
length

h/l ratio NALandslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
w idth  area volum e

Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 30N279;1 CD0043 C1Fl1.img;1 ClF12.img;1

Highly degraded edifice that is surrounded by radar-bright material. The edifice is superimposed on the summit area of a 
volcanic centre surrounded by multiple narrow radiating flows.

Nam e mdSO 

Diameter 50.1

Caldera NA 
diam eter

T yp e  ii,a,1
Length 4 3  y  
a/track

Latitud e 33.8 

H eigh t 0.9

Longitude 3 1 1 .7 

Basal alt 6050.8

Location Guinevere Planitia

Caldera NA 
area

Landslide 44.1 
area

Landslide N 
direction

Landslide NA  
volum e

Landslide ii,c,2,B 
Type

Landslide 6.3 
length

h/l ratio 0 .1 4

Slope angle 32.2 
(ex t)

Landslide NA 
h eigh t

Landslide 26.7 
width
Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 30N315;1 CD0048 C IF I I  .img;1

Coalesced domes cross-cut on southern flank by N-S trending fractures associated with a volcano-tectonic structure to the 
south. Only a small percentage of the debris apron to the north is visible. Situated in fractured plains associated with 
several other domes. The measurement of landslide area only includes debris visible. An estimate of area including the 
ground to the dome is 263.



Name md51

Diameter 2 7 .2

Type ii,a,2
Length 3  ̂ 5  
a/track

L atitud e  3 3 .7  

H eig h t 1

Longitude 312.1 

Basai alt 6050.6

Location Guinevere Planitia

Landslide ii,c,2,C 
Typ e

Landslide
length

h/l ratio 0.08

Slope angle 34.2  
(ex t)

Caldera NA Landslide E Landslide NA Landslide 11.9
area d irection  h e igh t

Landslide 15.8 Landslide 31.9 Landslide NA
width area voium e
Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR30N315;1 CD0048 ClF11.img;1

Well developed scallops on northern flank of the dome. Upper surface has a number of pits on it. The southern flank is 
cross-cut by a NE trending graben. The dome is surrounded by N-S trending fractures associated with a volcano-tectonic 
structure to the south. The majority of the debris apron is not visible. Situated in fractured plains associated with several 
coalesced domes. The measurement of landslide area only includes the debris visible.

Caldera NA 
diam eter

Name mdS2

Diameter 16

Caldera NA 
diam eter

T y p e  iv,b,2
Length -|g 
a/track

Caldera NA 
area

L atitud e 3 2 .7  

H eig h t NA

Landslide NA 
direction

Long itude 309.6  

Basal all NA

Location Guinevere Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA 
heigh t

Landslide n A 
Typ e

Landslide NA 
length

h/l ratio NALandslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
w idth area voium e
Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent M IDR30N315;1 CD0048 C1F18.img;1

Remnant dome, cross-cut by fractures. Superimposed on a volcanic centre. Surrounded by E-W trending fractures 
associated with a volcano-tectonic structure to the SE. Several other domes occur to the east.



Name md53

Diameter 18.9

Caldera 15.8 
diameter

Type i,b,2
Length 1 3  7  
a/track

Caldera fvJA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

Latitude 32.6  

Height NA

Landslide NA 
direction

Longitude 309.2

Basal alt NAN

Location Guinevere Planitia
Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
height

Landslide fsjA 
Type

Landslide NA 
length

h/l ratio NALandslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
width area volume
Thickness NA 
(max)
Comment MIDR30N315;1 CD0048 ClF18.img;1

Only part of the dome remaining. Scalloped northern margins cross-cut by a pit chain. Surrounded by concentric fractures 
defining part of a volcanic centre. Situated to the west of a volcano-tectonic structure. Several other domes occur to the 
east.

Nam e md54

Diameter 24.7

Caldera NA 
diam eter

Landslide NA 
width  
Thickness 
(max)

NA

T yp e  iii,a,2

Length 2 8 .8  
a/track

NACaldera 
area

Landslide
area

NA

Latitude 32.5  

H eight NA

Long itude 311 

Basal alt NA

Location Guinevere Planitia

Landslide
direction

NA

Landslide NA 
volum e

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA Landslide
heigh t length

Landslide |\|A h/l ratio NA
Type

NA

Comment 01 MIDR 30N315;1 CD0048 GlFl9.img;1
Dome has well defined scalloped margins. Shows lay-over in left-looking cycle 1 imaging. Upper surface is cross-cut by 
fractures. Situated in a fracture zone associated with a volcano-tectonic structure to the SE, and on concentric fractures 
associated with a volcanic centre 10 km to the west.



Name md55

Diameter NA

Caldera NA 
diam eter

Type ii,a,2
Length 2 3 . 7  
a/track

Caldera N A  
area

Latitud e 32.5 

H eig h t NA

Longitude 304.5

Basal alt NA

Location Guinevere Planitia

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide N A  
Typ e

Landslide NA 
len gth

h/l ratio N ALandslide NA 
w idth
Thickness NA 
(max)
Comment MIDR 30N297;1 C0012 G1F23.img;1

Several coalesced domes. The upper surface is cross-cut by fractures and the base of the dome is bounded by fractures 
trending NW-SE. Situated on the edge of concentric fractures defining a volcanic centre to the east. Another possible 
dome situated to the NE on the edge of a fracture belt.

Nam e md56b

Diameter 25.8

Caldera 13 .5  
diam eter

Landslide 43.7 
width

T yp e iv,b,1
Length NA  
a/track

Caldera 1 1 7 .2  
area

Landslide 598.4 
area

Latitude 32.3 

H eig h t NA

Landslide NW 
direction

Landslide NA 
volume

L o n g itu de 244.5  

Basal alt 6051.4

Location Kawelu Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA 
h eigh t

Landslide ü|,c,1,A 
T yp e

Landslide 48.1 
length

h/l ratio N A

Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 30N243;1 CD0040 C1F21 .img;1

Remnant dome with little of the edifice remaining. Superimposed on multiple narrow radiating lava flows. Situated on the 
summit region of a volcanic centre along with another dome. Only a small part of the debris apron is visible.



Name md56a

Diameter 25.8

Caldera 1 3 . 5  
diameter

Landslide 20.3  
width

Type iv,b,1
Length
a/track

Caldera 1 1 7 .2  
area

Landslide 151 
area

Latitude 32.3 

Height NA

Landslide S 
direction

Landslide NA  
volume

Longitude 244.5
Basal alt 6051.4

Location Kawelu Planitia
Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA 
h eigh t

Landslide ijj.c.I.D  
T yp e

Landslide 16  
length

h/l ratio NA

Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 30N243;1 CD0040 C1F21 .img;1

Remnant dome with little of the edifice remaining. Superimposed on multiple narrow radiating lava flows. Situated on the 
summit region of a volcanic centre along with another dome. Only a small part of the debris apron is visible.

Nam e md57

Diameter 24.4

Caldera NA 
diam eter

Landslide NA 
width

Typ e ii,a,2
Length 26.2  
a/track

Caldera NA  
area

Landslide NA 
area

Latitude 32 

H eight NA

Long itude 311.5  

Basal alt NA

Location Guinevere Planitia

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA 
h eight

Landslide NA  
Typ e

Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR30N315;1 GD0048 C1F19.img;1

Dome has indistinct margins. Situated on the margins of a volcano-tectonic structure.

Landslide NA 
length

h/l ratio NA



Name md58

Diameter 24,8

Caldera N A  
diam eter

Type ii,a,1
Length
a/track

Caldera NA  
area

Latitude 3 1 .5  

H eight NA

Long itude 16  

Basal alt 6051.5

Location Bereghinya Planitia

Landslide 151.9 
area

Landslide W  
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide jj.b.l ,C 
T yp e

Landslide 18 .7  
len g th

h/l ratio NALandslide 9.1 
width
Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 30N0G9;1 CD0012 C1F22.img;1 C1F23.img;1

Complex of four superimposed domes. Landslide appears to have occurred from upper and lower domes and has a well 
defined backscarp. Isolated radar-bright patched to the SW might be large blocks indicating the debris apron travelled 
further. Domes are fractured and surrounded by concentric fractures. Situated in an area of plains associated with 2 other 
domes.

Nam e md59

Diameter NA

Caldera NA 
diam eter

Landslide 14 .3  
width

T yp e iv,b,1
Length N A  
a/track

Caldera NA 
area

Landslide 1 1 7 .7  
area

L a tltu d e 3 1 .5  Longitude 1 3 .5  Location  Bereghinya Planitia

H eight NA Basal alt 6 0 5 1 .5

Landslide E  
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide iii,c,1.A 
T yp e

Landslide 12 .4  
len g th

h/l ratio NA

Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 30N009;1 CD0012 ClF22.img;1

Margins of edifice difficult to determine. Multiple narrow volcanic flows to the west. Situated in an area of fractured plains. 
Several other domes occur to the east.



Name md60

Diameter 14.7

Caldera NA  
diam eter

Type iv,b,2
Length 1 0 2  
a/track

Latitude 31 .4  

Height NA

Long itude 15.8  

Basal alt NA

Location Bereghinya Planitia
Slope angle NA 
(e x t)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h e ig h t len g th

Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA h/l ratio NA
w idth area volum e T yp e
Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 30N009;1 CD0012 ClF23.img;1

Smaller dome superimposed on a larger dome. Dome is surrounded by lava flows. Rough material to the NE and isolated 
radar-bright patches could be large blocks from debris apron(s). Situated in an area of fractured plains.

Caldera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e

Nam e mdSI 

Diameter 29.5

Caldera NA 
diam eter

Landslide NA 
width

T yp e  ii,a,2
Length N A  
a/track

Latitude 29.3  

Height NA

L ong itude 27.6  

Basal ait NA

Location Bereghinya Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(e x t)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h e ig h t len gth

Landslide NA h/l ratio NA
T yp e

Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 30N027;1 CD0012 ClF29.img;1

Edifice has Indistinct margins. Small pit crater situated on the upper surface. Situated in an area of fractured plains to the 
west of an island of tessera.

Caldera NA  
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e



Name lT)d62

Diameter NA

Caldera N A  
diam eter

Type iv,b,2
Length 2 5 . 5  
a/track

Latitude 29 

H eig h t NA

L on g itu de 192 

Basal alt NA

Location Ganiki Planitia
Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h eigh t length

Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide n A h/l ratio NA
w idth area volum e Typ e

Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 30N189;1 CD0031 ClF37.img;1

Remnant dome with only the west flank visible which is cross-cut by fractures. Situated in an area of highly fractured 
plains.

Caldera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volume

Nam e md63

Diameter 31.2

Caldera NA 
diam eter

T yp e ii,a,2
Length 31 2  
a/track

Caldera NA 
area

Latitude 28.5 

H eight NA

Landslide NA 
direction

L on g itu de 320 

Basal alt NA

Location Guinevere Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA 
height

Landslide N A  
Type

Landslide NA 
length

h/l ratio NALandslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
width area volume

Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 30N315;1 CD0048 ClF38.img;1 C1F39.img;1

Dome is situated in an area of fractured plains between two volcano-tectonic structures to the east and west.



Name md64b

Diameter 21.4

Caldera NA  
diam eter

Type ii,a,1
Length g 
a/track

Latitud e  28.5 

H eig h t NA

Longitude 63  

Basai ait 6050.9

Location East of Bell Regio

Landslide j,b ,2,B  
T yp e

Landslide 3.1 
len g th

h/l ratio N A

Slope angle NA 
(e x t)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide 11.5 
w idth  
Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 30N063;1 CD0016 ClF36.lmg;1

The dome is surrounded by diffuse radar backscatter material interpreted to be talus. The upper surface is fractured. 
Superimposed on lava flows from a volcanic centre to the east.

Caidera NA 
area

Landslide 41.3 
area

Landslide NW 
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e

Nam e md64a

Diameter 21.4

Caldera NA 
diam eter

Landslide 5.6 
width

T yp e ii,a,1
Length ^g g  
a/track

Caldera NA 
area

Landslide 15 .3  
area

Latitud e 28.5  

H eig h t NA

Landslide SW  
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e

Longitude 63  

Basal alt 6050.9

Location East Of Bell Regio

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide i.b.2,B 
T yp e

Landslide 2.1 
len g th

h/i ratio NA

Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 30N063;1 CD0016 C1F36.img;1

The dome is surrounded by diffuse radar backscatter material interpreted to be talus. The upper surface is fractured. 
Superimposed on lava flows from a volcanic c e n tre  to the east.



Name md65

Diameter 2 2

Caldera |sJA 
diam eter

Landslide 1 5 .2  
width

Type ii,a,1
Length 2 2  
a/track

Caldera NA  
area

Landslide 117.9 
area

L atitud e 27.5  

H eig h t NA

Landslide NW  
direction

Landslide NA  
volume

Longitude 134.8
Basal alt 6051.5

Location Niobe Planitia
Slope angle NA  
(ex t)

Landslide NA  
h e ig h t

Landslide i,b,2,C 
T yp e

Landslide 8 .8  
length

h/l ratio NA

Thickness NA 
(max)
Comment MIDR 30N135;1 CD0030 ClF36.img;1

The dome has a distinct backscarp. The upper surface is fractured. Two other dome structures may exist to the east 
obscured by fractures associated with a volcano-tectonic structure.

Name m d 6 6

Diameter 26.1

Caldera 12.4 
diam eter

T yp e  i,b,2
Length 1 9 5  
a/track

Caldera 1 5 0  
area

Latitude 25.5  

H e ig h t NA

Longitude 324  

Basal alt NA

Location Guinevere Planitia

Landslide NA  
area

Landslide NA  
direction

Landslide NA  
volum e

Slope angle NA 
(e x t)

Landslide NA  
h eigh t

Landslide n A  
Type

Landslide NA  
len gth

h/l ratio N ALandslide NA 
width
Thickness NA 
(max)
Comm ent MIDR 30N315;1 CD0048 C1F48.img;1

Remnant dome. Several large blocks may have collapsed into the caldera. There is a lava flow to the south that may be 
related to the dome. Situated in an area of fractured plains.



Name md67

Diameter 15.1

Caldera 4 .5  
diam eter

Type i,a,2
Length  ̂  ̂ 5  
a/track

L atitude 2 5 .4  

H eig h t NA

Long itude 2 0 3  

Basal alt NA

Location Ulfrun Regio
Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h e ig h t len g th

Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide n A h/l ratio NA
w idth area volum e T yp e
Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 30N207;1 CD0033 C1F43.lmg;1

Degraded dome. The upper surface is fractured and cross-cut by NW-SE trending fracture. A small volcanic cone occurs 
on the floor of the caldera. Situated in fractured plains.

Caldera 2 1 .4  
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e

Nam e md69 

Diameter 16.7

Caidera 6.5 
diam eter

T yp e ii,a,2
Length 2  
a/track

L atitud e 25.1 

H eig h t NA

Longitude 3 1 4  

Basal ait NA

Location Guinevere Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h e ig h t len g th

Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide n A h/l ratio NA
width area volum e Typ e
Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 30N315;1 CD0048 C1F44.img;1

Two coalesced domes. West flank of the dome missing. Bounded to the east by concentric fractures. Situated in a volcanic 
field with a number of other domes.

Caidera 3 0 .1 
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA  
volum e



Name md68

Diameter 17.3

Caidera N A  
diam eter

Type ii,a,2
Length 2 0 .2  
a/track

Latitude 25.1 

H eig h t NA

L o n g itu de 314  

Basal ait NA

Location Guinevere Planitia
Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h eigh t len g th

Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA h/l ratio NA
width area volum e T yp e
Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR30N315;1 CDG048 C1F44.img;1

Possible evidence of talus material around the base of the west flank. Situated in a volcanic field that contains a number of 
other domes.

Caidera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volume

Nam e rnd70 

Diameter 18.5

Caidera NA 
diam eter

Landslide NA 
width

T yp e  ii,a,2
Length n a  
a/track

Latitude 24.5 

H eigh t NA

L o n g itu de 314  

Basal alt NA

Location Guinevere Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
heigh t length

Landslide NA h/l ratio NA
T yp e

Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR30N315;1 CD0048, 1 ClF44.img;1 C1F52.img

The dome has scalloped margins. The upper surface has a number of pits on it. A small dome structure is situated on the 
west flank. Situated in a volcanic field with several other domes.

Caidera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA  
volume



Name md71

Diameter 4 5 .4

Caidera N A  
diam eter

Type iv,a,2
Length 4 5  4  
a/track

NACaidera 
area

Landslide NA 
area

Latitude 24  

H eight NA

Landslide
direction

Lon g itu de 205  

Basal alt NA

Location Ulfrun Regio

NA

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA 
heigh t

Landslide 
T yp e

NA

Landslide NA 
len g th

h/l ratio NALandslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
width area volum e
Thickness NA  
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 30N207;1 CD0033 C1F52.img;1

Remnant of a dome with scalloped margins cross-cut by concentric fractures. The edifice is also cross-cut by fractures 
trending E-W and NW-SE that are associated with a volcano-tectonic structures to the NE and S. An impact crater is 
situated 5 km to the west and is also cross-cut by fractures.

Nam e md72

Diameter 1 4 .4

Caidera 1 0 .8  
d iam eter

Landslide 4 .3  
width

T yp e i,a,1
Length 1 4 4  
a/track

Caidera 3 5 . 3  
area

Landslide 31.8 
area

Latitude 2 4  

H eight NA

Landslide W  
direction

Landslide NA  
volum e

L o n g itu de 9 

Basal alt 6050.8

Location Eisila Regio

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA 
h eigh t

Landslide |i?,c,1.D 
T yp e

Landslide 13.7 
len g th

h/l ratio NA

Thickness NA 
(max)
Comment MIDR 30N009;1 CD0012 C1F52.img;1

The dome has scalloped margins. A small part of a debris apron may exist near the west flank of the dome. There is 
evidence of slope failure inside the caidera. Situated in an area of fractured plains.



Name md73c

Diameter 30.5

Caidera N A  
diam eter

Landslide 10.1 
w idth  
Thickness 
(m ax)

Type ii,a,1
Length 2 5  
a/track

Latitud e 23.7 

H eig h t 2.8

Longitude 87  

Basal alt 6051.4

Location Niobe Planitia

NACaidera 
area

Landslide
area

Landslide
direction

WNW

NA Landslide NA  
voium e

Slope angle 25.8 
(ex t)

Landslide NA Landslide 27.4
h e ig h t len g th

Landslide jv,b,1,B h/l ratio 0.11
Type

NA

Comment C l MIDR 30N099;1 CD0020 C1F49.img;1
Well defined debris aprons but the dome has no major arcuate backscarps. The eastern flank is obscured. The dome is 
superimposed on multiple radiating lava flows and situated In an area of radar-dark mantling material associated with an 
impact crater to the north. Possible debris aprons occur to the north and east. The total area of deposits to the W and WNW  
is 1459.7.

Nam e md73b

Diameter 30.5

Caidera NA 
diam eter

Landslide 14.3 
width
Thickness
(max)

Com m ent

NA

T yp e ii.a.I
Length 2 6 . 6  
a/track

NACaidera 
area

Landslide
area

NA

Latitude 23.7 

H eig h t 2.8

Lon g itu de 87  

Basal alt 6051 .4

Location Niobe Planitia

Landslide
direction

W

Landslide NA 
volum e

Slope angle 25.8 
(ex t)

Landslide NA 
h eigh t

Landslide jj^b.I.B 
T yp e

Landslide
len gth

h/l ratio 0.09

29.5

01 MIDR 30N099;1 CD0020 GlF49.img;1
Well defined debris aprons but the dome has no major arcuate backscarps. The eastern flank is obscured. IThe dome is 
superimposed on multiple radiating lava flows and situated in an area of radar-dark mantling material associated with an 
impact crater to the north. Possible debris aprons occur to the north and east. The total area of deposits to the W and WNW  
is 1459.7.



Name md73cl

Diameter 3 0 .5

Caidera MA  
diam eter

Type ii,a,1
Length 2 5  
a/track

L atitude 23.7 

H eig h t 2.8

L on g itu de 87 

Basal alt 6051.4

Location Niobe Planitia

Caidera MA 
area

Landslide 727 
area

Landslide ESE 
direction

Landslide MA 
volum e

Landslide jv,b,1,B 
Type

Landslide 54.6 
len g th

h/l ratio 0.05

Slope angle 25.8 
(ex t)

Landslide MA 
heigh t

Landslide 26.1 
w idth
Thickness MA  
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 30N099;1 CD0020 ClF49.img;1

Well defined debris aprons but the dome has no major arcuate backscarps. The eastern flank is obscured. I Dome is 
superimposed on multiple radiating lava flows and situated in an area of radar-dark mantling material associated with an 
impact crater to the north. Possible debris aprons occur to the north and east.

Nam e md74 

Diameter 18.1

Caidera MA 
diam eter

Landslide MA 
w idth

T yp e  i,a,2
Length 1 3  g 
a/track

Latitude 23 

H eight 0 .6

L on g itude 358.9 

Basal all 6053.3

Location North Eisila Regio

Slope angle NA  
(ex t)

Landslide MA Landslide NA
h eigh t len gth

Landslide MA h/l ratio MA
Type

Thickness MA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 30N351;1 CD0012 C1F56.img;1

Southern flank of the dome missing but no evidence of a debris apron. The dome is cross-cut by N-S trending fractures 
associated with a volcano-tectonic structure to the north.

Caidera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide S 
direction

Landslide MA 
volum e



Name rnd75

Diameter 7.4

Caidera
d iam eter

Type iv,b,2
Length 3  
a/track

Latitude 22.8  

Height NA

L o n g itu de 4.6 

Basal alt NA

Location Eisila Regio

Caidera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h eigh t len g th

Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA h/l ratio NA
w idth  area volum e Type
Thickness NA 
(max)
Comment MIDR 30N009;1 CD0012 ClF50.img;1

Remnant of a dome. Small radar-bright patches to the NW may be large blocks derived from collapse of the flank. The 
dome is bounded on the western flank by concentric fractures. Situated in an area of fractured plains mantled by radar- 
dark material associated with an impact crater to the west.

N am e md76

Diameter 11.5

Caidera NA 
d iam eter

T yp e  iii,a,2
Length 1 1 3  
a/track

Caidera NA 
area

Latitude 22.5  

H eight NA

Landslide NA 
direction

L o n g itu de 201.2 

Basal alt NA

Location East Atia Regio

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
height

Landslide
Type

Landslide NA  
length

h/l ratio N ALandslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
w idth area volum e

Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 15N197;1 CD0033 ClF06.img;1

Degraded dome cross-cut by fractures. Several small pits occur on the upper surface. Bounded by NW-SE trending ridges 
associated with a volcano-tectonic structure to the south.



Name md77

Diameter 1 9 .6

Caidera 7 . 4  
d iam eter

Type i,a,2
Length
a/track

Caidera 4 4  9  
area

Latitude 21 

H eight NA

Landslide NA 
direction

Longitude 252.4

Basal alt NA

Location Kawelu Planitia
Slope angle N 
(ex t)

Landslide NA 
height

Landslide N A  
Type

Landslide NA 
length

h/l ratio NALandslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
width area volum e
Thickness NA 
(max)
Comment MIDR 15N249;1 CD0041 C1F06.img;1

The dome has scalloped margins and is heavily fractured. It is situated in fractured plains in a zone of E-W trending ridges.

Nam e md78

Diameter 16.2

Caidera 14 . 7  
d iam eter

T yp e i,a,2
Length -jg g 
a/track

Caidera 1 4 2 .5  
area

Landslide NA 
area

Latitude 21 

H eigh t NA

Landslide NA 
direction

L o n g itu d e  56.2 

Basal alt NA

Location North of Eisila Regio

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA 
height

Landslide
Type

Landslide NA 
length

h/l ratio NALandslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
w idth area volum e
Thickness N A  
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 15N060;1 CD0016 ClF03.img;1

The upper surface of the dome is downsagged. Radar-bright material around the base of the southern flank may be talus. 
Situated on the margin of a volcano-tectonic structure.



Name md79

Diameter 19.6

Caldera 7 . 4  
d iam eter

Type il,a,2
Length g 
a/track

Latitude 20.9 

H eig h t NA

L on g itu d e  90.6 

Basal alt NA

Location Niobe Pianitia
Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h e ig h t len g th

Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide h/l ratio NA
w idth  area volum e Type
Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 15N095;1 CD0019 C1F03.img;1

Two remnant superimposed domes. The western flank of the larger dome is indistinct. It is situated in plains mantled by 
radar-dark material.

Caldera 4 4 ,9  
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e

Nam e mdSO

Diameter 23.1

Caldera 1 1 .8  
d iam eter

Landslide 19.9 
w idth

T yp e i,a,1

Length 2 3 . 3  
a/track

Caldera 12 9  
area

Landslide 211.8 
area

Latitude 20.6  

H eight NA

L on g itu d e  231.2  

Basal alt 6054.7

Location Kawelu Pianitia

Landslide N 
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA 
h eigh t

Landslide ij?,b,2,B 
Type

Landslide 12.7 
length

h/l ratio NA

Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent ^1 MIDR 15N232;1 CD0G37 C1F04.img;1

Shows lay-over in left-looking cycle 1 imaging. Numerous pits occur on the caldera floor. There is some evidence of a faint 
debris apron but it is obscured by a NE-SW trending ridge. Several lobate deposits occur at the base of the east flank. 
Situated within a large volcano-tectonic structure along with another dome to the ESE.



Name md81

Diameter 1 5 .8

Caldera 4 . 6  
diam eter

Type iv,a.2
Length q 
a/track

Caldera 18 .8  
area

L atitud e  20.6 

H eig h t NA

Landslide NA  
d irection

Longitude 10.4 

Basal alt NA

LocationTinatin Pianitia
Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide N A  
T yp e

Landslide NA 
len g th

h/l ratio NALandslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
w idth  area volum e
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent 15N009;1 CD0014 C1F05.img;1

Degraded dome with a number of pits on its upper surface. Situated in an area of fractured plains. Another dome occurs to 
the south.

Nam e md82

Diameter 14.6

Caldera NA 
diam eter

T yp e iv,a,2
Length 1 6 .3  
a/track

Caldera N A  
area

L atitud e  20.3 

H eig h t NA

Landslide NA 
direction

Longitude 10.6 

Basal all NA

LocationTinatin Pianitia

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide ^ A  
T yp e

Landslide NA 
len gth

h/l ratio NALandslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
w idth  area volum e
Thickness N A  
(max)
C om m ent 15N009;1 CD0014 ClFl3.im g;1

Heavily modified dome with a number of pits on the upper surface. An apron of diffuse radar backscatter material at the 
base of the west flank may be a small debris apron. The dome is situated in an area of fractured plains.



Name md83

Diameter 1 5 .8

Caldera g 
diam eter

Type ii,b,2
Length 2 5 . 5  
a/track

Caldera J Q .6  
area

Latitude 20.1 

Height NA

Landslide NA  
direction

Longitude 230.7
Basal alt 1.5 NA

Location Kawelu Pianitia
Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA 
h eigh t

Landslide n A  
Type

Landslide NA 
length

h/l ratio NALandslide N Landslide NA Landslide NA
w idth area volum e
Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 15N232;1 CD0037 C1F12.img;1

The dome has long radiating flanks. It is bounded by NW-SE trending fractures. Situated within a large volcano-tectonic 
structure along with another dome to the NW.

Name md84 

Diameter 13.7

Caldera NA 
diam eter

Landslide NA 
width

T y p e  ii,a,2
Length 1 4 1  
a/track

Latitude 19  

H eigh t NA

Longitude 136 

Basal ait NA

Location Niobe Pianitia

Slope angle NA  
(ex t)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h eigh t length

Landslide NA h/l ratio NA
Type

Thickness N A  
(max)
Comment ^1 MIDR 15N129;1 CD0020 C1F16.img;1

The eastern flank has an indistinct margin. Diffuse radar backscatter material around the base of the dome may be talus. It 
is surrounded by c o n œ n tr ic  fra c tu re s . S itu a te d  on  a  fracture set trending E-W.

Caldera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e



Name md85

Diameter 15.8

Caldera N A  
diam eter

Type iii,a,2
Length 1 5  g 
a/track

Latitude 19  

H eight 0.2

Longitude 124.6
Basal alt 5051.3

Location Niobe Pianitia
Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
heigh t length

Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide n A h/l ratio NA
width area volum e T yp e
Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 15N129;1 CD0021 C1F11.img;1

The upper surface of the dome is fractured. It is situated on the eastern edge of a large impact crater and on circumferential 
fractures defining a volcano-tectonic structure.

Caldera NA  
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e

Name md86 

Diameter 19.8

Caldera NA 
diam eter

T yp e  ii,a,2
Length 1 5 5  
a/track

Latitude 18.9 

H eight NA

Long itude 132.6 

Basal alt NA

Location Niobe Pianitia

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
heigh t length

Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA h/l ratio NA
width area volum e Type
Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 15N129;1 CD0020 C1F14.img;1

Degraded dome. It is surrounded by an apron if diffuse radar backscatter material. Situated within fractured plains.

Caldera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide N A  
volum e



Name md87

Diameter 11.1

Caldera NA  
d iam ete r

Landslide N A  
w idth

Type ii,b,2
Length i i  g  
a/track

Latitude 18 .7  

H eight NA

Longitude 196.9

Basal all NA

Location North of Atia Regie

Caldera N A  
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e

Slope angle N A  
(e x t)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h eigh t length

Landslide n A  h/l ratio N A
Type

Thickness NA  
(m ax)
C om m ent MIDR 15N197;1 CD0033 ClF12.img:1

The dome has scalloped margins and is cross-cut by NE-SW trending fractures. The north flank is missing. Diffuse radar 
backscatter material around the NW flank may define a degraded or mantled debris apron. The dome is superimposed on 
lavas associated with a complex ridge belt to the SW. Another dome occurs to the SW.

Nam e m d 8 8

Diameter 15.5

Caldera 5 ,3 5  
d iam eter

T yp e iii,a,2
Length 1 5 9  
a/track

Caldera 1 9 ,2  
area

Latitude 18 .7  

Height NA

Landslide NA 
direction

Long itude 196.5 

Basal alt NA

Location North of AtIa Regio

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA 
heigh t

Landslide n A  
Type

Landslide NA 
length

h/l ratio NALandslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
w idth  area volum e
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 15N197;1 CD0033 ClF12.img;1

The eastern margin of the dome is obscured by fractures. It is superimposed on lavas associated with a complex ridge belt 
to the SW. Another dome occurs to the NW.



Name md89

Diameter 14 .9

Caldera 3 . 6  
diam eter

Type i,b,2
Length 1 4 -7  
a/track

Latitude 18 .6  

H eig h t N A

L on g itu de 3 0 3  

Basal alt NA

Location Guinevere Pianitia

14 .8Caldera 
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA 
h eigh t

Landslide N A  
T yp e

Landslide NA 
len g th

h/l ratio NALandslide NA 
width
Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent 15N300;1 CD0G47 C1F14.img;1

The degraded dome is surrounded by pit chains. There is diffuse radar backscatter material at the base of the west flank 
which may be talus. The dome is superimposed on radiating lava flows that make up a volcanic centre. Another dome 
occurs 70 km to the SE.

Name md90 

Diameter 5 7 .8

Caldera 5 2 .2  
diam eter

Type i,a ,2

Length 51 .1  
a/track

Latitude 18  

H eig h t NA

Lon g itu de 195.9 

Basal alt 1 NA

Location North of Atia Regio

Slope angle NA  
(ex t)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h eigh t len gth

Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA h/l ratio NA
width area volum e Type
Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent f^'^R 15N197;1 CD0033 C1F20.img;1

The dome has indistinct margins. The concave upper surface may be the result of a downsag. It is cross-cut by fractures.
Superimposed on lavas associated with a complex ridge belt trending NW-SE forming part of Atia Regio.

Caldera 2 2 7 2 .6  
area

Landslide NA  
area

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e



Name md91

Diameter 14.9

Caldera 1Q.8 
diameter

Type i,a,1
Length 20 .3  
a/track

Caldera 55.1  
area

Landslide NA 
area

Latitude 18 

H eight NA

Landslide NA 
direction

Longitude 31  

Basal alt NA

Location East Of Eisila Regio
Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
heigh t

Landslide NA 
Type

Landslide NA 
length

h/l ratio NALandslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
width area volum e
Thickness NA  
(max)
Com m ent ^ 1  MIDR 15N026;1 CD0012ClF22.im g;1

The dome has well defined scalloped margins. It is surrounded by fractures trending NW-SE, and ridges trending NNE- 
SSW .

Name md92

Diameter 43

Caldera 17 .7  
diameter

Landslide 4.2 
width

Type i,a,1
Length 4 5  7  

a/track
Caidera 404.1 
area

Landslide 1 48 
area

Latitude 17.8 

H eight 1.1

Landslide SW  
direction

Landslide NA 
volume

Longitude 303.6  

Basal alt 6051.4

Location Guinevere Pianitia

Slope angle 1.4 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
heigh t

Landslide jii>,c,1,D  
Type

Landslide 23.5  
length

h/l ratio 0.05

Thickness NA 
(max)
Comment MIDR 15N300;1 CD0047 GlF22.img;1 

The dome has scalloped margins. It is surrounded by concentric fractures and is superimposed on the summit region of a 
volcanic centre. The debris apron to the SW is cross-cut by a graben. Another dome also on the volcanic centre occurs 70 
km to the NW.



Name md93

Diameter 23.5

Caidera -jO.1 
diam eter

Type ii,a,2
Length 21  g  
a/track

Latitude 17 .7  

H eig h t NA

Longitude 36  

Basal ait NA

Location Eisila Regio

Caidera 7 5  
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volume

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
heigh t length

Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide nA h/l ratio NA
width area volum e Type
Thickness NA 
(max)
Comment MIDR 15N043;201 CD0057 C1F20.img;1

The dome has diffuse radar backscatter material around the base of the west flank which is Interpreted to be talus. It is 
superimposed on lavas associated with a volcano-tectonic structure. The dome is bounded by fractures. Remnant s o f a  
dome may exist to the north.

Name md94

Diameter NA

Caidera NA 
diam eter

Type iv,a,2
Length
a/track

Caidera NA 
area

Latitude 17.5 

Height NA

Landslide NA 
direction

L ongitude 255.5  

Basal alt NA

Location South of Asteria Regio

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
height

Landslide n A 
Type

Landslide NA 
length

h/l ratio NALandslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
width area volum e
Thickness NA 
(max)
Comment MIDR 15N249;1 CD0041 ClF53.img;1

The remnant of a dome is cross-cut by NE-SW fractures. It is situated in a zone of complex ridges and fractures.



L ongitude 228  

Basal ait 6051.8

Location Guinevere Pianitia

Landslide 4 .3  
len g th

h/l ratio N A

Name md95 Type ii,a,1 Latitude 16.6
Diameter 9.7  Length g 5 H e ig h t NA

a/track

Caidera NA Caidera NA Landslide W
diam eter area d irection

Landslide 5.8 Landslide 28.6 Landslide NA
w idth area volum e

Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent ^1 MIDR 15N232;1 CD0037 ClF19.img;1

The upper surface of the dome is fractured and has two small pits. The radar-bright material to the west may be a debris 
apron. The dome is cross-cut and bounded by N-S trending fractures associated with a volcano-tectonic centre to the 
north.

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide v?,b.2.B 
T y p e

Nam e md96

Diameter 20.7

Caidera NA 
diam eter

T yp e ii,a,2
Length 17  g 
a/track

Caidera NA 
area

L atitud e  15.8 

H e ig h t NA

Landslide NA 
direction

L ongitude 117.3

Basal all NA Slope angle NA
(ex t)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide NA  
T yp e

Location Niobe Pianitia

Landslide NA 
len g th

h/l ratio N ALandslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
width area volum e

Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR15N112;1 CD0020 C1F31 .img;1

An indistinct dome. It is situated on the outer margin of concentric fractures defining a volcano-tectonic structure. Another 
dome is situated 4.7 km to the north.



Name md97

Diameter 19.1

Caidera NA 
diam eter

Type ii,a,2
Length g 
a/track

Latitude 15.7 

Height NA

Longitude 117.3

Basal ait NA

Location Niobe Pianitia
Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h eigh t length

Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA h/l ratio NA
width area volum e Type
Thickness NA 
(max)
Comment MIDR 15N112;1 CD0020 C1F31.img;1

An indistinct dome. It is situated on the outer margin of concentric fractures defining a volcano-tectonic structure. Another 
dome is situated 4.7 km to the north.

Caidera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e

Name md98 

Diameter 20.5

Caidera NA 
diameter

Type ii,a,2
Length -jg g 
a/track

Latitude 15.4 

Height NA

Longitude 114.4 

Basal alt NA

Location Niobe Pianitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h eigh t length

Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA h/l ratio NA
width area volume Type
Thickness NA 
(max)
Comment MIDR 15N112;1 CD0020 ClF30.img;1

The eastern flank of the degraded dome is obscured by fractures. It is situated on the margin of concentric fractures 
defining a volcano-tectonic structure.

Caidera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volume



Name md99

Diameter 11.8

Caidera 7 . 2  

diam eter

Type i,a,2
Length 1 2 1  
a/track

Caidera 28.3  
area

Latitude 15.3 

H eight NA

Longitude 281.6

Basal alt NA

Location South of Beta Regio

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e

Slope angle NA 
(e x t)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide N A  
T yp e

Landslide NA 
length

h/l ratio NALandslide NA 
w idth
Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 15N283;1 CD0043 C1F28.img;1

Diffuse radar backscatter material surrounds the base of the east flank. The dome is situated in fractured plains to the west 
of a complex rift zone.

Nam e mdlOO

Diameter 22.2

Caidera 12.9 
diam eter

Landslide NA 
width

T yp e i,a,2
Length 2 0  
a/track

Caidera 1 1 4 .8  
area

Landslide NA 
area

Latitude 14.6 

H eig h t NA

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e

Longitude 110.5 

Basal alt NA

Location Niobe Pianitia

Slope angle NA 
(e x t)

Landslide NA 
h eigh t

Landslide NA  
T yp e

Landslide NA 
length

h/l ratio N A

Thickness NA  
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 15N112;1 CD0020 C1F28.img;1

The degraded dome is heavily fractured. It may have breached to the north and is surrounded by other volcanic edifices. 
Some remnant edifices to the east may have been domes. Situated in fractured plains.



Name md101

Diameter 17.6

Caidera 5  
d iam eter

Type ii,a,1
Length
a/track

Caidera 1 9 .3  
area

Latitude 14  

H eight 1

Landslide W  
direction

L on g itu de 2 9 9  

Basal alt 6051.6

Location Guinevere Pianitia
Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA 
h eigh t

Landslide ijj,c,1.A 
T yp e

Landslide 37.2 
len g th

h/l ratio 0.03Landslide 52.2 Landslide 2138.8 Landslide NA
w idth  area volum e
Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 15N300;1 CD0047 C1F36.img;1

There is an extensive debris apron but on large arcuate backscarp on the dome. Concentric fractures surround the dome. 
It is situated in an area of fractured plains.

Nam e md102c

Diameter 8.3

Caidera NA 
diam eter

Landslide 5.7  
width

Typ e ii,b,1
Length 13  3  
a/track

Caidera NA 
area

Landslide 42.7 
area

Latitude 1 4  

Height NA

L on g itu de 217.6  

Basal alt 6052.4

Location East Of Atia Regio

Landslide SW  
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA 
heigh t

Landslide ii,b,2,A 
Type

Landslide 10.5 
length

h/l ratio NA

Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent "^^R 15N215;1 CD0034 C1F30.img;1 

A degraded dome with several debris aprons. It is situated on the margin of complex ridged terrain.



Name md102b

Diameter 8 .3

Caidera NA  
d iam eter

Type ii,b,1
Length -1 3 3  
a/track

Caidera NA 
area

Latitude 14  

H eight NA

Landslide S 
direction

Longitude 217.6
Basai alt 6052.4

Location East Of Atia Regio
Slope angle NA 
(e x t)

Landslide NA 
h eigh t

Landslide ij,b,2.C 
Type

Landslide 7.2 Landslide 47 Landslide NA
w idth  area volum e
Thickness NA 
(m ax)
Com m ent l^'DR 15N215;1 CD0034 ClF30.img;1

A degraded dome with several debris aprons. It is situated on the margin of complex ridged terrain.

Landslide 7  
len g th

h/i ratio N A

Nam e md102a

Diameter 8.3

Caidera NA 
diam eter

Landslide 8 .6  
w idth

T yp e  ii,b,1
Length 1 3  3  
a/track

Caidera NA 
area

Landslide 44.2 
area

Latitude 14 

H eight NA

Landslide W  
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e

Lon g itude 217.6  

Basal alt 6052.4

Location East of Atia Regio

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA 
heigh t

Landslide ii,b,2,B 
Type

Landslide 6.1 
length

h/l ratio NA

Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 15N215;1 CD0034 C1F30.img;1 

A degraded dome with several debris aprons. It is situated on the margin of complex ridged terrain.



Name md103

Diameter 2 0

Caidera 4 ,5  
diam eter

Type il,a,2
Length 3 3  g 
a/track

Caidera 20.9  
area

Latitude 13.9 

H eig h t NA

L o n g itu de 69.9  

Basai ait NA

Location North of Hestia Rupes

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
voiume

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA 
h eigh t

Landsilde NA  
T yp e

Landslide NA 
len g th

h/l ratio NALandslide NA 
w idth
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 15N077;1 CD0019 ClF25.img;1 C1F33.img;1

May be a cone superimposed on a dome. The structure is surrounded by concentric fractures and superimposed on lavas 
from a volcanic centre to the north. There may be another degraded dome to the west.

Nam e md104

Diameter 2 6

Caidera NA 
diam eter

Landslide NA 
w idth

T yp e  ill?,a,2
Length
a/track

Caidera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

Latitude 13.7 

H eig h t 27

L on g itu de 270.6  

Basal alt NA

Location South Of Beta Regio

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA  
voiume

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA 
heigh t

Landslide NA  
T yp e

Landsilde NA 
len gth

h/l ratio NA

Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 15N266;1 CD0041 C1F39.img;1 

A degraded dome. It is situated to the east of a volcanic centre surrounded by small shields and cones as well as a 
number of small domes.



Name m d105

Diameter 5

Caidera 2 .7  
d iam eter

Landslide NA 
w idth

Type i,a,1
Length 5  4  
a/track

Caidera N A  
area

Landslide NA 
area

L atitud e 13.3  

H eig h t NA

Longitude 283.9
Basal alt NA

Location Kawelu Pianitia

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA 
h eigh t

Landslide v?,a,2.D 
T yp e

Landslide NA 
length

h/l ratio NA

Thickness NA 
(max)
Comm ent MIDR 15N283;1 CD0043 ClF37.img;1

The edifice may be a cone or a dome. The southern flank may have been breached and the edifice is surrounded by a 
flow-like deposit that may be lavas. It is situated in complex ridged and fractured terrain. A another remnant dome may 
exist to the south.

Nam e md106

Diameter 13.4

Caidera 4 .5  
diam eter

Type ii,a,2
Length 1 0 .6  
a/track

14.6Caidera 
area

Landslide NA 
area

L atitud e 12.7 

H eig h t NA

Long itude 340.2  

Basal alt NA

Location Guinevere Pianitia

Landslide
direction

NA

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h eigh t

Landslide 
T yp e

NA

Landslide NA 
len gth

h/l ratio NALandslide NA Landslide NA Landsiide NA
width area volume
Thickness NA  
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 15N335;2 CD0057 C1F39.img;1

Possibly two superimposed domes. The margin of the southern flank shows the remnants of a possible former dome. The 
domes are superimposed on lava flows associated with a volcano-tectonic structure to the north. Numerous small volcanic 
shields and cones surround the dome.



Name md107

Diameter 6 0 .4

Caidera N A  
diam eter

Landsilde NA 
width  
Thickness 
(max)

NA

Type i,a,2
Length 5 0 . 4  
a/track

NACaidera 
area

Landslide
area

NA

L atitud e  12.6 

H eig h t NA

Long itude 8 .4  

Basal alt NA

LocationTinatin Pianitia

Landslide
d irection

NA

Landslide NA 
volum e

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA Landslide
h eigh t len gth

Landslide N A  h/l ratio N A
Type

NA

Com m ent C l MIDR 15N009;1 CD0014 C1F36.img;1
The western margin of the dome is indistinct. The upper surface is fractured and has numerous pits. The dome is situated 
on the margin of concentric fractures defining a volcano-tectonic structure to the east. Two other domes are also situated 
on the concentric fractures.

Nam e mdlOS

Diameter 24.2

Caidera g 
diam eter

T yp e i,a,1
Length 2 1 . 9  
a/track

Caidera 81.5  
area

L atitud e 12.3 

H eigh t NA

Long itude 70.5  

Basal alt NA

Location  North of Hestia Rupes

Landslide NA 
area

Landsilde E 
direction

Landsilde NA 
volum e

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA 
heigh t

Landslide v?,b,2,A 
Type

Landslide NA 
length

h/l ratio NALandslide NA 
width  
Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 15N077;1 GD0019 C1F33.img;1 C1F24.img;1

The edifice has some characteristics of a cone. There are multiple terraces within the caidera. The origin of the deposit off 
the east flank is uncertain. It has multiple lobes. The edifice is situated in fractured plains. Several other domes occur to the 
north.



Name md109

Diameter 63.6

Caidera NA 
diameter

Landslide NA  
w idth  
Thickness 
(max)

NA

Type ii,a,1
Length 5 4 . 5  
a/track

Caidera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

Latitude 12.3 

H e ig h t NA

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volume

Lon g itu de 7 .5  

Basal alt NA

LocationTinatin Pianitia

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landsilde NA 
height

Landsilde N A  
Typ e

Landslide NA 
length

h/l ratio N A

Com m ent 01 MIDR 15N009;1 CD0014 C1F36.img:1
A large nearly pristine dome. Talus deposits occur at the base of the western margin. The dome is situated on fractured 
plains on the margin of concentric fractures that define a volcano-tectonic structure. Another large dome occurs to the ME 
and a smaller dome to the east.

Nam e m dllO

Diameter 23.2

Caidera NA 
diam eter

T yp e ii,a,2
Length 22.9  
a/track

Caidera NA 
area

Latitude 12.1 

H eig h t NA

Lon g itu de 299.1 

Basal alt NA

Location  Guinevere Pianitia

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volume

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA 
heigh t

Landslide n A  
Type

Landslide NA 
length

h/l ratio NALandslide NA 
width  
Thickness NA 
(max)
C o m m e n t  MIDR 15N300.T CD0047 ClF36.img;1

The dome has a fractured upper surface. A lava flow to the NW may be associated with the dome. It is situated in fractured
plains.



Name md111

Diameter 22 .3

Caidera N A  
diam eter

Type ii.a.I
Length 2 2 .9  
a/track

Caidera NA  
area

Landslide 8 .9  
area

Latitude 12,1 

H eigh t 1

Long itude 8.9  

Basal alt 6051.2

LocationTinatin Pianitia

Landslide N 
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide j,b,2,B 
Type

Landslide 1 .6  
length

h/l ratio NALandslide 3.1 
width
Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent 15NG09;1 CD0014 ClF37.img;1

A nearly pristine dome. The upper surface has numerous pits. It is situated on the margin of concentric fractures that define 
a volcano-tectonic structure. Two other nearly pristine domes occur to the west.

Nam e md112

Diameter 14

Caidera NA 
diam eter

T yp e  ii,a,2
Length q  q  
a/track

NACaidera 
area

Landslide
area

Latitude 11.2 

H eigh t NA

Longitude 24.7  

Basal alt NA

LocationTinatin Pianitia

NA

NA

Landslide 
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA Landslide
h e ig h t length

Landslide NA h/l ratio NA
Type

NA

Landslide NA 
width
Thickness NA  
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 15N026;1 CD0012 ClF44.img;1

The dome has scalloped margins and the southern flank is missing. It is cross-cut by N-S trending fractures. Diffuse radar 
backscatter material around the base of the southern flank may be talus. The dome situated in plains is bound by 
fractures. A number of domes occur to the south.



Name md113

Diameter 1 2 .2

Caidera NA 
diameter

Landslide 9 .2  
width

Type ii,a,1
Length g  
a/track

Caidera NA 
area

Landsilde 41.9 
area

Latitude 1 1 .2  

H eig h t NA

Landsilde SW  
direction

Landsilde NA 
volum e

Longitude 2 3 .2  

Basal alt 6 0 5 2 .0

LocationTinatin Pianitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landsilde NA 
heigh t

Landslide ij?,b,2,B 
Type

Landslide 3.2 
length

h/l ratio NA

Thickness NA 
(max)
Comment MIDR 15N009;1 CD0014 C1F51 .img;1

Diffuse radar backscatter material surrounds the base of the dome. The suggested debris apron to the SW  could be the 
result of "radar ghosting". The dome is situated in fractured plains. Several other domes occur to the east

Name md114 

Diameter 3 0 .8

Caidera NA 
diam eter

Landsilde NA 
width

Type iii,a,2
Length 3 2  g 
a/track

Latitude 1 1 

H eigh t NA

Longitude 301.4  

Basal alt NA

Location Guinevere Pianitia

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h eigh t length

Landslide NA h/l ratio NA
T yp e

Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 15N300;1 CD0047 C1F45.img;1

The dome is fractured and has indistinct margins. It is surrounded by lava flows associated with a possible vent to the 
south. The dome is situated to the north of several domes that are aligned E-W between two volcanic centres.

Caidera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direction

Landsilde NA 
volum e



Name m d 1 l5

Diameter 2 7 .7

Caidera N A  
diam eter

Type iii,a,2
Length 3 9  9  
a/track

Caidera NA  
area

L atitud e 10.5 

H eigh t NA

Landslide NA 
direction

Longitude 2 7 9 .5

Basal alt NA

Location South of Beta Regio
Slope angle NA 
(e x t)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide N A  
T yp e

Landsiide NA 
len g th

h/l ratio NALandslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
w idth area volum e
Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent l^'DR 15N283;1 CD0043 ClF43.img;1

There is a cluster of five domes. Three are superimposed. They have fractured upper surfaces. The dome to the south may 
have talus around the base. The domes are situated in fractured plains.

Nam e md116

Diameter 3 1 .5

Caidera 1 5 .5  
diam eter

Landslide NA 
width

T yp e  i,a,1
Length 7 5  3  
a/track

Caidera 450.2 
area

Landslide 104.3 
area

Latitude 10.3 

H eight 0.5

Landslide W  
direction

Landslide NA  
volum e

Longitude 302  

Basal alt 6051.7

Location Guinevere Pianitia

Slope angle 18.9 
(ex t)

Landslide NA 
h eigh t

Landslide i,b,2,G 
Type

Landslide 3 .5  
length

h/l ratio 0.1

Thickness NA 
(max)
Comm ent MIDR 15N300;1 CD0047 ClF45.img;1

The dome possibly breached to the SE during emplacement causing molten material to be exposed. An elongate caidera 
resulted from the ‘stretching’ of the dome. The deposits beyond the SE margin of the dome may be related. The dome 
occurs between two volcanic centres and near to several other domes.



Name md117

Diameter 18.7

Caidera 7 .9  
diam eter

Landsilde NA 
width

Type i,b,2
Length 1 7  g 
a/track

Caidera 2 8 .9  
area

Landsilde NA 
area

Latitude 1 0 .3  

H eight NA

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e

Longitude 30 0 .9

Basal alt NA

Location Guinevere Pianitia
Slope angle NA 
(e x t)

Landslide NA 
heigh t

Landslide
Type

Landsilde NA 
length

h/l ratio NA

Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MiDR 15N300;1 CD0047 ClF45.img;1 

The dome has scalloped margins and is superimposed on lavas. The dome is situated between two volcanic centres and 
several other domes occur near by. The possible remnants of a dome occur 20 km to the east.

Name md118

Diameter 11.7

Caidera NA 
diam eter

T yp e ii,a,2
Length -j2.9  
a/track

Caidera NA 
area

Latitude 10.2  

H eigh t NA

Landslide NA 
direction

Longitude 24.6 

Basal alt NA

LocationTinatin Pianitia

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA 
height

Landslide NA 
length

h/l ratio NALandslide NA Landsilde NA Landsilde NA Landsilde ^A
width area volum e Type

Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent 15N026;1 CD0012 C1F44.img;1

The base of the dome is surrounded by radar-bright materiai interpreted to be talus. The dome is situated in fractured 
plains. A number of other domes occur to the south.



Name md119

Diameter 30 .4

Caidera NA  
d iam eter

Type iv,b,1
Length 3 0  4  
a/track

Caidera N A  
area

Latitud e 10  

H eight NA

Longitude 212.5

Basal alt NA

Location East of Atia Regio

Landslide 21.9  
area

Landslide W  
direction

Landslide NA  
volum e

Slope angle N A  
(ex t)

Landslide 6051.4  
h e ig h t

Landslide ü?,b,2,B 
T yp e

Landslide 12.6 
length

h/l ratio NALandslide 4 .9  
width
Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 15N215;1 CD0034 C1F44.img;1

The dome has scalloped margins. The eastern flank is obscured by NE-SW and E-W trending fractures. The dome is 
bounded by concentric fractures. It is situated in a complex ridge and fracture belt.

Name md120

Diameter 21

Caidera NA 
diameter

T ype ii,a,2
Length 2 0  
a/track

Caidera NA 
area

Latitude 9 .8  

Height NA

Longitude 25.6  

Basal alt NA

LocationTinatin Pianitia

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
heigh t

Landsilde n A 
Type

Landslide N A  
length

h/l ratio N ALandsilde NA 
width
Thickness NA 
(max)
Comment MIDR 15N026;1 CD0012 C1F44.img;1

The dome has scalloped margins and is cross-cut by fractures. It is surrounded by concentric fractures and is situated in 
fractured plains. Several other domes are situated to the west.



Name md121

Diameter 18.3

Caidera 0 .3  
diam eter

Type i,b,1
Length 2 4 1  
a/track

Latitude 9.5  

Height NA

Longitude 29 6 .5

Basal alt 6 051 .7

Location Guinevere Pianitia

Landslide ü?,b ,2 .B  
Type

Landslide 8  
length

h/l ratio NA

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA 
heigh t

Landsilde 2.1 
width  
Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 15N300;1 CD0047 C1F51 .img;1

The dome has scalloped margins. A number of possible small debris aprons occur around the base of the dome. There 
are multiple terraces within the caidera. The dome is situated on fractured plains.

Caidera 4 8 .7  
area

Landsilde 13 
area

Landsilde SW  
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e

Name md122d

Diameter 19.4

Caidera NA 
diam eter

Landslide 5.0  
width

T y p e  ii,b,1
Length 22.7 
a/track

Caidera NA 
area

Landslide 33.9  
area

Latitude 8 .9  

H eigh t 0 .9

Landslide SW  
direction

Landslide NA 
voiume

Long itude 188.1 

Basal alt 6054.3

Location Sapas Mons

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
height

Landslide v,b,3.D 
Type

Landslide 10 .7  
length

h/l ratio 0 .0 8

Thickness NA  
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 15N188;1 CD0030 C1F56.img;1

The dome is surrounded by a number of radar-dark flow-like deposits. The origin of these is uncertain. They may be the 
product of pyroclastic flows. The dome is situated on the summit of the shield volcano Sapas Mons along with another 
dome. Fractures radiate from the summit area and concentric fractures surround both domes.



Name md122c

Diameter 19.4

Caidera N A  
diam eter

Type ii,b,1
Length 22.7  
a/track

Latitude 8.9 

H eig h t 0.9

L on g itude 188.1 

Basal alt 6054.3

Location Sapas Mons

NACaidera 
area

Landsilde 63.4 
area

Landsilde v,b,3.D 
Type

Landsilde 20.1 
len g th

h/l ratio 0.04

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NNW Landslide NA
direction h e igh t

Landslide 5.2 Landsilde 63.4 Landslide NA
w idth area volum e
Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent 15N188;1 CD0030 C1F56.img;1

The dome is surrounded by a number of radar-dark flow-like deposits. The origin of these is uncertain. They may be the 
product of pyroclastic flows. The dome is situated on the summit of the shield volcano Sapas Mons along with another 
dome. Fractures radiate from the summit area and concentric fractures surround both domes.

Nam e md122b 

Diameter 19.4

Caidera NA 
diam eter

Typ e ii,b,1
Length 2 2 .7  
a/track

NA

Latitude 8.9 

H eigh t 0.9

Long itude 188.1 

Basal alt 6054.3

Location Sc^as Mons

Caidera 
area

Landslide 71.7 
area

Landslide v.b.S.D 
Type

Landsilde
len gth

h/l ratio 0.05

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NW Landslide NA Landsilde 16.8
direction heigh t

Landslide 4.5 Landslide 71.7 Landslide NA
w idth area volum e

Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 15N188;1 CD0030 ClF56.img;1

The dome is surrounded by a number of radar-dark flow-like deposits. The origin of these is uncertain. They may be the 
product of pyroclastic flows. The dome is situated on the summit of the shield volcano Sapas Mons along with another 
dome. Fractures radiate from the summit area and concentric fractures surround both domes.



Name md122a

Diameter 19.4

Caidera N A  
diam eter

Type

Length 2 2 .7  
a/track

Latitude 8 .9

Height 0.9

Longitude 188.1

Basal alt 6054.3

Location Sapas Mons

Caidera N A  
area

Landsilde 202.5 
area

Landslide WNW  
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA 
height

Landsilde v.b.S.D 
Type

Landslide 2 1 .8  
len g th

h/l ratio 0 .0 4Landslide 12.8 
width
Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 15N188;1 CD0030 C1F56.img;1

The dome Is surrounded by a number of radar-dark flow-like deposits. The origin of these is uncertain. They may be the 
product of pyroclastic flows. The dome is situated on the summit of the shield volcano Sapas Mons along with another 
dome. Fractures radiate from the summit area and concentric fractures surround both domes.

Nam e md123

Diameter 23

Caidera NA 
diam eter

Landslide NA 
width

Type iv,b,2
Length N A  
a/track

Caidera N A  
area

Landslide NA 
area

Latitude 8 .8  

Height NA

L on g itu de 249.2 

Basal alt NA

Location South of Asteria Regio

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA 
height

Landslide N A  
Type

Landslide NA 
length

h/l ratio NA

Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 15N249H CD0041 ClF53.img;1

The remnant dome is cross-cut by fractures and the eastern flank is missing. Two other remnant domes occur to the east. 
The dome is situated on concentric fractures on the margin of complex ridge terrain.



Name md124

Diameter 1 8 .6

Caldera 8 .9  
diam eter

Type iii,a,2
Length 22.7  
a/track

Caldera 3 7 , 9  
area

Latitude 8 .4  

H eigh t NA

Longitude 255.6

Baaal alt NA

Location South of Asteria Regio

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
heigh t

Landslide NA 
len gth

h/l ratio NALandslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
width area volum e T yp e

Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 15N249;1 CD0041 C1F56.lmg;1

The dome has indistinct margins. There are multiple terraces within the caldera. The dome is superimposed on multiple 
radiating lava flows.

Name md125d

Diameter 16.4

Caldera 7 . 4  
diam eter

Landslide 2.1 
width
Thickness
(max)

Comment

NA

T yp e ii,b,1
Length 3 0 . 7  
a/track

Caldera 3 1 . 5  
area

Landslide 8.9 
area

Latitude 8 .4  

H eigh t 1.2

Landslide
direction

Long itude 188.2 Location Sapas Mons

Basal alt 6054.3

SES

Landslide NA 
volume

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide
h eigh t length

Landslide v.b.S.D h/l ratio 0.1
T yp e

12.1

C l 15N18G;1 CD0030 C1F56.img;1
A heavily modified dome. The dome is situated on the summit of the shield volcano Sapas Mons along with another dome. 
It is surrounded by multiple radiating flows. A number of radar-dark flow-like deposits occur on the east flank. The origin of 
these is unknown. They may be the product of pyroclastic events. If the debris apron to the west is associated with the 
dome then the majority has been buried under younger lavas. Concentric fractures surround both domes.



Nam e md125c 

Diameter 16.4 

7.4Caldera
diam eter

Landslide
w idth
Thickness
(m ax)

Com m ent

2.1

NA

Type ii,b,1
Length 3 5  j  
a/track

Caldera 3 1 .5  
area

Landslide 15.6 
area

Latitude 8.4  

H eight 1 .2

Longitude 188.2 Location Sapas Mons

Basal alt 6054.3

Landslide ESE 
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA 
h eigh t

Landslide v.b.S.D 
Type

Landslide 15 
len gth

h/l ratio 0.08

C l 15N180;1 CD0030 G1F56.img;1
A heavily modified dome. The dome is situated on the summit of the shield volcano Sapas Mons along with another dome. 
It is surrounded by multiple radiating flows. A number of radar-dark flow-like deposits occur on the east flank. The origin of 
these is unknown. They may be the product of pyroclastic events. If the debris apron to the west is associated with the 
dome then the majority has been buried under younger lavas. Concentric fractures surround both domes.

Nam e md125b

Diameter 16.4

Caldera 7 .4  
diam eter

Landslide 2 .9  
width
Thickness
(max)

Comment

NA

T yp e  ii,b,1
Length 3 5  7  
a/track

Caldera 3 1 .5  
area

Landslide 4 2 .2  
area

Latitude 8 .4  

Height 1 .2

Landslide
direction

Longitude 188.2 Location Sapas Mons

Basal alt 6054.3

ENE

Landslide NA  
volum e

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA 
heigh t

Landslide v,b,3,D 
Type

Landslide
length

h/l ratio 0.08

14.6

C l 15N180;1 CD0030 C1F56.img;1
A heavily modified dome. The dome is situated on the summit of the shield volcano Sapas Mons along with another dome. 
It is surrounded by multiple radiating flows. A number of radar-dark flow-like deposits occur on the east flank. The origin of 
these is unknown. They may be the product of pyroclastic events. If the debris apron to the west is associated with the 
dome then the majority has been buried under younger lavas. Concentric fractures surround both domes.



Name md125a

Diameter 16 .4

Caldera 7 . 4  
diam eter

Landslide NA 
width

NA

Type ii,b,1
Length 3 5 , 7  
a/track

31.5Caldera 
area

Landslide NA 
area

Latitude 8.4 Longitude 188.2 Location Sapas Mons

H eig h t 1.2 Basal alt 6054.3

WLandslide 
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e

Slope angle NA 
(e x t)

Landslide NA 
heigh t

Landslide jü^c.l.B  
T yp e

Landslide
length

h/l ratio 0 .0 1

62.3

Thickness 
(max)
Com m ent 15N180;1 CD0030 C1F56.img;1

A heavily modified dome. If the debris apron to the west is associated with the dome then the majority has been buried 
under younger lavas. The dome is situated on the summit of the shield volcano Sapas Mons along with another dome. It is 
surrounded by multiple radiating flows. A number of radar-dark flow-like deposits occur on the east flank. The origin of 
these is unknown. They may be the product of pyroclastic events. Concentric fractures surround both domes.

Name md126 

Diameter 16.5

Caldera NA 
diam eter

Landslide NA 
width

T yp e  ii,a,2
Length ^7  5  
a/track

Latitude 8.1 

H eig h t NA

Longitude 24.9 

Basal alt NA

Location Tinatin Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
heigh t length

Landslide NA h/l ratio NA
Type

Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent 15N026;1 CD0012 G1F52.img;1

The dome has indistinct margins. It is situated in fractured plains. Several other domes occur to the north.

Caldera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e



Name m d127

Diameter 9 .2

Caldera NA  
diam eter

Type iv,b,2
Length ^ q  2 
a/track

Caldera NA  
area

Latitud e 6 .8  

H eig h t NA

Landslide NA 
direction

Longitude 157 .3

Basal alt NA

Location Rusalka Planitia
Slope angle NA 
(e x t)

Landslide NA 
h eigh t

Landslide n A  
Type

Landslide NA 
length

h/l ratio NALandslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
w idth area volum e

Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDROON163;1 CD0031 C1F02.img;1

Possible remnant of a summit dome. It is situated on the summit of a shield volcano surrounded by multiple radiating lava 
flows.

Nam e md128

Diameter 20.2

Caldera 19 .6  
diam eter

T yp e  i,a,2
Length 2 3 ,2  
a/track

Caldera 3 3 0  
area

Latitude 6.2 

H eight NA

Longitude 2 9 9 .8  

Basal alt NA

Location  Guinevere Planitia

Landslide NA 
d irection

Landslide NA  
volum e

Landslide NA Landslide NA
w idth area
Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR OON300;1 CD0047 C1F04.img;1

Possible remnant of a dome. It is situated in fractured plains.

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA 
h eigh t

Landslide NA  
Type

Landslide NA 
length

h/l ratio NA



Name md129

Diameter 17.7

Caldera 5 .3  
diameter

Type ii,a,2
Length ^ 5 3  
a/track

Caldera 18.2 
area

Landslide NA 
area

Latitude 5.9  

Height NA

Longitude 21.4  

Basal alt NA

Location Tinatin Planitia

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA  
h eigh t

Landslide ^ A  
Type

Landslide NA 
length

h/l ratio NALandslide NA 
width
Thickness NA 
(max)
Comm ent MIDR 00N026;1 CD0012 ClF02.img;1

Diffuse radar backscatter material around the dome may be talus. The dome is situated on the margin of a volcano-tectonic 
structure.

Name md130

Diameter 15.9

Caldera NA 
diam eter

T yp e  iv,a,2
Length 1 5  2  
a/track

Caldera NA 
area

Latitude 5.2 

H eigh t NA

Longitude 258.8  

Basal alt NA

Location South Of Asteria Regio

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA 
height

Landslide N A  
T yp e

Landslide NA 
length

h/l ratio NALandslide NA 
width
Thickness NA 
(max)
Comment MIDR 00N266;1 CD0041 ClF09.img;1

The degraded dome has a fractured upper surface. Lobate deposits to the north that are fractures may be part of the dome. 
Diffuse radar backscatter material with a lobate boundary occurs around the base of west flank, which may be debris 
related to the dome. The dome is situated in fractured plains.



Name md131

Diameter 12.9

Caldera NA 
diam eter

Type iv,b,2
Length ^ 5  5  
a/track

Caldera NA 
area

Latitude 5.1 

Height NA

Landslide NA 
direction

Longitude 255.4

Basal alt NA

Location South of Asteria Regio
Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h eigh t

Landslide n A 
Type

Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
width area volum e
Thickness NA 
(max)
Comment MIDR 00N249;1 CD0040 C1F16.img;1

The remnant of a dome. The upper surface has many pit craters on it  The dome is situated in plains.

Landslide NA 
len gth

h/l ratio NA

Name md132

Diameter 26.1

Caldera 21.6 
diam eter

Type i,a,2
Length n a  
a/track

Caldera NA 
area

Latitude 5 

Height NA

Landslide NA 
direction

Longitude 54.3 

Basal alt NA

Location Eisila Regio

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h eigh t

Landslide NA 
Type

t_andslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
width area volum e
Thickness NA 
(max)
Comment MIDR 00N060;1 CD0014 C1F10.img;1

A remnant dome with only the east flank remaining. It is situated in plains north of tessera terrain.

Landslide NA 
length

h/l ratio NA



Name mcl133

Diameter 12.2

Caldera NA 
diam eter

Landslide 6 . 6  
width

Type
Length i  -j 9  

a/track

Caidera NA 
a re a

Landslide 26.2 
a re a

L a t i tude  4 .8  

H e ig h t  NA

Longitude 263.9

Basal ait 6051.2

Location South Of Asteria Regio

Landslide SW 
d irec tion

Landslide NA 
volum e

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide ii?,b.2,B 
Type

Landslide 3.3 
le n g th

h/l ratio NA

Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 00N266:1 CD0041 C1F12.img;1 

The upper surface of the dom e is fractured. The suggested  debris apron to the SW  could be an  artifact p roduced by ‘radar 
ghosting’. T he dom e is situated near ano ther dom e that has a similar sh ap ed  deposit. Both occur in plains.

Name m d134

Diameter 17.7

Caldera NA 
diam eter

T y p e  ii,a,2
Length 9  7  
a/track

Caldera NA 
area

L a t i tude  4 . 4  

H eigh t NA

Landslide NA 
direc tion

L ong itude  263.6  

Basal alt NA

Location South Of A steria Regio

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide NA 
Type

Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
width area  volume
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 00N266;1 CD0041 ClF11.im g;1

The SE flank of the dom e is missing. It is situated in plains. Two other dom es occur to the NE.

Landslide NA 
le n g th

h/l ratio NA



Name m d135

Diameter 8 4 .4

Caldera NA 
d iam ete r

Landslide NA 
width 
Thickness 
(max)

NA

Type ii,a,2
Length 3 3  5  
a/track

NACaldera 
a re a

Landslide NA 
area

Lati tude  4.4 

H eigh t 0 .4

Landslide
d irec tion

L ongitude  19  

Basal alt 6050.8

LocationTinatin Planitia

NA

Landslide NA 
volum e

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide
h e ig h t  le n g th

Landslide nA  h/l ratio NA
Type

NA

Com m ent C l MIDR 00N026;1 CD0012 G1F09.img;1
Four coalesced  dom es. The w estern dom e has a  scalloped northern flank but no debris apron. Diffuse radar backscatter 
material around the dom es may b e  talus. The dom es are  situated on concentric fractures defining a  volcano-tectonic 
structure.

Name m d136

Diameter 58.9

Caldera NA 
diam eter

Landslide NA 
width 
Thickness 
(max)

NA

T ype  iii,a,2
Length 3 3  3  
a/track

NACaldera 
area

Landslide
area

NA

Latitude 3.6 

H eight NA

Longitude  309 .2  

Basal alt NA

L oca t ion  G uinevere Planitia

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide
h e ig h t  le n g th

Landslide NA h/l ratio NA
Type

NA

Comment 01 MIDR 00N317;1 CD0048 C1F09.img
The dom e h as scalloped m argins and a  small central pit. It is em bayed on the e a s t  flank by a  lava flow. The upper surface 
is mantled by radar-dark material associated  with an  im pact crater to the north. The dom e is situated a t the b ase  of a  large 
shield volcano.



Name md137

Diameter 26 .4

Caldera 6 .2  
d iam ete r

Type ii,a,1
Length 2 2  7  
a/track

Latitude 3 .6  

Height n a

L ong itude  270 

Basal alt 6054.3

L ocation North of Phoebe Regio

Landslide j.c.2,C 
Type

Landslide 2  
le n g th

h/l ratio NA

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide 2.7 
width
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 00N266;1 CD0041 ClF14.img;1

The dom e has scalloped m argins and coalesced  pit craters. It is superim posed on the sum m it of a  shield volcano 
surrounded by multiple radiating lava flows.

Caldera 2 7 .5  
a rea

Landslide 12.1 
a rea

Landslide N 
direc tion

Landslide NA 
volum e

Name m d138

Diameter 21.4

Caldera 15.8 
d iam ete r

Landslide NA 
width

T ype  i,a,1
Length 2 1 , 4  
a/track

Caldera 1 7 . 8  
area

Landslide NA 
area

Latitude 2.7 

Height NA

L ongitude  314,1 

Basal alt NA

L oca tion  Guinevere Planitia

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide |V„B,2,D 
Type

Landslide NA 
le n g th

h/l ratio NA

Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 00N317;1 CD0048 ClF19.img;1 

The degraded dom e is surrounded by small lobes of talus material. The dom e is situated  on the summit of a  shield volcano 
along with several o ther dom es. The origin of radar-dark material mantling the region is unknown but could be  related to 
an impact crater to the NW.



Name m d139

Diameter 17 .4

Caldera 3 . 6  
d iam eter

Type ii,b,2
Length 1 4 - 7  
a/track

Caldera 1 3  
area

Latitude 2.7 

H eight NA

Landslide NA 
direction

Longitude 3 0 1 .2

Basal ait 6 0 5 3 .8

Location Guinevere Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide NA 
T ype

Landslide NA 
le n g th

h/l ratio NALandslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
width area  volume
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 00N300;1 CD0047 C1F21 .img;1

T he deg raded  dom e h as  scalloped margins. The eastern  flank is missing. The dom e is superim posed  on the  summit of a  
volcanic centre. Fractures and graben radiate away from the b ase  of the dom e. Another dom e occurs 11.7 km to the south .

Name m d140

Diameter 14.7

Caidera NA 
diam eter

Type iv,b,2

Length -j8.2 
a/track

Caidera NA 
area

L atitude 2.4 

Height NA

Landslide NA 
direction

L ong itude  314.9  

Basal alt NA

Location G uinevere Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide NA 
Type

Landslide NA 
le n g th

h/l ratio NALandslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
width area  volume
Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 00N317;1 CD0048 C1F19.img;1

Rem nant of a  dom e. It is situated on the summit region of a  large shield volcano with several o ther dom es.



Name md141

Diameter 3 0 .8

Caidera 2 5  
d iam eter

Type i,a,2
Length 3 4  
a/track

Caidera 6 1 7 .8  
area

Landslide NA 
area

Lati tude 2 .4  

H eight NA

Landslide NA 
d irec tion

Longitude 3 0 1 .5

Basal alt 6053 .8

Location Guinevere Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide NA 
Type

Landslide NA 
l eng th

h/l ratio NALandslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
width area  volum e
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 00N300;1 CD0047 C1F21 .img;1

The deg raded  dom e is surrounded by diffuse radar backscatter material interpreted to b e  talus. It is superim posed  on the 
summit of a  volcanic centre. Fractures trending E-W form part of larger concentric fractures that define a  large tectonic 
structure to the  south. Another dom e occurs 11.7 km to the north.

Name m d142

Diameter 23.2

Caidera 6 .5  
diafneter

Landslide NA 
width

T y p e  iv,b,2
Length n a  
a / track

Caidera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

L ati tude 2.3 

H eight NA

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e

L ongitude 255.1 

Basal alt NA

Location  South of Asteria Regio

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide n A 
Type

Landslide NA 
leng th

h/l ratio NA

Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 00N249;1 CD0040 ClF23.img;1 

A rem nant dom e. Another sm aller dom e occurs to the  south. It is situated in plains.



Name md143

Diameter 18.9

Caidera 12.7 
d iam ete r

Type i,a,2
Length i g  g 
a/ track

Caidera 8 . 6  
are a

Latitude 2.3 

H eight NA

Longitude 169.5

Basai ait NA

Location Rusalka Planifia

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide NA 
Type

Landslide NA 
le n g th

h/i ratio NALandslide NA 
width
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent ^1 MIDR 00N163;1 CD0031 C1F23.img;1

The dom e has scalloped margins. The w est flank is em bayed. It is situated on the margin of a  volcano-tectonic structure 
bounded by N-S trending fractures.

Nam e m d144

Diameter 23

Caidera 11.5 
d iam ete r

T ype  i,a,2

Length 20 .8  
a /track

Caidera 92.7  
a rea

Latitude 1.9 

Height NA

Landslide NA 
direction

L ong itude  284.9 

Basal alt NA

Location North of P hoebe Regio

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide NA 
Type

Landslide NA 
le n g th

h/i ratio n aLandslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
width area  vo lum e
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 00N283;1 CD0043 C1F21.img;1

Two superim posed dom es. They a re  surrounded by concentric fractures that define a  volcanic centre. O ther dom es 
associated  with the volcanic cen tre  occur to the e a s t  and w est.



Name md145

Diameter 22.1

Caidera NA 
d iam eter

Type ii,a,1
Length NA 
a/ track

Caidera NA 
a re a

Landslide NA 
a re a

Lati tude  1.9 

H eight NA

Landslide W 
direc tion

Longitude 284.5

Basal alt NA

Location North of Phoebe Regio

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide iv,b,2,B 
Type

Landslide NA 
l e n g th

h/l ratio NALandslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
width a r e a  vo lum e
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR OON283;1 CD0043 C1F21.img;1

Two superim posed dom es. The upper surface is cross-cut by N-S fractures. It is situated on the w estern  margin of 
concentric fractures that define a  volcanic centre. Several other dom es occur to the  east.

Name m d146b

Diameter 24.3

Caidera NA 
d iam eter

T y p e  ii,a,1
Length 28.1 
a / track

Caidera NA 
a re a

L ati tude 1.7 

H eight 2 .2

Landslide S  
d irec tion

Long itude  352  

Basal alt 6051.4

LocationTinatin Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide v?.b,2,D  
Type

Landslide 9.1 
le n g th

h/l ratio NALandslide 10.4 Landslide 52.6 Landslide NA
width a r e a  vo lum e
Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 00N352;1 CD0002 C1F21 .img;1

The dom e h as scalloped  margins. A 9 km diam eter cone is superim posed on the upper surface. T alus material occurs 
around the b ase . T he dom e is bounded by fractures. It is situated within a  large volcano-tectonic structure.



Name md146a

Diameter 24.3

Caidera NA 
d iam eter

Type ii,a,1
Length 28.1 
a/track

Caidera NA 
area

L at i tude  1.7 

H eigh t 2 .2

L o n g itu d e  352  

Basal alt 6051.4

LocationTinatin Planitia

Landslide 82 
area

Landslide W 
direction

Landslide NA 
volume

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide ij?,b,2,D 
Type

Landslide 5 
l e n g th

h/l ratio NALandslide 10.6 
width
Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 00N352;1 CD0002 C1F21 .img;1

The dom e has scalloped margins. A 9 km diam eter cone is superim posed on the upper surface. Talus material occurs 
around the base . T he dom e is bounded  by fractures. It is situated within a  large volcano-tectonic structure.

Name m d147

Diameter 24.6

Caidera 18  
d iam eter

Landslide NA 
width 
Thickness 
(max)

NA

Type i,a,2
Length 2 5 .1  
a/track

NACaidera 
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Landslide
area

L ati tude 1 .7 

H eigh t  NA

L ong itude  316.1 

Basal alt NA

NA
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direction
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(ext) 
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Comment C l MIDR 00N317;1 GD0048 C1F20.img;1
The dom e has scalloped margins and the southern flank is missing. There are  the rem nants of a  dom e flank connected to 
the w est flank. Another possible dom e occurs 18 km to the south. The dom es are  situated on the sum m it region of a  large 
shield volcano. The origin of the radar-dark material is unknown but it could b e  the product of a  pyroclastic event.



Name md148

Diameter 10 .9

Caidera 9 . 7  
d iam eter

Landslide NA 
width

Type i,a,2
Length -j 3  
a/track

Caidera 9 4 . 3  
area

Landslide NA 
area

Lati tude  1.6 

H eigh t NA

Landslide NA 
direc tion

Landslide NA 
volum e

Longitude 1 6 9 .4

Basal ait NA

Location Rusalka Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e i g h t

Landslide NA 
T ype

Landslide NA 
le n g th

h/l ratio NA

Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 00N163:1 CD0031 C1F23.img;1

A d eg raded  dom e that is bounded by N-S trending fractures and ridges.lt is situated to the south of a  volcano-tectonic 
structure in a  volcanic field within a  fracture zone. Another dom e occurs to the  north.

Name m d149

Diameter 25.5

Caidera NA 
diam eter

Type iv,a,2
Length n a  
a/track

NACaidera 
a rea

Landslide NA 
area

Lati tude 1.1 

H eight NA

Longitude  2 5 4 .4  

Basal alt NA

Location  South Of A steria Planitia

Landslide NA 
d irec tion

Landslide NA 
volum e

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e i g h t

Landslide NA 
T ype

Landslide NA 
le n g th

h/l ratio NALandslide NA 
width
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 00N249;1 CD0040 ClF23.im g;1

The rem nant dom e is cross-cut by N-S and  NE-SW trending fractures. A nother dom e occurs 16 km to the w est. The dom e 
is situated  on the margin of concentric fractures that define a  volcano-tectonic structure.



Name md150

Diameter 3 3 .4

Caidera NA 
d iam ete r

Type lii,b,2
Length 3 5  3  
a/track

L atitude 0.8 

H eight NA

Longitude 258.4

Basal alt NA

Location South Of Asteria Regio

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h e ig h t  le n g th

Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide nA  h/l ratio NA
width a re a  vo lum e T ype
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 00N266;1 CD0041 C1F25.lmg;1

T he degraded  dom e h as indistinct margins. Numerous pits occur on the upper surface. The dom e is situated  to the south 
of a  volcano-tectonic structure in plains.
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Name md151 

Diameter 2 1 .8

Caidera NA 
diam eter

Type  NA

Length 25 .3  
a/track

NA

Latitude 0.4 

H eight NA

L ong itude  249 

Basal alt 6050.9

L ocation  South of Asteria Regio

Landslide jjj^b.I.D 
Type

Landslide 40.9 
le n g th

h/l ratio NA

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide 42.5  
width
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 00N249;1 CD0040 C l F28.img;1 C1F29.img;1

T he dom e has scalloped margins. T he debris apron may be  the product of more than one event. T he dom e is situated in 
fractured plains to the south of a  large rem nant features with a  scalloped rim.
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Name md152

Diameter 18

Caidera 15.9 
d iam ete r

Type i,a,1
Length 1 9  5  
a/track

Latitude -0.2 

Height 0.4

Longitude 284.9

Basal alt 6052.4

Location North of Phoebe Regio

Landslide ü?,b,1,D 
Type

Landslide 22.7 
le n g th

h/l ratio 0 . 0 2

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide 36.7 
width
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 00N283;1 CD0042 C1F29.lmg;1

The dom e has scalloped w estern flanks. The debris apron is cross-cut by N-S and NW-SE trending fractures. The dom e is 
surrounded by concentric fractures. It is situated in fractured plains.
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a/track
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(ext)
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Com m ent MIDR 00N352;1 CD0002 ClF29.img;1

A degraded  dom e. It is bounded by fractures and there a re  num erous pits on the upper surface. It is situated within the 
floor of a  large volcano-tectonic structure.
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Name md154

Diameter 11 .2

Caidera 6.1 
d iam eter

Type i,a,2
Length ^ 3  5  
a/track

Caidera 24.8  
area

Latitude -1 

Height NA

Landslide
direction

Longitude 168.5

Basal alt NA

Location Rusalka Planitia

NA

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide NA 
Type

Landslide NA 
len g th

h/l ratio NALandslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
width a re a  volum e
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 00N163;1 CD0031 ClF31.img;1

T he degraded  dom e is partially obscured by fractures. It is superim posed on multiple radiating lava flows and  bounded by 
N-S trending ridges and fractures. The dom e is situated to the north of a  tectonic structure.

Name m d155

Diameter 19

Caidera NA 
d iam eter

T ype  ii,a,2
Length fsjA 
a/track

Caidera NA 
area

Latitude -1.5 

Height NA

Landslide NA 
direction

L ong itude  245  

Basal alt NA

Location W est Of Phoet>e Regio

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide n A 
Type

Landslide NA 
leng th

h/l ratio NALandslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
width area  volume
Thickness NA 
(max)
Comment MIDR 00N249;1 CD0040 ClF35.img;1

The two superim posed dom es are  cross-cut by fractures. Numerous small pits occur on the upper surface. The dom es are  
situated in fractured plains to the e a s t  of a  volcano-tectonic structure.



Name md156

Diameter 10.5

Caidera g .g  
d iam eter

Type ii,a,2
Length ^ q . 6  
a/track

Caidera 22.5  
area

Landslide NA 
area

Lati tude  -5.3 

H eight NA

Landslide NA 
direc tion

Longitude 287.7

Basal alt NA

Location Navka Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide NA 
Type

Landslide NA 
leng th

h/l ratio NALandslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
width area  volum e
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 00N283:1 CD0042 C1F47.img;1

The indistinct dom e is cross-cut by fractures. T he rem nants of another dom e 5 km to the e a s t a re  also cross-cu t by 
fractures. T he dom es are  situated to the south of a  complex ridge belt forming part of P hoebe Regio.

Name m d157

Diameter 12.6

Caidera 7 .2  
d iam eter

Type  iv,b,2
Length 1 6 . 4  
a/track

Caidera 
area

Landslide
area

42.6 

NA

Latitude -7 

Height NA

Landslide
direction
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Basal alt NA

Location W est Of P hoebe Regio

NA
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(ext)
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NA
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(max)
C om m ent MIDR 00N266;1 CD0041 ClF51.img;1

The indistinct dom e has diffuse radar backscatter material around the base . This is interpreted to be talus. T he dom e is 
situated on the margin of a  volcano-tectonic structure bounded by radial fractures trending N-S. Another indistinct dom e 
occurs to the north.



Name md158

Diameter 15

Caidera NA 
d iam eter

Type ii,a,2
Length
a/track

Caidera NA 
area

L a t i tu d e  -7.1 

H e ig h t  NA

Longitude  3 0 .2  

Basal alt NA

L oca tio n T in a tin  P lan itia

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
d irec t ion

Landslide NA 
volum e

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide NA 
T y p e

Landslide NA 
le n g th

h/l ratio NALandslide NA 
width
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 00N026;1 CD0012 C1F54.img;1 C1F55.img;1

T hree superim posed dom es with indistinct margins. They are  situated in fractured plains to the w est of a  volcano-tectonic 
structure.

Name m d159

Diameter 24.5

Caidera NA 
diam eter

Type ii,a,1
Length NA 
a/track

Caidera NA 
area

L a t i tude  -7.6 

H eigh t  1.6

Landslide SW  
d irec tion

L ong itude  2 5 6  

Basal alt 6051.4

Location  W est of P hoebe Regio

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide j,b.1,B 
T y p e

Landslide 19 
le n g th

h/l ratio 0 .08Landslide 24 Landslide 303.5  Landslide NA
width area volum e
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 00N249;1 CD0040 C1F56.img;1

The rem nant dom e has scalloped m argins. Deposits around the base  of the NE flank a re  partially mantled. There is a  near 
vertical backscarp  on the NW flank. The dom e is superim posed on lavas situated in plains.



Name m d160

Diameter 3 0 .2

Caidera |sJA 
d iam eter

Type i? ,a 2
Length gg  
a/track

Caidera NA 
area

Lati tude  -8 . 8  

Height NA

Landslide NA 
d irec tion

Longitude 305.3

Basal alt NA

Location Navka Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide n A 
T ype

Landslide NA 
le n g th

h/l ratio NALandslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
width area  volume
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent 15S300;1 CD0047 C1F07.img;1

T he dom e has indistinct margins and the upper surface may be  dow nsagged. It is superim posed on the  summit of a  
volcanic cen tre  surrounded by radiating lava flows.

Name m d161

Diameter 23.9

Caidera NA 
diam eter

Landslide NA 
width

Type  iv,b,2
Length 26.3 
a/track

Caidera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

L ati tude -8.9 

H eight NA

Landslide NA 
d irec tion

Landslide NA 
volume

L ongitude  239 .2  

Basal alt NA

Location W est of P hoebe Regio

Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 15S232;1 CD0034 ClF08.img;1 

T he rem nant of a  dom e situated in fractured plains.
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Name md162

Diameter 2 0 .8

Caidera -| 1 
d iam ete r

Type l,b,2
Length i q  
a/track

Caidera 112  
area

L atitude -9.4 

H eight NA

Landslide NA 
direction

L o n g i tu d e  294.1 

Basal alt NA

Location Navka Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide NA 
Type

Landslide NA 
l e n g th

h/l ratio NALandslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
width area  volume
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 15S300;1 CD0047 ClF02.im g;1

A rem nant dom e. The floor of the caidera  is fractured. It is surrounded by concentric fractures. The dom e is situated in 
plains on the margin of an a rea  of te sse ra . Another dom e occurs to the  east.

Name m d163

Diameter 21 .2

Caidera NA 
d iam ete r

Landslide 10.6 
width

T ype  ii,a,1
Length 1 7  2  
a/track

Caidera NA 
area

Landslide 92.5 
area

Latitude -9.5 

Height 0.6

L o n g i tu d e  295.3 

Basal alt 6053 .8

Location Navka Planitia

Landslide NE 
direction

Landslide NA 
volume

Slope angle 22  
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide ii,b,2.D 
Type

Landslide 8 . 8  
le n g th

h/l ratio 0 .1

Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 15S300;1 CD0047 C1F02.img;1

T he margins of the dom e are surrounded by diffuse radar backscatter material interpreted to be talus. The origin of the 
radar-dark flow-like deposits to the  SE is uncertain. They could be lavas or pyroclastic flows. The dom e is situated  on the 
margin of te sse ra  terrain. Another dom e occurs to the west.



Name md164c

Diameter 3 6 .9

Caidera 7 . 4  
d ia m e te r

Type ii,b,1
Length 2 9 . 6  
a/track

Caidera 3 6 .3  
area

Landslide 171.5 
area

Lati tude  -9.6 

H eigh t 2.2

Longitude 301.4

Basal alt 6052.1

Location Navka Planitia

Landslide N 
direction

Landslide NA 
volume

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide V?,b,2,D 
T ype

Landslide 14.4 
l e n g th

h/l ratio 0 . 2Landslide 18.9 
width 
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m en t  MIDR 15S300;1 CD0047 C1F05.img;1 ClF13.img;1

A conical structure is superim posed on a  flat topped dom e. There a re  extensive debris aprons off the e a s t  flank. T h ese  a re  
surrounded by radar-dark material which is of unknown origin. It is difficult to determ ine the num ber of landslide events. 
T he dom e is situated in plains on the margin of a  N-S trending fracture system .

N am e m d164b

Diameter 36.9

Caidera 7 . 4  
d iam ete r

Landslide 14.2 
width
Thickness NA 
(max)

Type ii.b.l
Length 2 9 . 6  
a/track

Caidera 36.3 
area

Landslide 291.2  
area

Latitude -9.6 

H eigh t 2.2

Landslide EES 
direction

Landslide NA 
volume

L o n g itu d e  301.4  

Basal alt 6052.1

Location Navka Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide jii?,b.1,D 
T ype

Landslide 22.9 
le n g th

h/l ratio NA

Comment C l MIDR 15S300;1 CD0047 G1F13.img;1
A conical structure is superim posed on a  flat topped dom e. There a re  extensive debris aprons off the e a s t  flank. T hese  are  
surrounded by radar-dark material which is of unknown origin. It is difficult to determ ine the num ber of landslide events. 
T he dom e is situated in plains on the margin of a  N-S trending fracture system .



Name md164a

Diameter 36.9

Caidera 7 . 4  
d ia m e te r

Type

Length 2 9 . 6  
a/track

Caidera 3 6 .3  
area

Latitude -9.6

Height 2.2

Landslide EEN 
d irec tion

Longitude 301.4

Basal ait 6052.1

Location Navka Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide ii|?,b,1,D 
T ype

Landslide 24.3  
le n g th

h/l ratio 0 .1Landslide 13.8 Landslide 3 67 .3  Landslide NA
width a rea  volume
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 15S300;1 CD0047 C1F13.img;1

A conical stnjcture is superim posed on a  flat topped dom e. There are  extensive debris ap rons off the e a s t flank. T h ese  are  
surrounded by radar-dark m aterial which is of unknown origin. It is difficult to determ ine the num ber of landslide events. 
T he dom e is situated in plains on the margin of a  N-S trending fracture system .

Name m d165

Diameter 13.3

Caidera NA 
d iam eter

Landslide NA 
width

Type i,a,2
Length 1 4  4  
a/track

Caidera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

L at i tude  9.8 

H eight NA

Landslide NA 
d irec tion

Landslide NA 
volume

L ong itude  312.7  

Basal alt NA

Location N avka Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide NA 
Type

Landslide NA 
len g th

h/l ratio NA

Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 158317;1 CD0048 C1Fl0.img;1

R em nants of several coalesced  dom es. They are situated in fractured plains.



Name md166

Diameter NA

Caidera 1 5  
d iam eter

Type iv,b,2
Length ^ 9  4  
a/track

Caidera NA 
area

Latitude -10 

Height NA

Longitude 152,7

Basal alt NA

Location Rusalka Planitia

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direc tion

Landslide NA 
volum e

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide NA 
Type

Landslide NA 
le n g th

h/l ratio NALandslide NA 
width
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 15S146;1 CD0022 C1F16.img;1

The rem nant dom e is bounded by concentric fractures that extend to the w est around another dom e 17.8 km w est. T he 
dom e is situated in plains.

Name m d167 

Diameter 13.32

Caidera NA 
d iam eter

Landslide NA 
width

Type  ii,a,2
Length
a/track

L atitude -1 Q 

Height NA

L ong itude  152.3 

Basal alt NA

L oca tion  R usalka Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h e ig h t  len g th

Landslide NA h/l ratio NA
Type

Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 15S146;1 CD0022 C1F15.img;1

T he dom e has scalloped margins and  is bounded on the w est flank by concentric fractures that extend eastw ards around 
another rem nant dom e 17.8 km to the east. The dom es are  situated in plains on the margin of complex tectonic terrain.
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Landslide NA 
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Name md168

Diameter 20.1

Caldera NA 
d iam ete r

Type ii,a,1
Length 2 3  
a/track

Caldera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

Latitude -11 .5  

H eight NA

Longitude 206.5

Basal alt NA

Location South Of Atla Regio

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volume

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
he ig h t

Landslide ij?,b,2,D  
Type

Landslide NA 
le n g th

h/l ratio NALandslide NA 
width
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 15S215;1 CD0033 ClF09.img;1

The dom e h as  scalloped margins and the b ase  is surrounded by diffuse radar backsca tte r material. It is situated  in plains 
on the margin of a  fracture belt trending NE-SW.

Nam e m d169

Diameter 45.5

Caldera NA 
d iam ete r

Type  iv,a,2
Length 3 9  g  
a/track

Caldera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

Latitude -11.6 

Height NA

Landslide NA 
direction

L ong itude  194.5 

Basal alt NA

L oca tion  South of Atla Regio

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
he igh t

Landslide NA 
Type

Landslide NA 
leng th

h/l ratio NALandslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
width area  volume
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent 15S197;1 CD0033 C1F11.img;1 C1F19.img;1

The degraded  dom e is cross-cut by fractures and surrounded by concentric fractures. To the south are five small dom es 
that ap p ear to be  aligned along a  possible dyke. A large fissure occurs north of the dom e. T he dom e is situated in a  zo n e  
of ridges and fractures trending NE-SW.



Name md170

Diameter 13.5

Caldera 18.7 
d iam eter

Type i,b,2
Length 2  
a/track

Caldera 4 2 .2  
a re a

L at i tude  -11.9 

H eigh t NA

Landslide NA 
d irec tion

L ong itude  8.1 

Basal alt NA

Location North of Alpha Regio

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide NA 
T ype

Landslide NA 
le n g th

h/l ratio NALandslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
width area  vo lum e
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 15S009;1 CD0014 C1F20.img;1

T he dom e h as  scalloped m argins and is surrounded by concentric fractures. It is situated on plains cross-cu t by NW-SE 
trending fractures.

Name md171 

Diameter 19.5

Caldera NA 
d iam eter

Landslide NA 
width

T y p e  iv,b,2
Length 24.3 
a/ track

L ati tude  -13.3 

H eigh t NA

L ongitude  315.5  

Basal alt NA

Location Navka Planifia

Caldera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
d irec tion

Landslide NA 
volume

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h e ig h t  le n g th

Landslide NA h/l ratio NA
T ype

Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 15S317;1 0048 C1F20.img;1

The rem nant of a  dome. It is superim posed on the summit of a  volcanic cen tre surrounded by multiple lava flows. The 
volcanic cen tre  is superim posed on a  large lava flow from a  volcanic centre to the west. The flows around the dom e are  
mantled by radar-dark material. The origin of the material is unknown.



Name md172

Diameter 29.3

Caldera NA 
d ia m e te r

Type il,a,1
Length 3 1  
a/track

L a t i tu d e -13.6 

Height NA

Longitude 251.9

Basal alt NA

Location West Of Phoebe Regio

Caldera NA 
are a

Landslide NA 
are a

Landslide N 
direc tion

Landslide NA 
volum e

Landslide ü?,b,2,D  
Type

Landslide NA 
le n g th

h/l ratio NA

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide NA 
width 
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent l^'DR 15S249;1 CD0040 C1F22.img;1

Several superim posed dom es. T he upper surface is superim posed by several sm all co n es and a  a  dom e < 5 km in 
diam eter. Diffuse radar backscatter material occurs on the northern margin. A nother dom e occurs to the SE .. T he dom es 
are  superim posed on lavas associa ted  with a  volcano-tectonic centre to the NW.

N am e m d173

Diameter 24.8

Caldera 8.5 
d iam ete r

T ype  ii.a.I

Length 2 6 . 6  
a/track

Caldera 65 
area

Latitude -13.8 

Height NA

L ongitude  252.3  

Basal alt 6051.6

Loca tion  W est of Phoet)e Regio

Landslide 1072.3 
area

Landslide SW  
direction

Landslide NA 
volume

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide ji|,c,1,B 
Type

Landslide 80.7 
len g th

h/l ratio NALandslide 24.3 
width
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent l^'DR 15S249;1 CD0040 C1F30.img;1

The dom e has scalloped margins. The origin of the larger debris apron is uncertain but it may have originated from the 
dom e complex. It is superim posed on lava flows and cross-cut by NW-SE trending fractures associated  with a  volcano- 
tectonic centre to the  NW.



Name md 174

Diameter 22.8

Caldera NA 
d ia m e te r

Landslide NA 
width

Type iv,b,2
Length
a/track

Lati tude  -15.5 

H e igh t  NA

Longitude 265.3

Basal alt NA

Location West of Phoobe Regio

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h e ig h t  le n g th

Landslide NA h/l ratio NA
T ype

Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 15S266;1 CD0041 ClF28.lm g;1

Several small coalesced  dom es. T he northern dom e has a  well defined backscarp  on the w est flank. C oncentric fractures 
surround the dom es. They are  situated  in fractured plains.

Caldera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
d irec tion

Landslide NA 
volume

N am e m d175

Diameter 20.7

Caldera 11.5  
d ia m e te r

Type ii,b,2
Length
a/track

Caldera NA 
area

Lati tude -15.6 

H eigh t  NA

Landslide NA 
direction

L ongitude  229.4  

Basal ait NA

Location South Of Ulfrun Regio

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide
Type

Landslide NA 
l e n g th

h/l ratio NALandslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
width area  volume
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 15S232;1 GD0034 G1F27.img;1 GlF28.img;1

Only the SW  flank of the dom e rem ains. It is surrounded by concentric fractures. The dom e is situated to the south of a  
volcano-tectonic structure in a  fracture zone.



Name md176

Diameter 26.6

Caldera NA 
d ia m e te r

Type

Length 2 6 .6  
a/track

Caldera NA 
area

Landslide 205.4 
area

L a t i tude  -16.2  

H e ig h t  2 .8

Longitude 2 1 1 .7

Basal alt 6051 .9

Location South of Atla Regio

Landslide S S E  
d irec tion

Slope angle 2 4 .3  
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide i,b,2,C 
T y p e

Landslide 14.9 
le n g th

h/l ratio 0 . 2Landslide 21.6 Landslide 205.4 Landslide NA
w idth  area  volume
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m en t  15S215;1 CD0033 C lF27.lm g;1 C1F35.img;1

The dom e has several well defined backscarps forming a  landslide com plex. T he b ase  of the  dom e is surrounded by 
diffuse radar backscatter material interpreted to be talus. A pit chain occur on the w est flank. The dom e is superim posed on 
lavas from a  vent a rea  to the south. It is situated in plains on the m argins of complex fracture and ridge terrain. Several 
other dom es occur to the SE.

N am e md177

Diameter 14.5

Caldera NA 
d iam ete r

Type iv,b,2
Length
a/track

Caldera NA 
area

Lati tude  -16.5 

H eigh t NA

L ongitude  266 .2  

Basal all NA

Location W est of P h o eb e  Regio

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volume

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide n A 
Type

Landslide NA 
le n g th

h/l ratio NALandslide NA 
width
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m en t  15S266;1 CD0037.img;1 C1F37.img;1

A degraded  dome that may have a  sm all superim posed dom e. It is surrounded by fractures. Part of the dom e is missing 
due to da ta  loss. It is situated in plains. Another degraded dom e may exist to the NE.



Name m d178

Diameter 20.8

Caldera NA 
diam eter

Type ii,a,2
Length 3 0  
a/track

Caldera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

L ati tude -16.6 

H eigh t NA

Landslide NA 
direction

L o n g i tu d e  292  

Basal alt NA

Location Navka Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e igh t

Landslide NA 
T ype

Landslide NA 
l e n g th

h/l ratio NALandslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
width area  volume
Thickness NA 
(max)
Com ment ^ 1  MIDR 15S300;1 CD0047 ClF33.im g;1

Two coalesced degraded dom es. T he surface is cross-cut by N-S trending fractures. The d om es a re  situated on concentric 
fractures that define a  volcano-tectonic structure. The rem nant of another dom e may occur to the  NE.

Name m d179

Diameter 24 .6

Caldera 11.3 
diam eter

Landslide 24.1 
width 
Thickness 
(max)

NA

T ype i,a,1
Length 23.7 
a/track

Caldera 102.6 
area

Landslide 464.1 
area

L a l l tu d e -16.8 
H eight 1.4

Landslide S 
direction

Landslide NA 
volume

L o n g i tu d e  244.7 

Basal ait 6052.0

Location H elen Planitia

Slope angle 30 
(ext)

Landslide
he igh t

Landslide iij_b.1,B 
T ype

Landslide
leng th

h/l ratio 0.05

30.5

Com ment C l MIDR 158249:1 CD0040 C1F35.lmg;1
A degraded dom e. Another debris apron occurs to the NW but is obscured by d a ta  loss. It has a  backscarp  and  the debris 
h a s  characteristics of a  slide or avalanche. The debris apron to the south is cross-cut by E-W trending fractures. The dom e 
is situated on the margin of a  volcanic centre that is surrounded by an  annulus of ridges and fractures defining a  volcano- 
tectonic structure.



Name md1Ô0

Diameter 14.9

Caldera 5 . 6  
d iam eter

Type i,a,2
Length 1 7  3  
a/track

Caldera 32 .2  
a rea

Latitude -16.8  

Height NA

Long itude  3 2 .7  

Basal alt NA

LocationTinatin Planitia

Landslide NA 
a re a

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h eigh t

Landslide NA 
Type

Landslide NA 
length

h/l ratio NALandslide NA 
width 
Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent ^ 1  MIDR 15S026;1 CD 0012C1F39.im g;1

The edifice may b e  a  cone. It is situated in plains on the margin of a  N-S trending fracture system . A nother dom e occurs 42 
km to the south.

Name m dlB I

Diameter 17

Caldera 13 .2  
d iam eter

Type iv,b,2
Length
a/track

Caldera NA 
are a

Landslide NA 
a re a

Latitude -17 

Height NA

L ongitude  2 1 3  

Basal alt NA

Location South of Atla Regio

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide NA 
T ype

Landslide NA 
length

h/l ratio NALandslide NA 
width 
Thickness NA 
(max)
Com ment ^ 1  MIDR 15S215;1 CD0033 C1F36.img;1

The remnant dom e has scalloped southern flank. The dom e is is cross-cut be fractures. It is situated in a  complex ridge 
and fracture belt. Several other dom es occur to the SE.



Name md182

Diameter 2 3 .6

Caldera NA 
d ia m e te r

Landallde NA 
width 
Thlcknesa 
(max)

NA

Type ii,a,2
Length 2 8 .8  
a/track

NACaldera 
area

Landslide
area

NA

L atitude -17.3 

Height NA

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e

Longitude 213.5

Basal alt NA

Location South Of Atla Regio

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA Landslide
h e ig h t  leng th

Landslide NA h/l ratio NA
Type

NA

C om m ent 01 MIDR 15S215;1 CD0033 G1F36.img;1
The dom e has scalloped margins and the upper surface is cross-cut by fractures. The rem ains of another dom e to the e a s t  
are  also cross-cut by fractures. The dom e is surrounded by concentric fractures and situated  within a  com plex zone  of NE- 
SW trending ridges and  fractures.

Nam e m d183 

Diameter 26.6

Caldera
d iam ete r

Landslide
width
Thickness
(max)

Comment

10.1

19.7

NA

Type ii.b.l
Length 3 3  q  
a/track

NACaldera 
area

Landslide
area

376

Latitude -18 

Height NA

Landslide
direction

N

L ong itude  38  

Basal alt 6051.5

LocationTinatin Planitia

Landslide NA 
volum e

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide
h e ig h t  leng th

Landslide iij,c,1,B h/l ratio NA
Type

25

01 MIDR 158043:201 OD0057 01F34.img;1 C1F35.img;1 01F42.img;1 01F43.im g;1
The northern flank of the scalloped dom e is m issing. It is bounded by concentric fractures tha t extend w estw ards around 
another smaller dom e. The dom e is situated on a  volcanic centre with the debris superim posed on lavas. T he 
m easurem ent of landslide a rea  only includes the debris visible. The apron m ay extend further and t>e wider.



Name md184

Diameter 47.7

Caldera 3 3 . 8  
diam eter

Type l.a.I
Length 4 5  5  
a/track

Caldera 923.8  
area

Landslide NA 
area

L a t i tude  -18.1 

H eigh t  1

L ong itude  5.5 

Basal alt NA

Location Alpha Regio

Landslide W 
d irec tion

Landslide NA 
volume

Slope angle 26.2 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide vi?.a,2.D  
Type

Landslide NA 
leng th

h/i ratio NALandslide NA 
width
Thickness NA 
(max)
Com ment MIDR 15S009;1 CD0014 ClF35.lm g;1 C1F43.img;1

The dom e h as scalloped margins. It may have breached to the w est. Multiple narrow flows occur around th e  dom e which 
are  cross-cu t tjy N-S trending fractures associated  with Alpha Regio. The dom e is situated In a  fracture zone.

Name m d185

Diameter 12.8

Caldera 8.3 
diameter

Type i,a,2
Length 1 7  5  
a/track

Caldera 5 4 . 4  
area

Lati tude  -18.6 

H eigh t NA

Landslide NA 
direction

L ongitude  292.7 

Basal alt NA

Location N avka Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide NA 
Type

Landslide NA 
leng th

h/l ratio NALandslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
width area volume
Thickness NA 
(max)
Comment MIDR 15S300;1 CD0047 ClF41.img;1

A degraded  dome. Diffuse radar backscatter material occurs around the b a se  of the w est flank. It is interpreted to be talus. 
The dom e is situated in fractured plains.



Name md186

Diameter 13.3

Caldera 4 ,6  
d iam eter

T ype iv,b,2
Length
a / track

Caldera 1 -j .3 
a re a

Landslide NA 
area

Latitude -19.6 

Height NA

Longitude 203.2

Basal alt NA

Location South Of Atla Regio

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e

Slope angle  NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide
Type

Landslide NA 
le n g th

h/l ratio NALandslide NA 
width
Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 15S197;1 CD0033 C1F47.img;1

May be a  degraded  cone. The surface is cross-cut by fractures. Another dom e occurs 8  km to the east. T he edifice is 
situated in fractured plains.

Name m d187

Diameter 13.7

Caldera NA 
diam eter

T ype  iv.a,2
Length -,3 3  
a/track

Caldera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

Latitude -19.8 

Height NA

Landslide NA 
direction

L ong itude  295.1 

Basal alt NA

L oca tion  Navka Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
he ig h t

Landslide NA 
Type

Landslide NA Landsiide NA Landslide NA
width area  volum e
Thickness NA 
(max)
Comment MIDR 158300:1 CD0047 C1F42.lmg;1

A degraded dom e. It is situated in fractured plains. Another remnant dom e occurs 14 km to the SW.

Landslide NA 
len g th

h/l ratio NA



Name md188

Diameter 14.8

Caldera 9 . 3  
d iam ete r

Type i,a,1
Length 1 7  
a/track

Lati tude -19.8 

Height NA

Longitude 207.5

Basal alt 6051.6

Location South Of Atla Regio

Landslide ji?,b,2,B 
Type

Landslide 3 .9  
le n g th

h/l ratio NA

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide 5.6 
width
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent mdR 158215;1 CD0033 C1F41 .img;1 ClF42.img;1

The degraded  dom e is cross-cut by fractures. It is surrounded by diffuse radar backscatter material interpreted to be  talus. 
T he dom e is situated  on fractured plains.

Caldera 7 3  
area

Landslide 23.1 
a re a

Landslide NW 
direc tion

Landslide NA 
volum e

Name m d189

Diameter 9

Caldera NA 
d iam ete r

T ype  iv,b,2
Length -,3 3  
a/track

Caldera NA 
area

Latitude -19.9 

Height NA

Landslide NA 
direc tion

L o n g itu d e  294.9 

Basal alt NA

Location Navka Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
he ig h t

Landslide NA 
Type

Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
width a re a  volume
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent l^'DR 15S300;1 CD0047 C1F42.img;1

A rem nant dom e. Another dom e occurs 14 km to the NE. The dom e is situated in fractured plains

Landslide NA 
le n g th

h/l ratio NA



Name md190

Diameter 14.1

Caldera 5 . 4  
d iam ete r

Landslide NA 
width

Type i,b,2
Length 1 2 . 3  
a/track

L a t i tu d e -20.5 L o n g itu d e  198.4 Location  South Of Atla Regio 

H eight NA Basal alt NA Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h e ig h t  le n g th

Landslide ^A  h/l ratio NA
T ype

Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 158197;1 CD0033 C1F53.lmg;1

T he dom e has scalloped margins. It show s lay-over in left-looking cycle 1 imaging. T he dom e is situated  on fractured 
plains.

Caldera 3 0 . 6  
a re a

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volume

Name m d191 

Diameter NA

Caldera NA 
d iam ete r

Landslide NA 
width

T ype  ii,b,2
Length 3 5  g  
a/track

Latitude -20.5 

Height NA

L ong itude  183.1 

Basal alt NA

Location South Of Atla Regio

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h e ig h t  le n g th

Landslide |\ja  h/l ratio NA
Type

Thickness |\|/\
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 15S180;1 CD0030 C1F46.img;1 ClF54.img;1

The rem nant of a  dom e is superim posed by an 11.5 km diam eter cone. The flanks are  surrounded by lavas. T he dom e is 
situated in plains on the margin of a  complex tectonic zone.

Caldera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volume



Name m d192

Diameter 2 1 .2

Caldera NA 
d iam ete r

Type ii,b,2
Length 21  
a/track

L a t i tu d e -21.7 

Height 0 .2

Longitude 2 0 1 .4

Basal ait NA

Location South Of Atla Regio

Caidera NA 
area

Landsiide NA 
area

Landsiide NA 
direc tion

Landsiide NA 
volume

Slope angle 4 . 5  
(ext)

Landsiide NA Landsiide NA
h e ig h t  le n g th

Landslide NA Landsiide NA Landsiide NA Landsiide nA  h/l ratio NA
width a re a  volume Type
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 15S197;1 CD0033 C1F54.img;1

The dom e h as scalloped margins. Diffuse radar backscatter material around the b a se  of the dom e is interpreted to be 
talus. Concentric fractures and  graben surround the dom e which is situated in fractured plains. Another dom e occurs 30 
km to the SE.

Name m d193

Diameter 33

Caldera N 
d iam eter

Type  ii,a,2
Length 2 7 . 3  
a/track

Caldera 
area

Landslide
area

NA

Latitude -21 .8  

Height NA

NA

L o n g itu d e  202 

Basal alt 6051.9

Location South of Atla Regio

NA

Landslide 
d irection

Landslide NA 
volum e

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
he ig h t

Landslide 
Type

NA

Landslide NA 
le n g th

h/i ratio NALandsiide NA 
width
Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 15S197;1 GD0033 C1F54.img;1 C1F55.img;1

The degraded  dom e is superim posed by a  15.6 km diam eter cone. The dom e is bounded by fractures and graben trending 
NE. Som e cross-cu t the upper surface of the dome. It is situated in fractured plains. Another dom e occurs to the west.



Name md194

Diameter 14.9

Caldera NA 
d iam ete r

Type ii,a,2
Length 1 5  g 
a/ track

NACaldera 
a re a

Landslide NA 
are a

Lati tude -21.9 

H eight NA

Landslide NA 
direc tion

L o n g itu d e  33.1 

Basal alt NA

Location Aino Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide
h e ig h t  le n g th

Landslide NA h/l ratio NA
Type

NA

Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
width a re a  vo lum e
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 15S026;1 CD0026 C1F56.lmg;1

The dom e has a  fractured surface with several pits. It is bounded to the e a s t  by concentric fractures that extend to the  w est 
bounding another dom e. The dom es are  situated in fractured plains. Another dom e occurs to the north.

Name m d195 

Diameter 38.8

Caldera NA 
d iam eter

NA

T ype  ii,a,1
Length 3 5  
a/track

NACaldera 
a rea

Landslide 317.1 
area

Lati tude -21.9 

H eight NA

W

L o n g itu d e  32.6  

Basal alt 6050.7

Location Aino Planitia

Landslide 
d irection

Landslide NA 
volume

Landslide jij,c,1,D 
Type

Landslide 37.2 
le n g th

h/l ratio NA

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide 11 
width 
Thickness 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 15S026;1 CD0012 C1F55.img;1 ClF56.img;1

The rem nant dom e has scalloped margins. It may have breached to the west. The suggested  debris apron is cross-cut by 
fractures. T here is an arcuate  backscarp. Concentric fractures bound the dom e and extend to the  e a s t  around another 
dom e. T he dom es a re  situated in fractured plains.



Name rnd196

Diameter 19.3

Caldera 1Q.1 
d iam ete r

Type iii,a,2
Length 1 5 3  
a/track

Latitude -22.6 

H eight NA

L o n g itu d e  205.1 

Basal alt NA

Location Helen Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h e ig h t  le n g th

Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA h/l ratio NA
width a re a  volum e Type
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m en t MIDR 30S207;1 CD0033 C1F04.img;1

T he dom e h as indistinct m argins. The upper surface is fractured and the caldera  has several te rraces . T he dom e is 
situated in fractured plains. Two other dom es occur to the w est.

Caldera 89.1 
area

Landslide NA 
are a

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volume

Name m d197 

Diameter 24 .3

Caldera 16.8 
d iam ete r

T ype  i,a,2
Length 9  
a/track

Latitude -23 

Height NA

L o n g itu d e  204.9  

Basal alt NA

Location Helen Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h e ig h t  le n g th

Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide |\j/\ h/l ratio NA
width a rea  volume Type
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 30S207;1 CD0033 C1F03.img;1

The north flank of the dom e is missing possibly due to a  breach, it is cross-cut by SW-NE trending fractures. The dom e is 
situated in fractured plains. Two other dom es occur to the e a s t  and west.

Caldera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volume



Name m d198

Diameter 2 1 .6

Caldera 1 1 , 6  
d iam ete r

Type ii,a,1
Length 22.6  
a/track

Caldera 
a rea

Landslide
area

71.1

Latitude -23.3 

Height NA

Landslide E 
direc tion

Longitude 250.5

Basal alt 6052.6

Location Helen Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide 
Type

iii,c,1,D

Landslide
le n g th

h/l ratio NA

81.6

Landslide 26.8  Landslide 498.6 Landslide NA
width area  volum e
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m en t MIDR 30S243;1 CD0040 C1F07.img;1 C1F08.img;1

The dom e h as scalloped m argins and the b a se  is surrounded by diffuse radar backscatter material. T he dom e is 
superim posed on the summit a rea  of a  volcanic centre which occurs on a  volcano-tectonic structure. The dom e is 
surrounded by multiple radiating flows. Another dom e occurs 8.5 km to the south also on the volcanic centre. It is uncertain 
is the debris apron originated from the dom e. The a rea  m easurem ent is only of visible debris.

Nam e m d199 

Diameter 34.3

Caldera NA 
d iam ete r

Landslide NA 
width

T ype  iii,a,2
Length 2 3  2 
a/track

Latitude -23.5 

Height NA

L ong itude  244.6  

Basal alt NA

Location Helen Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h e ig h t  le n g th

Landslide NA h/l ratio NA
Type

Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 30S243;1 CD0040 C1 F05.img;1

Several coalesced  dom es with indistinct margins. The upper surfaces a re  cross-cu t by NW-SE trending fractures. The 
dom e is situated in a  fracture zone.

Caldera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direc tion

Landslide NA 
volume



Name mcl200

Diameter 2 8 .2

Caldera NA 
d iam ete r

Type ii,a,2
Length 4 4  3  
a/track

NA

Landslide
width
Thickness
(max)

C om m ent

NA

NA

Caidera 
a rea

Landslide
area

NA

L ati tude -23.7 

H eight NA

Landslide NA 
d irec tion

Landsiide NA 
volume

Longitude 353.5

Basal alt NA Slope angle 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide n A 
T ype

Location G uinevere Planitia 

NA

Landslide
le n g th

h/l ratio NA

NA

C1 M IDR30S351;1 CD0002 C1F05.img;1
Two coalesced  dom es. The upper surface has been cross-cut by NW-SE trending fractures and  there  are  num erous pit 
craters. The b a se  is surrounded by diffuse radar backscatter material interpreted to be talus. T he dom es a re  situated in 
plains near to the  margin of Alpha Regio. Three (possibly four) other dom es with indistinct m argins occur to the north and 
west.

Name md201

Diameter 25.3

Caidera NA 
d iam ete r

Landslide
width
Thickness
(max)

Comment

NA

NA

T ype ii,a,2
Length 2 4 .1  
a/track

Caidera 
a rea

Landslide
area

NA

NA

L ati tude -23.7 

H eight NA

NA

L ongitude  250.5  

Basal alt NA

Landslide 
d irec tion

Landslide NA 
volume

Slope 
(ext)  

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide 
Type

Location Helen Planitia 

angle NA

NA

Landslide
len g th

h/l ratio NA

NA

C1 MIDR 30S243;1 CD0040 C1F07.img;1 C1F08.img;1
The two superim posed dom es occur on the summit of a  volcanic centre in a  volcano-tectonic structure. They are  bounded 
by concentric fractures. Another dom e also on the summit region of the volcanic centre occurs 8.5 km to the north.



Name md202

Diameter 12.6

Caidera 8 .3  
d iam ete r

Type i,a,2
Length 1 ■) 9  
a/track

Lati tude  -23.7 

H eight NA

Longitude 245.4

Basal alt NA

Location Helen Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h e ig h t  le n g th

Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide nA  h/l ratio NA
width a re a  vo lum e Type
Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 30S243;1 CD0040 C1F05.img;1

T he rem nant dom e is cross-cut by fractures. Several other dom es occur to the  NW. The dom e is situated in a  fracture beit 
assoc ia ted  with volcano-tectonic structures to the w est and east.

Caidera 3 3 . 3  
are a

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direc tion

Landslide NA 
volum e

Name m d203

Diameter 52.9

Caidera NA 
d iam eter

Landslide NA 
width
Thickness
(max)

Comment

NA

T ype ii,a,2
Length 5 5 . 4  
a/track

NACaidera 
a rea

Landslide
area

NA

L ati tude -24 

H eight NA

Long itude  228.7 

Basal alt NA

Location Helen Planitia

Landslide
d irec tion

NA

Landslide NA 
volume

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide
h e ig h t  le n g th

Landslide NA h/l ratio NA
T ype

NA

C l MIDR 308225:1 CD0034 ClF06.img;1
T he dom e h as indistinct margins and the upper surface is cross-cut by NW-SE trending fractures. The dom e is situated on 
the margin of a  semi-circular volcano-tectonic structure that is defined by concentric fractures and cross-cu t by NE-SW 
trending fractures.



Name md204

Diameter 19

Caidera 1 3 .1 
d iam ete r

Type i,a,2
Length 2 1 . 7  
a/track

Caidera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

Lati tude -24.1 

H eight NA

L ong itude  227.1 

Basal alt NA

Location Helen Planitia

Landslide NA 
direc tion

Landslide NA 
volum e

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide NA 
len g th

h/l ratio NALandslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide nA
width a re a  vo lum e Type
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 30S225;1 CD0034 C1F05.img;1

The w est flank of the  dom e is missing possibly a s  a  result of a  breach. T he dom e is superim posed on lavas. It is situated 
on concentric fractures that define a  volcano-tectonic structure.

Name m d205 

Diameter 17.6

Caidera NA 
d iam eter

T ype  iii,a,1
Length i g  5  
a/track

Latitude -24.7 

Height NA

L ong itude  73.2  

Basal alt NA

Location Aino Planitia

Landslide v?,a.2,B 
Type

Landslide NA 
len g th

h/l ratio NA

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide NA 
width
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent M IDR30S081;1 CD0020 C1F09.img;1

The indistinct dom e is cross-cut by fractures trending E-W. It is surrounded easte rn  side by material interpreted to be  lavas. 
The dom e is situated on the margin of volcano-tectonic structure.

Caidera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volume



Name md206b

Diameter 15.6

Caidera 8 .4  
d iam eter

T ype i,a,1
Length -jy 
a/ track

Latitude-25.4 Longitude 308 Location Navka Planitia

Height 1.6 Basal alt 6051.8

Landslide ii,b,1,D 
Type

Landslide 7 .4  
le n g th

h/l ratio 0 . 2

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide 9 .8  
width
Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent M IDR30S315;1 CD0047 C1F09.img;1

Possible cone, show s lay-over in left-looking cycle 1 imaging. The dom e h as a  distinct backscarp  associa ted  with the  
debris apron. It is situated in fractured plains.

Caidera 64.1 
are a

Landslide 90.6 
area

Landslide NE 
direc tion

Landslide NA 
vo lum e

Name m d206a

Diameter 15.6

Caidera 8.4 
diam eter

Landslide 8.2 
width

T ype  i.a.I
Length 1 7  
a/track

Caidera 64.1 
are a

Landslide 66.2 
area

L a t i tu d e -25.4 L ong itude  3 0 8  Location  Navka Planitia

Height 1.6 Basal alt 6051.8

Landslide NW 
direc tion

Landslide NA 
volum e

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
he igh t

Landslide j.c.I.B  
Type

Landslide 9 .4  
leng th

h/l ratio 0 .2

Thickness NA 
(max)
Com ment M IDR30S315;1 CD0047 C1F09.img;1 

Possible cone, show s lay-over in left-looking cycle 1 imaging. It is situated in fractured plains.



Name md207

Diameter 118.6

Caidera fsJA 
d iam ete r

Landslide NA 
width
Thickness NA 
(max)

Type ii,a,2
Length 4 5  
a/track

NACaidera 
a rea

Landslide
area

NA

Lati tude  -25 .5  

H eigh t NA

L ongitude  73.5  

Basal alt NA

Landslide
d irec tion

NA

Landslide NA 
volum e

Slope angle 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide NA 
Type

Location  Aino Planitia 

NA

Landslide
le n g th

h/l ratio NA

NA

C om m ent C l M ID R30S081;1 CD0020 C1F09.img;1
Three large coalesced  dom es each  h as  a  central pit. The dom es are  situated  on the margin of a  tectonic structure defined 
by fractures that c ross-cut them. T he w estern-m ost dom e has an impact crater on the upper surface. Another dom e to the 
north Is also on the margin of the structure.

Name m d208b 

Diameter NA

Caidera
d iam eter

NA

Landslide 39  
width 
Thickness 
(max)

NA

T y p e  ?,b,1
Length n A 
a/track

Caidera NA 
area

Landslide 618.4 
area

L atitude -25.7 

Height NA

S

Longitude  192 

Basal alt 6051.5

Landslide 
d irec tion

Landslide NA 
volum e

Slope angle 
(ext)  

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide jij^c.I.B 
Type

L ocation  Helen Planitia 

NA

Landslide
le n g th

h/l ratio NA

56.1

Comment 01 MIDR 308189:1 CD0031 C1F13.img;1 C1F14.img;1
There is no edifice making the origin the debris apron uncertain. Concentric fractures define a  circular structure. T here  is 
the possib le rem nant of a  dom e at -25 .9 ,193 .3 . Another debris apron occurs to the  south. The a rea  m easurem ent is only 
for the debris apron visible. It is situated  in fractured plains.



Name md208a

Diameter NA

Caidera NA 
d iam eter

Type ?,b,1
Length n a  
a/ track

Caidera NA 
are a

Landslide 1154 .4  
a rea

L a t i tude  -25.7 

H eight NA

N

L ong itude  192 

Basal alt 6051.5

Location Helen Planitia

Landslide 
d irec tion

Landslide NA 
volum e

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide jji,c,1,B 
T ype

Landslide 5 7 .6  
le n g th

h/l ratio N ALandslide 43.4 
width 
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR SC SI89,1 CD0031 C1F13.img;1 C1F14.img;1

There is no edifice making the origin the debris apron uncertain. Concentric fractures define a  circular structure. T here is 
the possible rem nant of a  dom e a t -25 .9 ,193 .3 . Another debris apron occurs to the  south. The a re a  m easu rem en t is only 
for the debris apron visible. T he dom e is situated in fractured plains.

Name m d209 

Diameter 35.9

Caidera
d iam eter

Landslide
width
Thickness
(max)

Comment

NA

NA

NA

T y p e  iii,a,2
Length 3 5  g  
a/track

NACaidera 
a rea

Landslide
area

NA

L ati tude  -25.8 

H eight NA

L ongitude  8 0  

Basal alt NA

Landslide
d irec tion

NA

Landslide NA 
volum e

Slope 
(ext)  

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide NA 
Type

Location Aino Planitia 

angle NA

Landslide
leng th

h/l ratio NA

NA

01 MIDR 30S081;1 GD0020 GlF12.img;1
Two coalesced  dom es. The southern dom e h as diffuse radar backscatter material around the b a se  of thr w est flank which 
is interpreted to be talus. The upper surface is cross-cut by fractures trending NE-SW. The dom es are  situated  on 
concentric fractures that define the outer margin of a  volcano-tectonic structure to the east.



Name md210e

Diameter 14.2

Caidera 7 . 8  
d iam eter

Type ii,b,1
Length -j2.8 
a/track

Caidera 4 7 ,8  
a rea

Landslide 426.6 
area

Lati tude  -26.3 

H eight 2.5

Landslide ENE 
d irec tion

Longitude 296.7

Basal alt 6052.3

Location Navka Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide v?,C,2.D 
Type

Landslide 67 
le n g th

h/l ratio0 .0 4Landslide 14 Landslide 426.6 Landslide NA
width area  vo lum e
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 30S297;1 CD 0043C1F12.im g;1 C1F13.img;1 

C l 30S297;1 CD0043 G1F12.img;1
The dom e h as scalloped margins and show s lay-over in left-looking cycle 1 imaging. The dom e is surrounded  by radiating 
flow-like debris deposits that are  superim posed on lava flows. The debris apron  ENE is cross-cut by N-SE trending 
graben. It is difficult to determ ine the boundary of the debris apron. The d o m e  is situated in fractured plains.

Name m d210d

Diameter 14.2

Caidera 7 .8  
d iam eter

Landslide 6.8  
width

Type ii,b,1
Length 1 2 . 8  
a/track

Caidera 4 7  8  
area

Landslide 394.6 
area

L ati tude -26.3 

Height 2.5

Landslide ESE 
d irec tion

Landslide NA 
volum e

L ongitude  296 .7  

Basal alt 6052.3

Location Navka Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide v?.C.2.D 
Type

Landslide 62.8  
len g th

h/l ratio 0 .0 4

Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent 30S297;1 GD0043 C1F12.img;1 GlF13.im g;1

The dom e has scalloped margins and show s lay-over in left-looking cycle 1 imaging. The dom e is surrounded  by radiating 
flow-like debris deposits that are  superim posed on lava flows. The debris apron  NNE is cross-cut by NW-SE trending 
graben. The dom e is situated in fractured plains.



Name md210c

Diameter 14.2

Caidera 7 .3  
d iam ete r

Type ii.b.l
Length 12.8  
a/track

Lati tude  -26.3 

H eigh t 2.5

Longitude 296.7

Basal alt 6052.3

Location Navka Planitia

Caidera 4 7 .8  
a rea

Landslide 574.2 
area

Landslide SSW  
direc tion

Landslide NA 
volum e

Landslide v?,C,2,D 
T ype

Landslide 57 .8  
le n g th

h/l ratio 0 .04

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide 9 
width
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent 30S297;1 CD0043 C1F12.img;1 C1F20.img;1

T he dom e h as scalloped margins and  show s lay-over in left-looking cycle 1 imaging. It is surrounded by radiating flow-like 
debris deposits that are superim posed on lava flows. The debris apron NNE is cross-cut by N-S trending fractures. The 
dom e is situated in fractured plains.

Name m d210b

Diameter 14.2

Caidera 7 ,8  
d iam ete r

Type  ii,b,1
Length ^2 .8  
a/track

L ati tude -26.3 

H eigh t 2.5

Caidera 47 .8  
a rea

Landslide 1157.8 
area

Landslide
d irec tion

L ong itude  296.7  

Basal alt 6052.3

Location Navka Planitia

W

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide v?.C,2.D 
Type

Landslide 55.4 
l e n g th

h/l ratio 0 .05Landslide 17.8 Landslide 1157.8 Landslide NA
width area volum e
Thickness NA 
(max)

C l M IDR30S297;1 CD0043 C1Fl2.im g;1 C1F13.img;1 
C on.m eni 3 0 5 2 9 7 ;! CD0043 C1F12.img;1

The dom e has scalloped margins and show s lay-over in left-looking cycle 1 imaging. It is surrounded by radiating flow-like 
debris deposits that are superim posed on lava flows. The debris apron W is cross-cut by N-S trending g raben  and may be 
the product of more than one event. T he boundary is difficult to determ ine. The dom e is situated in fractured plains.



Name md210a

Diameter 14 .2

Caidera 7 , 8  
d iam eter

Type ii,b,1
Length 1 2 . 8  
a/track

Caidera 4 7 , 8  
area

L ati tude -26.3 

H eigh t 2.5

Longitude 296.7

Basal alt 6052.3

Location Navka Planitia

Landslide 697.3 
area

Landslide NNE 
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide v?,C,2,D 
T ype

Landslide 6 8 .8  
le n g th

h/l ratio 0.04Landslide 15.4 
width 
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent 30S297;1 CD0043 C1F12.img;1

T he dom e h as scalloped m argins and  show s lay-over in left-looking cycle 1 imaging. The dom e is surrounded by radiating 
flow-like debris deposits that a re  superim posed on lava flows. The debris apron NNE is cross-cut by NW-SE trending 
graben. The dom e is situated in fractured plains.

Name m d211

Diameter 14.6

Caidera NA 
d iam eter

Landslide NA 
width 
Thickness 
(max)

NA

T ype ii,a,2
Length 1 5  1 
a/track

NACaidera 
area

Landslide NA 
area

L ati tude -26.5 

H eight NA

L ong itude  188.6 

Basal alt NA

Location Helen Planitia

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volume

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide NA 
T ype

Landslide NA 
le n g th

h/l ratio NA

Comment C l M IDR30S189;1 CD0031 C lF l2 .im g;1
T he degraded  dom e has scalloped dom es. The upper surface has num erous pits and  is fractured. T he northern margin 
may cover an E-W trending fracture. T he dom e is situated in a  zone of complex fractures and graben on the margin of a  
tectonic structure defined by concentric fractures.



Name m d212

Diameter 15.4

Caldera 11 .1  
diam eter

Landslide NA 
width

Type i,b,2
Length i g y  
a/ track

Latitude -27  

Height NA

L ong itude  7 .6  

Basal alt NA

Location Alpha Regio

Slope angle NA  
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h e ig h t  le n g th

Landslide n A h/l ratio NA
T ype

Thickness NA  
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 30S009;1 CD0014 C1F20.img;1

A possible rem nant dom e. The margins are obscured by N-S trending ridges. The dom e is situated in te sse ra  terrain.

Caldera 71 .6  
a re a

Landslide NA 
a re a

Landslide NA  
direction

Landslide NA  
volum e

Name m d213

Diameter 2 2

Caldera NA 
d iam eter

T ype  ii,a,2
Length 2 1 .8  
a/ track

Caldera NA 
are a

Latitude -27.4  

Height NA

Landslide NA  
direction

L ongitude  99 .3  

Basal alt NA

L oca tlonA ino  Planitia

Slope angle NA  
(ext)

Landslide NA  
h e ig h t

Landslide NA 
Type

Landslide NA 
le n g th

h/l ratio NALandslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
width a re a  volum e
Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 30S099;1 CD0020 ClF20.img;1

The dom e has indistinct margins. A possible debris apron occurs off the w est flank. The northern margin is em bayed by 
ejecta  from an im pact crater 25 km to the N. The dom e is situated on lavas embaying te s se ra  terrain.



Name md214

Diameter 20 .7

Caldera 11.g 
d ia m e te r

Type i,b,2
Length i g y  
a/track

Caldera 15 4 . 4  
area

Landslide NA 
are a

L ati tude -27 .6  

H eight NA

Landslide NA 
d irec tion

Longitude 288.9

Basal alt NA

Location Navka Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide NA 
Type

Landslide NA 
le n g th

h/l ratio NALandslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
width a re a  vo lum e
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 30S297;1 CD0043 C1F17.img;1

The dom e has scalloped southern margins. Diffuse radar backscatter material occurs around the b a se  of the  e a s t  flank. A 
lava channel abuts against the w est flank. Another channel occurs to the ea s t. Indistinct concentric fractures surround the 
northern margin. The dom e is situated in fractured plains.

N ame m d215

Diameter 15.8

Caldera 11 .9 
d iam eter

Landslide 8 . 4  
width

T ype  i.b.l
Length 1 4  
a/track

Caldera 10.8 
area

Landslide 82.1 
area

Latitude -27.9 

Height NA

L ongitude  0.6 

Basal alt 6052.7

Location Alpha Regio

Landslide S S W  
d irec tion

Landslide NA 
volum e

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide ii?,b,2.D 
Type

Landslide 9 
le n g th

h/l ratio NA

Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 30S009;1 CD0014 ClF17.img;1

A possible rem nant dom e. The margins are obscured  by diffuse radar backscatter material that may b e  debris or lavas. 
The dom e is situated in plains on the margin of te s se ra  terrain.



Name md216

Diameter 26.3

Caldera -| 6.2 
d iam eter

Landslide NA 
width 
Thickness 
(max)

NA

Type i,a,2
Length 2 4 .2  
a/track

Caldera 
area

Landslide
area

193

NA

Lat i tude  -28.5 

H eigh t  NA

Landslide NA 
direc tion

Landslide NA 
volume

L ong itude  221.1 

Basal alt NA

Location Helen Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide
h e ig h t  le n g th

Landslide |\j/\ h/l ratio NA
Type

NA

C om m ent C l MIDR 308225:1 CD0034 C1F19.img;1 C1F27.img;1
The upper surface of the degraded  dom e is cross-cut by NE-S trending fractures. The floor of the  caldera is fractured and 
there a re  several pits on the upper surface. The dom e is situated in fractured plains with som e fractures appearing  to 
radiate from the dome.

Name md217 

Diameter 21.9

Caldera 1Q.1 
diam eter

Landslide NA 
width

Type i,a,2
Length 2 0 .5  
a/track

Lati tude  -28.7 

H eigh t NA

L ong itude  296.5  

Basal alt NA

Location N avka Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h e ig h t  leng th

Landslide |\j/\ h/l ratio NA
Type

Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent ^1  MIDR 30S297;1 CD0043 C1F20.img;1

The dom e is surrounded by an apron of diffuse radar backscatter material interpreted to be talus. The dom e is 
superim posed on the sum m it of a  volcanic centre and is surrounded by multiple narrow radiating flows.

Caldera 85.7 
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direc tion

Landslide fsJA 
volume



Name md218

Diameter 15.3

Caldera NA 
d iam eter

Type iii,a,2
Length -jy g 
a/ track

Lati tude -29 

H eight NA

Longitude 249.5

Basal alt NA

Location Helen Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h e ig h t  le n g th

Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA h/l ratio NA
width area  vo lum e T ype
Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 30S243;1 CD0040 ClF31.img;1

An indistinct dom e with a  fractured upper surface. It is surrounded by an apron of diffuse radar b ackscatter material. The 
dom e is situated  in fractured plains.

Caldera NA 
are a

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direc tion

Landslide NA 
volum e

Name m d219 

Diameter 10 .6

Caldera NA 
d iam eter

Landslide NA 
width

T y p e  iv,b,2

Length 1Q.7 
a/ track

Latitude -29 

H eight NA

L ong itude  189 

Basal alt NA

Location Helen Planitia

Caldera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
d irec tion

Landslide NA 
volume

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h e ig h t  le n g th

Landslide NA h/l ratio NA
T ype

Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 30S189;1 CD0031 C1F28.img;1

T he degraded  dom e has a  fractured upper surface. It is situated on concentric fractures that extend around another 
possible degraded  dom e. The dom e is situated in a  zone of complex fractures and  ridges trending N-S. Another dom e 
occurs to the NE.



Name md220

Diameter 16.9

Caldera 7  
d iam ete r

Landslide NA 
width

Type i,a,2
Length -^4 4  
a/track

L a t i tu d e -29.3 

Height NA

Longitude 243.7

Basal alt NA

Location Helen Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h e ig h t  le n g th

Landslide ^A  h/l ratio NA
T y p e

Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 30S243;1 CD0040 C1F29.img;1

Indistinct rem nants of a  dom e. T he SE flank is missing. The dom e is situated  in fractured plains. Several possib le dom es 
occur to the e a s t  associated  with a  volcano-tectonic structure.

Caldera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volume

Name md221

Diameter 8 .4

Caldera 3 , 8  
d iam eter

Type i,a,2
Length 9  5  
a/track

Caldera 15.2 
area

Latitude -29.4 

Height NA

Landslide NA 
direction

L o n g i tu d e  247.4  

Basal alt NA

Location Helen Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide N/\
T ype

Landslide NA 
le n g th

h/l ratio NALandslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
width area  volume
Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 30S243;1 CD0040 C1F30.img;1

Possibly two coalesced  dom es. They are bounded by concentric fractures that extend to the NE around the possible 
rem nants of another dom e. They are  situated in fractured plains to the  e a s t  of a  volcano-tectonic structure.



Name md222

Diameter 13

Caldera 7 . 5  
d ia m e te r

Type I,a,2
Length 1 3  7  
a/track

Caidera NA 
area

Latitude -29.4 

H eigh t NA

Landslide NA 
direction

Longitude 12 8 .4

Basal alt NA

Location South of Thetis Regio

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide NA 
Type

Landslide NA 
l e n g th

h/l ratio NALandslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
w idth area  volume
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m en t  fvlIDR 30S135;1 CD0021 CD0079 C1F26.img;1

The SE flank of the dom e is m issing. It is cross-cut by NE-SW  trending fractures. The dom e is situated In te s se ra  terrain 
near to Artemis C hasm a.

N am e m d223

Diameter 16.8

Caldera 13.5 
d ia m e te r

Landslide 43 
width

Type i,a,1
Length 1 1 2  
a/track

Caldera 109.2 
area

Landslide 6 7 1 .6  
area

L a t i tu d e -29.5 L o n g itu d e  183.6  Location Helen Planitia 

H eight 0.9 Basal alt 6051.9

Landslide N 
direction

Landslide NA 
volume

Slope angle 12.1 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide iji,c,1,B 
Type

Landslide 3 9 .4  
l e n g th

h/l ratio 0 . 0 2

Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m en t MIDR 308189:1 CD0031 ClF26.im g;1 

The dom e has scalloped m argins and is surrounded by concentric fractures. Fractures trending E-W cross-cu t the debris 
apron. The area  m easurem ent is only of the debris visible. T he dom e is situated in fractured plains.



Name md224

Diameter 13

Caldera 9 ,2  
d ia m e te r

Landslide NA 
width

Type iv,b,2
Length 1 3 1  
a/track

Latitude -29.5 

Height NA

Longitude 128.9

Basal alt NA

Location South Of Thetis Regio

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Caldera NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
area  d irection h e ig h t

Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
area  volume Type

Thickness NA 
(max)
C o m m en t MIDR 30S135;1 CD0021 CD0079 C1F26.img;1

The w est flank of the dom e is missing. It is situated in te s se ra  terrain near to Artemis C hasm a.

Landslide NA 
leng th

h/l ratio NA

N am e m d225

Diameter 23.4

Caldera NA 
d ia m e te r

Landslide NA 
width 
Thickness 
(max)

NA

T ype ii.a.I
Length 2 3 . 7  
a/track

Caldera 
area

Landslide
area

NA

NA

Latitude -29.5 

H eight NA

Landslide E 
d irection

Landslide NA 
volume

L ong itude  1 1 .4  

Basal alt NA

L ocation Lavinia Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide
h e ig h t  leng th

Landslide v?,?,2,D  h/l ratio NA
Type

NA

Comment 01 M IDR30S009;1 CD0014 G1F29.img;1
Two coalesced  dom es that a re  fractured on the upper surface. Diffuse radar backscatter material a t the b a se  of the north 
flank is interpreted to be talus. The dom es are situated  in fractured plains near to Alpha Regio. Two nearly pristine dom es 
occur nearby a s  well a s  o ther more degraded  dom es.



Name m d 226b

Diameter 16 .4

Caldera NA 
d iam ete r

Landslide NA 
width
Thickness NA 
(max)

Type ii?,a,2
Length 2 0 .1 
a/track

L ati tude  -29.7 

H eigh t NA

Longitude 213.6

Basal alt NA

Location Helen Planitia

NACaldera 
a rea

Landslide
are a

Landslide
d irec tion

NA

NA Landslide NA 
volum e

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide
h e ig h t  le n g th

Landslide NA h/l ratio NA
Type

NA

C om m ent C l M IDR30S207;1 CD0033 G1F31.img;1
The dom e has indistinct margins. T here a re  several pits on the upper surface a s  well a s  a  concentric fracture. T he b a se  of 
the dom e is surrounded by diffuse radar backscatter material interpreted to b e  talus. Concentric fractures surround the 
dom e and extend around another dom e 12 km to the west. T he dom e is situated in fractured plains. Two possible rem nant 
dom es occur to the  south and e a s t  just outside the concentric fractures.

Name m d226a 

Diameter 18.7

Caldera
d iam eter

Landslide
width
Thickness
(max)

Comment

11.2

NA

NA

T y p e  iv,b,2
Length 1 3 3  
a/track

NACaldera 
a rea

Landslide
area

NA

Lati tude -29.7 

H eight NA

L ong itude  213.6  

Basal alt NA

Landslide
d irec tion

NA

Landslide NA 
volume

Slope angle 
(ext) 

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide NA 
Type

Location Helen Planitia 

NA

Landslide
le n g th

h/l ratio NA

NA

C l M IDR30S207;1 CD0033 ClF31.im g;1
The w est flank of the degraded dom e is missing. It is surrounded by concentric fractures that extend around another dom e 
12 km to the ea s t. The dom e is situated in fractured plains. Two possible dom e rem nants occur outside the concentric 
fractures to the e a s t  and SE.



Name md227

Diameter 11 .2

Caldera NA 
d iam ete r

Landslide 3.3 
width

Type ii.b.l
Length 3  3 3  
a/track

Caidera NA 
area

Landslide 12.4 
area

Latitude -29.7 

H eight 0.2

Landslide W 
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e

L o n g itu d e  93.2 

Basal ait 6051.8

LocatlonAino Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide i|,b.2,B 
Type

Landslide 3.3 
le n g th

h/l ratio NA

Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 30S099;1 CD0020 ClF26.img;1

The dom e has scalloped m argins and a  small central pit. Diffuse radar backscatter m aterial around the b a se  of the  dom e is 
interpreted to be talus. The dom e is bounded by E-W trending fractures and  is situated  in fractured plains.

Name m d228 

Diameter 23.9

Caidera NA 
d iam eter

Landslide NA 
width

T ype  ii,b,2
Length 25 .4  
a/track

Latitude -29.7 

Height NA

L ong itude  11.2 

Basal alt NA

L oca tion  Lavinia Planitia

Caidera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h e igh t  le n g th

Landslide NA h/l ratio NA
Type

Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 30S009;1 CD0014 C1F29.img;1

The dom e has indistinct m argins. The upper surface is fractured and superim posed by two small cones. A nether dom e to 
the e a s t is superim posed on the dom e. The dom e is situated in fractured plains on the margin of Alpha Regio. Several 
other dom es occur nearby.



Name md229

Diameter 15.5

Caidera NA 
diam eter

Type ii,b,2
Length 1 5  
a/track

Caidera NA 
are a

Landslide NA 
are a

Latitude -29.8 

H eight NA

Landslide NA 
direction

L o n g itu d e  10.6 

Basal alt NA

Location Lavinia Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
he ig h t

Landslide n A 
Type

Landslide NA 
le n g th

h/l ratio NALandslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
width a re a  volum e
Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 308009:1 CD0014 ClF29.im g;1

The degraded  dom e has scalloped margins and num erous pits on the upper surface. It is cross-cu t by fractures. The dom e 
is situated in plains on the margin of Alpha Regio. Domes that a re  nearly pristine and  o thers that a re  heavily modified 
occur nearby.

Name m d230 

Diameter 29

Caidera NA 
diam eter

Landslide NA 
width

T y p e  i.b,2
Length n a  
a/ track

Latitude -29.8 

H eight NA

L o n g itu d e  10.1 

Basal alt NA

Loca tion  Lavinia Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h e ig h t  le n g th

Landslide NA h/l ratio NA
Type

Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent ^ 1  MIDR 30S009;1 CD0014 C1F29.img;1

Only the NE flank of the dom e rem ains. Concentric fractures bound the northern margin and extend around the rem nant of 
another dom e 30 km NW, The dom e is situated in plains near the margin of Alpha Regio. O ther dom es occur to the  east.

Caidera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volume



Name md231

Diameter 41.1

Caidera 3 5  
diameter

Type i,a,2
Length 4 2 . 7  
a/track

L a t i tu d e -29.9 

H eight NA

Longitude 287.2

Basal alt NA

Location Navka Planitia

Caidera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volume

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h e ig h t  le n g th

Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide nA  h/l ratio NA
width area  volume Type
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 30S279;1 CD0041 C1F32.img;1

The southern flank of the rem nant dom e is missing. Diffuse radar backscatter material occurs around the b a s e  of the south 
margins which could b e  b reached  material. The caidera  floor and wall a re  c ross-cu t by fractures. The dom e is situated on 
a  volcano-tectonic centre.

Nam e m d232

Diameter 23.9

Caidera 14 .9  
d iam ete r

T ype  i,a,2
Length 2 7  
a/track

Caidera 184.2 
area

Latitude -29.9 

Height NA

Landslide NA 
direction

L ongitude  138.2 

Basal ait NA

L oca tion  Helen Planitia

Slope angle 15.7 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide NA 
Type

Landslide NA 
le n g th

h/i ratio NALandslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
width area  volume
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 30S135;1 CD0021 CD0079 ClF30.img;1

The dom e has scalloped margins and  is cross-cut by NW-SE trending fractures. It is surrounded by concentric fractures. 
The dom e is situated in te sse ra  terrain near Artemis C hasm a. Several o ther dom es occur nearby.



Name md233

Diameter 15.1

Caidera 5 , 4  
diam ete r

Type il,a,2
Length
a/track

Caidera 
area

Landslide
area

20.6

L at i tude  -30 

H eigh t NA

Landslide
d irec tion

Longitude 2 1 7 .5

Basal alt NA

Location Helen Planitia

NA

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide 
T y p e

NA

Landslide
le n g th

h/l ratio NA

NA

Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
width area  volum e
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m en t MIDR 30S225;1 CD0034 C1F25.img;1

The upper surface of the dom e Is cross-cu t by fractures. Several small flow-like deposits radiate from the b a s e  of the e a s t
flank. The dom e is situated in a  fracture se t associated  with a  volcano-tectonic structure to the south . Another dom e occurs
to 9.5 km to the e a s t as well a s  to the north and  SE.

Name m d234 

Diameter 14.6

Caidera NA 
d iam ete r

Type  ii.b,2
Length 1 4 5  
a/track

L ati tude  -30 

H eigh t  NA

L o n g itu d e  10.8 

Basal alt NA

Location Lavinia Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h e ig h t  le n g th

Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA h/l ratio NA
width area volum e T ype
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 30S009;1 CD0014 C1F29.img;1

The degraded  dom e h as num erous pits on the upper surface. Talus may exist at the b a se  of the  SW  flank. T he dom e is 
situated in plains on the margin of Alpha Regio. O ther dom es both pristine and degraded  occur nearby.

Caidera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
d irec tion

Landslide NA 
volume



Name md235

Diameter 16.6

Caidera NA 
d iam eter

Landslide NA 
width 
Thickness 
(max)

NA

Type i,b,2
Length NA 
a/track

NACaidera 
a re a

Landslide
are a

NA

Latitude -30 

H eight NA

Landslide
direction

L o n g itu d e  10  

Basal alt NA

Location Lavinia Planitia

NA

Landslide NA 
volum e

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide
h e ig h t  le n g th

Landslide NA h/l ratio NA
Type

NA

Com m ent C l M IDR30S009;1 CD0014 C1F29.img;1
Only the SW flank of the dom e rem ains. Concentric fractures bound the south flank and  extend around another rem nant 
dom e 30 km to the NE. Fractures cross-cut lava flows that may have originated from the vent prior to dom e formation. It is 
situated  in plains near to the margin of Alpha Regio. O ther dom es occur to the east.

Name m d236

Diameter 26 .3

Caidera 25  
diam eter

Landslide
width
Thickness
(max)

Comment

NA

NA

T ype  i,a,2
Length 3 3  
a/track

NACaidera 
area

Landslide
area

NA

Latitude -30.2 

Height NA

L o n g itu d e  138 

Basal alt NA

Landslide
direction

NA

Landslide NA 
volume

Slope angle 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide NA 
Type

Location  Helen Planitia 

NA

Landslide
le n g th

h/l ratio NA

NA

C l MIDR 308135;1 CD0021 CD0079 C1F30.img;1
T he dom e h as scalloped m argins and is cross-cut by NW-SE trending fractures. It is surrounded by concentric fractures. 
T he dom e is situated in te sse ra  terrain near to Artemis C hasm a. Several other dom es occur nearby.



Name m d237

Diameter 17 .5

Caidera 11.9  
d ia m e te r

Type i,a,2
Length 1 5 2  
a/track

Caidera 9 1 . 7  
area

Landslide NA 
area

Latitude -30.2 

Height NA

Landslide NA 
direction

L o n g itu d e  11 

Basal ait NA

Location Lavinia Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide WA 
Type

Landslide NA 
l e n g th

h/l ratio NALandslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
width a re a  volume
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m en t  MIDR 30S009;1 CD0014 C1F29.img;1

T he rem nant dom e h a s  scalloped margins on the NW flank. N um erous pits occur around the b a se . T he  dom e is situated  in 
fractured plains near to Alpha Regio. Other dom es occur nearby.

Nam e m d238

Diameter 14

Caidera 7 . 8  
d ia m e te r

Landslide NA 
width

T ype  i,a,1
Length 1 4  
a/track

Caidera 5 9 . 9  
area

Landslide NA 
area

Latitude -30.3 

Height 0.6

L o n g itu d e  138.7 

Basal alt NA

L ocation  Helen Planitia

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volume

Slope angle 19.5 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide v.a,3.C 
T ype

Landslide NA 
i e n g th

h/l ratio NA

Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m en t ^1 MIDR 30S135;1 CD0021 CD0079 C1F30.img;1

The dom e has scalloped m argins with numerous pits in the caidera  wall. T he radar-dark material em baying the N flank is 
interpreted to b e  a  lava flow. T he dom e is surrounded by concentric fractures. The dom e is situated  in te sse ra  terrain near 
to Artemis C hasm a. Several o ther dom es occur to the w est and another possible rem nant dom e may exist to the south.



Name md239

Diameter 14.4

Caidera 13.8  
diameter

Type i,a,2
Length
a/track

Caidera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

Lati tude -30.7 

H eight NA

Landslide NA 
direction

Longitude 264.2

Basal alt NA

Location Helen Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide NA 
Type

Landslide NA 
l e n g th

h/l ratio NALandslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
width a rea  volume
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m en t MIDR30S261;1 CD0040 C1F30.img;1

Only the southern flank of the dome remains. It is superimposed on a large lava flow from a source to the north.

Nam e md240

Diameter 10.2

Caidera 17.2 
d ia m e te r

Type  i,a,2
Length 1 2 . 4  
a/track

Caidera 3 0  
area

Latitude -31.4 

Height NA

Landslide NA 
direction

L o n g itu d e  260.2  

Basal alt NA

Location Helen Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide NA 
l e n g th

h/l ratio NALandslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
width a re a  volume Type
Thickness NA 
(max)
Comment M IDR30S261;1 CD0040 C1F36.img;1

A degraded dome. It is situated in the floor of a volcano-tectonic structure in a volcanic field. Two other domes occur to the 
south.



Name md242

Diameter NA

Caidera NA 
diam eter

Type iv.b.2
Length n a  
a/track

Caidera NA 
area

Latitude -31.5  

Height NA

Landslide NA 
direc tion

Longitude 228.2

Basal alt NA

Location Helen Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
he ig h t

Landslide NA 
Type

Landslide NA 
le n g th

h/l ratio NALandslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
width area  volume
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 30S225 CD0034 C1 FSS.Imgil

A possible remnant dome that may have breached to the SW. Unable to determine the margins. There are numerous pits 
on the surface. The edifice is surrounded by radiating lava flows and situated in fractured plains.

Name md241

Diameter 13.3

Caidera NA 
d iam ete r

Type  iv,a,2
Length 1 2 . 6  
a/track

Caidera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

L a t i tu d e -31.5 

H eight NA

L ongitude  212.8 

Basal alt NA

Location Helen Planitia

Landslide NA 
direc tion

Landslide NA 
volume

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide NA 
Type

Landslide NA 
width
Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 30S207;1 CD0033 C1F39.img;1

The degraded dome has several pits on the upper surface. It is situated in fractured plains.

Landslide NA 
leng th

h/l ratio NA



Name md243

Diameter 12.5

Caidera NA 
d iam eter

Type iii,a,2
Length 1 2 7  
a/track

Caidera NA 
are a

Lati tude -31.6 

Height NA

L ongitude  212.1 

Basal alt NA

Location Helen Planitia

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direc tion

Landslide NA 
volum e

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide NA 
T ype

Landslide NA 
l e n g th

h/l ratio NALandslide NA 
width
Thickness NA 
(max)
P o m m e n t  ^1 MIDR 30S207;1 CD0033 C1F38.img;1

The dome has several small coalesced pits on the upper surface. It is cross-cut by NE-SW trending fractures. The dome is
situated in fractured plains.

Name md244

Diameter 16

Caidera 8 .8  
d iam eter

T ype  i.a.I
Length 2 1 . 4  
a/track

Caidera 3 3 . 4  
area

L a t i tu d e -31.7 L ong itude  260.2

H eight NA Basal alt 6051.2 Slope angle NA
(ext)

Landslide NA 
he ig h t

Location  Helen Planitia

Landslide 198 
area

Landslide W 
d irec tion

Landslide NA 
vo lum e

Landslide ii?,b,2.C 
Type

Landslide 8 . 8  
len g th

h/l ratio NALandslide 20.5  
width 
Thickness NA 
(max)
Comment ^1 MIDR 308261 ;1 CD0040 C1F36.img;1

The dome has scalloped margins and shows lay-over in left-looking cycle 1 imaging. It is difficult to determine the 
boundary of the debris apron. The dome is situated in the floor of a volcano-tectonic structure. Two other domes occur to 
the north and south.



Name md245

Diameter 17.8

Caidera 12.5 
d iam eter

Type i,b,2
Length g  o 
a/track

Lati tude -31.7 

H eight NA

L ongitude  85.6  

Basal alt NA

LocatlonAino Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h e ig h t  le n g th

Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide n A h/l ratio NA
width a re a  volum e Type
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR30S081;1 CD0021 ClF38.img;1

Only the scalloped southern flank remains of the dome. It is superimposed on lavas on the margin of a large shield 
volcano.

Caidera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
d irec tion

Landslide NA 
volum e

Name md246 

Diameter NA

Caidera 9 . 6  
diam eter

Type  ii,b,?

Length 2 1 .5  
a/track

Latitude -31 .9  

Height NA

Longitude  359.8  

Basal alt 6052.4

L oca tion  Lavinia Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h e ig h t  le n g th

Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide n A  h/l ratio NA
width area  volum e Type
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 3GS009;1 CD0043 C1F33.img;1

The dome has scalloped margins. Only part of the dome is visible due to data loss. The base is surrounded by diffuse 
radar backscatter material. The dome is superimposed on lavas on the summit region of a volcano-tectonic structure.

Caidera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direc tion

Landslide NA 
volum e



Name m d247

Diameter 17.9

Caidera NA 
d iam eter

Type i,a,2
Length n a  
a / track

Caidera NA 
area

Lati tude  -32  

H eigh t NA

Landslide NA 
direction

Long itude  301.1 

Basal alt NA

Location Navka Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide NA 
Type

Landslide AN 
l e n g th

h/l ratio NALandslide NA Landslide AN Landslide NA
width a rea  volume
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 30S297:1 CD0038 ClF38.img;1

A possible remnant dome. The upper surface is cross-cut by fractures. The dome is situated on the outer margin of a 
volcano-tectonic structure.

Name md248

Diameter 13.7

Caidera NA 
d iam eter

Landslide 12 
width

T ype  ii,b,1
Length y 
a/track

Caidera NA 
area

Landslide 230.5 
area

Lati tude -32.2 

H eigh t NA

L ongitude  260.3  

Basal alt 6051.3

Location Helen Planitia

Landslide SW  
direction

Landslide NA 
volume

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide i|?,b.2.D 
T ype

Landslide 10.4 
le n g th

h/l ratio NA

Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR30S261;1 CD0040 C1F36.img;1 

The dome has scalloped margins and shows lay-over in left-looking cycle 1 imaging. The debris apron has indistinct 
boundaries. The dome is situated on the margin of a volcano-tectonic structure. Two other domes occur to the north.



Name md249

Diameter NA

Caidera NA 
d iam ete r

Type ii,a,2
Length 2 1 .2  
a/track

L ati tude  -33 

H e ig h t  NA

Longitude 3 0 3 .8

Basal alt NA

Location Navka Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h e ig h t  le n g th

Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide n A h/l ratio NA
width area  volume T y p e
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 30S297;1 CD0043 C1F39.img;1

The eastern flank of the dome is obscured by fractures. It is situated within the floor of a volcano-tectonic structure.

Caidera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
d irec tion

Landslide NA 
volume

N ame m d 2 5 0

Diameter 11 .4

Caidera NA 
d iam ete r

Type  ii,a,2
Length 1 3  3  
a/track

Caidera NA 
area

Lati tude  -33 

H eigh t  NA

L ong itude  299.1 

Basal alt NA

Location Navka Planitia

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direc tion

Landslide NA 
volume

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide n A 
T ype

Landslide NA 
le n g th

h/l ratio NALandslide NA 
width
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 30S297;1 CD0043 C1F37.img;1

A possible dome. Diffuse radar backscatter material to the west may be a lava flow. The edifice is situated in fractured 
plains.



Name md251

Diameter 8

Caidera NA 
d iam eter

Type iv,b,2
Length
a/track

Caidera NA 
are a

Landslide NA 
area

Lati tude  -33.5 

H eight NA

Longitude 2 7 8 .4

Basal alt NA

Location Navka Planitia

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide N A  
T yp e

Landslide NA 
len g th

h/l ratio NALandslide NA 
width 
Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 30S279;1 CD0041 C1F44.img;1

The remnant dome is cross-cut by NW-SE trending fractures. It is situated on a volcano-tectonic centre. Several other 
possible domes occur to the SE.

Name md252 

Diameter 10 .9

Caidera NA 
diam eter

Landslide NA 
width

T yp e iv,b,2
Length 1 5  g 
a/ track

Lati tude -33.5 

Height NA

L ong itude  262.3  

Basal alt NA

Location Helen Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h e ig h t  le n g th

Landslide NA h/l ratio NA
Type

Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR30S261;1 CD0040 ClF45.img;1

The possible remnant of two coalesced domes. Diffuse radar backscatter material occurs around the north and south 
margins and is interpreted to be talus. The domes are situated in fractured plains. Two other domes occur nearby.

Caidera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
d irec tion

Landslide NA 
volum e



Name md253

Diameter 8 .9

Caidera 5 . 9  
d ia m e te r

Type i,b,2
Length 1 4  g 
a/track

Latitude -33.7 

Height NA

Longitude 262.4

Basal alt NA

Location Helen Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h e ig h t  le n g th

Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide n A h/l ratio NA
width a re a  volum e Type
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m en t  MIDR30S261;1 CD0040 C1F45.img;1

A remnant dome with the west flank missing. Diffuse radar backscatter material around the base of the remainder is 
interpreted to be talus. The dome is situated in fractured plains. Two other domes occur to the north.

Caidera NA 
a re a

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volume

Name md254

Diameter 18.6

Caidera 9 . 9  
d iam ete r

T yp e i,b,2
Length 1 9  g  
a/track

Caidera 7 7 . 7  
area

Latitude -33.7 

Height NA

Landslide NA 
direction

L o n g i tu d e  261.6 

Basal alt NA

L oca tion  Helen Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
he igh t

Landslide ^ A  
Type

Landslide NA 
le n g th

h/l ratio NALandslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
width a re a  volume
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m en t MIDR30S261;1 CD0040 ClF45.img;1

The dome has scalloped margins. The caidera is cross-cut by a N-S trending fracture. The dome is situated in fractured 
plains near two other domes.



Name md256

Diameter 13.7

Caidera 6 .4  
d iam ete r

Type i,b,2
Length 1 2 . 6  
a/track

Caidera 26.8  
area

Latitude -34.1 

H eight NA

Landslide NA 
direction

Longitude 3 0 8 .6

Basal ait NA

Location Navka Planitia

Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
width area  volume
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent ^ 1  MIDR30S315;1 CD0047 C1F42.img;1 

A degraded dome situated in plains.

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide n A 
Type

Landslide NA 
len gth

h/l ratio N A

Name md257 

Diameter NA

Caidera NA 
d iam eter

Landslide 40.2 
width

Type  iv.a.I
Length 3 1 2  
a/track

Caidera NA 
area

Landslide 2055.8  
area

Latitude -34.1 

H eight NA

E

L ong itude  249.5  

Basal alt 6051.1

Location Helen Planitia

Landslide
direction

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide 58
h e ig h t  len g th

Landslide n a  Landslide jii,c,1,B h/l ratio NA
volume T ype

Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent The remnant of a dome. The debris apron may be the result of more than one event. The area measurement includes 

plains in between the two debris aprons where no debris is visible. The dome is situated in fractured plains.



Name md258

Diameter 35.3

Caidera NA 
d iam eter

Landslide NA 
width

Type ii,a,2
Length 2 1 ,2 
a /track

Latitude -34.4  

Height NA

L ong itude  6 8  

Basal alt NA

LocatlonAino Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h e ig h t  leng th

Landslide NA h/l ratio NA
T ype

Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 30S063201 CD0069 C1F46.img;1

Two coalesced domes. The eastern dome has scalloped margins. It is situated in fractured plains near to three other 
domes to the south and east.

Caidera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volume

Name md259 

Diameter 24.3

Caidera NA 
d iam eter

Landslide NA 
width

T ype  ii,a,2
Length 2 3 . 7  
a/track

Latitude -34.6  

H eight NA

L ong itude  6 8 . 6  

Basal alt NA

L ocatlon A in o  Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h e igh t  leng th

Landslide NA h/l ratio NA
Type

Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 30S063;201 CD0069 ClF46.img;l

The dome has scalloped margins and shows lay-over in right-looking cycle 2 imagery. The dome has a fractured upper 
surface. It is situated in fractured plains near to three modified domes to the west and a near pristine dome to the south.

Caidera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volume



Name md260

Diameter 18 .4

Caidera NA 
diam eter

Landslide NA  
width

Type iii,a,2
Length g 
a/ track

Caidera NA  
area

Landslide NA  
area

Latitude -34.7 

Height NA

Landslide NA  
d irec tion

Landslide NA 
volum e

Longitude 256.7

Basal alt NA

Location Helen Planitia

Slope angle NA  
(ext)

Landslide NA  
h e ig h t

Landslide NA 
T ype

Thickness NA  
(max)
C om m ent MIDR261|1 CD0040 C1F43.img;1

The dome has a fractured upper surface. It is situated in fractured plains.

Landslide NA  
length

h/l ratio NA

Name md261 

Diameter 21.4

Caidera NA  
d iam eter

Landslide NA  
width

T ype  ii,a,2

Length 26 .8  
a/track

Latitude -34.7 

H eight NA

L ongitude  226,2  

Basal alt NA

Loca tion  Helen Planitia

Caidera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA  
d irec tion

Landslide NA 
volume

Slope angle NA  
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h e ig h t  le n g th

Landslide NA h/l ratio NA
Type

Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 30S225;1 CD0034 C1F45.img;1

The dome is superimposed on the summit area of a volcanic centre and is surrounded by multiple lava flows. Two other 
domes also occur on the summit area to the east and west. The volcanic centre is superimposed on a N-S trending ridge 
and fracture set.



Name md262

Diameter 27.8

Caldera |sJA 
d iam ete r

Type ii,a,2
Length 2 4 .4  
a/track

L ati tude  -34.7  

H eight NA

L ong itude  6 8  

Basal alt NA

Location Aino Pianitia

Caldera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
d irec tion

Landslide NA 
volum e

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h e ig h t  len g th

Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide n A h/l ratio NA
width a re a  vo lum e Type
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 308063*^01 CD0069 C l F46.img;1

The dome has scalloped margins and shows lay-over in right-looking cycle 2 imagery. The upper surface is fractured and 
diffuse radar backscatter material occurs at the base of the west flank. The dome is situated in fractured plains near to four 
other domes to the north and east.

Name md255 

Diameter 19.9

Caldera -j 3  
d ia m e te r

Landslide NA 
width

T ype  i,a,2
Length 1 7  5  
a/track

L ati tude  -34.9 

H eight NA

L ongitude  292.5  

Basal alt NA

Location Navka Pianitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h e ig h t  len g th

Landslide NA h/l ratio NA
Type

Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 30S297;1 CD0043 C1F43.img;1

The dome shows possible lay-over in left-looking cycle 1 imaging. It is superimposed on lavas and bounded by fractures 
associated with a volcano-tectonic structure to the south.

Caldera 103.6 
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
d irec tion

Landslide NA 
volum e



Name md263

Diameter 24.1

Caldera NA 
diam eter

Landslide NA 
width

Type ii,a,2
Length 2 7  2  
a/track

L ati tude  -34.9 

H eigh t NA

Longitude 263.6

Basal alt NA

Location Helen Pianitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h e ig h t  len g th

Landslide NA h/l ratio NA
Type

Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR30S261;1 CD0040 ClF45.img;1

The dome is cross-cut by fractures and superimposed on lavas. It is situated on the margin of a volcano-tectonic structure.

Caldera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
d irec tion

Landslide NA 
volum e

Name md264

Diameter 12.2

Caldera 8 . 6  
diam eter

Landslide NA 
width

T ype  i,a,2
Length 1 3  5  
a/track

Caldera 5 7 . 9  
area

Landslide NA 
area

Lati tude -35.4 

H eight NA

Landslide NA 
direc tion

Landslide NA 
volume

L ong itude  205.2 

Basal alt NA

Location Helen Pianitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide n A 
Type

Landslide NA 
leng th

h/l ratio NA

Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 30S207;1 CD0033 ClF52.img;1

The remnant of a dome or possibly a cone. It is situated in plains.



Name md265

Diameter 18.5

Caldera NA 
d iam ete r

Landslide NA 
width

Type iv,a,2
Length 2 0  
a/track

Caldera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

L a t i tude  -36.3 

H eight NA

Landslide NA 
direc tion

Landslide NA 
volume

L ongitude  250  

Basal alt NA

Location Helen Pianitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide NA 
T ype

Landslide NA 
le n g th

h/l ratio NA

Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 30S243;1 CD0040 ClF55.img;1

A degraded dome or cone. Shows possible lay-over in left-looking cycle 1 imaging. It is situated in fractured plains.

N ame md266

Diameter 18

Caldera NA 
d iam eter

Landslide NA 
width

Type  iii,a,2
Length 11 g  
a/track

Caldera NA 
area

L a t i tu d e -36.6 L ongitude  201.2 Location Helen Pianitia 

H eight NA Basal aft NA

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
d irec tion

Landslide NA 
volume

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide NA 
len g th

h/l ratio NALandslide NA 
T ype

Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 30S207;1 CD0033 C1F50.img.1

The SE flank of the dome is missing. It is situated in fractured plains to the west of a tectonic structure defined by concentric 
and radial fractures. Two possible relict domes occur to the west.



Name md267

Diameter 13.9

Caldera NA 
d iam ete r

Type i,a,2

Length 4 2 . 6  
a/track

Caldera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

L atitude -36.7  

H eight NA

Landslide NA 
direction

L ong itude  7.5  

Basal alt NA

Location Lavinia Pianitia

Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
width area  volum e
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR30S081;1 CD0020 ClF49.img;1

Only part of the dome remains. It is situated in fractured plains.

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide n A 
T ype

Landslide NA 
le n g th

h/l ratio NA

N ame md268

Diameter NA

Caldera NA 
d iam eter

Type iv,b,2
Length 3 2 .1  
a/track

Caldera NA 
area

L atitude -37.2 

Height NA

Landslide NA 
direction

L ong itude  262.8  

Basal alt NA

L ocation Helen Pianitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide n A 
T ype

Landslide NA 
le n g th

h/l ratio NALandslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
width a re a  volum e
Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR30S261;1 CD0040 C1F53.img;1

The remnant of a dome. It is bounded to the west by concentric fractures possibly related to a larger structure to the east. 
The dome is superimposed on lavas that embay N-S trending fractures.



Name md269

Diameter 16.5

Caldera NA 
d iam eter

Type iv,a,2
Length g 
a/track

Caldera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

Latitude -37 .4  

Height NA

Landslide NA 
direc tion

Longitude 264.5

Basal alt NA

Location Helen Pianitia

S lope angle N 
(ex t)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide NA 
Type

Landslide NA 
leng th

h/l ratio NALandslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
width area  volum e
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR30S261;1 CD0040 ClF54.img;1

A heavily fractured dome with several pits on the upper surface. It is superimposed on lavas associated with a source area 
to the west.

Name md270

Diameter 25.8

Caldera NA 
d iam ete r

T ype  ii,a,2
Length 25 .3  
a/track

Caldera NA 
area

Latitude -37.7 

Height NA

L ong itude  279.1 

Basal alt NA

Location  Navka Pianitia

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direc tion

Landslide NA 
volum e

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide NA 
Type

Landslide NA 
leng th

h/l ratio NALandslide NA 
width
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent 45S286;1 CD0043 ClF02.img;1

The degraded dome is bounded to the west by concentric fractures and NW-SE trending fractures and graben. It is 
superimposed on lavas situated in fractured plains.



Name md271

Diameter 2 0 .8

Caldera 1 5 .1  
d iam eter

Type i,b,1
Length 2 5  
a/track

L ati tude  -38.2 

H eigh t NA

L ong itude  43.2  

Basai ait 6051.6

Location Aino Pianitia

Caidera NA 
area

Landslide 326.3 
area

Landslide NNW  
d irec tion

Landslide NA 
volume

Landslide ijj,c,1,B 
Type

Landslide 38.1 
le n g th

h/l ratio NA

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide 18.1 
width
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 45S053201 CD0060 C1F01.img;1

The north flank of the dome is missing. Concentric fractures surround the base of the dome. The debris apron is 
superimposed on concentric fractures that define the margin of a volcano-tectonic structure. The measurement of landslide 
area includes only the debris visible. A possible remnant dome occurs to the SE (-42.5,47.5).

Name md272 

Diameter 18.1

Caldera NA 
diam eter

Landslide NA 
width

T ype  ii,b,2
Length 2 0 . 6  
a/track

Latitude -40.1 

H eight NA

L ongitude  270.5  

Basal alt NA

Location Helen Pianitia

Landslide NA 
le n g th

h/l ratio NA

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide n A 
Type

Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent ^1 MIDR 45S265;1 CD0040 C1Fl5.img;1

The dome has scalloped margins and shows lay-over in left-looking cycle 1 imaging. There may be talus at the base of 
some scallops. The dome is bounded to the west by fractures. It is situated on the margin of a volcano-tectonic centre.

Caldera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volume



Name md273

Diameter 20.1

Caldera -j 5 . 3  
diam eter

Type i,a,2
Length
a/track

L atitud e -40.1 

H eig h t NA

Longitude 262.2

Basal alt NA

Location Helen Pianitia

Landslide NA 
len g th

h/l ratio NA

Slope angle NA 
(e x t)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide n A
w idth area volum e T yp e
Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 45S265;1 CD0040 C1F12.img;1

Only the northern flank remains of the possible dome. It is situated within a tectonic structure defined by concentric and 
radial fractures. Several small domes occur nearby in a volcanic field.

Caldera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
d irection

Landslide NA 
volum e

Nam e md274

Diameter NA

Caldera NA 
diam eter

T yp e iv,b,2
Length ygA 
a/track

Caldera NA 
area

Latitude -40.3 

H eig h t NA

Landslide NA 
direction

Longitude 209.9  

Basal alt NA

Location Helen Pianitia

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide N A  
T yp e

Landslide NA 
len g th

h/l ratio NALandslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
w idth area volum e

Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 45S202;1 CD0031 ClF15.img;1

Several coalesced craters and small pits may be the remnant of a dome. It is superimposed on multiple radiating lava 
flows and situated in plains.



Name md275

Diameter

Caldera
d iam eter

Type
Length
a/track

Caidera
area

Landslide
area

Landslide 
w idth  
Thickness 
(max)

C om m .nl C l MIDR 45S307;1 CD0050

Latitude-40.5 Longitude 301.5 Location

Height Basal ait

Landslide
direction

Landslide
volum e

Slope angle 
(ex t) 

Landslide 
h e ig h t

Landslide
T yp e

Landslide
len g th

h/l ratio

Nam e md276 

Diameter 90

Caidera NA  
diam eter

Landslide NA 
width

T yp e iii,a,2
Length j q  

a/track

Latitude -40.7 

H eigh t NA

Lon g itu de 41.5  

Basal alt NA

Location Aino Pianitia

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h eigh t len g th

Landslide NA h/l ratio NA
T yp e

Thickness NA 
(max)

Com m ent MIDR 45S032;202
Three coalesced domes. The southern dome is cross-cut by fractures and has an obscured southern flank. The domes are 
situated on the margin of a tectonic structure with radiating fractures.

Caidera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e



Name md277

Diameter

Caidera
d iam ete r

Type
Length
a/track

Caidera
area

Landslide
area

Landslide 
width 
Thickness 
(max)
C om m en t MIDR 45S307;1 CD0050

L ati tude  -41.5  

H eigh t

Landslide
d irec tion

Landslide
volum e

Longitude 300.7

Basai alt

Location

Slope angle 
(ext)  

Landslide 
h e ig h t

Landslide
T ype

Landslide
le n g th

h/l ratio

Nam e md278 

Diameter 17.7

Caidera NA 
d ia m e te r

Landslide NA 
width

T yp e  ii,b,2
Length 1 7  5  
a/track

Lati tude  -4 1 .5 

H eigh t NA

L o n g itu d e  289.4 

Basal alt NA

Location West of Tefnut Mons

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h e ig h t  len g th

Landslide NA h/l ratio NA
Type

Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 45S286;1 CD0043 ClF14.img;1

The dome has scalloped margins and has a pit on the upper surface. It is surrounded by concentric fractures. The dome is 
situated within a tectonic structure defined by concentric fractures.

Caidera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direc tion

Landslide NA 
volum e



Name md279

Diameter 20

Caidera 7 .7  
diam eter

Type i,b,1
Length  ̂g 
a/track

Latitude -41.5 

Height NA

Longitude 273.4

Basal alt NA

Location Helen Pianitia

Landslide v?,a.2,D  
Type

Landslide NA 
length

h/l ratio NA

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide NA 
width
Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 45S265;1 CD0040 ClF15.img;1

The degraded dome or cone has scalloped margins. Diffuse radar backscatter material occurs on the flank and has a flow
like morphology. The dome is surrounded by NW-SE trending fractures and situated in fractured plains.

Caidera 4 3 . 8  
are a

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volume

Name md280

Diameter 20.2

Caidera 9 .5  
diam eter

T ype  i,b,2
Length i g j  
a/track

NACaidera 
a rea

Landslide
area

L a t i tu d e -4 1 .5  

Height 0.3

NA

L o n g itu d e  232.5 

Basal alt NA

Location  Helen Pianitia

NA

Landslide 
direction

Landslide NA 
volume

Slope angle 4 .2 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide
he ig h t  leng th

Landslide n a  h/l ratio NA
Type

NA

Landslide NA 
width
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 45S223;1 CD0033 ClF16.img;1

The dome has scalloped margins and may have breached on the north flank. It is bounded by concentric fractures. The 
dome is situated In fractured plains. Other possible remnant domes occur to the SE and west.



Name md281

Diameter 14

Caidera NA 
d iam ete r

Landslide NA 
width 
Thickness 
(max)

NA

Type iv,a,2
Length 1 3  7  
a/track

NACaidera 
a re a

Landslide
are a

NA

L a t i tu d e -42.2 

Height NA

L ongitude  279  

Basal alt NA

Location Themis Reglo

Landslide
direction

NA

Landslide NA 
volume

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide AN Landslide
h e ig h t  le n g th

Landslide NA h/l ratio NA
Type

NA

C om m ent C1 MIDR45S286;1 CD0043 C1F18.lmg;1
Four pit craters cover the upper surface of the dome. There may be a debris apron at the base of the west flank. The dome 
is bounded by NW-SE trending fractures and graben and situated in the middle of a volcano-tectonic structure.

Name md282

Diameter 15.9

Caidera NA 
d iam ete r

T ype  iii,a,2
Length
a/track

Caidera NA 
area

Latitude -42.4 

Height NA

Longitude  255.6  

Basal alt NA

Location  Helen Pianitia

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volume

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide n A 
Type

Landslide NA 
le n g th

h/l ratio NALandslide NA 
width
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 45S265;1 CD0040 C1F17.img;1

The upper surface of the dome is cross-cut by fractures and has several pit craters. Another degraded dome occurs 5.3 km 
to the SE. The domes are situated on the margin of a volcano-tectonic structure that is defined by concentric fractures.



Name md283

Diameter 9.7

Caidera NA 
d ia m e te r

Type iii,a,2
Length -jo.2 
a/track

Caidera NA 
area

Latitude -42.4 

Height NA

Landslide NA 
direction

Longitude 196.6

Basal alt NA

Location Helen Pianitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide NA 
Type

Landslide NA 
le n g th

h/l ratio NALandslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
width area  volume
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m en t  MIDR 45S202;1 CD0031 C1F19.img;1

The dome has an irregular upper surface. It is superimposed on lavas associated with a volcano-tectonic structure to the 
north. Two possible remnant domes occur to the SW at -42.9,195.8 and -43.7,195.8.

N am e md284

Diameter 17.9

Caidera NA 
d iam ete r

Type iv,b,2

Length 3 2 . 8  
a/track

Caidera NA 
area

Latitude -42.7 

Height NA

Landslide NA 
direction

L o n g itu d e  269.5

Basal alt NA Slope angle NA
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Location Helen Pianitia

Landslide NA 
le n g th

h/l ratio NALandslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
width area  volume Type
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m en t MIDR 45S265;1 CD0040 C1F22.img;1

Several coalesced domes occur on concentric fractures. They are situated in fractured plains. Another dome occurs to the
west.



Name md285

Diameter 7 .4

Caidera NA 
d iam ete r

Type ii,b,2
Length y 
a/track

Caidera NA 
area

L a t i tu d e -43.1 

H eight NA

Longitude 257.2

Basal alt NA

Location Helen Pianitia

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volume

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide n A 
T ype

Landslide NA 
le n g th

h/l ratio NALandslide NA 
width
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m en t MIDR 45S265;1 CD0040 ClF18.img;1

The dome has scalloped margins. There may be a debris apron at the base of the west flank. The dome is situated on the 
summit of a volcanic shield .

N am e md286

Diameter 20

Caidera NA 
d iam ete r

Landslide NA 
width 
Thickness 
(max)

NA

Type ill,a,2
Length  ̂g 
a/track

NACaidera 
area

Landslide
area

NA

Latitude -43.3 

H eigh t NA

Long itude  41.1 

Basal alt NA

Location  Aino Pianitia

Landslide
direction

NA

Landslide NA 
volume

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide
h e ig h t  len g th

Landslide NA h/l ratio NA
Type

NA

Comment C l MIDR 45S032;202
Two superimposed domes. The upper dome has a smaller diameter and has a caidera. The upper surface of both is cross
cut by NE-SW trending fractures. The domes are situated in fractured plains to the south of a tectonic structure. Another 
dome occurs 15 km south.



Name md287

Diameter 10

Caidera NA 
d iam eter

Type ii,b,2
Length 1 5  
a/track

L a t i tu d e -43.5 L ong itude  41 

Height NA Basal ait NA

Location Aino Pianitia

Landslide NA 
le n g th

h/l ratio NA

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide n A
width a re a  volume Type
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent 45S032202

The dome has scalloped margins with debris around the base and shows lay-over in left-looking cycle 2 imaging. It is 
situated in fractured plains. Another dome occurs 15 km to the north.

Caidera NA 
a re a

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
d irec tion

Landslide NA 
volume

Name md288

Diameter 27.8

Caidera NA 
d iam eter

Landslide NA 
width

T y p e  i,a,2
Length 2 7 .2  
a/ track

Caidera NA 
area

L atitude -44.6 

Height NA

L ongitude  281.3  

Basal all NA

LocationThemis Regio

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volume

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide N 
le n g th

h/l ratio NALandslide n A 
Type

Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 45S286;1 CD0043 C1F27.lmg;1

The downsagged dome has indistinct margins and is cross-cut by fractures. It is superimposed on lavas and bounded by 
fractured associated with a volcano-tectonic structure.



Name md289

Diameter 14.6

Caidera (sJA 
d iam ete r

Type iii,a,1
Length 1 5  g  
a / track

Latitude -44.6 

Height NA

L o n g itu d e  212.1 

Basal alt NA

Location Helen Pianitia

Caidera NA 
a re a

Landslide 2 0 .5  
a re a

Landslide E 
direction

Landslide NA 
volume

Landslide ij?,b,2 
T ype

Landslide 7 .7  
le n g th

h/l ratio NA

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide 4.1 
width
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 45S223;1 CD0033 ClF25.img;1

The dome shows lay-over in left-looking cycle 1 imaging. Diffuse radar backscatter material surrounds the base of the 
dome and slump deposits may occur at the base of the west flank The dome is superimposed on lavas that embay 
fractures and graben that trend NW-SE. across plains.

Name m d 2 9 0

Diameter 55.3

Caidera NA 
diam ete r

T y p e  ii,a,2
Length 5 2 . 3  
a/track

Caidera NA 
a re a

Latitude -44.7 

Height NA

Landslide NA 
direction

L ong itude  273.3  

Basal alt NA

Location Helen Pianitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide [^/\
Type

Landslide NA 
le n g th

h/l ratio NALandslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
width a re a  volume
Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 45S265;1 CD0040 C1F31 .img;1

The degraded dome shows lay-over in left-looking cycle 1 imaging. The southern flank is obscured by E-W trending 
fractures. The dome is situated on the summit area of a volcanic centre and is bounded by fractures.



Name md291

Diameter 17.8

Caidera MA 
diam eter

Type iii,a,2
Length g 
a/ track

Caidera MA 
area

L ati tude -44.7 

H eight MA

Landslide MA 
d irec tion

L ong itude  261 

Basal ait NA

Location Helen Pianitia

Slope angle MA 
(ext)

Landslide MA 
h e ig h t

Landslide MA 
Type

Landslide MA Landslide MA Landslide MA
width area  volum e
Thickness MA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 45S265;1 CD0040 C1F27.img;1

The degraded dome is cross-cut by N-S trending fractures and is situated in fractured plains.

Landslide NA 
l e n g th

h/l ratio NA

Name md292

Diameter 9

Caidera MA 
d iam eter

Type  i,a,2
Length g  2  
a/track

Caidera MA 
area

L ati tude -44.7 

H eight MA

Landslide MA 
direc tion

L ong itude  108.5 

Basal alt NA

Location Aino Pianitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide mA 
Type

Landslide MA 
l e n g th

h/l ratio NALandslide NA Landslide NA Landslide MA
width area  volume
Thickness MA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 45S117;1 CD0021 CD0078 ClF26.img;1

The southern flank of the dome is missing. The dome is situated in a NE-SW trending fracture zone. Another remnant 
dome occurs to the SE and west.



Name md293c

Diameter 22.6

Caidera N A  
diam eter

Type lv,b,1
Length \~ f  
a/track

L atitude -45.1 

Height 0.7

Longitude 2 0 1 .5

Basal alt NA

Location Helen Pianitia

Landslide iii,c.1.D 
T yp e

Landslide 39  
length

h/l ratio 0 .0 2

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA 
h eigh t

Landslide 37.4  
width
Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent 45S202;1 CD0031 C1F28.img;1 C1F29.img;1

The remnant dome has scalloped margins. Several large debris aprons occur around the base of the dome. It is difficult to 
determine the number of landslide events and the boundaries. The dome is situated in ridged plains.

Caidera N A  
area

Landslide 788.3 
area

Landslide SE  
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e

Nam e md293b

Diameter 22.6

Caidera NA 
d iam eter

Landslide 46.1 
width

Type iv.b.l
Length 1 7  7  
a/track

Caidera NA 
area

Landslide 927 .4  
area

Latitud e -45.1 

H e ig h t 0.7

Long itude 201.5  

Basal alt 6051.7

Location Helen Pianitia

Landslide SW  
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA 
h eigh t

Landslide iii,c,1.D 
Typ e

Landslide 33.5 
len gth

h/l ratio 0 .0 2

Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 202;1 CD0031 ClF28.img;1 C1F29.img;1

The remnant dome has scalloped margins. Several large debris aprons occur around the base of the dome. It is difficult to 
determine the number of landslide events and the boundaries. The dome is situated in ridged plains.



Name m d293a

Diameter 2 2 .6

Caidera N A  
diam eter

Landslide 2 5 .9  
width

Type iv,b,1
Length 17  7  
a/track

Caidera NA  
area

Landslide 3 8 9  
area

L atitud e -45.1  

H eight 0 .7

Landslide NW 
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e

Longitude 2 0 1 .5

Basal alt NA

Location Helen Pianitia

Slope angle NA 
(ex t)

Landslide NA 
h eigh t

Landslide iü,b.1,D 
T yp e

Landslide 34.9  
le n g th

h/l ratio 0 .0 2

Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent ^1 MIDR 45S202;1 CD0031 C1F28.img;1

The remnant dome has scalloped margins. Several large debris aprons occur around the base of the dome. It is difficult to 
determine the number of landslide events and the boundaries. The dome is situated in ridged plains.

Name md294 

Diameter 16

Caidera NA 
d iam eter

Landslide NA 
width

T ype  I,a,2

Length -|6.2 
a/track

L ati tude  -45.9 

H eight NA

L o n g itu d e  277.5  

Basal alt NA

LocationThemis Regio

Caidera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
d irec tion

Landslide NA 
volume

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h e ig h t  le n g th

Landslide NA h/l ratio NA
Type

Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent ^1 MIDR 45S286;1 CD0043 C1F26.img;1 C1F34.img;1

The downsagged dome is cross-cut by fractures and superimposed on lavas associated with a volcano-tectonic structure 
to the north. The dome is situated in a tectonic structure defined by concentric fractures. Another dome may exist to the 
east.



Name md295

Diameter 14 .6

Caidera |slA 
d iam ete r

Type ii,a,2
Length q 7  
a/track

Latitude -46.4 Longitude 268.7 Location Helen Pianitia

Height NA Basal alt NA Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h e ig h t  le n g th

Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide n A h/l ratio NA
width a re a  vo lum e Type
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 45S265;1 CD0040 C1F38.img;1

The upper surface of the dome is fractured. Another possible remnant dome occurs to the west. The dome is situated in 
fractured plains.

Caidera NA 
are a

Landslide NA 
are a

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e

Name md296

Diameter 18 .2

Caidera 16.6 
d iam ete r

Type  i,b,2

Length 2 6 .5  
a/track

Caidera 187.5  
area

L a t i tu d e -46.6 L ong itude  2 1 2 .5  Location Helen Pianitia 

Height NA Basal alt NA

Landslide NA 
direction

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide NA 
T ype

Landslide NA 
l e n g th

h/l ratio NALandslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
width a re a  vo lum e
Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 45S223;1 CD0033 ClF34.img;1

The possible remnant dome complex has multiple coalesced pits in the interior. It is situated on the summit area of a shield 
volcano.



Name md297

Diameter 22.2

Caidera NA 
diam eter

Landslide NA 
width

Type ii,b,2
Length NA 
a/track

L atitude-46.7 

Height NA

Longitude 209 

Basal alt NA

Location Helen Pianitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
height length

Landslide NA h/l ratio NA
Type

Thickness NA 
(max)
Comment MIDR 45S202;1 CD0031 ClF39.img;1

The possible degraded dome is cross-cut on the upper surface by concentric fractures that form the outer margin of a 
volcano-tectonic structure.

Caidera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volume

Name md298 

Diameter 23.4

Caidera NA 
diameter

Landslide NA 
width

Type iv,b,2
Length 28.2  
a/track

Latitude -47.3 

Height NA

Longitude 228  

Basal alt NA

Location Helen Pianitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h eight length

Landslide NA h/l ratio NA
Type

Thickness NA 
(max)
Comment MIDR 45S223;1 CD0033 ClF38.img;1

The possible remnant dome is cross-cut by fractures and surrounded by diffuse radar backscatter material that has a flow
like morphology off the east flank. It is bounded by fractures and ridges and situated in fractured and ridged plains.

Caidera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volume



Name mcJ299

Diameter 22 .7

Caidera NA 
d ia m e te r

Type i,a,2
Length 3 7  7  
a/track

Latitude -48  

Height NA

L o n g i tu d e  290  

Basal alt NA

Location Helen Pianitia

NACaidera 
area

Landslide
area

Landslide
direction

NA

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide
h e ig h t  le n g th

Landslide NA h/l ratio NA
Type

NA

Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
width a re a  volume
Thickness  NA 
(max)
C o m m en t  MIDR 45S286;1 CD0043 C1F38.img;1 C1F46.img;1

The dome may be downsagged. The surface is fractured and has multiple pit craters. It is bounded to the east by 
concentric fractures and graben. The dome is situated in a fracture set trending N-S associated with a tectonic structure to 
the south.

N am e md300 

Diameter 17.3

Caidera 10.7 
d ia m e te r

Landslide NA 
width

T ype  i,a,2
Length 2 1 . 3  
a/track

Latitude -48.5 

Height NA

L o n g i tu d e  108.1 

Basal alt NA

Location Aino Pianitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h e ig h t  leng th

Landslide NA h/l ratio NA
Type

Thickness NA 
(max)
C o m m en t  MIDR 45S117;1 CD0021 CD0078 ClF42.img;1

The NE flank of the dome is missing. Diffuse radar backscatter material occurs at the base of the west flank and inside the 
caidera which is interpreted to be talus. The dome is situated in fractured plains.

Caidera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
are a

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volum e



Name md301

Diameter 16.6

Caidera NA 
d ia m e te r

Landslide NA 
width

Type i,a,2
Length 7  
a/track

Lati tude -50.7 

Height NA

Longitude 291.5

Basal ait NA

Location Helen Pianitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Caidera NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
area  d irec tion  h e ig h t

Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide n A
a re a  vo lum e Type

Thickness NA 
(max)
C o m m en t MIDR 45S286;1 CD0043 C1F54.img;1

The remnant dome has scalloped margins. It is situated on the margin of a volcano-tectonic structure.

Landslide NA 
le n g th

h/i ratio NA

N am e md302 

Diameter 14.2

Caidera 4  
d ia m e te r

Landslide NA 
width

Type  i.b.2
Length 1 0 5  
a/track

Lati tude -50.8 

Height NA

L ong itude  223.5  

Basal alt NA

Location Helen Pianitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h e ig h t  le n g th

Landslide NA h/l ratio NA
Type

Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m en t  MIDR 45S223;1 CD0033 C1F53.img;1

The dome or cone has scalloped northern flanks and shows lay-over in left-looking cycle 1 imaging. Two coalesced 
domes occur 13 km to the SW. The edifice is situated in a N-S trending ridge and fracture zone.

Caidera 1 3 . 6  
area

Landslide NA 
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Name md303

Diameter 19.7

Caidera NA 
diam ete r

Type ii,b,2
Length ^ 3  4  
a/track

Caidera NA 
area

L a t i tude  -51.1 

H eigh t NA

Landslide NA 
direc tion

L ong itude  3 0 .9  

Basal alt NA

Location Lavinia Pianitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide NA 
Type

Landslide NA 
l e n g th

h/l ratio NALandslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
width a re a  vo lum e
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 45S032;1 CD0014 ClF52.img;1

The possible scalloped dome occurs on the western flank of a caldera-like structure. It is superimposed on lavas and 
situated to the east of an island of tessera.

N ame m d 3 0 4

Diameter 3 8 .7

Caidera NA 
d iam ete r

T ype  ii,a,2
Length 2 5 . 4  
a/track

NACaidera 
a rea

Landslide NA 
area

L a t i tude  -51.2  

H eigh t NA

NA

L o n g itu d e  222.5  

Basal alt NA

Location Helen Pianitia

Landslide 
d irec tion

Landslide NA 
volum e

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide
h e ig h t  le n g th

Landslide NA h/l ratio NA
Type

NA

Landslide NA 
width
Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 45S223;1 CD0033 C1F52.img;1 ClF53.img;1

The two coalesced domes show lay-over in left-looking cycle 1 imaging. They are superimposed on radiating volcanic 
flows. The domes are situated in N-S trending ridged and fractured plains. Another dome occurs 13 km to the NE also 
superimposed on lava flows.



Name m d305

Diameter 72 .9

Caidera 64.1 
d ia m e te r

Type i,a,2
Length |sjŷ  
a / track

Lati tude -52 .2  

Height NA

Longitude 296 .5

Basal alt NA

Location Lavinia Pianitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h e ig h t  le n g th

Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA h/l ratio NA
width a re a  vo lum e T ype
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 286;1 CD0043 C1F56.img;1

Only the scalloped north flank of the dome remains. It is situated in a volcano-tectonic structure defined by concentric 
fractures.
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(ext)
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volum e
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h e ig h t

Landslide NA 
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Landslide NA 
le n g th

Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide n A h/l ratio NA
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C om m en t  MIDR 60S014;1 CD0016 ClF04.img;1

The remnant dome is bounded on the west flank by fractures. It is situated in plains on the margin of complex ridged 
terrain. Another remnant dome may exist to the NE.



Name md307

Diameter 15.7

Caidera NA 
diameter

Type ii,a,2
Length ^ 4 4  
a/track

Caidera NA 
are a

L ati tude -54.3 

H eight NA

L ong itude  22.2 

Basai ait NA

Location Lavinia Pianitia

Landslide NA 
area

Landslide NA 
direc tion

Landslide NA 
volume

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide NA 
Type

Landslide NA 
le n g th

h/i ratio NALandslide NA 
width
Thickness NA 
(max)
Comment MID 60S014;1 CD0016 C1F07.img;1

The upper surface of the dome is fractured. It shows lay-over in left-looking cycle 1 imaging. The dome is superimposed on 
lavas associated with a volcano-tectonic structure.

Name md308

Diameter 18

Caidera NA 
d iam ete r

T y p e  iii,a,1?
Length 2 0 .5  
a/ track

NACaidera 
a rea

Landslide
area

Lati tude  -54.7 

H eight NA

Landslide
d irec tion

L ong itude  292  

Basal ait NA

Location Helen Pianitia

NA

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide
h e igh t  leng th

Landslide NA h/i ratio NA
Type

NA

Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
width area  volume
Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 60S291;1 CD0047 ClF13.img;1

The dome has a possible debris apron off the SW flank but there is no backscarp. The dome is cross-cut by fractures. It is 
situated in plainsto the south of a volcano-tectonic structure. Another near pristine dome occurs 14.7 km to the west.



Name md309

Diameter 16.8

Caldera 8 .3  
d ia m e te r

Type i,a,2
Length i y  -j 
a/track

Lati tude -55.2 

H eight NA

Longitude 167,9

Basal alt NA

Location Aino Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h e ig h t  leng th

Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA h/l ratio NA
width area  volume Type
Thickness NA 
(max)
C o m m en t  MIDR 60S180;1 CD0033 C1F09.img;1

The dome has indistinct margins. It is situated on concentric fractures that define a volcano-tectonic structure. Several 
smaller domes occur nearby.
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N am e md310 

Diameter 17.5

Caldera 1 1 . 7  
d ia m e te r

Landslide NA 
width

T ype  iv,b,2
Length 4 4  7  
a/track

L ati tude -56.4 

H eight NA

L o n g itu d e  I . 4  

Basal alt NA

Location Lavinia Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h e ig h t  leng th

Landslide NA h/l ratio NA
Type

Thickness NA 
(max)
C o m m en t MIDR 608014;1 CD0016 C1F09.img;1

A possible dome complex. It is difficult to determine the boundaries. The complex is situated in fractured plains.
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Name md311

Diameter 71.1

Caldera |SJA 
d ia m e te r

Type iii,a,2
Length 7 5  4  
a/track

L atitude -57.5 

Height NA

L ong itude  16 

Basal alt NA

Location Lavinia Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h e ig h t  le n g th

Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA h/l ratio NA
width a re a  volum e Type
Thickness NA 
(max)
C o m m en t MIDR 60S014;1 CD0016 C1F02.img;1

The dome has indistinct margins and is cross-cut by E-W trending fractures. The central crater is 5.4 km in diameters. The 
dome is superimposed on lavas associated with a volcano-tectonic structure to the west.
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N am e md312 

Diameter 28.6

Caldera NA 
d ia m e te r

Landslide NA 
width

Type  I,a,2
Length 2 5 . 3  
a/track

L a t i tu d e -58.2 L o n g itu d e  163.5 Location Helen Planitia 

H eight NA Basal alt NA Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h e ig h t  le n g th

Landslide NA h/l ratio NA
Type

Thickness NA 
(max)
C o m m en t MIDR 60S153;1 CD0022 C1F23.img;1

The dome has indistinct margins and is cross-cut by a N-S trending fracture. It is situated on concentric fractures that 
define a volcano-tectonic structure. Two other domes occur on the structure to the SW and north.
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Name md313

Diameter 16.2

Caldera 5  
d iam ete r

Landslide NA 
width

Type i,a,2
Length 2 0 . 8  
a/track

Latitude-58.6 Longitude 162.4 Location Helen Planitia

Height NA Basal alt NA Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h e ig h t  le n g th

Landslide NA h/l ratio NA
T ype  

Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 60S153;1 CD0020 ClF23.img;1

The upper surface of the dome is cross-cut by fractures. It is situated on a volcano-tectonic structure. Two other domes 
occur to the NE.
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Name md314

Diameter 14.1

Caldera NA 
d iam ete r

Landslide NA 
width

T y p e  iv,b,2
Length 9 1  
a/track

Caldera NA 
area

Landslide NA 
a re a

Latitude -59.7 

Height NA

Landslide NA 
direction

Landslide NA 
volume

L ong itude  4 . 6  

Basal alt NA

Location Lavinia Planitia

Thickness NA 
(max)
C om m ent MIDR 608042:1 CD0020 C1F29.img;1

The remnant dome is situated in fractured plains.
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Name md315

Diameter 41.8

Caldera 2 7 .7  
d iam ete r

Landslide NA 
width

Type i,a,2
Length 2 9  3  
a/track

Lati tude  -68.4 

H eight NA

L ong itude  200  

Basal alt NA

Location Helen Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA Landslide NA
h e ig h t  leng th

Landslide h/l ratio NA
Type

Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR75S210;1 CD0048 C1F04.img;1

Two coalesced domes. Another dome occurs 6 km to the east. The domes are situated in fractured plains.
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Name md316

Diameter 23.6

Caldera 22.7  
d iam eter

T ype  i,a,2
Length 2 5 . 3  
a/track

Caldera NA 
area

Lati tude  -69.2 

Height NA

Landslide NA 
direc tion

L ong itude  202.5 

Basal alt NA

Location Helen Planitia

Slope angle NA 
(ext)

Landslide NA 
h e ig h t

Landslide ^ A  
Type

Landslide NA 
leng th

h/l ratio NALandslide NA Landslide NA Landslide NA
width area  volume
Thickness NA 
(max)
Com m ent MIDR 75S203;1 CD0048 ClF04.img.1 ClF05.img;1

A remnant dome situated in fractured plains. The lava flow to the NW may be related to the dome. Other domes occur to 
the NW.



Appendix IV

Description of Proposed Models for Long Run-out Landslides

In spite of our best efforts to detail the spinoffs and benefits from the 

space program m e, I don’t think the chief benefit of Apollo can ever be 

quantified. That benefit was a glorious elevation of the human spirit and of 

national pride, a rem inder that our society, giving free rein to human 

creativity and eneterprise, can achieve Herculean goals if it’s cahallenged  

to do so .” G.A. Keyworth, 1984 Public sym posium  on Lunar Bases and 

Space activities in the 21st Century.

IV.I Bulk Fluidisation

Models of bulk fluidization are based on the supposition that clasts forming large 

landslides move with respect to each other during the movement o f a landslide, like 

molecules in a dense gas or fluid, and therefore give a large moving landslide the 

appearance of flowing.

\N 11 Kinematic Flow (Heim 1932)

From observation of large Alpine landslides, Heim, concluded that they 

experienced some sort of bulk flow, similar to the behaviour of glaciers and lava flows. He 

also thought that individual clasts within a landslide moved in an analogous manner to 

molecules in a flowing liquid. Interviews of survivors of the Elm landslide reported that the 

mass stopped suddenly. Observations of landslides revealed that “the rear parts exhaust 

themselves soon because of transmission of their kinetic energy to the front part and they 

therefore come to rest sooner”. This observation led to the conclusion that large moving 

landslides exhibited velocity-dependent sliding friction coefficients, which decreased with 

increasing velocity.

IN 111 Air Fluidisation (Kent 1966)

The model of air fluidization was based primarily on eyewitness accounts from the 

Frank and Madison landslides, who reported that strong air blasts accompanied the moving
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debris. Factors used to support the theory included the fan-like spreading of the toe, the 

relative thinness of a landslide in comparison to its aerial extent, the high velocities attained 

during transit, and the chaotic nature of the deposits which showed no gravitational sorting.

TV.IJU Air Fluidisation and Aerodynamic L(/]r (Krumdieck 1984)

The geometries of some landslide masses showed that a thick front was developed 

which diminished towards the proximal zone. It was suggested this form  allowed 

landslides to develop aerodynamic lift during run-out that reduced the frictional force at the 

base of the landslides.

IV.lJYGrain flow in a Fluid Medium (Hsu 1975)

The theory described the turbulent flow of a dispersion of cohesionless grains in a 

fluid medium. This work was based on restating Heim’s (1932) model of flow in large 

landslides in quantitative terms based on the cohesionless grain flow theory of Bagnold 

(1954, 1956). Flows of solid grains and fluids involved a natural fluid-transmitted stress 

and a grain-transmitted stress. The total stress was determined from the sum of the two 

stresses. It was possible for the normal load to be transferred from the grain-to-grain 

contacts to the pore fluid, making it the dominant component of total stress. Hsu believed 

that the flow of large landslides was a result of stress transmitted by grains as a result of 

grain-to-grain interaction which allowed kinetic energy to be transferred during collision 

and dissipated by friction during impact. The interstitial fluid acts to reduce the effective 

normal pressure on grains and therefore reduces frictional resistance as a mass moves 

down a slope.

WflNGrain Flow without a Fluid Medium (Davies 1982)

This model was based around the mechanical fluidization of brecciated rock in a 

moving landslide which expanded on the grain-flow theory of Bagnold (1954) and the 

mechanical fluidization theory of Hsu (1975). The mechanism envisaged was (i) a debris 

mass achieves a high velocity due to its fall from a steep slope, (ii) once the mass reaches 

the base of the slope, shear at the base of the debris causes dilation and reduction of internal 

friction assuming the velocity of the mass is sufficient, and (iv) once the velocity decreases 

and the basal shear is no longer sufficient to maintain dilation, the internal friction increases
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resulting in the mass becoming rigid and stopping.

rV.I.VI Computer Simulation of Grain Flow (Cambell 1989)

The mechanical fluidization of large landslides using models of flowing circular 

grains was examined by assuming “each particle was a two-dimensional disc, free to 

translate and rotate, but whose motion was confined to the x-y plane. The particles interact 

with one another by collision during which energy is dissipated through a coefficient of 

restitution...and through surface friction”.

rV.I.VII Acoustic Fluidization (Melosh 1983)

This model is similar to Bagnold grain flow because it supposes that the weight of a 

rock mass is supported by random motions within the debris. However, the random 

movement is not that of individual rock fragments, but of groups of fragments organised 

into elastic waves. Acoustic fluidization is produced by the propagation of strong sound 

waves through a flowing breccia stream. Since the rock fragments maintain close contact 

with one another, energy is dissipated at a slower rate than in grain flow. If the applied 

sound field is strong enough, it could relieve the immobilising overburden pressure on a 

landslide mass and allow separation of rock fragments for the duration of a sound wave 

rarefaction, over a region comparable in size with half the pulse wavelength. Acoustic 

energy is either lost through internal absorption, or is converted to heat, or leaks from the 

debris mass. The importance of the latter process is dependent upon the surface-to-volume 

ratio of the landslide. Acoustic fluidization provides a mechanism by which granular 

materials can flow, with only a small input of energy from internally generated sound 

waves.

IV.I.VIII Computer Simulated Flow, Bi-Viscous Rheology (Trunk et al., 1986)

A computer algorithm of the Navier-Stokes equations was used to model large 

landslides as incompressible fluids of varying rheology in two dimensions. Three cases 

were used to model the Madison landslide; (i) assumed a Newtonian viscosity with zero 

friction between the interstitial fluid and the bed, (ii) also used a Newtonian viscosity but 

also included a frictional coefficient of 0.2 between the fluid and the bed, and (iii) used the 

same conditions as in the previous case except for the viscosity which was bi-linear. The
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dominant effect on the modelled landslide was found to be friction, which controlled travel 

distance, and viscosity, which controlled the distribution of debris. The parameters used in 

the third case gave the best approximation of the actual landslide, supporting the contention 

of McSaveney (1978), that large landslides flow according to a Bingham viscosity.

IV.I.IX Computer Simulated Flow, Power Law Rheology (Potapov & Ivanov 1991)

This model used the same algorithm as Trunk et al., but used a power-law shear 

stress-strain rate rheology. The model allowed for a good estimation of the morphologies 

of the terrestrial landslides examined.

IV.I.X Bingham Plastic Rheology (McEwen 1989)

Using a Bingham plastic model based on work by Johnson (1970, 1984), martian 

landslides were shown to possess yield strengths comparable with terrestrial rock 

avalanches. From this, it was deduced that martian landslides were probably dry during 

emplacement.

IV.II Basal Lubrication Models

These theories explain that the long run-out of large landslides are due to some form 

of super-lubrication along the bases of slidemasses during transit.

W.U,l Air-Layer Lubrication (Shreve 1968)

From observation of the sedimentological and morphological features of the 

Blackhawk landslide, Shreve concluded that it slid rather than flowed. He proposed that the 

slide moved by trapping a pocket of air beneath it during the initial fall, which acted as a 

cushion on which the landslide rode at high speed and with little friction. The mechanism 

required that the air remained trapped for as long as one to two minutes, making the loss of 

air through leakage an important factor. Where a permeable layer of loose fragments is 

supported by trapped air, it will be close to, or actually in, a state of incipient fluidization. 

This is due to the excess pressure in the air layer being caused by the weight of the 

overlying debris.
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IV.ILII Dissociated Rock and Melted Rock Lubrication (Erismann 1979)

This model advocates low frictional sliding on dissociated rock and melted rock 

confined along a hypothesised basal slide plane. Erismann believed that a mass could 

generate the material required for lubrication. If landslides occurred in limestone, the high 

temperatures developed along a discrete slip surface were thought to be sufficient to 

dissociate continuously the carbonate rock into a mixture of lime and carbon dioxide gas. 

The CO2 could then act as a lubricant along the slide plane. For landslides occurring in 

gneiss, slide induced melting was thought to be sufficient to melt the crystalline rock 

locally, generating a fluid lubricant.

IV.n.ni Distributed Deposition and Basal Lubrication (Shalier 1991)

This model proposes that large landslides experience long run-out distances because 

of brecciated rock being concentrated along their basal surfaces which acts as a lubricating 

agent. Brecciation allows landslide masses to be deposited at different times, with the 

slowest particles losing energy the fastest and being deposited first. The limited strength of 

the geological materials overrun by the landslides during emplacement influenced their 

characteristics. Where a weak substrate occurred, the landslide debris slid and spread into 

thin sheets. However, where the substrate was firmly cemented, then the breakdown of 

rocks in the base of the landslide formed a rock flour, which acted as a poorer lubricant 

causing debris to slide in thick sheets.

IV .I ll  Low-Viscosity M ass-Loss Model

These models proposed that the low H/L values achieved by large landslides occur 

because low velocity material is shed from a moving mass. The run-out length of a large 

landslide undergoing such a process would be dependent upon the rate and timing of the 

material loss; the greater the loss of low velocity material in the early stages of the 

landslide, the greater the distance that the remaining mass can travel.

IV.III.I Low-Viscosity Mass Loss (Van Gassen & Cruden 1989)

In the model, the travel distance of the centre of gravity of a mass of loose, dry, 

purely frictional material was dependent upon the momentum transferred within the mass. 

Material at the toe of a slide would lose momentum due to friction, but would also be
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propelled forward by the debris behind it, which would be travelling at the speed that 

material at the toe was travelling prior to slowing due to friction. The material at the toe 

would continue to move, while that at the back of the debris mass would slow down and be 

deposited as a result of momentum transfer. The properties of the material and the geometry 

of the accumulation zone would determine the shape of the resulting deposit. Landslides of 

uniform thickness are modelled by a linear depositional profile, in which the mass of 

moving debris decreases directly with the distance travelled. Tappered landslides are 

modelled by an exponential mass-loss profile, in which the thickness decreased from the 

proximal to distal zone.

IV.IV Individual-Case M echanisms

The characteristics of some landslides are not suitably explained by the universal 

models that have been proposed. In such instances, site-specific models have been devised 

to explain the unique characteristics of particular landslides.

IV.IV.I Earthquake Fluidization (Solonenko 1972; McSaveney 1978; Hazlett et al., 1991) 

Several workers have suggested that particular large landslides experienced 

fluidization due to strong seismic ground shaking during emplacement. The energy of 

fluidization was therefore obtained from the depositional environment rather than from the 

energy of fall of a landslide. The characteristics of seven landslides triggered during the 

1944 eruption on Mount Vesuvius were thought to have been mobilised by acoustic 

fluidization resulting from the high levels of seismicity that existed during the eruption 

(Hazlett et al., 1991). The distance travelled by the Khait landslide was attributed to the 

effects of seismic oscillation from a magnitude 7.5 earthquake (Solonenko 1972). 

McSaveney (1978) also suggested that seismic shaking may have played a role in the travel 

distance of the Sherman landslide.

IV.IV.II Basal Lubrication by Vaporised Pore Fluids (Habib 1975; Goguel 1978)

This model was based on the belief that the low H/L values and high travel 

velocities of large landslides such as Vaiont (Italy) and Mount Granier (US A),were due to 

pore fluid vaporisation along the base of a slide due to frictional heating.
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IV.IV.III Basal Lubrication by Overridden Snow (McSaveney 1978)

This model merged models of mechanical fluidization and sliding of landslide 

debris on a low-strength or lubricated substrate. The Sherman landslide (Alaska), was 

thought to have moved by a complex combination of sliding and flowing. The energy that 

caused fluidization was thought to have been derived from the continual strong ground 

shaking during to the Great Alaska earthquake. Once the landslide travelled out onto the 

Sherman glacier, it slid on snow with a coefficient of basal kinetic friction of 0.11 and is 

likely to have gathered a basal layer of ice and compacted snow.

IV.IV.IV Basal Lubrication by Overridden Mud (Evans 1990)

Entrained mud may have lubricated many large landslides in the Canadian 

Cordillera which travelled down or across stream courses during run-out.

IV.rV.V Basal Lubrication by Weak Stratum in the Landslide Debris (Watson & Wright 

1969; Johnson 1978)

Various models were proposed, in which a weak stratum in landslide debris formed 

a lubricating layer. This was thought to explain the run-out of the massive Saidmarrah 

landslide, Iran, (Watson & Wright 1969) where a weak marl stratum was located along the 

initial planar slope failure and along the base of the in situ slide mass. The bulldozed distal 

heaps at the margins of the Blackhawk landslide (California) are composed of sandstone 

which also outcrops locally along the base. This led Johnson (1978) to consider whether 

the sandstone acted as a lubricating agent.
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Appendix V

Application of the Air-Layer Lubrication Theory to Landslides

on Venus

“There is nothing more difficult to carry out, nor more doubtful o f success, 

than to initiate a new order of things. ” N, M achiavelli, The Prince, 1537.

The air-layer lubrication theory was applied to conditions on Venus and compared 

with an identical landslide on Earth. The calculations presented below are based on the 

mathematical theory presented by Shreve (1968b) and comparative calculations performed 

by Shalier (1991) for martian landslides. All calculations are made in SI units.

Notation

Pb = pressure in the gas layer (Pa)
Pt = pressure of the atmosphere at the top of the debris layer (Pa)
Ga = arithmetic mean bulk density of the debris mass (kgm/))
g = gravitational acceleration (m/s^)
s = thickness of the debris mass (m)
Tt = atmospheric temperature (K)
Tb = temperature of the gas layer beneath the debris mass (K)
Y = ratio of the heat capacities of carbon dioxide at a constant pressure and

temperature
Vb = volume of gas trapped between the debris mass and the ground surface 

for a unit area (1 m2) of the surface (m3)
Vt = original uncompressed volume of gas (m3)

R = gas constant (Pa-m3/K*mole)

(A) Calculate the thickness of a column of venusian atmosphere (at present conditions) 

required to provide a 0.3 m layer of compressed gas beneath a 50 m thick landslide.

(i) Calculate the pressure required at the base of the debris mass using equation la  

from Shreve (1968b):

Pb=Pt +  G a g s  ( l a )

For a 50 m thick landslide the following values are assumed for the variables in equation

(la): Pt =  9.5 x 10^Pa, Ga = 2474 kg/m 3, g  =  8.87 m/s^, s =  50 m. This gives a value for
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Pb = 1.06 X 1Q7 Pa.

(ii) Calculate the temperature of the compressed gas layer under the debris mass 

using equation 2d from Shreve (1968b), which assumes isentropic compression because of 

low thermal conductivity of the debris:

T /rb  = (Pb^b)(Y-m (2d)

The following values are assumed for the variables in equation (2d): Tt = 740 K, Pt = 9.5 x 

106 Pa, Pb = 1.06 X 107 Pa, y =  1.3 (Harrison 1973). This gives a value for Tb = 578.97 

K.

(iii) Calculate the number of moles of gas in the compressed gas layer under the 

debris mass for a unit area of the sheet (1 m2) using the ideal gas equation (Shreve 1968b):

PbVb = nRTb 

n = PbVb/RTb

The values assumed for the equation are: Pb = 1.06 x 107 Pa, Vb = 0.3 m3, R = 8.314 

Pa-m3/K mole, Tb = 758.97 K.This gives a value for n = 504 moles.

(iv) Calculate the original uncompressed volume of gas, trapped in the compressed 

gas layer beneath the debris mass for a unit area of the debris (lm2) using the ideal gas 

equation (Shreve 1968b):

PtVt = nRTt 

Vt = nRTt/Pt

Using the assumed values for variables of n = 504 moles, R = 8.314 Pa*m3/K*mole, Tt = 

740 K, and Pt= 9.5 x 106 Pa, the value of Vt = 0.326 m3.

This shows that for a debris mass on Venus with a thickness of 50 m to be 

supported by a 0.3 m thick compressed gas layer, a 0.33 m high column of gas would 

need to be trapped per unit area of the landslide.

(B) Calculate the thickness of a column of atmosphere on Earth (at present conditions) 

required to provide a 0.3 m layer of compressed gas beneath a 50 m thick landslide.

(i) For a 50 m thick landslide the following values are assumed for the variables in
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equation (la): Pt= 1.01 x 10^Pa, Oa = 2474 kg/m^, g = 9.80 m /s2, s = 50 m. This gives a

value for Py = 1.31 x 10  ̂Pa.

(ii) The following values are assumed for the variables in equation (2d): Tt = 290 

K, Pt = 1.01 X 105 Pa, Pb = 1.31 X 106 Pa, y=  1.4 (Shreve 1968b). This gives a value for 

Tb = 595.48 K.

(iii) The values assumed for the third equation are: Py = 1.31 x 106 Pa, Vy= 0.3 m3, 

R = 8.314 Pa m3/K*mole, Ty = 595.48 K. This gives a value for n = 79.38 moles.

(iv) Using the assumed values for variables in the fouth equation: n = 79.38 moles, 

R = 8.314 Pa-m3/K-mole, Tt = 290 K, and Pt= 1.01 x 105 Pa, the value of Vt = 1.89 m3.

This shows that for a debris mass on Earth with a thickness of 50 m to be 

supported by a 0.3 m thick compressed gas layer, a 1.89 m high column of gas would need 

to be trapped per unit area of the landslide.
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(b)Magellan altimetry data for the area centred on IS^N, 3(X)oE. The

highest areas are shown in red and the lowest in blue
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(b)Magellan altimetry data for tltc area centred on IS^N, 317° E. The

highest areas are shown in red and the lowest in blue
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(b)Magellan altimetry data for the area centred on IS^S, 3520£. The

highest areas are shown in red and the lowest in blue
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(b)Magcllan altimeiry data for the area centred on 30° S, 351QE. The highest

areas are shown in red and the lowest in blue
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(b)Magellan aldmetiy data for the area centred on 150S. 009oE. The highest

areas are shown in red and the lowest in blue



(b)Magellan altimetry data for the area centred on 3Q0S, 009o£. The highest

areas are shown in red and the lowest in blue
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